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Preface
Over the last several decades, psychologists have become increasingly
interested in examining and explaining the learning of school subjects, such

as mathematics. Cognitive psychologists have learned much about how
children learn school content and why they encounter difficulty. This
growing body of theory and research has direct application to classroom
teaching. It can provide teachers with guidance about how to teach specific
mathematical skills and concepts.
The aim of this book is to help teachers make use of these recent
developments in the cognitive psychology of mathematical learning. Chapter

1 discusses, from a cognitive view, why many children have problems
learning mathematics and become turned off by it. Chapter 2 delineates the
general instructional implications or guidelines that stem from a cognitive
approach. The rest of the book describes how children's basic mathematical
skills and concepts develop and how teachers can foster these specific basic
mathematical competencies.
Chapters 3 to 6 focus on informal mathematics: children's natural,
largely counting-based, nu thods and concepts, which serve as the basis for
coping with and understanding the formal (symbol-based) mathematics
taught in school. Chapters 7 to 13 focus on formal mathematics. This book

details how formal instruction canby building on children's informal
mathematicsbe taught in an interesting, meaningful, and thoughtprovoking manner. In particular, the book .lielineates games and activities
involving manipulatives and concrete experience:: so important for developing proficient skill and understanding among young children. Such methods
help make mathematical instruction entertaining and enjoyable as well as
more effective.
The book focuses on informal and formal knowledge typically present
at the nursery and primary level (pre -K to grade 3). It is useful to all those
concerned wish instruction and remediation of basic mathematical competencies, including preschool personnel, classroom teachers, resourceroom specialists, special education teachers, curriculum supervisors, principals, school psychologists, and parents. Chapters 3 to 7 will be of particular
interest to preschool caregivers, kindergarten teachers, and educators who
work with children classified as mentally handicapped. First-, second-, and
ix

it

Preface

third-grade teachers will want to focus on Chapters 6 to 13. Material
throughout the book can be used in remedial work with children of any age

who are having difficulty understanding and mastering primary-level
mathematics. The activities, games, and exercises in Chapters 2 and 8
through 13 vary in the mathematical ability required. A small portion of this

material, particularly that which is usually introduced in the upper elementary grades (for example, improper fractions), may be suitable for gifted

children only. The appendices detail a suggested sequence of skills and
concepts for each level, prekindergarten to grade 3.
A workbook (Elementary Mathematics Activities: Teachers' Guidebook by Arthur J. Broody and Margaret Hank, Allyn and Bacon, 1989)
supplements this book in three important ways. First, it draws across the

chapters of this book to delineate a sequence of lesson ideasa core
curriculum. Next, it provides (1) some of the ready-made materials needed

for the games and activities and (2) copy-ready masters of the written
exercises. And third, it provides additional activities and exercises not cited
in this book. These materials fill in gaps in the instructional sequence and
allow for smoother transitions.
This book is essentially a reference manual for practitioners. The intent
is that after the text is read through once for a sense of the material, the user
will come back and examine specific sections of the book carefully as the
need for that material arises. Moreover, because this text provides only a
sample of what can be done, the reader is encouraged to explore other rich
sources of lesson ideas, such as the Arithmetic Teacher and the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics yearbooks. Understanding children's
mathematical thinking and developing psychologically appropriate mathematics instruction takes considerable time, effort, and patience. Its rewards,
though, are well worth itchildren who really enjoy, understand, and think
about mathematics.
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Chapter

1
The Nature of
Children's
Mathematical
Thinking
Alexi, just five years old and about to enter kindergarten, was excited by the
news of a neighbor-child's birthday party the following week. Three days

before the party, the ladas he had for the last four days asked, "How
many days before the party, Mom?" His mother repeatea the now daily
ritual, "Today is Friday (a,. she put one finger up), Saturday (two fingers),
Sunday (three fingers). So there are three days before the party on
Monday." The next day, Alexi used his knowledge of the counting sequence
to figure out for himself how many days were left before the special event:
"Two days, because we take away one (from three). Right, Mom?" Cognitive
research (e.g., Court, 1920; Gelman and Gallistel, 1978; Ginsburg, 1982)
indicates that, like Alexi, preschoolers learn and apply a surprising amount
of mathematics and enter school equipped and willing to learn more (e.g.,
Resnick, 1983).

Once in school, this keenness for learning and using mathematics
evaporates for all too many children (Hiebert and Lefevre, 1986). As Figure
1-1 illustrates, many children are utterly baffled and frustrated 14 school
mathematics. Most see it as an array of unconnected and incomprehensible

facts and proceduresstrange stuff they are supposed to memorize (e.g.,
Baroody and Ginsburg, 1986; Wertheimer, 1945). They spend countless
hours on assignments that seem pointless and surmise that mathematics is a
boring subject. Because they conclude that mathematics is not supposed to

make sense to them, children do their arithmetic assignments without
thinking. Too many children, including "successful" students, dislike and
even fear mathematics. Some even come to believe that mathematics is
beyond their ability to grasp and give up on learning it.

1
1

2

2
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FI;ure 1-1 Sally's Reaction to the Formalisms of School Math
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The premise of this book is that learning math aatics can be
enjoyable, meaningful, and thought-provoking. This is possible only when
instruction takes into account the psychology of the child. When instruction
meshes with how they really learn, children not only master the basics more
effectively but become better thinkers and problem solvers. As a result,
children are excited about mathematics rather than fearful cf it. They can be
confident about their mathematical ability rather than insecure about it.
Fortunately, over the last twenty years, cognitive psychology has made

important advances in understanding how children really learn mathematics. This model, which is outlined in the next section, provides clear
direction on how instruction can be matched to children's thinking and thus
foster excitement, comprehension, and problem-solving ability.

A COGNITIVE MODEL OF
MATHEMATICAL LEARNING

Meaningful Learning and Thinking
Everyone agrees that it is important for primary students to master basic
mathematical competencies. But hat does mastery of the basics mean? In
a cognitive view, it is essential to distinguish between meaningful learning
and rote learning. Successful students routinely master the arithmetic facts
and procedures prescribed by the instruction. However, when this is done
by rote, children may soon forget part or all of the information. Even if they
do remember the materials, they are usually unable to apply such knowledge
to learning new material, solving problems, or everyday situations. In brief,

the fact that a student can produce correct answers is not necessarily
indicative of understanding or critical thinking.

In a cognitive view, the essence of mathematical learning is the

1
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development of understanding and thinking strategies. It is not enough
merely to memorize information. A child needs to understand and know
how to apply school- taught mathematics. Thus the acquisition of facts and
skills should be done in a meaningful manner. That is, a child should see
how facts relate to each other and how skills connect with concepts.

Meaningful Learning Requires
Active Learning
In a cognitive view, meaningful learning is not achieved simply by absorbing

information. It entails more than passively hearing, seeing, and then
recording information. Children, especially, often do not make exact mental

copies of what they hear and see. They must actively build or construct
mathematical knowledge or meaning.

Systematic Errors
A key indication of this active-learning process is children's errors. For
example, during one of her frequent and spontaneous efforts to practice
counting, five-year-old Alison reeled off, ". . . 27, 28, 29, twenty-ten."
Twenty-ten? This is not an imitated term that she has heard from her
parents, "Sesame Street," books, or her older friends. It is a term she has
constru led based on the patterns she has discerned in the counting
sequence. Alison had not yet learned that twenties end with 29. In her mind,
the term after 29 must be another twenty term. What twenty term follows
29? Well, she knew that ten follows nine. To Alison, it was entirely sensible

that the term after 29 must be twenty-ten.
Alison continued to use this invented term for several weeks, until she
learned the 29-30 connection. Indeed, children often persist in using an
invented but incorrect term or procedureeven after they are told (perhaps
repeatedly) the correct version. Children rely (and may resist abandoning)
on such an invention because it makes sense to them. Systematic errors,
then, are evidence of a child's active attempts to comprehend the world and
provide a window to the child's mind.

Assimilation
Learners filter new information in terms of what they already know. The
process of interpreting new information in terms of existing knowledge is
called assimilation (e.g., Piaget, 1964). Children (and adults) cannot
assimilate new information that is completely unfamiliar. Quite naturally,
they quickly lose interest in the incomprehensible information and tune it
out. Somewhat unfamiliar information can be related to existing knowledge
and assimilated. Children are naturally interested in what Piaget called
"moderately novel" information.

4
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Assimilation and interest, then, go hand in hand. Like adults, young
school children often do not make the effort to assimilate new information
unless it makes some sense and hence is important to them. When a task
piques their curiosity, children will spend considerable time and effort
working at and reflecting upon it.
The cognitive prindple of assimilation implies that understanding
cannot be imposed upon children. It evolves as they actively try to make
sense of the world. Meaningful learning occurs when childrei are actively
engaged intellectually and emotionally. It occurs when they encounter
moderately novel situations that excite their natural curiosity.

Informal Mathematics: A Foundation for
Formal Mathematics
In a cognitive view, the meaningful leaming of school mathematics is a
building process that requires a foundation. The foundation for basic
school-taught (formal) mathematical knowledge is children's personal
(informal) mathematical knowledge. Informal mathematics serves as the
basis for assimilating (understanding and learning) school-taught mathematics (e.g., Ginsburg, 1982).

Informal Mathematics
As the case of Alexi illustrates, children engage in mathematical leaming
and thinking even before they receive any tirmal training in school. Such
informal mathematics is based largely on counting. For example, Alexi

apparently reasoned that three take away one was two based on his
knowledge that the number two comes before the number three. Informal
mathematics often entails invention rather than mere imitation. No one
snowed Alexi how to solve the problem in the manner he did.1 From their
everyday experiences in which counting and numbers are an important

part, children spontaneously learn and invent their own informal
mathematics.

IThis interpretation is supported by the fact that Alexi did not kr.ow the sequence of days
and so could not have used the method shown by his mother. The lad could count backwards
from five or so, and so may have mentally counted back from the number remembered from
the day before: "Three (days until the party), take away one (day that just passed) is two (days
left now)." Though there was no evidence of finger counting before he addressed his mother,
' is possible that he used a concrete counting procedure to obtain hs answer. This would

entail putting up three fingers to indicate the 'carting point, folding one finger down to
represent the pusage of a day, and counting or recognizing.the fingers remaining as two.
Whether he used a mental or concrete procedure, the lad was not merely imitating his
mother's strategy. Instead, he used his counting knowledge in a strategic manner to figure out

an arithmetic problem.
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Children learn and use informal mathematics because it is personally
meaningful and interesting to t, am. It was important to Alexi to know how
many days there were before a special event occurred. And so, he actively

applied his intelligence to figure out this real problem. Informal mathematics, then, is learned, invented, and applied in contextin everyday
situations that are personally meaningful.
Informal knowledge does have its limitations. Research (e.g., Gelman,
1972) indicates that young children can deal effectively with quantitative
questions regarding small numbers but not large ones. For example, Alexi
did not himself figure out the days left to the party until the numbers in the
problem were very smai.. Though calculating sums by counting objects
works well when sets to be combined are small, it becomes difficult and then

impossible as the size of the sets grows. Moreover, because informal
mathematics does not leave a written record, a problem solution may be
forgotten. Furthermore, informal knowledge may not be entirely consistent
or logical. For example, a child may know that five blocks and one more are
six but have no idea of how much one block and five more are!

Formal Mathematics
The formal mathematics, which is taught in school and which uses written
symbols, can greatly extend children's ability to deal with quantitative issues.
Indeed, the mathematical skills and concepts taught in the primary grades
are not only the foundation for learning more advanced mathematics later
in school but are basic "survival skills" in our technology-oriented society.
This formal mathematics is powerful in various ways. It is a highly precise

and logical body of knowledge. Written procedures greatly increase
calculation efficiency, especially with larger quantities, and provide a longlasting record.

Though formal mathematics can greatly extend their capabilities,
cognitive theory propc,Rs 0-ildren cannot immediately comprehend abstract instruction. The m
learning of formal mathematics involves
the assimilation of information, not merely its absorption. For primary
children, this means interpreting school-taught instruction in terms of their
relatively concrete informal knowledge. Mathematical symbols, computational algc:ithms (step-by-step procedures), and so forth can make sense to
children if they are moderately novel, that is, connected to their existing,
personal, counting-based knowledge of mathematics.
indeed, cognitive resea. ch indicates that regardless of age or the
specific content area, learners progress developmentally from concrete to
abstract thinking (e.g., see Lunkenbein, 1985). That is, for a first grader
learning to do written addition or a college student learning calculus,
knowledge begins with the apparent. Both learn best when formal instruction
builds concretely on what they already know. Both only gradually assimilate
the formal symbolism and become adept at manipulating and apidiying it.

16
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LEARNING DIFFICULTIES

Gaps
A gap between formal instruction and a child's existing knowledge prevents

assimilation or understanding. When formal instruction does not suit
children's thinking, it will seem foreign and difficult to them. Too often, the
consequences are rote learning, learning difficulties, and debilitating beliefs.

Abstract Instruction
A gap can occur when instruction is too abstract and does not connect with
children's relatively concrete informal mathematics. Indeed, gaps between

children's relatively concrete informal mathematics and their relatively
abstract formal instruction preclude understanding and are a key reason for
learning difficulties (Allardice and Ginsburg, 1983; Ginsburg, 1982; Hiebert,
1984). Frequently, a highly verbal approach to instruction is not meaningful

to childreneven when accompanied by pictures and demonstrations. Too
often, the written symbols and the manipulations of these symbols introduced
in school make little sense to children (e.g., Davis, 1984). Like Sally in Figure

1-1, many children feel frustrated and helpless when confronted with the
torrent of meaningless words and written symbols.

Lockstep Instruction
A gap can occur when formal instruction overlooks individual readiness and
moves :no quickly. Even among children just beginning school, there is a
wide range of individual differences. Kindergartners and first graders are
far from uniform in their informal mathematical knowledge and readiness to
master formal mathematics (e.g., Baroody, 1987b; Ginsburg and Russell,
1981; Lindvall and Ibarra, 1979). With each grade, individual differences
become greater. Because children do not have the same readiness to learn a
mathematical concept or skill, a lesson or exercise may not be appropriate
for everyone in class. Thus new instruction that is introduced to a group of
students will probably not be assimilated by all. The problem is compounded

when new topics are introduced before a child has had a chance to
assimilate more basic lessons. Because new topics often build upon
previous lessons, the child gets caught in a downward spiral of failure.

Consequences
Mechanical Learning and Use
When training is conducted in an abstract and lockstep manner, children are

forced to memorize mathematics by rote. Even when they successfully

Learning Difficulties
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memorize school mathematics, further learning and use of mathematics
may be hampered. For example, children who memorize a renaming
(carrying) algorithm for two-digit subtraction often do not see how it applies
to three-digit subtraction. As a result, they may be error prone with the larger
problems and have to memorize the step-by-step procedures for this (new)

set of problems.
If children learn mathematics in a mechanical manner, they may use it
without thinking or may be unable to use it at all. Arithmetic assignments can
become a mindless ritualin time, children expect to be "spoon fed," rather
than challenged to think. When assignments or real-life situations require
thinking, they may be caught unprepared. Moreover, because they do not
really understand school mathematics, they may fail to see how it applies to
everyday problem solving.

Faulty Learning
Some children fail to memorize what seems to be meaningless information
correctly or at all. As a result, children learn concepts or procedures in an
incomplete or altogether incorrect fashion. Some simply ignore (fail to
learn) or forget (fail to retain) what they perceive as meaningless information.
Systematic errors are a symptom of children's efforts to cope with
assignments that have little or no meaning to them. For example, incorrect

recall of facts or faulty counting may cause some calculational errors.
However, quite often calculational errors keep appearing even when
children can recall or compute specific facts correctly. Systematic calculational errors are due to using incorrect or partially correct procedures
(e.g., Buswell and Judd, 1925; Brown and 7,urton, 1978; Ginsburg, 1982).
Figure 1-2 illustrates two systematic calculation errors ("bugs").

Deborah's subtraction errors were due to a systematic but incorrect
procedure: She always subtracted the smaller term from the larger, even
when the smaller term was the minuend (top number). Children often use
this bug when they have failed to learn a meaningful borrowing algorithm.
Jerry's subtraction bug was he result of not learning a procedure completely.
For 40 12, for example, the lad realized that he could not subtract 2
from 0. By changing 0 to 10, he was able to complete the subtraction of the
ones-place digits correctly. Unfortunately, the child did not remember that
borrowing from the tens place also involves reducing.

Debilitating Beliefs
The way in which mathematics is taught affects how children view
mathematics and themselves as learners (Baroody, 1987a). When mathematics is taught in an abstract and lockstep manner, children "hear" such
unspoken messages as:

8
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Figure 1-2 Systematic Errors*
A. An Incorrect Procedure
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*The data on Deborah and Jerry were collected with the help of Dr. Barbara S.
Allardice, now the mathematics coordinator of the Learning Development Center
at the Rochester Institute of Technology.

Only geniuses can understand mathematics. It's not something I am
supposed to understand or can understand. This is because I'm not
very smart.
Mathematics has nothing to do with me or my world. Mathematics is

just a bunch of facts and procedures that you have to memorize.
What I know or think doesn't matter.
Arithmetic answers must be given quickly. I have to count. That's
because I'm stupid.
Math problems should be solved quickly. The problem doesn't tell
me what to do. There's no point in my trying. I'm not smart enough
to figure it out anyway.

Facts and procedures must be learned quickly. I can't seem to do
that. I must be really slow.

.1

0

Symms*
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Beliefs can have a powerful impact on how children go about learning
and using mathematics (Baroody, Ginsburg, and Waxman, 1983; Garofalo
and Lester, 1985; Reyes, 1984; Schoenfeld, 1985). For example, because
they do not understand their formal instruction, and their written assignments do not make sense to them, many children conclude that mathematics

is not supposed to make sense. Because of such a belief, they may not
bother to monitor their work thoughtfully. This helps to accourt for the fact

that children are not the least bit troub:ed by answers that are clearly
unreasonable. For instance, Deborah, referred to in Figure 1-2, was quite
willing to overlook the fact that subtraction cannot yield a difference that is
larger than the minuend (the starting amount):

522
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SUMMARY
Mathematics does not have to be something that children view as dull,
difficult, or dreadful. To design effective mathematics instruction, it is
essential to take into account how children think and learn. A cognitive
model proposes that even the instruction of facts and procedures should
and can be done in a meaningful manner. Meaningful instruction requires
that children assimilate formal mathematics. This requires their active
involvement. It also requires that formal instruction build upon children's
informal mathematical knowledge.
A gap between formal instruction and children's informal knowledge
precludes understanding and forces children to memorize mathematics.
This occurs when instruction is introduced abstractly or taught in a lockstep

manner. The results may be the mechanical learning and application of
mathematics, faulty learning (e.g., systematic errors), and debilitating beliefs.

The next chapter outlines the general educational implications of a
cognitive model. It describes how mathematics instruction can be designed

to suit children's thinking so that it can be interesting, meaningful, and
thought-provoking.

Chapter

2
Designing Effective
Mathematics

Instruction

In Chapter 1, it was noted that to be effective, primary-level mathematics
instruction must be compatible with the nature of children's thinking and
learning. The rest of the book is devoted to describing how instruction can

be tailored to promote excitement, meaningful learning, and critical
thinking. The general guidelines that stem from a cognitive conception of
learning are delineated below. Chapters 3 to 13 will detail how to teach
specific concepts and skills.

GENERAL GUIDELINES
1. Mathematics education should actively involve children.

To encourage meaningful learning and critical thinking, a child's mind
must be actively engaged by instruction. Instruction that actively involves
children is more interesting and more likely to promote self-confidence.
Some suggestions for encouraging active involvement follow:

Games are a natural medium for mathematics instruction and practice.
Games can provide a meaningful and enjoyable way to learn a range of
mathematical ideas and practice a wide variety of basic skills (Noddings,
1985) (see Example 2-1). They build on children's informal mathematics,
provide a reason for learning skills and concepts, supply repeated practice
that is not tiresome, give children and teacher an opportunity to talk over
strategies and ideas, and generate excitement (e.g., Ashlock and Humphrey,
1976; Bright, Harvey, and Wheeler, 1985; Ernest, 1986).
10
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Example 2-1 Animal Spots

Animal Spots, described below, is one of the many interesting
games In the Wynroth (1986) Math Program that is ric,signed to
teach specific mathematical skills and concepts.* Because the
rules of a game embody a mathematical concept or skill, children
Implicitly master these competencies by learning how to play the
game. In this curriculum, then, games are the primary learning
device for learning basic mathematics.

Objectives: (1) Oral counting to 5; (2) object counting with sets
up to 5 (one-to-one counting and cardinality concepts); and (3)
creating or counting out sets of one to five items (same-number
concept). (Practice can be extended to largerval ues by substituting
a 0- to 10-dot die for a 0- to 5-dot die. The game can also be used to

practice addition by using two dot dice or two numeral dice.)

Grade Level: PK or K.
Participants: Two to five players.
Materials: An animal board (wooden board cut in the shape of a
giraffe or leopard with 43 holes drilled for pegs) for each player; a
die with 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 dots on a side; a container of pegs.
Procedure: Each player takes an animal board. On each turn, a
player rolls the die, counts the number of dots, and then takes that
many pegs ("spots") for his or her animal board. The first player to fill

up his or her animal board is the winner.
*The essence of the game is described here. For a full description of the game, see
Wynroth (1986). The instructions and materials for the Wynroth games and the
accompanying worksheets can be obtained by writing: Wynroth Math Programs,
Box 578, Ithaca, NY 14850. The telephone number for information about the
program is (617) 273-8759.

Moreover, games provide an opportunity for children to learn im-

portant social skills (e.g., following instructions, taking turns, respecting
others' needs and rights). In particular, children need to learn how to deal
with competitiveness in constructive manners. Games can also require and
promote team work and cooperation. When used judiciously, games are an
invaluable tool for primary-level instruction.

02
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Use meaningful activities in which mathematics is one integral part.
Mathematics is more meaningful and interesting to children when taught in
context (Steffe, 1987). There are an immense number of enjoyable activities

that involve mathematics as well as other school-related topics (see
Example 2-2). For example, cooking entails counting, measuring, and
fractions, as well as reading and following instructions. Teaching mathematics within an interesting and meaningful context can help children see
the utility of mathematics, increa e their interest in learning it, and decrease
their tendency to approach mathematics thoughtlessly. Even if this is not
always achieved, children do not have to realize that they are using and
practicing mathematics to learn it.

Example 2-2

Count Disorderly's Biography: An Integrated Activity

Aim: This reading-and-vocabulary exercise should help students

reflect on how much mathematical ideas are intertwined with
everyday life and language usage.

Objective: Identify terms that imply mathematical ideas and
define their mathematical content.

Grade Level: 1-3.

Participants: Small group or whole class.
Materials: Story sheet and pencil.
Procedure: Explain that Count Disorderly wants his biography (a
story about his life) written. He has the Royal Writers compose it.
After the biography is written, however, Count Disorderly becomes
so confused by counting and numbers that he orders the Royal
Writers to cross out any and all words that could have anything to do
with counting and numbers. The Royal Writers who do the best job
editing (crossing) out all words that involve counting and numbers
will be rewarded. They will be called the Chief Royal Writers and will

each be given a gold piece.
Have the children work individually or as a team. The latter is
especially useful in encouraging discussion and sharing of ideas.
After each individual or group has finished, discuss what parts of
the biography should be crossed out. With a group of children, an
overhead projector and grease pencil can be used so that everyone
sees. The level of the discussion will, of course, depend upon the

23
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grade level and sophistication of the children. Some suggestions
are indicated below.
Story Sheet: Count DIsorderly's life Story
Once upon a time, her highness' the Queen had baby twin° boys.°
Oned baby boy did not cry at all .° The Queen named him Count
Orderly. The other' cried all the time.° The Queen named him Count
Disorderly.
Count Orderly was the first" boy to walk and the first to talk.
Count Disorderly was last' in most' things. Count Disorderly was the
first to make messes.
Count Orderly was alwaysk neater than Count Disorderly. When
the boys were two years old,' the Queen gave them eachm a box of
blocks" Count Orderly counted his blocks carefully, "One, two, three,
four."0 After playing, Count Orderly picked up his blocks and put them

away on the lowest° shelf. Count Disorderly counted his blocks,
"Three, four, two, one." He took one block° to make mud pies and left

the rest' on the floor. The Queen fell over the blocks. She yelled,
"Never, never leave blocks on the floor!"
'This title refers to a orson of high rank. It implies there are different classes of
people and that these classes can be ordered from low or unimportant to high or
Important. (Numbers are ordered classes. For example, we can say that 0 0 0

and 000 and 0

belong to the same group or class that we call "three" or
°I111

label 3. The number three follows one and two and comes before four, five, and so
forth when the numbers are put in order. This order implies that three is more

thanin a sense higher thantwo but less than four.)

"The term twin means a pair of (two) children born at the same time.
'The plural term boys implies more than one.
°One is the first count term.
'The phrase not at all implies an event that occurs zero times.
'The other refers to a remaining subset (the twin not previously mentioned).
°The phrase all of the time implies a measure the whole measure.
"First is an ordinal numbera number referring to an order.
'Last implies an order.
'Most implies majority (more than half or 50%) or the largest portion, which implies
an ordering.
'Always Is a description of (relative) frequency (a measure of how often an event
occurs). It implies a probability of cne (1.0).

'Age is a measure of timein thiscase two years.
min this context, each implies a one-to-one correspondence; giving them each a
box implies a matching process to create this correspondence.
"A box of blocks could be considered a set.
°The number words in this count are an obvious candidate for editing.
°The term lowest indicates a relative measure of heightthat is, In relationship to
the other shelves, the boy put the box on the bottom shelf.
°The phrase took one block implies subtraction (take away).
The rest implies the remainder of a take-away action (subtraction operation).
'Never is a measure of time indicating a frequency of zero. Grammatically, the
second never is not needed; it is redundant (Sometimes parents talk this way Just
for emphasisto make a point.)

`)4
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Small-group activities are important for sharing ideas, cultivating
problem-solving skills, and developing social skills. Team-study or co-

operative-learning groups can provide invaluable learning experiences
(e.g., Slavin, 1983). Children have an important body of (informal)
rmthematical knowledge, and small-group work gives them a chance to

share questions, insights, and strategies (Cobb, 1985). It mates an
opportunity to see that others use informal mathematics (e.g., that other first
graders rely on counting to compute sums) and that they are not peculiar.

Small-group exercises can give children experience in discussing mathe-

matical problems with others (Easley, 1983): defining the question or
unknown, gauging what information is relevant and what is not, considering
alternative solutions, and evaluating the reasonablenes,, of answers. Thus it
can help them recognize that mathematics involves thinking (Cobb, 1985).
Such experiences can also foster social or communication skills. Piaget

(1965b) argued that young children are egocentric in that they do not put

themselves in the place of the listener. Piaget suggested that a key
mechanism for overcoming this self-centeredness is peer interaction. In
effect, dealing with other children forces a child to consider others' points of

view. Furthermore, peer interaction helps a child develop specific communication skills (e.g., rephrasing or simplifying a comment, changing
position so that speaker and listener share the same orientation to ensure
that directions are not reversed, or checking for signs of understanding). In
brief, though sharing ideas may be difficult for children younger than eight
years of age or so, peer interaction is an important vehicle for learning to
communicate mathematical (and nonmathematical) ideas more effectively
(see Example 2-3).

Example 2-3

Clay Numerals*

Objectives: Use cooperative-learning groups to encourage discussion about (1) the importance of socially agreed upon conventions (number symbols) in accurately communicating (mathematical) ideas and (2) the advantages of a place-value numbering
system.The activity also provides practice of object-counting skills.

Grade Level: K-2.

Participants: Groups of about 4 to 6 children.
Materials: Handful of clay, colored construction paper (or other
signs), and sets of 1 to 19 animal figurines or other countable
objects to represent animals. (Picture of animals could be used.)

AME
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Procedure: Set out one (or two) set(s) of animals for each child in

the group. Use colored construction paper (or other skins) as
"landmarks" to designate th, sets.
Form small groups. Distribute the clay to each child. Have the
children pound, mash, twist, and roll the clay for several minutes in
order to make the clay more malleable.
Then ask the children to imagine that they are living a long,
long time ago. Their group is a "clan" of early hunters.They need to

find a new hunting ground where the game is plentiful. Each
member of the clan needs to exploreby themselvesone (or two)
new hunting location(s) and report back to the group how many
animals they observed. Have the children decide among themselves

who will explore what location.
Before the children set out to explore their assigned location,
explain, "'Because we are pretending this happened long, long ago,
there are no numbers spoken or written as we know them. Therefore, when you report back to your clan, you may not say or write a
number. You may use your clay to show how many animals you
sawas long as you do not use the clay to make a number."
After the children explore their assigned location, they should
return to their group meeting place and use their clay to indicate
how many animals they saw. (Monitor these proceedings to ensure
that the children do not state a number or write a numeral.) The
children may use the clay to make tallies (e.g.,

0 0 to show two), to

create their own numerals (e.g., CO3 to show four), or to make a

tablet to inscribe tallies or invented numerals on.
After the children have exchanged or attempted to exchange
information, encourage a discussion about any problems they had
in communicating their information. Underscore the following:

What happens when each person invents his or her own
number symbols (e.g., Joe uses a + to show four, but Marta
uses a #)? [Help children to see that to be an effective tool
for communicating ideas, symbols must have shared meaningeveryone in the group must understand their meaning.]

What are the advantages of tallies? [Tallies rather directly
represent the observed sets. That is, there is a one-to-one
correspondence or match between tallies and animals.
Moreover, tallies have shared meaning. In other words,
everyone in the group would readily recognize the number
such a representation st. ids for.]

16
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What are the disadvantages of tallies? [With larger and
larger sets, tallies become increasingly cumbersome to
use.]

What can be done about the problem discussed above?
[Groups of, say, 5 tallies could be represented by a special
tally such as

.

Six could be represented as

I

Why do we use numerals (written symbols such as 5 to show
five things) instead of tallies? [To represent large collections,
nurhderals are much Getsler to use. To represent nineteen

animals with numerals, for example, we need only two
symbols (1, 9): 19 (as opposed to 19 tallies). By using 10
symbols (0,1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) we can represent an infinite
umber of collections in a relatively compact manner. Another

advantage of numerals is that they are recognized in many
places around the world. That is, they are symbols in which
many different people of the world share their meaning.]
*Based on a lesson Idea by M. Cathrene Connery of Urbana - Champaign, IL.

Primary mathematics instruction should, then, include regular opportunities for communicating mathematical ideas to peers. Such activities
should provide constructive feedback and advice for improving communications. Indeed, the communication exercises can be made objects of class
or group discussions to help children understand the importance of taking

the perspective of the listener and learn the specific skills for ensuring
accurate communication.
Whole-class Instruction, direct-instruction methods, and drill should be
used judiciously. Whole-class instruction can be useful with some lessons.

Lectures, demonstrations, written explanations, diagrams, and so forth can
play a key role in meaningful instruction. (A wc,11-tailored talk, for instance,
can capture the imagination of children and stimulate them to think.)
Children certainly need to practice written algorithms. Too often, though,

there is too much whole-class instruction, teacher talk, or drill. And too
frequeLtly, it is not geared to the child's le:el or needs. To be effective, these

toolslike any toolneed to be used appropriately and carefully. For
instance, children should not be given so much written work that they feel
overwhelmed, stop thinking about what they are doing, and rush blindly
through the exercise. Whole-class instruction can be used, for example, for
lessons that tap common, informal knowledge or experience.
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2. Formal instruction should build upon children's informal mathematical knowledge.
Explanations and demonstrations should rele.:e the formal instruction

to the familiar. When instruction builds upon their existing (informal)
knowledge, children are more likely to understand it. By exploiting their
informal knowledge, children will not have to resort to learning rmal
mathematics by rote. This will minimize confusion and a sense of helpless-

ness (see Example 2-4).
Example 2-4 The Case of Ken: An Informal Introduction to Multiplication*
A remedial mathematics teacher explained that Ken, a third-grader,

had no concept of multiplication and was unable to give the
multiplication facts quickly or otherwlse.The boy appeared to have
a learning block. Indeed, when given 6 X 2 and 3 X 3, Ken did not
answer. With resignation, he explained that he could not answer
and that multiplication was too difficult for him. Ken was shown how
to figure out products by counting. For example, because 4 X 3 can
be thought of as a group of four repeated three times, the answer
can be figured out by counting four fingers three times: "1, 2, 3, 4
[one time], 5, 6, 7, 8 [two times], 9, 10, 11, 12 [three times]."
Ken exclaimed, "Oh, so that's all that multiplication Is." He then

had no difficulty with new problems like 5 X 3 or even larger
problems like 50 X 2 and 100 X 2. (He solved the latter by using
known addition facts. For Instance, for 50 X 2, he realized that 50
two times was the same as 50 +50, which he knew was 100.) When
introduced to multiplication in an informal way, the operation made

sense to him and he quickly assimilated it.
*Based on a case study originally reported In Arithmetic Teacher (Baroody, 1988b).

This general guideline can be implemented in the following ways:
Introduce new instruction in terms of counting. Counting is a natural

and sensible way for children to extend their number knowledge to
arithmetic. As Example 2-4 illustrates, the arithmetic operations should be
introduced and practiced in terms of counting. The fear that calculating by
counting is habit forming is groundless. Children will abandon counting
strategies as soon as they are readyas soon as they learn a more efficient
procedure that they understand and can trust. As we will see, a countingbased approach also can be used effectively to introduce topics as diverse as
numbqr theory, multidigit arithmetic, and place value.

C, r1
A.
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Use word problems to introduce new instruction. Word problems are
a very useful way of introducing arithmetic to children. Research (e.g., Riley,

Greeno, and Heller, 1983) shows that even primary-level children willif

allowed to use objectsmodel the actions in simple addition and subtracticn problems and figure out sums and differences. Using (appropriate)
word problems is an important way to make mathematics instruction more
concrete, real, and meaningful to children (see Example 2-5).

Example 2-5 Introducing Multiplication with Word Problems

Even before multiplication is formally introduced, many children
can solve multiplication problems (Kouba, 1986), such as the one
below:
Luis, Montreyal, and Orion each had a bag of marbles. Each
bag had four marbles. How many marbles did the boys have
altogether?

Quite often, children solve such a problem by using objects or
drawings to model or represent the problem. A sample solution is
shown below:

By relating the symbolism 4 X 3 =12 to such word problems
and to children's informal solutions, the operation of multiplication
can be formally introduced in a meaningful fashion.
Use pictorial representations as an intermediate step. Pictorial (semiconcrete) representations may be a useful intermediate step between using
objects (concrete models) and written symbols. It gives children additional
exposure to relatively concrete representations. Moreover, it exposes
children to a variety of representation. Both my help children to consolidate

and deepen their understanding.
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The hieroglyphics, used by ancient Egyptians, provide a pictorial
medium that is easy for children to understand and use. Example 2-6
illustrates an exercise for using Egyptian hieroglyphics as an intermediate
step for four-digit numeral writing.' Later chapters will illustrate how to use
Egyptian hieroglyphics fora wide variety of instructional purposes, including
single-digit or multidigit arithmetic arid base-ten/place-value instruction, as
well as one-, two-, and three-digit numeral writing.

Example 2-6 Using Egyptian Hieroglyphics as an Intermediate Step in
Numeral-Writing Instruction
The ancient Egyptians used characters to represent numbers*:
A(tally mark)

=1

n(horseshoe stanchion)

= 10

e(coiled measuring rope 100 units long) = 100

it (lotus blossom)

= 1,000

S) (finger)

= 10,000

This picture-based system is an ideal intermediate step (see
Frame B) between concrete representations of number (Frame A)
and actually writing numerals.
A. Concrete model of 1,203 using Dienes blocks.

O

O

a
1Some authorities recommend an intermediate step that more directly models the
introductory concrete representation. The gap between concrete and abstract representa-

tions can be more directly bridged by drawing pictures of the manipulatives used. For
and I and [J to represent a Dienes blocks unit, big (10),

example, children can use

and flat (100), respectively.

ti 0
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B. Pictorial representation of 1,203 using Egyptian hieroglyphics.

C. Numerals plus concrete representations.

AOPAAA

I, 203
*Based on Bell, Fuson, and Lesh (1976) and Payne (1986).

Written work should follow concrete experience.

School mathematics

overwhelmingly consists of written assignmentswork that is detached
from any reality for the child. However, students (of all ages) usually learn
best when mathematics instruction is introduced concretely, in terms that

are real and intuitive. Written symbolism and procedures should be
introduced after students have mastered concepts and skills informally. At
this point, written symbolism and procedures can be learned meaningfully
because children have a framework to assimilate the formal instruction (see
Example 2-7).

Example 2-7 Wynroth (1986) Worksheets

In the Wynroth (1986) curriculum, written work is introduced only

after a child has mastered a concept or skill informally (in the
context of a game). In this way, the formal mathematics (written
symbolism) can be introduced in a meaningful mannerassimilated

in terms of a well-grounded informal knowledge. For example,
Worksheet 6, regarding the equals, not-equals, greater-than, and
less-than signs, is introduced after the children have mastered the
concrete embodiment of these ideas by playing a variety of games,
such as Dominoes Same Number (see Example 7.2 in Baroody,
1987a) and Cards More Than (discussed In Example 5-7 of this
text).
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I spoke with one special educator in a district using the
Wynroth (1986) Program. The teacher noted that she did not allow
her children to waste time playing the math games but did feel that
the Wynroth worksheets were most worthwhile! Though this teacher
was very dedicated and had the most noble intentions, she was a
victim of the mistaken beliefs that learning mathematics basically
involved written work and that it could not be fun. Once the central
importance of the games was pointed out, she dusted off the games
and put them to good use.
Point out how formal mathematics is linked to informal mathematics.

Even when a teacher does use manipulatives, children frequently fail to
relate such concrete experience to formal (written) mathematics. Many do
not spontaneously associate a concrete model for a mathematical concept
with its written symbol. They often do not see the link between a concrete

model for regrouping and written procedures that involve renaming
(carrying and borrowing) (e.g., Resnick, 1982; Resnick and Omanson,
1987). A key to meaningful instruction is helping children to connect
explicitly concrete models with written mathematics. For example, the
numeral 0 is often interpreted by young children as the letter 0. A teacher

can quickly help most children to overcome this misinterpretation by
pointing out that the formal symbol 0 (zero) is a way of representing existing

informal mathematical ideas: It is the symbol that stands for no items or
nothing added.
Help children to appreciate that formal symbols and procedures are a
shorthand for existing (informal) concepts and strategies. Like adults,

children need to feel there is a reason to learn something. Holt (1964) noted

that teachers should help children see that written arithmetic is just a
shortcut for what they already know. For example, the informal fair-sharing
model for division is intuitively appealing but cumbersome, especially as the

amount to be divided gets larger. Written notation can be introduced as
shorthand. Indeed, children can be led to discover the standard notation
(see Example 2-8).

Example 2-8 Discovering a Shorthand Method for Informal Division*

Objective: Introducing formal representation of division in terms
of an informal sharing model.

Grade Level: 3 (gifted) or 4.

34
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Participants: A single child, small group of children, or possibly a
whole class.

Materials: Division word problems presented orally, mechanically
(tape recorder or computer), or graphically. Pencil and paper or
other materials for recording work.

Procedure:
1. A teacher presents a word problem, such as the one below.

Edgar has18stickers. If he divides up the stickers equally
among his 6 race cars, how many stickers can he put on
each?

2. Each student concretely represents the total (18) with
stickers, blocks, pegs, etc.

111111111111111111
3. Each student notes the number of the six groups the total
will be divided into.

111111111111111111
1

2

3

4

5

6

4. The students then concretely model the dividing-up process.
a. Process underway

1111111111
1

2

3

4

3J

5

6
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b. Completed processes
2

1

III III

3

4

III

HI

8

5

III III

5. Encourage the children to summarize the process with
symbols (numerals). Compare the various representations.
Some illustrations are shown below.
18

18

23456
333333

18
S

1

333333

6. Some children may discover for themselves that 18 4- 6 =
3 Is merely a shorthand for the more cumbersome notations
advanced in Step 5.

7. Some children may recognize that using their knowledge
of multiplication is a shortcut for the cumbersome concrete
procedure (Steps 2 to 4). That is, they may realize that 18 +
3 = 6 could have been solved by recalling that 3 X 6 =18.
*Based on an idea suggested by Lee S. Vanhille for teaching a multidigit
multiplication algorithm.

3. Instruction should take into account children's individual learning
needs.
Some suggestions for implementing this guideline are listed below:

Much mathematics instruction should be individualized at least to the
point where children are grouped according to ability. Conceptual
instruction, particularly, can be better tailored to meet individual needs if

children are grouped by similar strengths and weaknesses. Advanced
children are less likely to lose interest in mathematics, and weak students are

more likely to get the intensive attention needed to make progress. In
playing competitive math games in which skill is a key factor, ability
grouping minimizes the problems of more advanced children (1) becoming
bored while they wait for their less advanced peers or (2) taking over the

game and reducing their less advanced peers to the role of passive

3G
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observers. Individual or small-group instruct bn is also important in diag-

nosing and correcting learning difficulties quicklybefore they create
further problems.
It is important to note that individualizing instruction is not incompatible

with organizing a class into cooperative-learning groups consisting of
children with a wide range of ability (Slavin, 1987). Indeed, a team-learning
approach can help make efforts to individualize instruction practical. For

example, while a teacher introduces new material to individuals of a
particular developmental level, other children can use this time constructively to work on team projects or assignments. That is, team members can
work on solving a problem or play a game to practice skills. A team member
can help less advanced team members learn new skills or concepts, provide
feedback or guidance on their assigned work, and/or serve as a referee or
moderator for a game.

9 Instruction should be paced according to individual progress. As
with reading (or any other topic), different children are not equally ready to
learn each aspect of formal mathematics. For example, some children
readily benefit from concrete models of addition and quickly go on to
mental addition. Others must use objects a long time before they are
capable of more abstract addition. Indeed, the same child might be quite
ready to learn one aspect of primary mathematics but be unready for
another.
Meaningful learning of primary-level mathematics (of any kind) can
take a long time. A teacher needs to take into account that real progress is
often slow. For example, children may need a prolonged period of doing
arithmetic with objects before they master mental arithmetic or understand
written renaming procedures. It is unwise to push a child along into more
advanced topics before he or she has had the opportunity to master more
basic material (e.g., prerequisite informal skills and concepts).

Because children learn at different paces and because meaningful
learning requires building carefully on more basic knowledge, a masterylearning approach is important. In a mastery-learning approach, children do
not proceed to the next, more advanced objective until they have mastered
more fundamental material. In this way, the pace of instruction is determined
by a child's readiness.

Start instruction with small numbers and introduce larger numbers as
children are ready. It is important to ensure that a child has mastered
skills with small numbers before proceeding to assignments with large
numbers. A major objective of primary-level mathematics should be helping
children to adapt their existing strategies to meet the demands of dealing
with larger and larger numbers.
Use a variety of instructional techniques.

Even good teaching ideas or

suggestions will not work well with every child. What is engaging and
4) 1.1

L3 t
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educational for one child may be uninteresting and even confusing for
another. Try various techniques or their modifications to find out what
works best for a child. Using a variety of techniques also has the advantage

of helping children to generalize their learning. By seeing different embodiments of an idea, children are more likely to develop a broader and
deeper understanding of it.

4. Instruction should cultivate the discovery of relationships, conceptual learning, and thinking skills as well as mastery of basic facts and
procedures.
Mastery of facts and procedures are a means to an end, not ends in
themselves. Thus, though their mastery is important, the focus of instruction
should be on meaningful learning and problem solving. Some suggestions

for encouraging the discovery of relationships, conceptual learning, and
thinking ability follow:

Instruction needs to focus on discovering patterns or regularities.
Children regularly should be given exercises in which they must search for

and then define patterns or regularities (see Example 2-9). Instead of
memorizing facts or skills in isolation, children should be encouraged to
look for connections between seemingly different aspects of formal mathe-

matcs (e.g., the relationship between basic division and multiplication
combinations as in Step 7 of Example 2-8). In Example 2-10, computational practice was designed as a means for discovering an important
arithmetiz relationshipthe principle of commutativity (the sum of two
terms is the same regardless of order). In a follow-up discussion, children
can be encouraged to describe this principle in their own words and how

they used (or could use) this knowledge to save effort when doing
arithmetic. Such activities will help children develop a more accurate view of

mathematics. It entails much more than arithmetic; its essence involves
looking for, thinking about, and applying relationships. Such an approach is

more likely to foster meaningful learning and mathematical thinking or
problem-solving ability.

Example 2-9 In-Out Machines*

In-Out Machines are an analogy for the mathematical concept
called functions, a very useful and widely used idea. An In-Out
Machine takes what you put into it (input) and consistently produces

a result (output) through some invisible Internal process. In-Out
Machine exercises encourage children to look for and define
patterns (a process that is at the heart of mathematics). Moreover,
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such exercises provide practice of basic skills in a meaningful and
interesting way.
By judiciously choosing the underlying function or relationship,
exercises can be tailored to any grade level from kindergarten up.
Note, for example, that Exercise A could be used with kindergarten
children. In-Out Machine exercises also encourage realistic and
constructive beliefs concerning mathematics and problem solving
(e.g., some problems do not have solutions; solving problems takes
time; mathematics involves a thoughtful analysis)as opposed to

the unrealistic and destructive beliefs that a drill approach too
often encourages (e.g., all problems have solutions; problems
should be answered quickly; mathematics is not supposed to make
sense). Below are some examples of In-Out Machine exercises.
Answers to selected questions appear on page 47.

rxercise A can be used with kindergartners or first graders
to introduce the idea of In-Out Machines and to practice the
skill: When we count, what comes after this number?
Exercise B can b' used with first graders and up to introduce
In-Out Machines as an analogy for functions and to practice
simple addition.

The aim of Exercise C is to help third-grade children learn
the defining characteristics of an In-Out Machine (a function). Specifically, it addresses the question: What is a key
characteristic of functions? Example C is included to clarify
a common source of confusion concerning In-Out Machines:
CFIn different inputs have the same output?
Exercise D, which would be suitable for first to third graders,

introduces inputs that consist of pairs. (Exercises that
involve pairs of inputs and addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, or division can be used to help children discover
important arithmetic relationships or principles. Such exercises will be illustrated later in Chapters 8 and 9.) Note that

this exercise, like Exercise C, highlights the point that
different inputs can have the same result.

Exercise E illustrates a case In which a mathematical
problem may have more than one solution. Such exercises

are essential to counter the misconception that mathematical problems must be solved in one way and have one
answer. This particular exercise would be suitable for third
graders.
Exercise F involves finding the missing inputs or outputs for
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various In-Out Machines. The exercise illustrates that under

some circumstances, there may be the possibility of no
answer or multiple answers. Because most of the questions

involve multiplication, this particular exercise would be
suitable for third graders. Exercises could be made up to
illustrate the same points for younger children.
Exercise A

An In-Out Machine takes what you put into it (input) and
consistently produces a result (output) through some invisible
internal process.

INPUT

--111'

-mmmillo OUTPUT

-I

F

Example: When 7 is put in the machine above, 8 comes out the
other end. When 4 is put in, 5 comes out. When 2 is put in, 3 comes

out. When 13 is put in, 14 comes out.
Summarize the information above in the table below. By listing
each output next to its input, it may be easier to figure out what the
In-Out Machine is doingwhat the invisible internal process is.
Input

Output

Question 1: What do you think will come out if Us put in?
Question 2: What do you think will come out if 6 is put in?
Question 3: What do you think will come out if 14 is put in?

iu
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Exercise B

An In-Out Machine takes what you put into it (input) and
consistently produces a result (output) through some invisible
Internal process.

L

_I
INPUT

OUTPUT

1
Example: When 7 is put in the machine above, 9 comes out the
other end. When 4 is put in, 6 comes out. When 0 is put in, 2 comes

out. When 13 is put in, 15 comes out.
Summarize the information above in the table below. By listing
each output next to its input, it may be easier to figure out what the
In-Out Machine is doingwhat the invisible internal process is.
Input

Output

Question 1: Is there any pattern that you nvice?

Question 2: What do you predict the output would be if the
input were 3? 24?
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Exercise C

Question 1: For each of the tables below, can you tell what

the missing outputs would be? If so, fill in the
missing output. if not, put a question mark (?) in
the space.
A

B

Input Output

Input Output

C

Input

Output

4

8

2

4

3

0

2

4

2

1

2

0

1

2

2

5

5

0

3

6

2

7

4

0

5

10

2

4

8

9
7
3

2

2

Question 2: The data in Table B does nct come from a real In-

Out Machineat least not one that is working
properly. What makes an In-Out Machine different from something that is not an In-Out
Machine? In other words, how does the data in
Table B differ from the data in Table A or Table C?

Exercise D

In the In-Out Machine below, two inputs are fed into the
machine at a time, Via machine works on the inputs and a single
output comes out.
A

7
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Table A below summarizes the input and output for this machine:
A
Input

Output

(2,5)

7

(6,3)

9

(1,1)

2

(4,4)

8

(5,1)

6

Question 1: What do you suppose the output would be if 3
and 2 were entered into Machine A?
Table B below shows the inputs and outputs of Machine B.
B

3

B

Input

Output

(4,1)

3

(3,1)

2

(6,2)

4

(3,2)

1

Question 2: Whet do you suppose the output would t if the
numbers 5 and 5 (5,5) were entered?
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Question 3: What do you suppose the output would be if the
following pairs of numbers were put into Machine
B?
(5,2)
(6,3)
(4,2)
(6,4)
(5,3)
(4,3)
(2,1)
(5,4)

Question 4: Can different inputs produce the same output?

Question 5: With Machine B, are there any inputs that will
give the same output as (4,1)? That is, are there

other pairs of numbers that will produce an
output of 3? Below, try some number pairs to see.

Exercise E

Uonsider the inputs and outputs for In-Out Machine A.

Input

Output

cat

3

garbage

7

by

2

Question 1: Is there a rule or pattern that you can see?

,1 ,4

,

?-
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Question 2: Are any other patterns or rules possible?
Consider the inputs and outputs for In-Out Machine B.
B

Input Output
3

0

8

0

5

0

1

0

Question 3: Is there a rule or pattern that you can see?

Question 4: Are any other patterns or rules possible?
Question 5: Can problems sometimes be solved in more than
one way?

1.xerc Ise F

Find the missing inputs and outputs for each of the following
functions. Use only whole numbers that are more than 0. Be sure to
give all possible answers. Write NP when it is not possible to give an

arr.ver.
1.

Input Output

2.

Input Output

4

0

3

12

9

5

5

20

11

7

7

28

12
19

1

15

10

10

16

8

18

0

7

2

0
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Input Output

3.

4.

Input

Output

3

7

6,3

18

2

5

10,2

20

5

11

3,7

21

10

21

13,1

13

20

41

4,5

6

7,1

4

0,3
/EMMA

0

8
15

26

10

45

27

29

8

16
12

1

*Based on Fendel (1987).

Example 2-10 Structuring Computational Practice to Foster the Discovery of an
Arithmetic Relationship

Name:

Date:

Solve the following addition problems using any method you wish.
7

1

1

+1

+7

+5

5
+1

7

3

8

5

+7

4
+5

5

+3

+4

+5

+8

8
+1

1

+8

Help children find connections among aspects of formal mathematics. A key to meaningful learning is finding connections to otherwise
isolated and possibly meaningless information. Training needs to help
children integrate the formal bits of information they learn.
For exr-nple, children are often taught the associative law of addition
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that multiple terms can be combined in different orders and still produce the
same result. This principle is often illustrated in the following manner: (4 +
3) + 2 = 4 + (3 + 2). Algebraically it can be illustrated as: (a + b) + c = a +
(b + c). Unfortunately, such examples may not help children appreciate the
importance of this powerful principle. As a result, some children may learn
the principle and its examples by rote; others may fail to do even this. The

principle's importance and meaning can be made clearer if a teacher
connects it to other aspects of formal mathematics in which the child is
engaged. In particular, children should be encouraged to apply their
knowledge of arithmetic principles to the task of calculation for shortcutting
their computational efforts (see Example 2-11). In a follow-up discussion,
children can be encouraged to note what principle they used and how it was
applied.

Example 2-11

Applying Arithmetic Principles to the Task of Calculation

Objective: Using the associative principle of addition to make
calculating with more than two addends more manageable.

Grade Level: 1 or 2.

Participants: Can be done with a single child, small group of
children, or a whole class.

Materials: Worksheet like that shown.
Procedure: Students can work on the written exercise individually
or in small groups. In either case, follow up with a group discussion
about the shortcuts you found. Note that the problems illustrated in

the exercise can be worked out in several ways. A correct but
relatively inefficient solution is to follow the standard left-to-right algorithm. For 9 +5 +5 =?, this would mean coming up with the sum
of the relatively difficult combination 9 + 5 and then adding another
5 to that. Some students will spontaneously use a more elegant
solution: combining 5 + 5 first (5 + 5 =10 is relatively well known
and an automatic combination) and then adding 9 to 10 (again a
relatively easy combination). By "associating" the terms in a
different manner the child reduces his or her computational effort.
By using the "associative principle," a child can likewise transform
Problems 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 into relatively easy 10 + N combinations

(e.g.,in Problem8,9 +6+1 =[9 +11+6=10 +6 =16),In Problems
2, 5, and 9, by starting with the larger term first, the computation can

I ....f

4I
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effectively be reduced to counting. For example, 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 8 +

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = ? can be solved by beginning with 8 and then
counting on from there as sanh one is noted: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,

15, 16. Problem 9 has other volutions that are more elegant than
the left-to-right algorithm. A child might see that 1 +1 + 8 is 10, plus
the six remaining ones, sums )`o 16.
Name:

Date:

Figure out the sums of each of the following any way you wish. Are
there any ways to shortcut your work?
1. 9

+5 +5 =?

2.

+1 + 17 = ?

1

4.

+8 +2 =?
8 +9 +1 =?

5.

1

3. 7

+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 + 19 = ?

8.

+5 +5 =?
8 +5 +2 =?
9 +6 +1 =?

9.

1

6. 7
7.

10. 2

+1 +1 + 1 + 8 + 1 + 1 + 1 +1 =?
+4 +4 =?

Use negative instances or contrasting examples to help children master
concepts. One example or one type of example is not enough to form well-

defined concepts. To minimize overgeneralization and promote discrimination (correct definition and application), it is helpful to introduce negative

instances or counterexamples of a concept (see Example 2-12). Indeed,
children need to learn that negative instances are useful and informative.
Moreover, they need to learn that their wrong answers can often act as a
negative instance and can provide useful information and direction.
Example 2-12 What Does 1/2 Mean?

Objective: Use examples and nonexamples to explicitly define
one half as one of two equal-sized parts.

Grade Level: 2 or 3.
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Participants: Single child, small group of children, or whole
class. Students can work on the activity as individuals or in small
groups. The latter is recommended.

Materials: Each child or team should have an activity sheet
(shown below) and something on which to record answers. Also,
items such as pies or marbles to demonstrate the various examples
and nonexamples of one half (optional).

Procedure: Ex Wain to the students that they must figure out
what a new symbol means. Pass out the activity sheet and read the
following instructions: "Below are a series of clues to help you solve
the mystery: What does this [write 1/2 on the board] mean? I'll show
you some examples of what it is and some examples of what it is not.

Let's see if you can figure out what this symbol means."
For each question, give the children an opportunity to think
and record their responses before providing the answer indicated
below. There are several advantages of having pupils work in small
groups. One is that children may benefit from an exchange of ideas
and more critically think about their answers. A second is that an
incorrect response arrived at by group consensus is easier to

accept than one derived on one's own. It may prove useful to
discuss issues or questions raised by an item before proceeding to
the next item. Some issues or questions raised by items are noted
below.
Note that the nonexamples in 1 b, 1 d, 4, 7, 8, and 9 provide a
contrast to the examples of 1/2 that highlight a key characteristic of
the concept of one half: The two parts must have the same size.
Unless the whole can be divided into equal parts, we cannot have 1/2
(or any other fraction).
Examples 3, 5, and 6 illustrate that more than one thing can
comprise a half (as long as the other half has an equal number of
things). Example 11 illustrates this idea at a more abstract level.
The wrapped (light) portion of the candy bar could be divided into
two equal pieces, which would have the same size as each dark
piece. (A teacher may wish to postpone using Question 11.)
Key

2. Yes
3. Yes
4. No
5. Yes
6. Yes

7. No
8. No
9. No
10. Yes
11. Yes
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What Does 1/2 Mean?

Name.

Date:

,

1. a. The shaded area is 1/2 of the pie.
4Db. The shaded area is not 1/2 of the cake.

c. 1/2 of the marbles are dark.

0

d. The dark marbles are not 1/2 of the marbles.

(II2. Is the chocolate portion of the cake 1/2 of the cake?

Et3. Is the chocolate portion of this cake 1/2 of the cake?

4. Is the chocolate portion of the cake 1/2 of the cake?

5. Are 1/2 of these coins dark?

oo
6. Are 1/2 of these coins dark?

0 oo

7. Are 1/2 of these coins dark?

oo00

50

00
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8. Is the unwrapped (dark) portion of the candy bar 1/2 of
the candy bar?

9. Is the unwrapped (dark) portion of the candy bar 1/2 of

the candy bar?

10. Is the unwrapped (dark) portion of the candy bar 1/2 of

the randy bar?

11. Is the unwrapped (dark) portion of this candy bar 1/2 of

the candy bar?

Begin lessons with a question. To encourage thinking, begin lessons
with a question (Davis, 1984). This technique preser ts students with a real
problem to consider and solve. It also makes mathematics challenging and
interesting. For example, after third graders have learned to determine the
area of a rectangle by counting the number of "squares" it contains (see
Frame A of Figure 2-1), challenge them to find an easier way to figure out

the area of a rectangle (see Frame B). Some children may suggest an
informal strategy: skip counting (see Frame C) or adding on (e.g., 5 + 5 =
10, 10 + 5 = 15, and 15 + 5 = 20). Provide additional problems and
challenge them to continue their search. Some children may recognize the
applicability of multiplication (Frame D). That is, they notice the general rule
that the area of a rectangle can be determined by multiplying the length of a

horizontal side and the length of an adjacent or vertical side (height). This

method for learning A = I X h is more meaningful and interesting than
directly teaching the formula.
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Figure 2-1 Beginning a Lesson on Area by Posing a Question

A. Previous lesson: Counting square units to determine the
area of a rectangle. The method is illustrated with a rectangle

5 units by 4 units:

1

2

3

4

5

8

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

B. Lesson introduction: "Yesterday we learned how to figure
out the area of a rectangle by counting up all the square
units that we could fit inside it:' (Review the procedure units
5 X 4 unit rectangle c -.1 shown in Step A.) "On your worksheet (the chalkboard), you will find five rectangles (5 X 6,
5 X 9, 2 X 8, 1 0 X 6, and 10 X 9). Is there a way we can make
the job of figuring out the area of all of the rectangles easiei?"

C. Informal shortcut: Skip counting.

5

10

15

20

5 z.
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D. Using multiplication as a shortcut: "Five times four is 20."

Routinely question children about their work. Regularly ask children
how they arrived at their answers and whether or not their answers are
justified. For example, have them explain their reasoning by using objects to
illustrate their solution method and answer (Peck, Jencks, and Connell, in
press). A steady exchange encourages children to approach mathematics
thoughtfully, to check the reasonableness of their answers, and to depend
on themselves to evaluate their work (Lampert, 1986). It puts the emphasis
on thinking and understanding rather than on producing answers (Peck,
Jencks, and Connell, in press).

Challenge children to think by asking what-if questions about their
work. For example, to help children discover an important property about
addition, a teacher can ask: "When you started with five blocks and added
three, you found out you had eight altogether. What if you started with three
blocks and added five? Would you have the same number or a different
number in the end?" What-if questions are especially useful in prompting
children to justify their method and answer and to gauge whether they really
understand what they are doing.

5. Create an atmosphere where children are interested in learning
mathematics rather than disinterested in or even afraid of it.
A teacher sets the tone. If a teacher exhibits interest in teaching a topic,

then there is a better chance that pupils wall be drawn to learning it. If a
teacher approaches mathematics instruction unenthusiastically, many children will approach learning it mechanically. Several suggestions for setting
a positive tone are delineated below.
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Discuss mathematics with children. In addition to making connections
explicit and encouraging thoughtful evaluation concerning the reasonableness of methods and answers, discussing mathematical problems sends a

clear signal that this is a topic worth talking about, not something that is
boring. In encouraging the discussion of problems, children are also more
likely to pose questions and make a real attempt to understand mathematics.
Discussing mathematics, then, fosters the belief that mathematics involves
more than memorizing facts and procedures; it involves thinking.

Any number of occasions may present an opportunity to discuss
mathematics (e.g., a child's question or error, a conflict of answers or
opinion, something puzzling to a teacher). Indeed, mathematics touches
our personal lives in many ways that are worth discussing (see Example
2-13).

Example 2-13 Discussing the Fairness of the Math Game: Necklace Chase*

Objectives: The game provides an opportunity for children to
practice and reflect on what numbers can be used to make sums to
10. In playing the game, it should become clear that the rules give
some children an unfair advantage. For sums to 10, some numbers
cv, , be used in more combinations than can others (e.g., 2 can be

)nbined with 0 to 8 to make nine sums between 1 and 10,
whereas 9 can be combined with only 0 and 1 to make two sums).

Grade Level: 2.
Participants: A portion of a class or the whole class.

Materials: Enough pin-on or tape-on number cards with a numeral 1 through 9 for each child, number deck (each Eii sum of
single-digit addends ranging from 1 to 10 written on a 3" X 5" card),
and numerous necklaces (ringlets made of construction paper and
looped together) for prizes. (Other prizes can be substituted, such
as play money.)

Procedure: One child is appointed "the guard"; all other children
are players. The players blifidly choose a pin-on number card. The
guard is positioned midway between the players who line up on one
side of the room and the prize is put at the other end. The guard
draws a card from the number deck and announces the number.
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The players whose pin-on card could bt; used in an addition
combination that sums to the drawn number can make a run for the
prize. For instance, if 6 is the sum (the number drawn), children with

pin-on cards 1 to 6 could run. The players try to elude the guard
and capture the prize. After a player has captured the prize or all the
players making a run are captured, another prize is put out and the
guard calls out another number. (The guard can capture a player by
touching him or her with both hands simultaneously.)The game can
continue until all the prizes are exhausted or the issue of fairness is
brought up.
If no one raises the issue of fairness directly or indirectly (e.g.,

con-iplaining to a friend or mumbling to themselves), then prompt
with, "Was that a good game?" This invitation to evaluate the game
may cause some children to address the fairness issue. If this does
not work, ask bluntly, "Was the genic fair to everyone?"
The discussion should bring out fr,lat children who drew 1 had

an unfair advantagethey could make a run for the prize on
virtually every turn. Those with 2 had an edge because they could
go every time except for when 1 was called. Children with numbers

7, 8, and 9 should feel cheated because of the relatively few
opportunities they had to contend for the prize. Some children may
be interested in making a bar or line graph that summarizes the
relative frequency in which the numbers 1 through 9 appe,:r as
addends for tha sums 1 to 10. A genuine problem that can be the
basis for further discussion is how to change the rules to make the
game fair. One solution would be to change the format of the cards
in the number deck. By using an expression in the form of 8 +? =10,
only specific players (those with a pin card of 2) could run on any
given turn. By drawing up a deck in which 1 to 9 appeared as a
missing addend an equal number of times, all players would have
an equal chance. Incidentally, such a change would more effectively
provide practice in finding a missing addend. (A player is forced to
think of a specific combination that sums to a number.) Such a
game would set the stage for learning subtraction facts.

The discussion can also focus on other nonmathematical
issues. For example, the game can also be the basis for a social

studies lesson. Sometimes rules are not fair and need to be
changed to give everyone an equal chance. Sometimes laws are
not fairto everyone (e.g., segregation laws that discriminate against
blacks, or laws with a sex-bias that discriminate against women
and, in some cases, men). and they need to be changed.
*Based on Factor First, described in Ashlock and Humphrey (1976).
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Foster constructive beliefs about mathematics, mathematical thinking,
and mathematical learning. Children need to see that mathematics is

much more than just a body of arithmetic facts and written procedures. It
also involves discovering and defining patterns or regularities, thinking
through problems, and justifying intuitive answers logically. Children need to
understand that mathematical thinking involves more than efficiently using
a memorized procedure or quickly recalling the answer. It can involve

thoughtfully defining the problem, carafully deliberating among possible
solution procedures, and slowly working out a number of answers. Children
need to appreciate that genuine understanding may not come quickly, that

we all tend to use informal (concrete) methods when first learning a
mathematical topic, and that we can learn from our mistakes.
Teachers can foster constructive beliefs directly by pointing out, for
instance, that some problems can have more than one answer or that we
can learn from mistakes. However, how mathematics is taught probably has
a larger impact on children's beliefs. For instance, to develop a perspective

about mathematics, children need to see exercises on a regular basis in
which there is more than one possible answer. As Example 2-7 illustrates,
Wynroth Program worksheets routinely include several problems in which a

number of answers are acceptable. (Example 2-7 also shows that such
exercises regularly include problems for which no answer is possible. This is

done to counter the mistaken notion among children that mathematics
always yields an answer.) Example 2-14 illustrates a problem-solving
activity in which there is more than one way to solve the problem.

Example 2-14 A Problem-Solving Activity with Many Solution Methods: Number Target*

Objectives: This problem-solving activity illustrates that there
can be numerous ways to solve a mathematical task. Sometimes,
though, not all solution methods are equally efficient, and sometin 3s, a solution is not even possible. The exercise also provides a

device for exploring the behavior of arithmetic combinations.
(Subtraction by 10 is used in this particular case.)

Grade Level: 3.

Participants: A child or class can work on the exercise individually
or small "think groups" can solve it in teams.
Materials: The problem can be verbally presented, but it might be
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helpful to present it In written form on the board or on an exerdae
sheet. Calculator optional.

Procedure: Explain that in Number Target, you start with a
number and choose between arithmetic operations in order to get
to a target number. In the exercise shown, the starting value is 48.

The child's goal is to obtain 10 by adding 2 or subtracting 10.
Illustrated is one solution: repeatedly choosing to subtract 10 until
the total is reduced to 8 and then choosing to add 2.

Have the participants record each step in their solution
method. Afterward, discuss the solution procedures used. Highlight

that different solution methods were used. If necessary, ask, "Is
there more than one way to get to the target?" Help the participants

address the issue of efficiency. If necessary, ask, "Do all the
solution methods require the same number of steps?" The most
efficient solution for this particular exerdoe is five steps (see the
filled-in worksheet below).
Either before or after the discussion of the exercise, you may
wish to have participants explore other sr'ution methods. You
might prompt, "Are there other ways to get to ine target number 10

from 48 by adding 2 or subtracting 10? Here are additional
worksheets if you need them." (Another solution starts out in a
counterintuitive manner by incrementing 48 by 2:48 +2 =50; 50
10 = 40; 40 10 = 30; 30 10 = 20; 20 10 = 10. Note that the
solution is as efficient as that illustrated.) Actually working out
various solutions for themselves might more deeply impress upon
participants the fast that there is more than one solution.

Other exercises can help illustrate the point that not all
solutions are equally efficient. For example, in starting with 28
subtracting 10 o 2, and a target of 4, efficient strategies would
entail taking away 10 and 2 twice each (28 10 =18;18 10 =8; 8

2 =6; 6 2 =4 or28 2 =26;26 2 =24;24 10 =14;14 10
=4; and so forth). A relatively inefficient strategy would involve the
repeated subtraction of 2, which would require 12 steps.
Other exerci.xls can illustrate that solutions are not always
possible. For example, with a starting number of 23, choices of 10
or X2, and any odd except 13 (e.g., 11), there is no solution. (As soon

as the times two option is used, an even number is produced and
there is no way to get another odd outcome.) Give the participants
an opportunity to work on the exercise for a while and discover for
themselves that a solution is not possible.A teacher will have to use
his or her own judgment as to when to intervene if students do not
discover this for themselves.
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Worksheet: Target Number Exercise

Start: 48
Choices: + 2 or 10
Target Number: 10
Step
1

L4g- 10 LI 31

2

3 g - so

3

al-10 = If

4

it - to ::

5

it t 3-= i°

r-

21

$

6
7

8
9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17

18
19
*Based on a method originated by John E. Bernard (e.g., 1982).
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SUMMARY
Mathematics instruction can be interesting, meaningful, and thoughtprovoking if properly designed to take into account how children learn and
think. Instruction needs to involve children actively through games, meaningful activities, small -group discussion, and carefully tailored explanations
and demonstrations. Instruction should be introduced concretely in terms of

counting and meaningfully in terms of word problems. Work involving
written symbolism should be introduced after and explicitly linked to this
informal mathematics. Indeed, written notation can often be introduced as a
shorthand for the mathematics already familiar to children. Instruc ion can
be better tailored to meet individual needs by grouping according to ability,
ensuring that a child has mastered previous content before continuing on,

introducing work with smaller numbers, and using a variety of teaching
methods. One focus of instruction should be relational learning such as discovering patterns or connections. Conceptual learning can also be aided by
using negative instances, and thinking can be fostered by beginning lessons
with a question. Finally, it is essential to create an atmosphere of inquiry and
enthusiasm by discussing mathematics with children and by fostering
constructive beliefs.
There is no one way to implement these general guide- The
chapters that follow do provide numerous examples of how that.. ,gnitive
principles can be applied to teach specific concepts and skills. Tables in
Chapters 3 through 12 and the Appendices delineate a recommended
instructional sequence for these competencies. The workbook (Baroody
and Hank, 1988) that accompanies this text details a sequence of games,
activities, and exercises for each of the content areas covered. However,
even the specific examples and instructional sequences are intended as a
guide rather than a definitive prescription. Most teachers will find that they
will have to adapt the activities and the sequences to meet particular nteds
of their students and situations.

Answers for selected questions from Example 2-9:
Exercise C. Question 1: The missing output for A is 4; for B, ? (not determinable). The miesing
outputs for C are all 0. Question 2: The same input does not always give the same output.
Exercise E. Question 1: The output equals the number of letters in the word. Question 2: Yes.
Cat begins with the third letter of the alphabet; garbage, the seventh; and by, the second. Questions 3 &
4: One rule is any input times zero is zero. A second rule is any input minus itself is zero.
Exercise F. Question 1: The missing inputs are 14 and 12; the missing outputsare 8, NI', and
UP. Question 3: The missing inputs are 7, NP, 13, and NP. The missing outputsare 13, 9, 1, 8, and 3.
(Double the number and add 1.) Question 4: The missing inputs are (1,8) or (2,4); (1,26) or (2,13);
(1,45) or (5, 9); (1,29); (1,16), (2,8), or (4,4); and (1,12), (2,6), or (3,4). The missing outputs are 20, 7,
and NP.
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Oral Counting
Counting is the basis of much of young children's mathematics. Counting

can refer to either oral counting or object counting. The latter will be
discussed in the next chapter. Children first learn to count orally by ones ( " 1,
2, 3 . . .") and then extend this skill to the task of object counting. Initially,

oral counting may be little more than a meaningless chant (e.g., Ginsburg,
1982). Children only gradually see that oral counting can be used to count,
number, and compare the magnitude of sets.
The count-by-ones sequence is the most basic of the forward counts:
counts that go in order from small to large numbers. At first, a child may not
realize that numbers follow a particular order. With development, though,
children sense that counting involves generating numbers in a given order,
and they set about mastering more and more of the standard sequence of
terms. As they become familiar with the number sequence, children can

acquire more sophisticated counting skills. For instance, they learn to
recognize which numbers are neighbors (e.g., that the number next to 7 are
6 and 8). That is, without going through the whole sequence they can cite
the next term before or after a particular number. At some point, the forward

counts then serve as the basis for learning reverse or backward counts:
counts that go in order from large to small.

LEARNING

Forward Counts
Sequence of Terms
The development of oral-counting ability begins very early (Baroody and
Price, 1983; Fuson and Hall, 1983; Gelman and Gallistel, 1978). As early as
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eighteen months of age, children begin to learn to count by ones ("one, two,
three . . ."). Through rote memorization, children learn to count by ones 1

to 10 before they begin kindergarten. Indeed, by the time they enter
kindergarten, most have learned to count by ones 11 to 19 as well (e.g.,
Fuson, Richards, and Briars, 1982).
It is important to note that learning the number sequence beyond 13,
or so, does not have to entail rote memorization. Children typically extend
their oral-count sequence by discovering patterns or learning rules. For
example, all gut one of the teen terms past 13 can be produced by adding
"teen" to a single-digit term (e.g., "six + teen, seven + teen"). Fifteen is an
irregular variation of this pattern and hence is more frequently missed than
other teen terms.
Children entering kindergarten can often count to 19 or 20 but then
run into difficulty. Some children may not realize that 19 signals the need for
a transitiona new series of terms (the twenties). Such children sometimes

continue the teen pattern ("ten-teen, eleven-teen, twelve-teen"). Some
children may recognize that 19 signals a transition point but have not
learned the next (transition) term. Some children may have learned that 20
follows 19 but have not yet recognized the repetitious nature of the number
sequence (i.e., that after twenty, the next terms are twenty plus the singledigit sequence). As a result, the child may not know that 21 follows 20. Once
children master the fact that 20 follows 19 and recognize that the origi-

nal one-to-nine sequence recurs at this level ("twenty + one, twenty +
two," . . .), a child can readily master the count by ones 20 to 29. It is
evident that children are using rules to count larger numbers because they
often make systematic (rule-governed) errors, such as counting "five-teen"
for "fifteen," "ten-teen" for "twenty," or "twenty-ten" for "thirty." Because
the teens do not follow a single, simple pattern, some children actually may
master the highly regular twenties before mastering all the teens.

To count to 100, children have to learn the decades (10, 20, 30,

40

.) in their correct order. Like the count-by-one sequence, children
probably learn the first portion of the decade sequence (10 to 50 or so) by
.

.

rote memorization. The last portion of the decade sequence can be
manufactured by adding "ty" to the corresponding single-digit terms (e.g.,
"six + ty, seven + ty" . . .). Once children master this pattern or rule, they
can complete the count by tens to 100. At this point, to count by ones 30 to
100, a child need only recognize the patterns: (1) a series of terms can be
formed by combining a decade term with the one-to-nine sequence (e.g.,
"seventy + one, seventy + two," and so forth); and (2) a nine term (e.g.,

"seventy-nine") is followed by the next decade in the count-by-tens
sequence (e.g., "the decade after seventy is eighty; so after seventy-nine
comes eighty").
As children proceed in school, they learn new count patterns, termed
skip counts. In addition to counting by tens, they learn to count by twos ("2,
4, 6 . . .") and count by flues ("5, 10, 15 . . ."). Later, they learn to count

C'o 1'
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the odd numbers 1 to 19 ("1, 3, 5, . . . , 19"). When first learning a skip
count, some children may count the intervening terms softly or subvocally.
For example, in order to count by twos, a child may whisper one, announce

two, whisper three, announce four, and so forth. As they master the skip
count, the need for stating the intervening terms decreases and then ceases
altogether.
Counting beyond 100 is also a rule-governed activ: :y. In order to count
by ones 101 to 200, a child need only notice that "one hundred" is followed

by "one hundred one," that the rest of the hundreds can be manufactured
by prefacing the count-by-ones sequence from 1 to 99 with "one hundred"
(e.g., "one hundred + two, one hundred + three" . . .), and that 199 is followed by the transition term 200. A common stumbling block is 101;
children stop at 100 because they do not know what comes next. Some do
not get past 101 to 110 or so because they may not realize that the hundreds
are simply a repetition of the count to 99 with the prefix one hundred added.

Finally, many children may not realize that 200 follows 199.
Likewise, children can master the count by tens 100 to 200 by
prefacing the familiar count-by-tens sequence from 10 to 90 with "one
hundred." Some children will be prone to miss 110, because they have not
yet realized how their count-by-tens knowledge can be extended beyond
100. Others may miss 200 (e.g., say 191 or 199 after 190), because they do
not realize that their count-by-tens knowledge can be connected with their
count-by-hundreds knowledge (one hundreds are followed by two hundreds
which in tum are followed by three hundreds, etc.).

Next Term
When asked what follows a given number (e.g., "What comes right after
six?"), children initially count from one to determine an answer (e.g., "one,
two, three, four, five, six, seven") (e.g., Fuson and Hall, 1983). After the
sequence to 10 becomes highly familiar, children can immediately cite the
number after 1 to 9. For example, when asked what number comes after 7,
three-year-old Alison can say automatically that the next number is 8; she
no longer needs to count from 1 to get the answer. Before they turn six years
of age, most children can cite accurately the number after 10 to 28 (Fuscn,

Richards, and Briars, 1982). As children extend their knowledge of the
number sequence, they become capable of efficiently citing the number
after 29 to 99, and eventually 100 to 199. Likewise, as children become
familiar with the decade sequence, they master citing the decade after 10 to
90. As implied above, this decade-after skill may play an important role in
learning to count by ones to 100. Similarly, mastering the decade after 100
to 190 is crucial to learning to count by ones from 100 to 200.
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Backward Counts
Next Term
As familiarity with the number sequence grows, children can operate on it in
the opposite direction. Specifically, they can cite the number before 2 to 10;
later, the number before 11 to 29; and eventually, the number before 30 to

100. Some children have difficulty with such a task because they cannot
work backwards on the number sequence efficiently or have not learned the
meaning of the term "before." Moreover, as they become familiar with the
decade sequence to 100, children can readily state the decade before a
given term (decade before 20 to 100).

Sequence of Terms
Once children can cite the number before, the stage is set for counting
backwards. Children may quickly learn to count backwards from 10 for
several reasons. First, the sequence of numbers from 1 to 10 is highly
familiar. Second, young children have wide exposure to backward counts
from 10 (e.g., when they watch children's television programs like "Sesame

Street" or televised space shots). Counting backwards from 20, or other
numbers greater than 10, is more difficult because, in part, the teen portion
of the sequence is less familiar to children.
The competencies discussed above are summarized in Table 3-1 by
developmental order. For example, count by ones 11 to 19 appears below
(after) count by ones 1 to 10 and above (before) count by ones 20 to 29 or
number after. Also indicated in Table 3-1 are the approximate grade levels

that children can be expected to master particular competencies. All
competencies above the K are mastered by roughly 90 percent of the
children before entering kindergarten. These skills and concepts are
appropriate for preschool and Headstart programs. The competencies to
the right and below the K and above the 1 are typically mastered during the
kindergarten year. A child entering first grade, then, can be expected to have
the competencies delineated in the first five lines of Table 3-1. By the end of
first grade, the typical child should have mastered the competencies listed in
lines 6 to 9 as well.

INSTRUCTION
Most children entering school should already have a good start on learning

the count-by-ones sequence. Children's curiosity and natural interest in
extending this knowledge can be exploited by focusing on patterns (rules for
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Table 3-1

Sequence of Oral-Counting Competencies by Grade Level and
Developmental Order

Forward Counts

Backward Counts

Sequence of

Level
PK

Terms

Sequence of
Next Term

Next Term

Count by ones 1

Terms
=MEI

to 10
Number after 1

MINIM

to 9
Count by ones 11

to 19
K

Ia

Count by ones
20 to 29

1

MONO

Count by tens
to 100

Number before 2
to 10

Number after 10
to 28
Decade after 10
to 90

=MIN

-

,111

Im

Count backwards
from 10
,111

Number before
11 to 29
Count by ones 30

to 100

2

Count by fives
to 100
Count by twos
to 20
Count odd
numbers 1 to 19
Count by tens
100 to 200
Ia

Number after 29
to 99

=MIN

MINIM

MOOO

Count backwards
from 20
Decade after 100

MN=

to 190
Number before
30 to 100
&

Decade before
20 to 100
Count by ones
101 to 200

Number after 100

to 199

generating larger numbers) and relationships (e.g., how skip counts are a

variation of the basic count-by-ones pattern).
For the most part, as they gain mastery over the number sequence,
children pick up next-term skills with little or no direct teaching. As they
master forward count skills, children generally begin to acquire backward
count skills with no or minimal prompting. Backward counting skills that
involve numbers greater than 10 are relatively difficult and may require
special attention by a teacher.
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Forward Counts: Sequence of Terms
Count by Ones 1 to 10
Children can be helped to master the rote count-by-one sequence to 10 by

using a variety of activities. Regular exposure to and practice of the
sequence is important for mastery. Counting objects is often more meaning-

ful and interesting to children than oral counting (Fuson, Richards, and
Briars, 1982). Most practice can and should be done in the context of
counting objects, such as the Spinner Game (Example 3-6) and Star
Race (Example 3-7) described later in this chapter, or the numbering
games described in Chapter 4. Some suggestions for teaching and practicing

oral counting are listed in Examples 3-1 to 3-5.

Example 3-1 Counting Stories

There are numerous children's stories that involve the counting

sequence to 10. Regular reading of such stories can be an

interesting way to expose children to the count sequence. Stories,
like the one below, can also provide the basis for discussing
important aspects of counting with children. To dramatize this and
other counting stories, have the children act out the story. Alternatively, older children can be recruited to put on plays based on
the counting stories.

The Importance of Counting Numbers in the Same Order
Count Disorderly invited some friends over for a game of hide-nseek. Because no one in the kingdom had ever played this game,
Count Disorderly had his brother Count Orderly explain the rules.
Count Orderly said, "One person closes his eyes, and everyone
else runs acid hides. The person who closes his eyes then has to
find the others who have hidden. To be fair, the person who hides
his eyes must count by ones to 10. This gives everyone a chance to
find a good hiding spot."
Count Disorderly was so excited that he cried out, "I want to
hide my eyes first." Everyone thought this was a good idea. So
Count Disorderly closed and covered his eyes and counted, "One,
two, ten." Then he uncovered his eyes and .aid, "Aha, I can see
everyone. I found everyone. I win. I win."
Count Disorderly's joy was short-lived. All of his friends grumbled, "You cheated. You opened your eyes too soon. You didn't
count all the way to 10. We didn't have a fair chance to hide."
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Count Disorderly complained bitterly, "You're just bad losers. I
said 10."
Count Orderly then stepped in and explained, "But brother,
you skipped some numbers between 1 and 10. Try again."
So Count Disorderly closed and covered his eyes again. This
time he counted, "Eight, nine, ten." Count Disorderly uncovered his
eyes and exclaimed, "Yes, yes, yes. I caught everybody! I win. I win!"

The other players were quite mad with Count Disorderly now.
Altogether they shouted, "You cheated again. You still opened your
eyes too soon. You didn't give us a fair chance to hide."

Count Orderly stepped between the angry crowd and his
brother and said, "Now, now. Everyone calm down. I don't think
Count Disorderly is trying to cheat; he just doesn't know what to do.
Now brother, you have to count all the numbers between 1 and 10.
That way we have a fair chance to hide."
So Count Disorderly closed and covered his eyes for a third
time. He began counting numbers but in his own way, "One, two,
five, three, seven, six, four, seven, five . . ." Count Disorderly kept
counting and counting and counting. Even after he had counted for
nearly an hour, Count Disorderly had not gotten to 10 because his
counting was so confused. By this time, everyone who had been
hiding had gotten tired of waiting and had gone home.
Count Orderly came out of his hiding place from behind a bush,
walked up to his brother, and tapped him on the shoulder. Count
Orderly asked, "Oh brother, what are you doing? Why are you not
looking for the hiders? Why are you still counting?"
Count Disorderly replied wearily, "I tried to count to 10, but I
cannot seem to get there from 1. Every time I try to count, different
numbers come out and I never reach 10!"
Count Orderly now understood his brother's problem and said,
"I think I can help you. Look brother, when we count by ones, we

always say the numbers in the same order: One, then two, then
three, then four, then five, then six, then seven, then eight, then
nine, and then ten. See? That way we can get from 1 to 10 every
time and rather quickly."
"Oh my!" exclaimed Count Disorderly, "I didn't realize that the
numbers had to go in the same order every time we wanted to count

by ones. That explains why I never got the same number when I
counted my royal jewels." Count Disorderly took out three jewels
from his pocket. "Sometimes I counted one, two, five. Sometimes
eight, nine, ten. Sometimes three, seven, four. With my way of
counting, you always come out with something different. Boy, was
that confusing! With your way of counting, I would count, 'one, two,
three.' And if I counted the jewels again, 'one, two, three,' it would
come out the same."
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Count Disorderly was ever so happy that he found out that the
numbers always go in the same order every time he was supposed
to count by ones. "Now," he said with a grin, "we can play hide-nseek and enjoy ourselves."

Example 3-2 Good or Bad Counter

Objective: Identification of correct and incorrect oral counts (use
of examples and nonexamples) to prompt a discussion of the
characteristics of the number sequence.
Grade Level: PK.
Participants: One child, small group, or whole class.
Materials: Cookie Monster puppet, hand puppet, or stuffed animal.

Procedure: Many children greatly enjoy error-detection games,
where they have to spot another's mistake. Point out that Cookie
Monster (or substitute) is just learning how to count, sometimes
makes mistakes, and needs help. Explain that a participant's job is
to listen to Cookie Monster count and, when he is all done, to say
whether he was a good or bad counter. If Cookie Monster does
make a mistake, the participant can help by pointing out what he did

wrong (and what he should say). While including an occasional
correct count, try counts with errors such as the following:
1. Omitted term (e.g., "1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10").

2. Incorrect order (e.g., "1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 7, 9, 10").
3. Jumbled order (e.g., "3, 1, 9, 6, 5, 8, 2, 10, 7, 4").

4. Repeated term (e.g., "1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 7, 8, 9. 10").
5. Incorrect substitution (e.g., "1, 2,3,4, 5, 6, / 2, 8,9, 10"; "1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, fenny"; "1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, d, 8, 9, 10").

This activity can provide the basis for a discussion about the
count-by-one sequence. For example, key characteristics that
children might note or that a teacher might want to highlight are:

1. There is a prescribed (or standard) order of terms; the
same order is used every time we count by ones.
G
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2. There are socially prescribed terms that are used (e.g.,
terms like tennyor letters like d are not allowable). Different
cultures have different but parallel terms (e.g., in Spanish,
one Is uno, two is dos, three is tres, and so forth).

3. Each term is unique or different; we do not repeat terms.
(This is very important when we use the number sequence
to count objects. For example, if we repeated "four" "1,2, 3,
4, 4" the following sets would be given the same label:

0000 00000 .)
In an alternative version (called The Absent-Minded Counter),

a teacher can play-act an absent-minded counter and have the
participants point out and correct the teacher's errors. Children
may really enjoy the role reversal and the make-believe play.

Example 3-3 Snake Game

Objective: Count by ones to 10 in an interesting, object-counting
context.

Grade Level: PK.

Participants! One to twelve children.
Materials: Ten countable objects, such as blocks.
Procedure: Say, "Let's make a snake with these blocks. To see
how big our snake is getting, count the blocks as I add them to the
snake."

Example 3-4 'Taller Tower Game

Objective: Count by ones to 10 in an interesting, object-counting
context.

Grade Level: PK.
Participants: One to six or a small team of children.
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Materials: Ten Interlocking blocks (and twelve-inch paper sttips)
for each child.
Procedure: The object of this game is to use interlocking blocks
to build the tallest tower possible. Before a child (or team) can add a

new "floor" (block), he or she (or they) must indicate the correct
floor number. For example, to add a fifth block to a tower of four, the

child must say the next floor is five or count from one to five. To
encourage a child to competo against his or her own record, the
height of the tower can be marked off on a paper strip bearing the
child's name and taped to the wall behind the tower. The next time
the child (team) plays the game, he or she (or they) can try to build
past the mark. This may provide an incentive for some children to
learn additional count terms. Note that the Snake Game (Example
3-3) can be used in a similar manner.

Example 3-5 Tape Recording

Some children may enjoy using or learning to operate a tape
recorder. They may be naturally interested in hearing themselves

or the tape recorder. Listening to the tape can provide an opportunity to note and correct errors.

Count by Ones 11 to 19 and
Count by Ones 20 to 29
Instruction on the teens and twenties should focus on helping children
discover t : patterns underlying these sequences. Specifically, help the
children see how the single-digit sequence 1 to 9 recurs in these sequences.
Rule-governed errors, such as substituting "five-teen" for fifteen or
"ten-teen" or twenty, should not be ridiculed. Indeed, such errors indicate
that a child is attending to sequence patterns. A teacher can provide praise

and correction for the child by saying, "Another name for ten-teen is
twenty." Error-detection games (Good or Bad CotuaLer or The AbsentMinded Counter in Example 3-2) can be used in a manner similar to that
described for count by ones 1 to 10 or they can be used with abbreviated
counts. For example, a teacher can have participants evaluate the correctness of a count segment (e.g., "13,14, 14, 16, 17"; "13, 14, five-teen, 16,
17"; "18, 19, to-I-teen"; "16, 18, 17, 19").
Practice counting up to 19 or 29 can be done using the Snake Game
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(Example 3-3), Tape Recording (Example 3-5), the games described in
Examples 3-6 and 3-7 or the Train Game described later for counting up
to 100.

Example 3-6 Spinner Game

Objective: Count by ones up to 19 or 29.
Grade Level: K.

Participants: One to four children.
Materials: Spinner numbered 1 to 10; chalkboard and chalk or
paper and pencil.

Procedure: Say, "We're going to play the Spinner Game. This
spinner wi II tell us how many points we get when it's ourturn." Say in

turn to each player, "Let's see how many points you can get; go
ahead and spin the spinner. Good, you got X points. Let's put a tally

mark on this chalkboard for each point you got." Help the child
make a tally mark for each point or, if necessary, record the marks
yourself. Continue the procedure described above until the children
have reached the desired counting level. Make sure the marks on
the chalkboard form a straight line. If necessary curve the line. Do
not begin a separate row. (There is a tendency for children to count

from one again when they begin a separate row.) Conclude the
activity by saying, "Let's see how many points you got." Point to the

first mark and say, "I'll point to tha marks, and you count them."
Encourage the child to count all the marks.

Example 3-7 Star Race

Objective: Count by ones up to 19 or 29.
Grade Level: K.

Participants: One or two children.
Materials: Miniature spaceships and star track (a spiral race
track with a star marking each of 19 or 29 spaces).
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Procedure: Say, "We're going to play the Star Race Game. Which
spaceship would you like? Okay, place it on the starting line. When I
say, 'Go,' drive your spaceship down the star track. Be careful not to
drive off the track. Let's see how many stars you can peas. Ready?
Go." Allow the child to drive the car einng the track. After the child
reaches the finish line, say, "You got all the way to the finish line.
Good. Let's see how many stars you passed." Point to the star at the

starting place and say, "I'll point to the stars, and you can count
them." Encourage the child to count all the stars.

Count by Tens to 100
Training should center on explicitly calling to the children's attention the
parallel between the single-digit and decade sequences. Initially, this can be
done by comparing the number lists for each sequence.
1

10

2

3

20

30

4
40

5

6

50

60

7
70

8
80

9

90

Encourage the children to describe the decade pattern and its similarities to
the single-digit sequence themselves. Then summarize their discovery. If a

child needs help figuring out the next term in the decade sequence,
encourage the pupil to use his or her existing knowledge of the count
sequence (e.g., "What comes after 60 when we count by tens? Well, what
comes after 6 when we count by ones? 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and then comes? Yes,
7. So after six-ty comes seven-ty.") Later, the child should be encouraged to
shortcut this process: "What comes after 60 when we count by tens? Think
to yourself: What comes after 6 when I count by ones? Yes, 7. Now add -ty

Seventy." Error-detcctiol. exercises (Good or Bad Counter or The
Absent-Minded Counter in Example 3-2) can be adapted to provide a
stimulus for discussing decade patterns (e.g., "Why is five-ty incorrect? What

is wrong with '70, 90, 80' and how do you know that it's wrong?").
Practice can then make the process automatic. It may help to begin
practice with the aid of a number list, as in Peek (Example 3-8). With a
running start (with the first portion of the count-by-ten sequence visible), it
should be easier for a child to figure out the next decade in the sequence
(e.g., "After 50, comes-10, 20, 30, 40, 50oh, 60. Then 10, 20, 30, 40,
50, 60oh, 70 . . ."). Practice can be made interesting by using Count
Teacher (discussed later) or the Strike Game (Example 3-9). To provide
maximum practice, the child can tally his or her score after every turn.
Count Race (Example 3-10) can help illustrate that counting by tens is
more efficient than counting by ones when enumerating large sets of
objects.
rT 4
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Ideally, children will discover for themselves that counting by tens is
much more efficient than counting by ones. If a child does not discover that
counting by tens is applicable to the taskeven after a number of repetitions
of the activityencourage the child to think about finding a shortcut. Have
children discuss their shortcuts and the relative merits of different counting
procedures. Even after the child discovers or learns the shortcut of counting
by tens, the activity can be readministered to practice the skill of counting by

tens. (Indeed, harder exercises, such as Exercise G, can be used to help
practice counting by tens over 100.)

Example 3-8 Peek

Objective: Count by tens to 100 with the did of a number list.
Grade Level:

1.

Participants: A single child or a small group.
Materials: Decade number list and sheath (shown below).*

10 20 30 10 50
Procedure: Say, "Let's play Peek. Here is a number list that we
can use to count by tens. It starts with 10 and goes all the way to
10J. Now I'll hide the numbers. This says 10." [Expose 10. "When
we count by tens, what comes after 10?" If the child is correct,
confirm the response, award a point, expose 20, and continue. If the

child is incorrect, help him or her figure out what the next term
should be, building on his or her knowledge of the one-to-nine
sequence. After a child can cite the decades in order, playAdvanced

Peek by mixing the order in which the decades are quizzed.
*Using the number list shown, Peek could be used to practice decade after or
decade before as well as counting by tens. By substituting a 1-to-10 number list,
Peek could be used to practice number after 1 to 9. By incerting the 1 -to -10
number list in the sheath in the opposite direction, Peek can be used to practice
numbers before 2 to 10 and counting backwards from 10 (see instruction section
under count backwards from 10).
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Example 3-9 The Strike Game

Objective: Mentally count by tens.
Grade Level:

1.

Participants: Two players or two small teams of children.

Materials: Oblong block or other object that can serve as a
bowling pin, (clay) ball, writing materials to keep score.

Procedure: Explain that in the Strike Game, a player tries to
knock down a bowling pin with a bali Successfully knocking down
the pin is called a "strike." A strike is scored as 10 points. (Record a
10 or a tally mark for each strike.)

Example 3-10 Count Race

Objectives: Der nstrate the value of thinking in terms of groups
of ten and practice counting by ones or tens.
Grade Level:

1.

Participants: A single child or a small group of children.

Materials: Practice sheets such as those depicted below and a
stopwatch or a watch with a second hand.
Exercise A

Exercise B

Exercise G

0000000000 0000000000 0000000000
0000000000 0000000000 0000000000
0000000000 0000000000 0000000000
0000000000 0000000000
0000000000 0000000000
0000000000 0000000000

0000000000
0000000000
0000000000
0000000000
0000000000
0000000000
0000000000
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Procedure: Explain that in Count Race, the aim is to count
the objects in a picture accurately, but as quickly as possible. At the
signal, "Go," give the child the first exercise sheet and begin timing.
If the child's count is accurate, record the time; otherwise, disqualify

the trial. Give the child additional exercise sheetsrepeating the
procedure above. The number and difficulty (number of dots) of the

exercise sheets should be geared to the child's capabilities. The
activity can be repeated some time laterperhaps the next day or

week. This is especially important to do if the child does not
discover that counting by tens is applicable or discovers this part
way through the activity. Encourage the child to break his or her
own record for each exercise. On repetitions of the activity, the rule

is that the child must count to give an answer. Guessing or
recognition does not qualify.

Count by Ones 30 to 100
First ensure that a child can efficiently count from 1 to 10 and knows the
count-by-ones sequences from 11 to 19 and 20 to 29 fairly well. Instruction

should focus on helping children discover the patterns underlying the
number sequences from 30 to 100.
1. If necessary, help children see that each decade-plus-nine term
signals the need to call up the next term in the decade sequence.
2. Help them to see that the one-to-nine sequence recurs with each
decade.

3. Help children solve the decade problem, that is, learn how to
count by tens to 100 and how this knowledge can be used to count

by ones to 100.
To help children explore the sequence patterns, play What Patterns
Do You See? Have them examine a chart like the one shown in Table 3-2
and describe for themselves what patterns they see. Then summarize their

descriptions, taking care to point out the repetitious patterns. Using
abbreviated counts, error-detection activities can also provide a basis for
discussing patterns, links, and common errors. F.-- example, in playing The
Absent-Minded Counter (Example 3-2), a teacher could say, "Yesterday
I counted up the things on my shopping list, and I counted all the way up to
'27, 28, 29, twenty-ten.' " The activity called Count Teacher (Example
3-11) can provide practice using rules to count to 100. The Train Game
(Example 3-12) can provide practice in an object-counting context.
"1 A

e `x
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Table 3-2 Number Sequence to 100
0
10

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

1

11
21
31

41
51
61
71
81
91

2
12
22

32
42
52
62
72
82
92

3
13
23
33

43
53
63
73
8:1

93

4
14
24

5
15
25

34
44
54
64
74
84
94

35
45
55
65
75
85
95

6
16
26
36
46
56
66
76
86
96

7
17
27

37
47
57
67
77
87
97

8
18

28
38
48
58
68
78
88
98

9
19
29
39
49
59
69
79
89
99

Example 3-11 Count Teacher

Objective: Count by ones to 100.
Grade Level: 2.

Participants: One child, a small group of children, or a whole
class.

Materials: Cookie Monster Muppet, hand puppet, or doll to serve
as the pupil.

Procedure: Say, "Cookie Monster is learning how to count. He
can count all the numbers to 29. Can you teach him to count even
higher? We count 27, 28, 29, and then comes?' Continue with other
questions, giving the participant(s) a running start (e.g., "We count
47, 48, 49, and then comes?" or "We count 50, 51, 52, and then
comes?").

Example 3-12 Train Game

Objective: Count by ones to 100 in an interesting, object-counting
context.

Grade Level:

1.

Participants: One child, a small group of children, or two to four
teams of a few children each.
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Materials: 100 interlocking blocks.

Procedure: Say, "We're going to play the Train Game. We'll
pretend these blocks are train cars. Let's see how big we can make
the train. Let's see how many cars we can put together. I'll give you
one (or two) nil nute(s) to make your train. Ready? Go." Children can
work individually (in which case 100 blocks are needed for each), as
a group, or as a team. After a minute (orwhen the desired number of

blocks have been put together), say, "Time's up. Let's see how
many cars your train has." Point to the first cube and say, "I'll point
to the cars, and you count them." Encourage the child (children) to
count all the blocks. You may wish to record the number of blocks
that the child or group was able to put together and count. Then, in
successive practice efforts, you can encourage the child to com-

pete against his or her own previous record. When the game is
played with teams, count each team's train. The team with the most
blocks in its train wins.

Count by Fives to 100
Remedy deficiencies in the count-by-ones sequence first. To introduce skip
counting by five, play the Prediction Game (Example 3-13) with piles of
five objects. The Pattern-Chant Activity can also be used as an introduc-

tory lesson. Instruct the children to whisper one, two, three, four, and
announce five; whisper six, seven, eight, nine, and announce ten; and so
forth. Children can take turns adding the next segment, or it can be dor e as a
group. If a child can already count intervening terms to announce every fifth
term, build on this skill.

The activities Pattern Prediction (Example 3-14) and the Attack of
the Fivers (Example 3-15) can provide practice counting by f'.-vr.b. Fsn
additional practice, teach the children to mark off their points in other games

in groups of five (e.g., Lid tin uti ) and encourage counting by five as
an efficient tallying method.

Example 3-13 FIE:diction Game (Piles of Five)

Objectives: Estimation and counting by fives with objects.
Grade Level:

1.

Participants: One child or a small group of children.
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Materials: Interlocking blocks, pennies, other countable objects;
slips of paper; and a pencil.

Procedure: Place on separate slips of paper, for example, three
piles of five objects each and ask the participant(s) to find out how
many objects there are altogethe r.After counting the first pile, have

the participant(s) label its slips of paper with a 5. Then before
counting the next pile, ask the child to predict the outcome of
counting five more objects (see the case study cited in Example 6.2

in Baroody, 1987a). After counting the second pile, have the
participant(s) label its slip with 10. Then repeat the procedure for
the third pile. Try the same thing with four to nine piles G. five.

Example 3-14 Pattern Prediction

Objectives: Mentally count by fives (preferably without intervening terms) and other skip counts.

Grade Level:

1.

Participants: One child or a small group of children.
,Procedure: Say, "In this activity, you have to figure out a number
pattern. I'll tell you some numbers, and you tell me what numberyou
think should come next. Five, ten, fifteen, and then?"

Example 3-15 Attack of the Fivers

Objective: Count by fives.
Grads Level: 1.

Participants: Two to four children.
Materials: Target board (shown be!ow),* chips, "spitballs" (moistened tissue paper) or other projectiles, and scoring materials.

Procedure: Explain that in this game, an alien force called the
Avers is about to attack earth. The aliens are called Fivers because
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they always travel in groups of five and as a result, their spaceships
have five compartments. The idea of the game is to knock out the
alien attack force. To do this, each spaceship has to be hit. One hit
will knock out all compartments of the spaceship. Hence, a single

hit is scored and recorded as 5 points ( u4i or 5). After a player's

turn, the child tallies the score on the card by counting by fives.

*The material of the target board depends upon projectile. If chips are used, then
the fiver target can be drawn on a piece of cardboard or construction paper, which

is then laid on the ground. The targets could also be drawn on the floor or a
sidewalk. If spitballs are used the fiver targets can be painted on a metal surface or

drawn In chalk on a chalkboard.
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Count by Twos to 20
Remedy deficiencies in the count-by-ones sequence to 20 first. Introduce

skip counting by twos with the Prediction Game (Piles of Two) (see
Example 3-13) and the Pattern-Chant Activity. For the latter, instruct
the children to whisper the intervening terms and announce the even terms
loudly. Young children often enjoy repeating chants. Next, encourage the
children to omit the intervening terms. Pattern Prediction (see Example

3-14) can provide some of the practice to make the skill automatic.
Basketball (Example 3-16) can be used for instruction and extra practice
by asking the players to tally their scores (by twos) after each shot.

Example 3-16 Basketball

O!,jective: Count by twos.
Grade Level:

1.

Participants: Two children or teams of a few children.

Materials: Miniature basketball net, sponge basketball, and
materials to keep score.

Procedure: Point out that in basketball each basket is scored as
two points. For each basket a player scores, record a checkmark or
a 2. After a specified number of shots or amount of time, each child
or team can tally their score sheet by counting by twos.

Count Odd Numbers 1 to 19
First ensure that the more basic skills (count by ones 1 to 10 and 11 to 19,
and count by twos to 20) are rather automatic. Introduce the odd-number
pattern in terms of the more familiar even-number pattern (count by twos)
by pointing out the similarities and differences of the two sequences. Note
t'-at both involve skipping over one number in the count sequence.
However, unlike starting with two to count the even numbers, counting the
odd numbers entails starting with one. It may be helpful to use a number list

to point out the similarities and differences of counting odd and even
numbers. At first, use the Pattern-Chant Activity and allow or even
encourage children to whisper the intervening terms ("one" with emphasis,
"two" softly, "three" with emphasis, "four" softly, etc.). Later use Pattern
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Prediction (see Example 3-14) to foster the automatic execution of the
skill without the intervening terms. To extend knowledge of number
patterns, ask the children to figure out other number patterns (e.g., skipping
two terms, as in 1, 4, 7,10, or counting terms with two in the ones place: 2,

12, 22, 32).

Count by Tens 100 to 200
First ensure that a child can count by tens to 100 fairly automatically. Help

the child discover that the count-by-tens sequence recurs with each
hundred term. Specifically, note that after 100, we simply use the prefix
"one hundred" and recycle the original count-by-tens sequence (e.g., "one
hundred + ten, one hundred + twenty," . . .). For some children, it may be
necessary to point out that the one hundreds are followed by the two
hundreds and that 190 indicates this transition. Therefore, 200 follows 190
when counting by tens. These count patterns or rules can be explored in the
entertaining format of Good-or-Bad or The Absent-Minded Counter by
Tens to 200. The Strike-and-Spare Game (Example 3-17) can provide
practice counting by tens to 200.

Example 3-17 The Strike-and-Spare Game

Objective: Count by tens to 200.
Grade Level: 2.
Participants: Two children or two teams of a few children each.
Materials: Three oblong blocks or other objects that can serve as
bowling pins, a (rubber, clay, or plastic) ball, and writing materials to
keep score.

Procedure: Explain that in the Strike-and-Spare Game, a player
has two tries to knock down all the bowling pins with a ball. If a
player does so on a first try, then a "strike" is scored as 10 points
plus a 10-point bonus. If a player topples all three pins after two
tries, a spare is scored (10 points). Otherwise, 0 points are scored.
Record a checkmark for each 10-point score (i.e., two for a strike
and one for a spare).

2 U
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Count by Ones 101 to 200
First remedy the prerequisite skills: Count by ones 1 to 10, 11 to 29, 30 to

100, and decade after 100 to 190. Instruction then should focus on
establishing the links 100-101 and 199-200 and on pointing out the
parallels between the hundreds sequence and the 1 to 100 sequence. Errordetection activities (e.g., The Absent-Minded Counter with abbreviated
counts) can provide a focus for discussing patterns, links, and common
errors. For instance, a teacher might ask, "What is wrong with counting '98,

99, 100, 1000'? What is wrong with counting '148, 149, 130, 131'?"
Practice in using the rules to generate counts to 200 can be done using
Count Teacher (e.g., "We count 127, 128, 129 and then comes?").

Forward Counts: Next Term
Number After 1 to 9
If necessary, introduce the number-after skill by giving the child a "running
start." For example, ask, "When we count, we say, '1, 2, 3, 4, 5,' and then

comes?" As the child catches on, shorten the running start to three terms
(e.g., "3, 4, 5, and then comes?"), then to two (e.g., "4, 5, and then comes?").

Because it visually provides a number list, the game Basic Number-After
Dominoes (Example 3-18) is useful during this stage of training. Other
activities that provide support for a running start are described elsewhere:
Turn Over (Baroody, 1987a) and Walk On and Peek (Bley and Thornton,
1981).

For children who already use a running start (count from one to
respond), try a running start of three and then two terms. For children who
can figure out the number after but do so slowly, training should focus on

practice to make the skill automatic. The Advanced Number-After
Dominoes (Example 3-18), Rings for a King or Queen (Example 3-19),

Number-After Race (Example 3-20), and Number-After Quiz Game
(Example 3-21) are useful for practicing this skill.

Example 3-18 Basic and Advanced Number-After Dominoes

Objective: Number after 1 to 9 with (or without) the aid of objer4.
counting, a number list, and a running start.

Grade Level: PK.
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Participants: Two to five players.
Materials: Set of up to 20 domino-like pieces with the numerals 1
to 10 and a number list 1 to 10 (see Frame A below).
A. Basic Version
111111
1

1

4

3

2

1-2-1F-TI

5

6

2

5

'II

8

7

4

9

10

1

F5-] i--101--9-1
B. Advanced Version

1

1

1

6

3

1.
'Co

Procedure: Number-After Dominoes is based on a game from
the Wynroth (1986) curriculum. It is played like Dominoes except
that the added domino must be the number after the end item,
rather than the same number (see figure). To begin with, limit the
number of players to two and use five dominoes marked 1 to 5 only.
Put out the "1" domino and turn the other four over so that the
numerals do not show. Mix the latter and have each child pick two
dominoes. Turn the dominoes over so that the numerals are visible
to the child. Ask, "What comes just after one when we count?" If
needed, add, "When we count, we say one and then?" If necessary,
have the children count on a number list to determine the answer.
Then ask, "Who has the 'two'?" The player with the "2" domino
places his or her piece to the right of the "1" domino. Continue this
procedure until everyone's dominoes are used up. The player who
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uses his or her dominoes first is the "first winner"; the next child is
the "second winner" (and so forth).

Note that a regular set of dominoes (with regular number
patterns of dots) can be used instead of dominoes with numerals.
Wynroth (1986) suggests using dominoes with irregular patterns of
dots. I would recommend that a teacher alternate between using
dominoes with regular dot patterns and those with irregular patterns. For some children, the dot dominoes may afford a concrete
representation that makes the task somewhat more meaningful.
Moreover, by using dominoes with dots- this game can serve as a
basis for practicing enumeration or foss "g pattern recognition.
For children who do not need such practice, I recommend numeral
dominoes because the need to count sets of dots may distract
children from the main objective of the game.
In time, the number list can be withdrawn. A child can then be
encouraged to take a running start (count from one) to determine
the number after. Once children have mastered the number-after
skill . )r the numbers 1 to 4, the game can be expanded to number
after 1 to 9 by including dominoes 6 to 10. Fortwo players, have the
children each select five dominoes. The player who draws the "1"
domino goes first. For three players, set out the "1" domino and

have each child draw three dominoes. A more sophisticated

version of the game entails using 20 dominoes (two leach nu Der
1 to 10). Have each of the two to five players draw three dominoes.
After each turn, the players are given the option of keeping the
dominoes they have or trading one in and picking another domino
from the discard pile.
Advanced Number-After Dominoes, illustrated iii Frame B,

removes the visual prompts for a running start (i.e., the played
dominoes are not in sequential order). The player with "double 1"
begins play.

Example 3-19 Rings for a Queen or King*

Objective: Mentally determine the number after

Grids Level:

to 9.

PK.

Participants: One or a few children.
Materials: Numeral dominoes 1 to 3 and unifex cubes ("rings").
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Procedure: The game Is played like Number-After Dominoes
except that the child puts a "ring" (unifex cube) on his or her finger
for each number he or she produces correctly.
*William Boaz of Rochester, New York, suggested this game to me.

Example 3-20 Number-After Race

Objective: Mentally determine the number after 1 to 9.

Grade Level: PK.
Participants: Two to five players.

Materials: Small match-box type cars; spiral race-track game
board; and die, number cards, or spinner.

Procedure: Give each player a car. Tell the children they are
going to race. Have a playerthrow a die, draw a number card, or spin
a spinner. Then say, for example "You got a three. What comes just
after three?" If thv child is correct, say, "You can move four spaces."

Example 3-21 Number-After Quiz Game

Objective: Mentally determine the number after 1 to 9.

Grade LtvrA: PK.
Participants: One to five child: -in or two teams of any size.
Materials: Deck of cards with a numeral 1 to 9 printed on each,
prizes (optional), and stopwatch.

Procedure: Explain: "In the Next-Nun:?der Quiz I'll give you a
number like 'one,' and you tell m- what comes just after 'one' when
we count. One and then comes? Each correct answer is worth a
point." A stopwatch can be used to encourage automatic answering

when players (or teams) take turns. (Players can be required to
respond within a time limit such as three seconds.) Keeping time is
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unnecessary If players (or teams) compete to see who responds
correctly first. Players win if they get a predetermined number of
points. If played competitively, the first player or team to get a
predetermined number wins.

Number After 10 to 28
Fist remedy any difficulties with the more basic number-after 1 -to -9 and
count-by-ones 1 -to -10 skills. Because of the rule-governed nature of the
number sequence, instruction on this skill can then proceed in conjunction
with that for counting-by-ones 11 to 29. More specifically, error-detection
activities, such as Good or Bad Counter (with an abbreviated count), can

provide a basis for discussing patterns. For example, "Cookie Monster
thinks that right after 25, 26, 27 comes 23. Do you think he's right or
wrong?" When difficulties are encountered, help the child to exploit the
rule-governed nature of the teens and twenties. For example, if a child has
difficulty figuring out what comes after 27, say, "What comes right after.
seven when we count? [Allow the child to respond.] Eight, right. So what
comes right after twenty-seven when we count?" Practice of both counting
to 29 and answering number-after questions can thus help make the latter
skill automatic. As with the error-detection activities, Count Teachercan
be used to provide practice stating the number after with a running start. To
provide practice without a running start, use adaptations of the various
games used for number after 1 to 9: Advanced Number-After Dominoes

(see Example 3-18), Number-After Race (see Example 3-20) and
Number-After Quiz Game: 11 to 28 (see Example 3-21).

Decade After 10 to 90
First remedy the prerequisite skills (e.g., number after 1 to 9). Instruction on
the skill should be done in tandem with counting-by-tens to 100. At first,
allow children to respond to decade-after questions by using a running start
(starting with 10, counting by tens up to the given number, and then giving
the next decade in the sequence). As soon as possible, though, help children

to exploit recurring patterns in the number sequence. That is, help them
connect the decade-after task with their existing number-after 1, to-9
knowledge. For example, point out: "To answer 'What comes after 60 when
we count' y tens?' think: 'What comes after six when I count by ones?' Six,
seven, 61) when c,linting by tens, it is sixty, seventy." Once a child has made
this co ri r ection, practice the skill until it is automatic.
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Number After 29 to 99
First remedy any difficulties with the more basic number-after i -to-9 and
10-to-28 skills. Instruction on the skill should be done in conjunction with

counting-by-ones 30 to 100. Help the child exploit the rule-governed
nature of the number sequence. Fore' .ample, if a child has difficulty figuring

out what comes after 47, say, "What comes right after seven when we
count? billow the child to respond.] Eight, right. So what comes right after
forty-seven when we count?" Practice counting to 100 can help make the
number-after skill automatic. Most of the games described for number-after
1 to 9 and 10 to 29 can be easily adapted for practice at this level.

Decade After 100 to 190
First remedy any difficulties with the prerequisite skills (e.g., decade after 10
to 90). Instruction on the skill should be done with that for count -by -teas

100 to 200. To help children enter the decade sequence at a given point
rather than count out the sequence each time, exploit the rule-governed
nature of the decade sequence. For example, say, "To figure out what comes
after 130 when we count by tens, think: 'What comes after 30 when we count
by tens? Thirty, forty. So after one hundred thirty comes one hundred forty
when we count by tens.' " If need be, relate this skill to the even more familiar

number-after 1-to-9 skill. Adapt the various suggested games for other
number-after skills to practice this skill until it becomes automatic.
Number After 100 to 199
First remedy any difficulties with the more basic number-after 1 -to-9, 10-to28, and 29-to-99 skills first. Instruction on this skill should be along with that

for count by ones 101 to 200. Help the child exploit the rule-governed
nature of the number sequence. For example, if a child has difficulty figuring
out what comes after 147, say, "What comes right after forty-seven (seven)
when we count? [Allow the child to respond.] Forty-eight (eight), right. So

what comes right after one hundred forty seven when we count?" Most of
the games described for other number-after skills can be easily adapted for
practice at this level.

Backward Counts: Next Term
Number Before 2 to 10
First ensure that the more basic skills (counting by ones 1 to 10 and number
after 1 to 9) are quite automatic. To help a child understand the term before

Sc
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and that the number sequence can proceed in two directions, use a number
list. Point out that a number (e.g., 5) has two neighbors or two numbers next
to it: one that comes after (6) and one that comes before (4). Once children
can figure out number-before responses, work on making the skill automatic.
The various activities described for teaching and practicing number-after 1
to 9 can be adapted for number before. For example, Basic (Advanced)
Number-After Dominoes (Example 3-18) can, by a simple change of the

rules, become Basic (Advanced) Number-Before Dominoes.

Number Before 11 to 29
First ensure that the prerequisite skills (count by ones 11 to 19 and 20 to 29,
number after 10 to 28, and number before 2 to 10) are quite automatic. If

need be, begin practice of number before 11 to 29 with a number list
available. The games used for number before 2 to 10 can be adapted for
teaching and practicing this skill.

Number Before 30 to 100 and
Decade Before 20 to 100
First ensure that .he prerequisite skills (count by ones 30 to 100, number
after 29 to 99, number before 2 to 10 and 11 to 29, count by tens to 100,
and decade after 10 to 90) are mastered. If needed, begin practice of these
skills with a number list available. The games used for the other related skills

can be adapted to teach and practice these skills.

Backward Counts: Sequence of Terms
Count Backwards from 10
First remedy any difficulties with the more basic skills of counting by ones 1

to 10 and citing the number before 2 to 10. Initially, have the child count
backwards with a number list present. Once the child has an idea of what the
count-backwards task entails, use only a partially visible number list as a cue.
This can be done with the activity Peek (see Example 3-8). Insert a 1 -to -10
number list into a sheath, left -end first, so that only the 10 on the number list

shows. Before uncovering the next number, ask the child to predict what
comes axt when you count backwards. If he or she is correct, uncover the 9
and congratulate the child. If the child is incorrect, give him or her a second
chance and then have the child uncover the preceding number. Proceed in
this manner until you reach 1.
As soon as the child is ready, remove prompts like the number list and
require the child to count backwards verbally. For some children, it may take
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some time and practice before verbally counting backwards becomes
efficient.

Count Backwards from 20
First remedy any difficulties with the more basic skills of counting by ones 1
to 20, counting backwards from 10, and number before up to 20. Use the
instructional guidelines outlined for counting backwards from 10 to teach
and practice counting backwards from 20.

SUMMARY
Though the first portion of the count-by-ones or the decade sequence
requires rote memorization, thereafter the counts are rule-governed.
Instruction should help kindergartners and first graders find and learn these

patterns. The most difficult terms to learn are the exceptions to patterns
(e.g., 15) and transition terms (e.g., 40). Once children can automatically
produce these forward sequences, they are ready to learn more sophisticated
"skip counts," such as counting by twos or fives. Familiarity with forward
sequences also permits the development of next-term skills. That is, when

given a term, they specify the next term in the "nunt-by-one (or decade)
sequence without counting up from one (ten). Because of the rule-governed

nature of the number sequence, instruction on counting-by-ones and
number-after skills can proceed together for numbers greater than 13 or so.
Once these skills are learned, children can begin to operate in the opposite

direction and master the number-before (or decade-before) skill. After
children can "take one step backwards," they should be able to count
backwards in sequence. Though counting backwards from 10 will not
present a problem. to many primary-age children, counting backwards from
larger numbers may.

6
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4
Numbering

Numbers are used in a wide variety of ways (see Example 4-1). Indeed,
numbering skills are used so often and so automatically by adults that they
typically take such skills for granted. For preschool, primary-level, and
special education children, however, learning numbering skills and how to
use numbers is a real challenge. Oral cou- Jng is an important first step but
does not itself indicate a ristery of lumbering skills or their uses (Ginsburg,
1982).
Numbering skills include labeling an existing set (e.g., given five
pennies, a child identifies how many pennies there are) and creating a set
(e.g., asked 'so get five pennies, a child counts out a set of five from a pile of
pennies). Labeling a collection involves assigning a number name to a set.
For the most part, children first rely on object counting (enumeration) to
label collections. In time, children learn other means for defining cardinality
(the number of items in a set). For example, shown a plate of three cookies

( 000

), kindergarten-age children can, without counting, identify the
'

number of items in the collection. Recognition of sets is the result of
familiarity with number patterns.
To create a set, children again first rely on counting. Counting out a
specific number of objects from a larger pool of objects is called production

of sets. In time, children can become quite skilled in creating sets. For
example, without counting out each finger, they can readily create a finger
pattern (e.g., represent "3" by immediately and simultaneously putting up
three fingers).
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Example 4-1 The Importance of Numbers*

Count Disorderly was so confused by numbers that one day he
decided not to try to learn them any more. He would just banish all
numbers from the country and never allow them to come back. So
he wrote out notices and put them up everywhere. When he woke
up the next day he found that everyone he knew was packing to
leave. His cook was going because she couldn't use numbers to
count the amount of ingredients to use in the food she made. The
gardener couldn't count the seeds he planted to grow vegetables
and flowers. Nobody could tell time because the clocks had to go;
they all had numbers.The storekeeper closed his store because no
one could figure out how much money to give him without counting.
And no one could call anyone or even go visit because there were
no more phone numbers to call or house numbers for addresses.
Poor Count Disorderly felt very lonely with everyone leaving him.

He hadn't even noticed how much people used nurtthers. He
decided to let numbers be used again. Then he gathered all the
people together to ask for their help so he could learn how to do ail
kinds of things with numbers.
*This story was written with the assistance of Cathleen A. Mason.
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Labeling an Existing Set
Faimeraloa
Very young children may engage in counting-like activities with sets of
objects. However, they may do so without any intention of labeling the set
with a number (Baroody, 1987a). Moreover, they may lack the know-how
necessary for object counting (enumeration). Indeed, initially, a child may
simply pass or wave a finger over a set while spewing out numbers (Fuson
and Hall, 1983). If an effort is made to point at objects in a set, the child may

just count the objects in any orderrecounting some several times and
perhaps missing others altogether.

In time, children learn that enumeration involves a one-to-one
principle: assigning one and only one counting-sequence number to each
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object in a set. In effect, enumeration requires that the child match one-forone the items of a collection (e.g., four cookies) and the tags of the number
sequence words (e.g., "one, two, three, four . . ."):

0

0

0

0

"one"

"two"

"three"

"four"

Though preschoolers may appreciate the one-to-one principle, they
often have trouble executing it accurately (Beckwith and Rest le, 1966;
Gelman and Gallistel, 1978). There are three different kinds of enumeration
errors. First, if children do not know the correct number sequence, they will
make sequence errors when counting objects. For example, a child may tag

three blocks: "1, 2, 10."
Second, some children have difficulty coordinating, in a one-to-one
fashion, the processes of saying the number sequence (oral counting) and
pointing to the objects in a set. Coordination errors, then, entail not properly
tagging an item (i.e., assigning too many tags to an item or pointing at an
object but not designating it with a tag). Children just learning to enumerate
sets and mentally handicapped children, in particular, may have difficulty
starting or stopping the oral-counting and pointing processes at the same
time (Baroody, 1986a). As a result, a child may point to the first item and
say, "one, two" and thereafter honor the one-to-one principle. Likewise, a
child may get to the last item of, say, a five-object set and let several tags slip
out before stopping the oral count (e.g., "five, six"). Children are especially

prone to this type of coordination error when they rush their counting.
Third, children may fail to keep track of which objects have been
counted and which need to be numbered. As a result, they may skip an
object or count an object more than once. Such keeping-trackerrors are the
most common type of enumeration error and are especially likely if a child
rushes (Fuson, 1988).
Enumeration difficulty is greatly influenced by the arrangement of the

set (e.g., objects in a line are easier to enumerate than those in a
disorganized array) and set size (small sets are easier to enumerate than
larger ones). By the time they enter kindergarten, children can accurately
enumerate sets of 1 to 5 even with disorganized arrays. With larger sets, they
may be able to enumerate those in a linear array but may have difficulty with
those in a disorganized array. Some children entering kindergarten have
not learned efficient keeping-track strategies (e.g., creating a separate pile
for counted items), which would allow them to deal effectively with relatively
complex enumeration tasks (Fuson, 1988). By the end of kindergarten,
though, most children can proficiently enumerate sets of 6 to 11 or sets of

11 to 20.
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Cardinality
Children learn early on that enumeration tells how many objects are in a
collection (the cardinal designation of the collection). Typically, children
!earn how to respond to "how-many" questions very quickly. To indicate
bow many they have counted, preschoolers soon learn that they do not
have to repeat the whole count (e.g , "1, 2, 3, 4, 5" for a set of five pennies)
but need only repee the last term of the enumeration process (e.g., "5").
This shortcut is called the cardinality rule (Schaeffer, Eggleston, and Scott,
1974).
An understanding of cardinality does not stop with mastering the
cardinaliv rule. A deeper sense of cardinality requires understanding the
identity - conservation principlethat the number of a set remains the same
even though its appearance changes. For example, a set designated as
"fi ;e" continues to have the same number even though it is lengthened and
looks "bigger."
With counting experience, children discover another important aspect
of cardinality: It does not matter on which end of a row they start, the
outcome is the same (e.g., see Frames A and B of Figure 4-1). Indeed, as
long as the one-to-one principle is observed, a set can be enumerated in any
order and the cardinal designation of the set will not change (see Frame C of
Figure 4-1). This property of the numbering process is called the orderirrelevance principle. Though a relatively sophisticated concept (Baroody,
1984c), it is typically acquired before children enter kindergarten (Gelman
and Gallistel, 1978; Gelman and Meck, 1987).

Recognition of its
Young children learn to recognize immediately various number configurations (e.g.,
tons

00 is "three " or 0 0
00

is "four"). The recognition of sets 1

to 3 develops quite early, because such small sets are so easily distinguished

from one another and other sets. (Indeed, children may recognize and label
sets of one or two before they learn how to enumerate sets.) Later, children

0=
0

become familiar with the patterns of somewhat larger sets (e.g., 00

00

"five" or 0 0 = "six"). Recognition of sets 4 to 6 primarily depends on the

00

amount of exposure to such number patterns (e.g., experience playing dice
games). Automatic recognition of number patterns provides children with
important concrete models of number (von Glasersfeld, 1982) and later can
facilitate the development of informal arithmetic (e.g., see Figure 6-1).
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Figure 4-1 Some Different Ways to Count a Row of Five items
A. A left-to-right count
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Creating a Set
Production of Sets
Preschool children also learn to count out (produce) a specified number of

objects from a group of objects. Production of a given number is more
difficult than labeling an existing set (enumeration), because it requires the

child to remember how many objects have been requested and to stop
counting objects when that many objects have been reached (Resnick and
Ford, 1981).
A common error, especially among very young and mentally handicapped children, is continuing to count out pennies even after the specified
amount has been reached (Baroody, 1986a). Children make a "no-stop"

error (e.g., count all 10 pennies available) because they do not (1)
understand the task (that they are supposed to stop at the requested
amount); (2) forget the requested amount; or (3) forget to stop at the
requested num'ler. Another error that occurs with some regularity among
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young and mentally handicapped children is counting out an incorrect
number of items but tagging the last item with the requested number
(Baroody, 1986a). An example of this end-with-requested-number error
isin response for five penniescounting out three pennies but tagging the
pennies "1, 2, 5." Children make an end-with-the-requested-number error
because they do not (1) understand the task or (2) care to make the effort to
complete the production process. The latter can be checked by asking the
child to take a specified number of highly desired items to keep.
Less serious errors include minor errors in counting out pennies in a
one-to-one fashion or in keeping track of counted pennies and those sti I
available. If a child does not have an efficient keeping-track strategy, he or
she may mine up with one or two too few (if counted items are recounted) o
too many (if uncounted items are included in the counted pile).
Typically, accurate production of sets 1 to 5 is achieved earlier than
accurate production of sets 6 to 20. With small sets, it is relatively easy to
keep track of the object-counting process and when to stop.

Finger Patterns
Children may often be more successful in creating cardinal sets with their
fingers than with other objects (Steffe, von Glasersfeld, Richards, and Cobb,
1983). Initially, children have to count their fingers to put up, say, five
fingers. In time, they learn automatic finger patterns (e.g., simultaneously
extending all the fingers on one hand to represent five). Children master the
finger patterns 1 to 5 before the finger patterns 6 to 10.
The sequence of numbering competencies by grade level and developmental order is summarized in Table 4-1.

INSTRUCTION
Preschoolers need interesting opportunities to use numbering skills more
than they need direct training. By the time they enter kindergarten, children
typically have a good start on numbering skills at least with sets of up to five

items. For those kindergartners who have not mastered these basic
numbering skills, intensi,

.emedial efforts are needed. They should be given

interesting and extendeu practice with enumerating and producing sets of
1 to 5. Feedback and guidance are particularly important for such children.
If simply given the opportunity to practice numbering skills with larger
sets, many children will master such competencies quickly. Some, though,
will need guidance. For example, a portion of any kindergarten class would
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Table 4-1 Sequence of Numbering Competencies by Grade Level and
Developmental Order
Level
PK

Labeling an Existing Set

Creating a Set

Enumeration of sets 1 to 5
Cardinality rule
Identity-conservation principle
Recognition of sets 1 to 3
Order-irrelevance principle
Finger patterns 1 to 5
Production of sets 1 to 5

K

Enumeration of sets 6 to 10
Recognition of sets 4 to 6
Enumeration of sets 11 to 20

"
MEM'

Production of sets 6 to 10
Production of sets 11 to 20

Finger patterns 6 to 10

1

benefit from a teacher's tip or a discussion on how to organize their
enumeration and production efforts in order to keep track efficiently. An
ideal oppz'tunity to provide needed feedback is when children are engaged
in games or activities in which numbering skills are a natural and integral
part.

Labe linii an Existing Set
Enumeration of Sets 1 to 5

First ensure that a child can count by ones to at least five and do so
automatically. If this skill is not automatic, it will be difficult for the child to
coordinate oral counting with pointing to objects in a one-to-one fashion.

The nature of enumeration training depends on a child's specific
difficulty. If a child does not appear to make any effort at one-to-one
counting, it is essential to help the child appreciate the one-to-one principle
(e.g., se( the story in Example 4-2). Begin with a Pointing Exercise, using
a relatively easy set of objects (e.g., three blocks in a row). Have the child

point once and only once to each object in the set. After the child has
mastered this skill, introduce enumeration. If necessary, first say the
numbers for the child while he or she points to each block. Then have the

child count out the number sequence as he or she points to the blocks.
Gradually work toward more difficult (larger and less orderly) sets.

35
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Example 4-2 The Importance of Counting One-to-One

Count Disorderly was planning a gala party that he hoped would be
the social event of the year. He wanted to have such a wonderful
party that everyone in the kingdom would say, "Oh, that marvelous

Count Disorderly puts on such a nice party." Count Disorderly
eagerly began planning his party, all the time thinking how wonderful it would be and how much people would thank him for putting on
such a marvelous party.
The first thing that Count Disorderly did was to go down to the
mailroom to find out how many Invitations had been returned so
that he would know how many guests were coming to his party. In

the mailroom he found a big pack of invitations that had been
returned. He poured the invitations out of the bag, and they
scattered out all over the floor. Count Disorderlywas so excited that
he did not bother to arrange the invitations as he sang, "One, two

I'm so coolthree, fourI'm no borefive, sixI'm the pick
seven, eightI'm really greatnine, tenI'm a gem." Count Disorderly was now so excited, he rushed to the kitchen and told the
cook to prepare food and cake for ten guests for his party.
The day of the big party, everyone in the kingdom who sent in
their invitations came to Count Disorderly's castle. A lot of people
showed upa lot more than the ten Count Disorderly had counted
and was expecting. Because there was food and cake for only ten
people, most guests had nothing to eat.
Everywhere people whispered, "I'm really hungry. Is there any
food anywhere? This is a terrible party. What Ft mean trick Count
Disorderly played on us, inviting all these people to a party but not
giving them any food or cake. Count Disorderly is despicable!"
Count Disorderly was very sad. His big party was a big flop. He
was now the most hated man in the country.Then Count Disorciarly
had an idea: "I'll give another, bigger party." So Count Disorderly
sent out invitations to everyone in the kingdom, inviting them to his
second party.
Unfortunately, nearly everycne in the kingdom thought that
Count Disorderly wasjust trying to play another mean trick on them.
All across the kingdom people said, "I'm not going tc be tricked Into
going to a party without food and cake by Count Disorderly again."
So just about everyone threw away their invitations.
A week later, Count Disorderly went down to the mailroom to
see how many invitations had been returned. He opened up the
mail bag; out fell two invitations. Count Disorderly started counting
the invitations: "One, two." Dismayed, he said, "No, no, that can't be.
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There has to be more." So Count Disorderly pointed at each of the
invitations and said, "Three, four." He counted them again: "Five,
six," and again: "Seven, eight," and again: "Nine, ten." Indeed, he

kept recounting those two invitations into the night. When he
stopped counting, Count Disorderly had reached 100. "One hundred

guests," Count Disorderly exclaimed, "That's more like it. This is
going to be the best party ever." So Count Disorderly told the cook
to prepare food and cake for 100 guests.
en the day of the party, only two guests showed up at Count
Disorderly's castla. Count Disorderly was very sad, because he was
expecting 100 people. Not only was his party a flop, but Count
Disorderly had spent all his candy-and-toy money for the year
buying food and cake that would now not be eaten. Poor Count
Disorderly.
Count Disorderly turned to his brother, Count Orderly, who was
one of the two guests, and complained bitterly, "For my first party, I
counted the invitations but I did not have enough food and crke.
For this party, I counted the invitations and now I have too much
food and cake. Why don't things come out right?"
Count Orderly felt badly for his brother, Count Disorderly, and
oft; ed to help: "Show me the invitations to your parties." Count
Disorderly took Count Orderly to the mailroom. There, he showed
Count Orderly the huge bag of invitations for the first party and how

he had counted them: "One, twoI'm so coolthree, fourI'm no

borefive, sixI'm the pickseven, eightI'm really greatnine,
tenI'm a gem." Then Count Disorderly showed his broth erthe bag

with two invitations for this party and how he counted, and recounted, and counted them again until he got to 100.
Count Orderly just shook his head. "My dear Count Disorderly,"
he said, "you can't say and do anything you want when you count.
You have to be careful. For this big pile of invitations, you can't just
point at the pile and say some numbers. You have to point to each
invitation in the pile as you say a number. And for this small pile, you
can't keep pointing to the same two invitations as you say numbers.
You have to point to each invitation as you say a number. See: 'one,

two."
Count Disorderly was VJry happy that his brother Count
Orderly had taught him to count carefully. He sent a letter to
everyone in the kingdom explaining his mistake. He also sent
everyone an invitation for another party, with the promise that he
would count each invitation very carefully so that everyone would
have food and cake.
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If a child seems to understand the one-to-one principle but still
frequently misenumerates sets, the child may need to learn keeping-track
strategies. That is, the, child must learn how to separate already-counted
objects from yet-to-be-counted objects (see the story in Example 4-3). Point
out that counted objects can be put in their own pile far enough away so that
they are not confused with uncounted objects. For sets of objects that are
fixed, start in a well-defined place, such as a corner or an end, and count in a
particular direction.

Example 4-3 Orderly Count Story*
It was the day of the big baseball game. Count Disorderly was busy
getting his players excited to win. The umpire came over and said,

"We're ready to start, but we need to know if you have enough
players. You need at least nine." So Count Disorderly began
counting his players. While he counted, the players wandered
around. Some of the players walked off to talk to players on the
other team. Several of the others walked off to throw a baseball
around, and a coupe of players walked off to get drinks of water.
Poor Count Disorderly kept getting confused. He did not know
which players he had already counted and which needed to be
counted. He finally ended up with a count of three players. He knew
that was wrong because he had to have more than three players so

he tried again. Because the players kept moving around, Count
Disol carly got confused again and counted all the way to ninety-

nine. Now Count Disorderly knew he did not have that many
players.

Meanwhile, the other team was getting restless, and the
umpire was getting engry because of the long wait. Count Orderly

arrived on the scene to watch the game. His brother, Count
Disorderly, rushed over and said, "You have to help me! I can't
figure out if I have enough players. The umpire Is going to cancel the

game if I don't hurry." Count Orderly came over and saw all the
players running around. "Well, Iwo can't count everyone if they don't

stay put." He had all the payers sit on the bench. Count Orderly
then told Count Disorderly to start on one end of the bench, walk
down the row, and tap each one on the shoulder as he counted.
Count Disorderly started on one end and counted each player on
the bench until he got to the end of the row. He counted nine
players. "Aha," said Count Disorderly, "we have exactly nine players."

"Play ball!" yelled the umpire and the game started.
*This story was written with the assistance of Cathleen A. Mason.
/MO

If the child has difficulty starting (or stopping) the oral counting and
pointing processes simultaneously, have the child slow down. Indeed, with
children who make any type of errors, it is important to emphasize that it is
more important to count objects slowly and carefully rather than quickly and
inaccurately.

Error-detection activities, such as Good and Bad Counter or The
Absent-Minded Counter (Example 3-2), can readily be adopted for
enumeration training and are great fun for children. Model correct enumera-

tion and various enumeration errors (examples and nonexamples of the
one-to-one principle). Then have a child, group of children, or class evaluate
the correctness of the count and, if incorrect, indicate what was wrong. For
example, count the fingers on a child's hand but make sequence errors (e.g.,
point to each finger while saying, "1, 2, 3, 9,10 "), coordination errors (e.g.,
point to the first finger and say, "1, 2," and then complete the count with, "3,
4, 5, 6"), or keeping-track errors (e.g., skip a finger or go back and count a
finger a second time). Such exercises make an excellent vehicle for pointing

out and discussing the one-to-one principle underlying enumeration and
how to implement this principle correctly.
Enumeration practice can be accomplished with numerous games
(e.g., Animal Spots described in Example 2-1; Number-After Dominoes
as described in Example 3-48 but with a regular set of dominoes and
Number-After Race described in Example 3-20; Hidden Stars described
in Example 4-5 of this chapter; and Lotto Same Number, Clue, Cards
More Than, and Dice More Than described in Chapter 5). Any board
game that uses a die to determine the number of spaces a player can move
(like the 5 -ocer game described in Example 4-4) can provide enumeration
practice as well.
The complexity of the dot arrangement can be varied according to
children's readiness. For very young children just beginning to master the
skill, use a linear array of dots. This minimizes the demands of keeping
track of the starting point and what items have already been counted (as
long as a child starts at one end and counts in one direction). With somewhat more experienced counters, arrange the signal dots in patterns such
as:

0000
00 000' 0 0' 000
0

0

and

00
000.

These arrangements require some keeping-track effort. For relatively
advanced children, use dice with irregular arrays that require careful
keeping-track stra+egies.
It may be helpful to use enlarged dice made of balsa wood, and large
signal dots covered with clear contact paper. Alternatively, a deck of 5" X 8"

cards with 1 to 5 half-inch dots attached can be substituted for a die.
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F..xampls 4-4 Soccer

Objective: Enumeration of sets 1 to 5 (in either orderly or
disorderly arrays).

Grade Level: PK.

Participants: Two players.
Materials: Soccer-field board (see below), ball marker, and cards
or a die with 0 to 5 dots.

N
(3)

Procedure: Place the ball marker at midfield (on the space
marked X). The players alternate turns. On their turn, the players
draw a card or throw a die to determine how r !any spaces they can
advance the ball. For practice in counting , ts 1 to 5, start with the

ball at midfield. A player scores by adv Acing the ball into an
opponent's goal (hatched-marked space). Then replace the ball at
the starting point and continue play until a predetermined number
of points (or rolls) is reached, or time runs out.

k ',.)

0

Cardinality Rule

First ensure that a child can count orally to at least five and his some
appreciation of the one-to-one principle governing enumeration before
introducing the cardinality rule. Examples and r onexamples (correct and

incorrect applications) of the cardinality rule can be demonstrated and
discussed by using the error-detection exercise Good or Bad Counter
(Example 3-2). The Hidden-Stars Game (Example 4-5) is another
interesting and useful teaching device. Model the cardinality rule by
counting a small set of, say, two objects ("One, two.") and then announce,
"So there are twu stars." Next, turn the card over and ask, "How many stars
am I hiding?" Afterward, have the child count a different small set and ask,
"How many stars did you count?" Then cover this set and ask, "How many
stars am I hiding?" If necessary, ask, "How many stars did you count?" This
exercise will be sufficient for most children to master the cardinality rule.
If the child does not learn the rule quickly, continue the modeling-andpractice procedure described above in conjunction with pattern recognition
of sets 1 to 3. If the child picks up on the cardinality rule, play Hidden Stars

with both small- and large-number sets. If a child cannot enumerate
accurately sets of 6 to 20 items, enumerate the sets for the child. Then
continue the game as usual: Turn the card over and ask the child how many
stars there are. It is a good idea to practice with various objects. For example,

Animal-Spots (described in Example 2-1) provides an opportunity to
practice the rule with dots and pegs.
Example 4-5 Hidden -Stars Game

Objective: Cardinality rule with sets of 2 to 5.

Grade Level: PK.
Participants: One, two, or three children.
Materials: A number of "star cards" (3" X 5" cards on which two
to five stars are pasted in a row about 1/2 inch apart).

Procedure: Explain, "In the Hidden-Stars game, the hider [the
teacher or a child] shows the player(s) some stars. The player
counts them. Then the hider covers them up and the player tries to

tell how many stars the hider is hiding." If a player does not
spontaneously count a star card, the hider can say, "Count this row
of stars." After the player counts the set, the hider covers the card
and says, "How many stars am I hiding?"
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Identity-Conservation Principle
First ensure that the child masters the prerequisite competencies: counting
by ones to 10, enumeration 1 to 5, and the cardinality rule. The Hidden-

Penny Game (Example 4-6) can be used to help children induce the
identity-conservation principle. Using small sets of two, three, or four items
will facilitate discovery of the principle, because young children can see that

the number of items in a set remains the same despite changes in
appearance. Once children grasp this principle with small sets, try the
exercise with larger sets. Moreover, use a variety of initial appearances (e.g.,

rows, circles, triangles, rectangles, random arrangements) and changed
appearances (e.g., lengthening, shortening, creating a [new] geometric
shape, mixing up the internal arrangement).

Example 4-6 Hidden-Penny Game

Objective: Understanding that changes in physical appearance
do not change the number of items in a set.

Grade Level: PK.

Participants: A single child or a small group of children.

Materials: Six pennies, chips, or other small countable objects
and a cover (81/2" X 11" piece of thin cardboard).

Procedure: Explain, "In the Hidden-Penny game, you count the
pennies, I cover them up, and you try to tell me how many I'm
hiding." Set out a number of pennies in a row about one inch apart.
Either have a child count the set or count the set together.Then say,
"Watch what I do with these n pennies before I hide them." Change
the appearance of the row by lengthening or shortening the row or
creating a new pattern (circle, triangle, cross, etc.). Cover the set
and say, "How many pennies am I hiding?" If the child is incorrect,
count the set again and ask if it is the same number counted before.

Recognition of Sets 1 to 3
Typically, special training is not required for this skill. Any game that uses a
die or requires children to count small sets of dots or other forms can be used
(e.g., Animal Spots, described in Example 2-1; Number-After Dom-

inoes with a regular set of dominoes and Number-Aker Race, described

i
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in Examples 3-18 and 3-20; Hidden Stars, described in Example 4-5;
and Lotto Same Number, Clue, Cards More Than, and Dice More
Than, described in Chapter 5). With repeated exposure, children will learn
spontaneously to recognize immediately the various small-set arrangements. Children may learn to recognize sets of one and two and possibly
three even before they can effectively enumerate very small sets. Thus,
practice on this skill (e.g., use of the Quick-Look Game described in
Example 4-7) need not await mastery of enumeration of sets 1 to 5 or even
1 to 3if someone identifies the patterns by number for the child. On the
other hand, learning to recognize patterns involving three or more objects is
facilitated by accurate enumeration. It is important, after all, for a child to
count a pattern repeatedly and arrive at the same cardinal designation each
0 0 as
time. Imagine a child's confusion even if he or she recognized 0

"three" but counted it several times and got "two" and "four."
Example 4-7 Quick-Look Game: 1-3

Objective: Automatic recognition of sets 1 to 3.

Grade Level: PK.
Participants: Two children or two small teams of players.
Materials: Cards with one, two, or three 2-cm dots, respectively.
The dots should be pasted on the cards in random fashion.

Procedure: Explain, "I'm going to show you some cards with dots
on them. I'll show you the cards very fast. So look carefully at the
card and quickly try to see how many dots there are. Ready?" Show
the child each card in turn for two seconds and say, " How many dots
did you see?" If correct, the child gets to keep the card (scores one
point) for his or her team.

Order-Irrelevance Principle
First remedy any deficiencies in the prerequisite skills: enumeration 1 to 5 or
6 to 10 and the cardinality rule. Provide the child with plenty of opportunities

to enumerate setsparticularly small sets. It may be helpful to ask probing
questions, such as, "Do you think you will get the same number if you count

the other way?" The error-detection activity Good or Bad Counter
(Example 3-2) can provide an opportunity to illustrate and discuss valid and
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invalid applications of the order-irrelevance principle. Another activity that
may help direct children's attention to this issue is the Count-Prediction
Activity (Example 4-8).

Example 4-8 Count-Prediction Activity

Objective: Understanding that as long as the one-to-one principle
is observed, the items of a set can be enumerated in any order and
the cardinal designation of the set will not change.

Grade Level: PK.

Participants: One child or a small group of children.

Materials: Five blocks and a Cookie-Monster Muppet (o other
hand puppet, stuffed animal, or doll).

Procedure: Explain toa child that Cookie Monster is just learning
to count objects and needs help. Request that the child serve as
Cookie Monster's teacher. After a participant has enumerated a
set, have Cookie Monster (or some other pretend pupil) ask what
counting the set in another way produces (see Examples A and B
below).
ExampleA. Put out a set of four blocks and say,"Show Cookie
Monster how to count these blocks." After the child finishes, ask,
"How many are there?" If the child accurately enumerates the set
and correctly uses the cardinality rule, proceed with the orderirrelevance questions. Point to the last item counted by the child
and say, "Could Cookie Monster make this number one and count
the other way?" If the child says "yes," ask, "Cookie Monster does
not know what he would get if he counted that way. Can you tell
Cookie Monster how many he would count?" If he or she begins to
count, cover the set and say "Before you finish counting, what do
you think you will get when you finish counting?"
Example B. Put out a set of five blocks. Use the same procedure described above with the following exception: After the
child counts the set and identifies its cardinal value, point to the
middle item and say, "Could Cookie Monster make this number one
and count the blocks? What would he get if he started here [point to
the middle item] and counted all the blocks?"
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Recognition of Sets 4 to 6
First remedy any deficiencies in more basic skills (recognition of sets 1 to 3
and enumeration of sets 1 to 5 and 6 to 10). Discussing the fact that sets of

three or more objects form patterns may facilitate children's mastery.
Encourage children to describe and illustrate as many different easily
recognizable patterns a number can make (e.g., six can look like:

00
000

00 00 °O ). The lesson
does have to be restricted to numbers up
0 0 0 00
40

to six.
Frequent exposure to games that use a die or require counting small
sets of dots or other forms is often sufficient for pattern-recognition learning

(see games described for pattern recognition 1 to 3). Kindergartners can
practice this skill directly by playing Quick-Look Game: 1-6. Simply add
cards with four, five, and six dots to the deck used for the basic version
described in Example 4-7. (The teacher or an assigned judge can keep time
by using a stopwatch or counting, "One-and-a-two.")

Enumeration of Sets 6 to 10
First remedy any deft iencies in prerequisite skills: counting by ones 1 to 10

and enume ation of sets 1 to 5. Because keeping track of counted and
uncounted items with larger sets requires attention, it is essential that a child
count by ones efficiently. Indeed, it is crucial that the one-for-one coordina-

tion of oral counting and pointing be automaticthat the tagging process
require little conscious effort.

If counting by ones and one-to-one counting are automatic, then
attention can be focused on keeping track of counted and uncounted items.
If the child has not already mastered keeping-track strategies with smaller

sets, encourage the child to consider how this can be done. If the child
continues to have difficulty, point out specific keeping-track strategies (e.g.,
checking off objects in a picture or list, putting counted items in a separate
pile or container). In this regard, note the suggestion by Count Orderly to
Count Disorderly in the story of Example 4-3. For some children, it may be
important to encourage them to count objects slowly and carefully.
Enumeration practice can be achieved by adapting the games recom-

mended for enumeration of sets 1 to 5. A large-number die (balsa wood
cube with five to ten dots) or large-number cards (5" X 8" index cards with
six to ten dots) can be substituted for a small-number die or cards. For
Soccer, for instance, change the rules so that the ball starts in a player's own
goal zone (instead of midfield, where a score would occur on virtually every
turn with a five- to ten-dot die).
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Enumeration of Sets 11 to 20
First remedy any deficiencies in prerequisite skills: counting by ones 1 to 20

and enumeration of sets 1 to 5 and 6 to 10. Because keeping track of
counted and uncounted items with larger sets requires considerable
attention, it is important that more basic skills (counting by ones to 20 and

one-toone counting) be automatic to the point that they do not require
conscious effort. For children who are having keeping-track difficulties, see

the instructional guidelines outlined above for enumeration 6 to 10.
Enumeration practice can be achieved by adapting the games recom
mended for enumeration of sets 1 to 5. Large-number cards (5" X 8" index
cards with eleven to twenty dots) can be substituted for small-number cards.

For Soccer, for instance, use a field with fifteen instead of seven spaces
between the goals and start play with the ball on a player's own goal zone
(instead of midfield).

Creating a Set
Production of Sets 1 to 5
First ensure that the component skills (counting by ones and enumeration of
sets 1 to 5) are accurate and automatic. If the child can read numerals, it may

help initially in production instruction to put out a sign indicating the
requested number. Explain, "We want to count out just three Funnies from
this pile of pennies. Count out pennies until you get to three. This number
[point to the sign with the numeral 3] will remind you when you need to stop
counting." If necessary, ask the child after each counted object if he or she
should stop (e.g., "One. Is that the number you need to stop at? [point to the
card with the numeral 3] Two. Is that . . . ?"). Then proceed to producing
sets without prompt cards. This instruction can take place while playing a
game with the child such as the Modified Hidden-Penny Game (Example

4-9).
If a child continues to make, say, no-stop errors, ask the child what the

requested number is. If it appears that the child is having difficulty
remembering the requested amount, point out the importance of remembering the requested number and how the child can remember the
number (e.g., rehearse the number by saying it several times before getting

involved in a counting-out process). If the child makes end-with-therequestednumber errors, efforts need to focus on getting the child to use a

one-to-one process until the requested number is reached (rather than
helping the child to remember the requested amount).
With all types of errors, help the child acquire efficient keeping-track
strategies. For example, when practicing production of sets, have the child

put already-counted items in a jar lid or plate to separate them from the
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uncounted pile of items. Again, error-detection activities, such as Good or
Bad Counter and The Absent-blinded Counter (Example 3-2) can be

useful in modeling and discussing correct and incorrect production
procedures.
Production of sets can be practiced with a game like Animal Spots
(Example 2-1). After a child has courted the dots on the die, retrieving the

corresponding number of pegs ("spots") from the dish of pegs is a
production task. Games where a child has to move a specified number of

spaces (e.g., Number-After Race, described in Example 3-18 and
Soccer, described in Example 4-4) also serve to practice the production
skill. (The set of "things" produced are, in these cases, the number of spaces
moved.) Star Collector (Example 4-10) entails both counting out objects

and spaces.

Example 4-9 Modified Hidden-Penny Game

Ouject lye: Counting out one to five objects (as requested)from a
pile of objects.

Grade Level: PK.
PartICIpants: One child or two small teams of players.
Materials: Ten pennies, chips, or other small countable objects.

Procedure: Teach the participant(s) the Hidden-Penny game
(used to teach the cardinality rule). If playing with a single child, say,

"Let's play the Hi Men-Penny game, but this time you hide the
pennies. Here are the pennies." Then ask the child to put out two to

five pennies for you to count. He the child hide the pennies so
that you car make a guess (correctly and incorrectly). If two teams
of children play, have one side roll a (numeral) die to determine how
many pennies they will put out. Then, a player from the other team
has to count the '.et and judge how many are hidden.

Example 4-10 Star Collector

Objectives: Enumeration or pattern racognition of sets 1 to 5
and the cardinality rule as well as production of sets 1 to 5.

Grade Level: PK.
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Participants: Two to four children.

Materials: Star-Collector Board (see below), dot die with 0
to 5 dots, and star forms or other countable objects to represent
stars.

Procedure: On their turn, players role the die to determine how
many spaces they can move. If a player lands on a square with stars,

he or she can collect the number of stars depicted on the square.
The player(s) with the largest numberof stars at the end of the game
wins.
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Finger Patterns 1 to 5

For some children, it may be productive to teach finger patterns 1 to 5
directly. Indicate the number and model its associated finger pattern. Then
ask the child to imitate the finger pattern for that number. Some children
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may have to learn the finger patterns in a more roundabout but perhaps
more meaningful way. For these children, it may be helpful to have them
poetize counting out a specified number of fingers. Many children will, in
time, naturally adopt finger patterns because they require less effort.

Several activities (viand Shapes and Finger Puppets) for practicing
finger patterns are described in Chapter 4 of Baroody, 1987. Another
activity is Long-Distance Number Communications. A team of two (or

more) children stationed across the room from each other have to
communicate messages to each other composed of numbers. Because
verbal and written communications are not allowed, the children have to use

fingers to relay their number messages. In more elaborate forms of the
activity, teams could compete against each other to see which was the
quickest and most accurate. Alternatively, a team can compete against its
own accuracy and speed record.

Production of Sets 6 to 10 ane
Production of Sets 11 to 20
First ensure that the prerequisite skills (production of sets 1 to 5 or 6 to 10
and counting by ones 1 to 10 or 1 to 20) are automatic. Then have the child
practice the skill in a wide variety of settings:

The games described for production of sets 1 to 5 can be adapted
for this purpose.

A child can serve as the teacher's helper and retrieve a specified
number of straws, pencils, and so on.
The child can be assigned the duty of scorekeeper and record with
marks a specified number of points for players.
In each setting, it might be helpful to encourage the child to consider how to

best separate counted and uncounted items to keep track of the count.

Finger Patterns 6 to 10
First ensure that the more basic skill (finger patterns 1 to 5) is automatic. For
six, eight, and ten, at least, it may help to model the "doubles pattern": three,

four, and five fingers up on each hand. Indeed, the finger pattern for ten
should be relatively easy for children to pick up. Some children may find it
easier to think in terms of five and so many mere (e.g., six is five fingers up on

one hand and on more on the other). The activities used to practice finger
patterns 1 to 5 can be used to practice this skill as well.
.J._
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SUMMARY
Even before they enter school, children typically master numbering skills
at least with small sets. Enumeration, which entails assigning a number -

sequence term to each item in a set, is one mechanism for labeling an
e4Jsting set. Only a few children entering kindergarten will need help
coordinating the oral counting and pointing processes to produce a tag for
each point. Many may need help learning keeping-track strategies, particularly with larger sets in disorderly arrangements.
Nearly all children naturally learn to recognize that the last tag in the
enumeration process stands for the whole set (the cardinality rule) and that
this nun.ber label is still applicable even after (1) the physical appearance of
the set has been changed (identity-conservation principle) or (2) the set is

recounted in a different fashion (order-irrelevance principle). With experience, children can simply recognize how many items are in a set, without
enumerating it. As with enumeration, children acquire this set-labeling skill
with very small sets (1 to 3) first and then somewhat larger ones. Creating
sets with objects (production of sets) or with fingers (finger patterns) builds
on and develops somewhat later than enumeration. Usually kindergartners
will master these skills with numbers up to 5 on their own but may need help

representing larger sets.

I tu

Chapter

5
Numerical
Relationships
The numbering skills discussed in Chapter 4, such as enumeration and
production, involve a single collection. Numerical relationships involve two

(or more) collections. Two collections ate equivalent if they contain the
same number of items; they are inequivalent if they contain a different
number of items. A concept of equivalence and inequivalence is a
fundamental ingredient for understanding number and operations with
numbers (arithmetic). Counting experience plays an integral role in learning
about numerical relationships.
Two inequivalent collections can be compared or ordered in terms of
which set is "more" and which is "less." A gross comparison refers to two
collections or numbers that differ by many (e.g., Which is more: 1 or 10?
Which is less: 4 or 7?). A fine comparison refers to collections or numbers
that differ by one (e.g., Which is more: 2 or 3? Which is less: 3 or 4?).

A primitive ability to judge the equivalence or inequivalence of two
collections is based on direct perception and may be present before children
can enumerate accurately. The perception of same entails readily recognizing the equivalence of two very small sets of one, two, or three items.

Even two-year-old children can see that 00 and 0 0 have the "same
number" but are different from 0 or 000 (Wagner and Walters, 1982).
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The perception of same can also involve an equivalence judgment based on
perceptual cues. For instance, the two rows below have the same length.
Thus, without counting, it is clear that there are the same number of white

dots as black dots. A child who has difficulty with such a task may not
understand the phrase "same number."

0000000
Direct perception is not always useful in judging same number. The
accuracy of such judgments drops off dramatically as set size increases.
Moreover, sometimes appearances can be deceiving. For instance, though
two lines at check-out counters have the same length, it does not guarantee
that there are exactly the same number of people in each.
In time, children learn that numbers can be used to compare quantifies
and that counting is more reliable than depending on direct perception: If

two collections have the same number label, then the collections are
equivalent (have the same number of objects)despite differences or
changes in appearance (e.g., Gelman, 1972). For example, in spite of
difterent appearances, the following sets are equivalent because both have

"seven": 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 0000000
Because they can recognize small number patterns relatively early and
count small sets more efficiently, children can determine same number for
sets of 1 to 5 before they can gauge same number for sets 6 to 10 (Klahr and
Wallace, 1973; Schaeffer, Eggleston, and Scott, 1974). Particularly with
larger sets, a ched may fail to establish the equivalence of two sets because
he or she alinaccurately enumerates one set (or both), (2) does not think to

count th. .1.'t.4. Jr (3) does not want to expend the effort needed to
enumerate lie sets.
Children eventually learn a noncounting method for gauging same or
different (e.g., Elkind, 1964; Gelman and Gallistel, 1978; Lawson, Baron,
and Siegel, 1974; Zimiles, 1963). Matching sets involves putting two sets in
one-to-one correspondence: matching an item in one set to one in the other
set. If two collections match up, then the collections are equivalent in spite of
superficial differences in appearance or changes in the appearance of one of
the sets. Children have little difficulty in learning to put out one item for each
item of an existing set, and they readily recognize that the two equally long
rows are equivalent in number. However, young children fail to realize that
the equivalence relationship established by matching is unaffected by, say,
lengthening one of the rows. Now a young child says the longer row has
more. In time, the child will count each row and conclude that initial match
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still holds despite the fact that one row looks like more. Eventually, the child

dc2s not even have to count; it is obvious that nothing has been added or
taken away and so the initial match is "conserved" despite changes in
appearance. A "mature" concept of matching sets (number conservation)
implies this last stage of logical certainty (Piaget, 1965a).

Inequlvalence
Gross Comparisons
Like the perception of same, the ability to identify the larger of two grossly
different sets as more does not depend on counting and develops very early.
The perception of more is based on direct perception: Which of two sets is
bigger, longer, or more crowded? For example, a set of pennies that covers a
larger area than another frequently has more coins. Children naturally have

the ability to see the differences in set size. What they must learn is the
meaning of the term "more" so that they can label the larger set correctly
and consistently.
At first, children do not realize that numbers are associated with
magnitude. For instance, they do not realize that "three" stands for a
quantity that is more than "two." When asked to compare two numbers,
such children may simply guess or use a response bias of, say, always
choosing the last number hsard.
In time, children recognize that the number sequence represents
increasingly larger quantities and can be useful in making comparisons. At
first, they may be able to make gross but not fine comparisons of number.
For example, they may know that nine is more than two but may be

confused about whether nine is more than eight. They find the first
comparison easier than the second because nine is much further along in
the counting sequence than is two. Because of their familiarity with the
number sequence to 10, children typically learn to make gross comparisons
involving 1 to 10 before they enter kindergarten (Schaeffer, Eggleston, and
Scott, 1974). As they learn more of the number sequence, this ability is

readily extended. By the end of first grade, children can make gross
comparisons involving 11 to 100 with facility. Obviously, if a child does not

know or is not familiar with a portion of the number sequence, accurate
gross comparisons are not possible.
Judging "more" is easier than "less," in part because the word more is
used more frequently and more readily understood by children. A child
who does not understand the term less may, for example, respond by giving
the larger of two termsthe term that is more. As a result, the ability to make
gross comparisons of less involving 1 to 10 may develop some time after
similar comparisons of more.
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Fine Comparisons
With very small collections, even very young children usually distinguish
between and choose the larger of two sets that differ by only one item (e.g.,
0 0 versus 0 0 0 ) The perception of fine differences with 1 to 4 objects,
in fact, may be a concrete and important basis for realizinb that numbers are
connected with magnitude. Because children can see that "three" objects is
more than "two," they learn that the term three is associated with a larger
quantity than is the term two.
In time, children use their knowledge of the number sequence to make
precise numerical judgments of more. Children learn to make such fine
comparisons with 1 to 5 first. At about four years of age, many children
discover a general fine-comparison rule: A number that comes after another

in the number sequence is (one) more than its predecessor (Schaeffer,
Eggleston, and Scott, 1974). As children master the number-after relationships for more and more of the number sequence, they can apply the fine-

comparison rule to larger and larger numbers. For example, once the
knowledge that nine follows eight becomes automatic, children can quickly

determine that nine is more than eight.
Knowledge of numberafter relationships and the fine-comparison
rule enables the majority of children entering kindergarten to make fine
comparisons with 6 to 10. By the end of first grade, children have mastered
the count sequence (number-after relationships) to 100 and so can make
even fine comparisons from 11 to 100. However, a child who does not have
command over the number-after skill will encounter difficulty in making fine
comparisons.

Similarly, automatic knowledge of numberbefore relationships permits children mentally to make fine comparisons of less. For example,
children learn that four is (one) less than five because four comes just before
five when they count. Determining fine comparisons of less with 1 to 10 may

develop somewhat later than gauging fine comparisons of more than 1 to
10, and specifying fine comparisons of less 11 to 100 develops even later.
The developmental order of numerical-comparison competencies
discussed above are summarized in Table 5-1.

INSTRUCTION

Equivalence
To foster an understanding of equivalence, encourage a child to play with
very small sets that he or she can readily recognize as the same (intuitively
match) and can easily enumerate. By attaching number labels to sets that
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Table 5-1 Numerical-Comparison Competencies by Developmental Order
Equivalence
Level
PK

Gross Comparisons

Perception of "same"

Perception of "more"

111.

,I=MM

Gross comparisons 1 to 10
IMMO

ImOM

=NM

1

=111.

Fine comparisons 1 to 5

Same number 6 to 10
.1111

,I=MM

Perception of fine
differences with 1 to 4

Same number 1 to 5
K

Fine Comparisons

Gross comparisons of less
1 to 10

Matching sets

MIMI

Fine comparisons 6 to 10

IMMO

Gross comparisons 11

,11,

to 100
Fine comparisons of less
1 to 10
Fine comparisons 11 to 100

Fine comparisons of less
11 to 100

children can see match up, children learn that "same number" does not refer

to some physical property or appearance but rather to quantity.

To compare larger sets, which are difficult visually to judge as
equivalent, encourage the use of counting (e.g., This row of white chips has
six, and this row of red chips has six. The rows have the same number.). Use
of a matching process to evaluate equivalence can be introduced later.

Perception of Same
Make a game (Same-Number or Different?) of estimating the equivalence
or inequivalence of collections. At first, it may be instructive to compare sets
of objects that are obviously the same in number (1 vs. 1, 2 vs. 2, and 3 vs. 3)
or obviously different in number (1 vs. 6, 2 vs. 8, 3 vs. 9). Then training can

proceed with pictures of sets (as in the case of the Fab Cookie Portions
described in Example 5-1) and then with less obvious cases of equivalence
(e.g., 4 vs. 4 and 7 vs. 7) and inequivalence (2 vs. 5 and 4 vs. 6). To help

children to define better the same-number concept, use the training
methods for same number 1 to 5 described in the following section.
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Fair Cookie Portions

Objective: Perception of same and different with pictured sets.
Grade Level: PK.
Participants: One child or possibly a small group of children.
Materials: Cards such as A to E shown below.
Card A:

00

000

Card B:

000

000

Card C:

0000000000

0000

00
00

00000
00000

Card D:

00

Card E:

0
0

Procedure: Present a card and say, "Ernie has this many cookies
[point to one side], and Bert has this many cookies [point to the
other side]. Did Ernie and Bert get the same number of cookies? Did

they share the cookies fairly?"

Same Number 1 to 5
First ensure that a child has proficient numbering skills (e.g., can efficiently
enumerate at least small sets of 1 to 5 items). Instruction should then focus
on teaching the same-number concept and how counting can play a role in
determining equivalent sets. Games, such as Clue (described in Example

5-2) and Lotto Same Number (e.g. see Baroody, 1987a; Wynroth,
1986), are useful. Briefly, to begin lotto, children select a number of

is
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dominoes (say, three) from a pile of turned over dominoes. The remaining
dominoes are then turned face up. From this pile, players in turn try to find a
matching set for each of the ssts drawn at the beginning of the game. Such

games have been used to teach a same-number concept to mentally
handicapped children (Carrison and Werner, 1943; Descoeudres, 1928). If
necessary, explicitly point out that counting can be used to determine if two
collections have the same number. Explain that if counting results in the

same (last) number, two collections have the same amount despite
differences in appearance. Note that Lotto Same Number and Clue can
serve to practice enumeration skills as well as to reinforce the Idea of using
counting to determine equivalent collections.

Example 5-2 Clue

Objective: Using counting to determine which of a number of
sets has the same number of items as a given set.

Grade Level: PK.
Participants: One child or two teams consisting of one to a few
children.
Materials: "Clue Cards" such as Cards A to E shown below.
Caro

Card B:

Card C:

Card D:

Card E:

0000

1
1

..

0.1

1 4. i
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Procedure: Cover the bottom half of a card and show it to the
child. Say, "This game is called Clue. You have to figure out how
many dots I'm thinking about. Here's a clue to help you figure out
just the right number of dots I'm thinking about [point to the set that
is showing]. Now [uncover the bottom half of the card], am I thinking
about this many dots [point to the first choice], this marry [point to
the second choice], or this many [point to third choice]?" If the child
r lakes no attempt to respond, point to each choice in turn and say,

"Does this have the same number of dots as the clue up here
[point]?" If the child is wrong, encourage him or her to count the
number of dots in the clue and each of the choices. If necessary,
point to each choice and say, "Does this have the same number of
dots as the clue on top [point]?"

Same Number 6 to 10
If a child fails the more basic same-number 1-to-5 item, begin work with this
prerequisite skill first. If a child can establish equivalences with smaller sets
but not larger sets, then explain how small-set-equivalence ?rocedures also

apply to larger sets. If the difficulty is due to inefficient larger- number
enumeration, work on this basic skill before or during the training of
equivalence 6 to 10. Clue can be used to teach and practice this skill by
using a deck of cards such as those shown in Figure 5-1.

Matching Sets
First ensure that children can count to make same-number judgments with
at least small sets. Mastery of this more concrete skill will enable children to
learn more readily the more abstract matching skill (Gelman and Gallistel,
1978). Instruction can begin with asking a child to put out the same number

of objects as that of a preexisting set. Start with sets that naturally go
together and that highlight the one-to-one correspondence (e.g., sets of
plastic tea cups and saucers). Then introduce sets with no functional match
(blue and white sets of blocks) or with pictured sets of objects (e.g., drawings
of girls and dresses).
Some children may need help in learning how to match sets one -toone. As the example below illustrates, some children will simply put out a
row of the same length but with too few:
Sample row:

0 0 00 0

Child's row:

0 0 0

0
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Figure 5-1 Clue: Same Number 6 to 10
Card A:

Card B:

0
1---

I

41

Card C:

.

ie

Card D:

00 00

vi 0.

,0* o
Card E:

00

00
41)

e Se

0

000000

As the example below shows, some put out a row of the same length, but
with too many items:
Sample row:

000 00

Child's row:

00 00 0 0 0

If need be, help the child to line up the corresponding elements. Point out
that to match up two collections, there must be one and only one item in one
collection for each item in the other collection.
Next, give the child two sets in which the items are not arranged in any
order and have the child match the two sets to see if rows can be put in oreto-one correspondence or if one set has items left over. During the initial
phase of training, children should be encouraged to check their answers by
counting.
Once children can make one-to-one matches, training efforts can
focus on helping children see that changes in physical appearance do not

affect equivalence relationships but that addition or subtraction transformations do. (See Baroody, 1987a, or Gelman and Gallistel, 1978, for a
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description of the Magic Show that can be used to demonstrate these
ideas.) The number-conservation task can also be used as a training vehicle
(see Figure 5-2). Initially, it may be helpful to have children count each set
that is in one-to-one correspondence. After lengthening or shortening one
row, have the child count again before indicating whether or not the rows
have the same number. If the child indicates that one row now has more,

point out that counting each row yields the same numberthe same
number that was obtained before th 3 change in physical appearance.
Another exercise is to have a child create matching sets. Thenwhile the
child is watchinglengthen one row and add an item to the shorter row.
Initially it can help children to count each row before asking if the rows have
the same number or if one has more. If a child cour is and still indicates that

the longer row has more, check fine-comparison ability and remedy if
necessary.
Work should begin with small sets for which paftem recognition can

come into play. This reinforces the idea that differences in physical
appearance are not relevant to judging equivalence or inequivalence.
Frequently, children will spontaneously transfer this number-conservation

learning with small sets to larger sets (Gelman, 1982). Indeed, direct
Figure 5-2 Number-Conservation Task
A. Initial Equivalence

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

B. Length Transformation

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C. Check by Counting the Chips of Each Row
2,

"1

0

"1,

3,

0

2,

4,

0
3,

0
4,

5,

0
5,

7,,

8,

0

8,

0

7"
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instruction on number conservation is not necessary for most children. If
given ample experiences in counting and comparing sets, most discover
matching procedures and the number-conservation concept on their own.

Ineqivalence: Gross Comparisons
Learning about inequivalence can go hand in hand with learning about
equivalence. Ordering sets (judging more and less) should follow naturally
from chldren's informal experiences. As with equivalence, the child should
be given ample opportunity to compare very small sets of objects. Later, the

child can be given opportunities to compare small and then larger
collections. A parent or teacher should encourage efforts to reason out the
comparison by counting or thinking about the number sequence.

Perception of More
With the very few children who need training, teach a concept of more with
small, easily recognized sets of objects that clearly differ in amount. For

example, hold out one hand with four pieces of candy (or other highly
desirable objects) and the other with one piece of candy and offer to give the
child the set with "more""the bigger handful." If need be, compare very
small numbered sets to sets with ten or more items. This instruction can be

incorporated into a game that uses objects, such as Snack Activity
(Example 5-3), or that uses pictures of sets, such as the MoreCoo ide
Game (Example 5-4).

Example 5-3 Snack Activity

Objective: Perception of more with objects.
Grade Level: PK.
Participants: One to five children.
Materials: Chips or other objects to represent cookies; prizes
(optional).

Procedure: Say, "Cookie Monster is getting very hungry. It is
time for his snack, and he wants a big number of cookies. Can you
tell me which pile of cookies is more so that Cookie Monster will get

lots of cookies for his snack?" Present the child with various
comparisons as suggested above.
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Example 5-4 More-Cookie Game

Objective: Perception of more with pictured sets.
Grade Level: PK.

Participants: One child or a small group of children.
Materials: Cards such as those shown below.
A.

s.

0

00
0

F.

0
0

0

00
0
C.

1

0

0
G.

0

00

0

D.

0000000

H.

I.
E.

000

0
0
0
0

000
0
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Procedure: Show the child a card and say, "Let's try the MoreCookie game. On this side of the card there Is a picture of a plate of
cookies, and on this side of the card there is another plate of cookies. Look carefully and point to the plate that has more cookies." If
the child is incorrect, say, "No. That plate has more. See it has a lot

of cookies [make an exaggerated circular gesture over the side
with more dots]. This other side has just a few- It is small [make a
tiny circular gesture]."

Gros Comparisons 1 w 10
Deficiencies in counting to 10 or the perception of more should be
remedied before training on gross comparisons of 1 to 10. Training on gross

rmparison shold begin by helping a child realize that the number
sequence represents Increasingly larger quantities. The Stakcase Activfty,

Moon-Invaders Game, and Number-List Race Game described in
Baroody (1987a) and Disappearing Numbers (Example 5-5) can be
used for this initial instruction. With early practice efforts, concrete representations of numbers should accompany verbal numerical comparisons.
High Die (Example 5-6) is a good way to start such practice, because all
comparisons involve small, easily counted or recognized sets. Cards More

Than (with dot cards), described in Example 5-7, extends comparison
practice to numbers up to 10.
Because the aim is to enable children to make numerical comparisons
mentally, concrete supports should be withdrawn as soon as a child has
mastered numerical comparisons with concrete models. To practice making

comparisons mentally, play the advanced versions of Disappearing
Numbers (described in Example 5-5) and Cards More Than (described
in Example 5-7) with numeral cards. Other gamer. for practicing this skill are

the Big-iflumber Game: 1-10 (Example 5-8) and the Hit-the-Target
Game (Example 5-9).
Example 5-5 Disappearing Numbers

Objective: Gross comparisons of numbers 1 to 10 with a concrete representation of the number sequence (for beginners), with
the aid of a number list (for somewhat more advanced children), or
using a mental representation of the number sequence (advanced
players).

Grade Level: PK to K.
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Participants: One to three players.

Materials: Cards each with a numeral 1 to 10 and enough
interlocking cubes to represent each number.
Procedure: Lay out the cards on a table face up and in numerical
order. Have the child represent each number with interlocking
blocks (see the figure below). After building a "staircase" with the
blocks, give the player two numbers. Initially, as each number is
stated, concretely identify its relative position in the sequence and
relative size by pointing out its card and accompanying "step of
cubes." If a player can say which is more, that child wins the card
with the largee number of pots on it. Make sure to alternate the
order of the smaller and larger term (e.g., "Which is more: eight or
two? Which is more: three or seven?"). If incorrect, encourage the
child to think about which number comes later when we count so
that in the next turn he or she can win a card. The game continues
until only one card is left.
MIMIIMINII,
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ii
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Previous question: "Which is more: 3 or 8?"
Previous response: "Eight." (Child takes the "8" card.)
Question: "Which is more: 9 or 27'
Response: "Two."
Teacher: "Let's look at the blocks to see. Which is m-o-r-e?"
Response: "Nine."
Teacher: "Nine is more than two. Sure. When we count, we say
two right at the start, and we say nine later: one, two, three, four, five,
six, seven, eight, nine. Seenine comes after two when we count so

we know that it is more."

For somewhat more advanced players, lay out the cards in numerical
order without the staircase of interlocking blocks. Note that the cards serve
as a number list. If a child has difficulty making a comparison, remind him or
her that as we count (begin with Card 1 and point to the cards in order) each
number represents a larger amount. If necessary, use interlocking blocks to
represent the specific comparison. For even more advanced players, lay out

the cards in random order. This requires the child to use his or her own
mental representation of the number sequence.

Example 5-8 High Die

Objectives: Gross comparisons of numbers 0 to 5 using the
concrete supports of counting, pattern recognition, or perception
of more. The game also requires fine comparisons involving numbers 0 to 5 and same number (equivalence) 1 to 5.

Grade Level: PK.
Participants: Two to five players.
Materials: Large die with 0 to 5 dots for each player.
Procedure: Players roll their dice in turn. After the second child
rolls his or her die and identifies the number (m) of dots, ask, "Is m

[point to the player's die] more than n [point to the first player's
die]?" (Note that this effectively randomizes whether the smaller or

larger number is stated first.) Summarize or correct the player's
response. With two players, the child with the "high die" is then
awarded a point. (A block can be used as a point marker.) With three
or more players, have the next child roll his or her die and compare it

to the previous winner. Repeat this procedure with any remaining
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players. Keep rotating who goes first (e.g., on the next turn, the
"second" player should go first.) This gives everyone an equal
opportunity to make comparisons.
Note that during the course of the game, fine comparisons are
inevitable (e.g., 4 vs. 3 or 3 vs. 4). Often players will have the same

number of dots. A player should note that neither die has more
they have the same number. If necessary, point this out. After all the

comparisons have been made, sometimes the high die will be
shared by two or more players. All players tied with the high die are
awarded a point (block).

Example 5-7 Cards More Than

Objective: Gross comparisons of numbers 1 to 10 using counting
(for beginners) or a mental representation of the number sequence

(for advanced players). The game also entails fine and samenumber comparisons involving numbers 1 to 10.

Grade Level: PK.

Participants: Two to five players.
Materials: Dot cards with sets of dots from 1 to 10 (for beginners
and children who cannot read numerals) or numeral cards 1 to 10
(for more advanced children).
Procedure: This game is played like the card game "War" and is
based on the Wynroth (1986) game used to teach number after and
before. Shuffle the cards and give one to each player, face up. Ask
the children to count the dots (or read the numerals) on their card to

determine tat they have. Then, have the children compare their
numbers (e.g., ask a player, "You have five and Sally has three.

Which is more: five or three?"). If necessary, have the child
compare the extent of each count. For example, "Do you have to
count more numbers to get to five orto get to three? Let's count and

see. One, two, threethat's Sally's numberfour, five. When we
count to five, we go past three, so five is more than three." Most
children will quickly move on to using their mental representation
of the number sequence. At this point numeral cards are easier to
use.

It may be less confusing and more instructive to use a routine
to make the comparisons. For example, have one child start and
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compare his or her number with the child to the left; the winner of
that comparison then compares his or her number with that of the
next child to the left; and so on. The game can be played, as in War,
where the player with the bigger numbers keeps both cards. The
player with the most cards at the end of the game wins. Use the dot
cards as children begin working on this skill, then the numeral cards
as they become more proficient.

Example 5-8 Big-Number Game: 1-10

Objective: Mental gross number comparisons 1 to 10.
Grade Level: PK.
Participants: Two to six players or several teams of players.
Materials: Deck of 3" X 5" cards indicating various comparisons
(e.g., 9 or 1, 2 or 8, 3 or 7, 10 or 4, 3 or 9) and a chalkboard or other
means to keep score.
Procedure: Explain, "In the Big-Number game, you have to pick
the bigger number to win a point. For example, which is more: 10
marbles or 1 marble? Which is more: 10 or 1?" If necessary, point
out that 10 is more than 1 and say, "Now remember to pick the
bigger number so that you can win." On their turn, players draw a

comparison card. If they choose the larger number, award the
player (team) one point. If a child has difficulty, use a number list or

interlocking blocks to illustrate the comparison concretely.

Example 5-9 Hit-the-Target Game

Objective: Application of gross number comparisons 1 to 10.

Grade Level: PK.
Participants: One to four players or two small teams.
Materials: Cardboard target about 81/2 X 11 inches, ten chips,
and paper and pencil or chalkboard and chalk to keep score. Prizes

are optional.

'

1

i)1
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Procedure: Explain, " in the Hit-the-Target game, a player tries to
get these chips onto the target.After you have thrown the chips, we
will count how many you get on the target. If you get more than two
chips on the target, you score a point (win a prize)." After a player
has thrown his or her chips, the teacher says, for instance, "You got
five chips on the target. Is five more than two?" The criterion for
scoring a point (winning a prize)zan be varied to practice more than
with a range of numbers from one to about six.

Alternative Procedure: Have children or teams compete against
each other rather than a preestablished criterion. Record each
child's (team's) score with tallies (or,for more sophisticated children,
with numerals). The child (team) with the larger tally (number) wins

the round. Keep score of each round, and determine the overall
winner in the manner described above.

Gross Comparisons of Less than 1 to 10
Instruction should first remedy any deficiency in the prerequisite skill (gross

comparisons 1 to 10). It then should focus on helping the child to
understand the term "less." Techniques to teach the perception of more
and gross comparisons of more 1-to-10 can be adapted for this purpose:

Snack Activity (Less Version), Less Cookie Game, Disappearing
Numbers (Less Version), and Cards Less Than. For example, in Cards
Less, the player with the smallest dot card wins. Finger Play may also help
teach the less concept. Have the child represent a number (e.g., five) with the
fingers of one hand and another number (e.g., two) with the fingers of the
other hand. Ask the child to raise the hand with the finger pattern that has
more. Then have the child do the same with the hand with the finger pattern
that has less. By contrasting the terms "more" and "less," a child can define

the novel term "less" as the opposite of the familiar term "more." The

Number-Guess Game, described in Example 5-10, can be used to
practice using the terms "more" and "less" and reasoning about numerical
relationships. The Little-Number Game, described in Example 5-11, can
provide practice in mentally making gross comparisons of less.

Example 5-10 Number-Guess Game

Objectives: This relatively simple game can help achieve a
number of ii ?ortant objectives. First, it can help familiarize children
with the terms more than and less than. Second, it is typical of many
real-life problem-solving situations where an Incorrect solution can
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provide useful information about how to proceed. Third, the game
can provide an opportunity to exercise deductive reasoning: reaching a conclusion by reasoning logically from a premise. Fourth, the
game provides an opportunity to discover and discuss different
solution strategies and their relative merits. More specifically, it
illustrates that real problems can be figured out in different ways
but that some strategies may be more efficient and desirable than
others.

Grade Level: K to 3.
Participants: The game can be played by pairs of students or by
two small teams.

Procedure: One side or a monitor picks a number between one
and five.This can be done randomly by using a die or shuffled cards.
The number can be recorded on a pad. The "number picker" then
says, "I have picked a number between one and five. You have three
guesses to figure out the number that I have picked." If the guesser
is incorrect on the first or second guess, the number picker has to

indicate if the guessed number is greater ;more) (bigger) or less
(fewer) than the picked number. If the guesser says a number
greater than five, the number picker says, "lorry, the number is
either one, two, three, four, or five." If the guesser is incorrect on the
third guess, the number pickershows the guesser (the pad with) the
number picked. If the guessercorrectly guesses the picked number
on any one of the three tries, the guessers are awarded a point.The
players then switch roles. The game ends after each player (team)
has had a prescribed number of turns. (The game can end in a tie.)
By making a judicious first guess (picking the middle number,

three) and using the feedback provided, a player can be virtually

certain of being correct each time. For example, if the picked
number is five, the guesser would know after the first try that the
numbercould not be less than three (one or two) but has to be more
than three (four or five). If the guesser did not pick the correct
number on the second try, success would follow on the last try.

Even if a player does not think or discover this efficient
strategy, he or she can still use incorrect guesses wisely to narrow
down choices. Another highly efficient strategy is to always pick the

number two first. If the feedback indicates that the number is
bigger, the child then can choose four. If four is not the correct term,
the feedback will tell the player which term (three or five) has been
picked. A relatively inefficient strategy is to randomly guess or start
with one (five) and add (subtract) one on each guess.

1
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The game can be made more difficult by reducing the number
of guesses to two or by increasing the range of allowable choices to
6, 7, 10, or more.
The game can be played over a period of time so that as many

students as possible are given the opportunity to discover for
themselves more efficient strategies and learn about more-less
relationships. The game can also be played only once and serve as

the basis for discussing the nature of problems, problem-solving
strategies, reasoning logically, using information from errors, and
so on.

Example 5-11 Little-Number Game

Objective: Practice mentally making gross comparison of less 1
to 10.

Grade Level: K.
Participants: One child or two teams of one to a few children.

Procedure: Explain, "In the Little-Number game, the goal is to
pick the smaller number." Pose questions such as: "Arlene has a
bag with ten coins, and Barb has a bag with one coin. Who has less?

Who has fewer, Arlene with 10 or Barb with 1?"

Gross Comparisons 11 to 100
After remedying any deficiencies in the prerequisite skills (counting to 100

and gross comparisons 1 to 10), instruction should focus on developing
greater familiarity with the number sequence to 100. Practice with number
comparisons 11 to 100 can be done by using various games, such as the
Big-Numbcr Game: 1-100, Baseball More Than (Example 5-12), and
Dice More Than (Example 5-13). Encourage children to think about and
share their observations about the number sequence to 100 and comparing
the magnitude of these larger numbers. If necessary, help the child to see the

connection between his or her existing number-after knowledge and
making gross comparisons of numbers 11 to 100.

I ;) u
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Example 5-12 Baseball More Than

Objective: Mental gross number comparisons 11 to 100.
Grade Level:

1.

Participants: Two players or two small teams.
Materials: A baseball diamond (e.g., 1 X1 foot piece ofcardboard
with four bases drawn in); objects ("pieces") to represent the batter,

base runners, and runs; cue cards on which are printed two
numerals (the numbers to be compared).

Procedure: The player or team "at bat" places a piece at home
plate to represent the batter. The other player or team draws a cue
card from a deck of cards and announces the comparison (e.g.,
"Which is more: 54 or 27?"). If the player (team) at bat correctly
picks the larger number, the batter advances to first base. The
player or team at bat then places another piece at home plate for

the next batter. If the child (team) at bat is incorrect, an out is
recorded. (Like baseball, three outs retire the side, and the other
player orteam takes their turn at bat.) If the player (team) at bat gets
the next comparison correct, the piece representing the batter is
advanced to first base; the piece already on first base is advanced
to second. A run is scored when the player at bat has the bases

loaded and then gets another comparison correct (the piece
representing the runner on third is forced home).

Alternative Procedure: The cue cards can be made up to indicate whether a correct response results in a single (batter advances

to first), a double (batter advances to second), a triple (batter
advances to third base and forces all runners to score), or a home
run (batter and all runners score). Indeed, the difficulty of comparisons can be matched to the outcome. For example, an easy
comparison like 24 or 98 might only be worth a single. Whereas
more difficult comparisons, like those involving a 28 or 73 (a child
who focuses on the ones digits 8 and 3 would be misled and pick
28) or 73 or 63 (a child must know that the seventies are more than
the sixties) might be worth a triple or home run.
The game can be adapted in various ways to meet the needs of
individual players. With children who make few mistakes, the side
can be retired by one mistake or by putting a limit on the number of
runs that can be scored in an inning (e.g., maximum = 5 runs).
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Example 5-13 Dice More Than

Objective: Mental gross number comparisons 44 to 99.
Grade Level:

1.

Participants: Two to five players.

Materials: Two dice with the numerals 4 to 9 for each player;
paper and pencil, or hand cWculators, depending on the method of
scoring used.

Procedure: On their turn, players throw the dice. They can
arrange the dice in the order they desire (e.g., if a player rolled a 4
and a 6, the player could rearrange the dice to read 64). With two
players, the child with the larger number wins a point. The players
can alternate who makes the comparison to determine the larger
number. With three to five players, the player(s) with the large.3t

number win(s) a point. To make the comparing process more
manageable with this number of players, have the children place
their dice in front of them. Have one child start and compare his or
her roll to that of the child to the left. The child with the smaller
number then goes on to compare his or her roll to the next child to
the left. Th is process is repeated until only the child with the largest
roll has dice remaining.

Alternative Scoring Procedure: instead of the winner scoring a
point, the winner can be awarded the number of points equal to his
or her roll. Using this scoring procedure, each player would need a
calculator to keep track of his or her tally.

Perception of Fine Differences with
Sets 1 to 4
First ensure that a child understands the term more (masters the prerequisite
perception of more). Then turn to the case of fine comparisons of one to four
objects or pictured items, as in the More-Cookie Game (Example 5-14).

Example 5-14 More-Cookie Game

Objective: Perception of fine differences with pictured sets of 1
to 4 items.
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Grade Level: PK.
Participants: One child or a small group of children.
Materials: Cards such as those shown below.
A.

F.

0

0
O
O

B.

000
G.

O

o
O
c.

0
H.

D.

0
O

00

00
I.

O

O
E.

0

0
O
O

Procedure: Use the same procedure described for perception of
more. Use Card A to explain the rules.

1 :3 3
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Inequivalence: Fine Comparisons
As with gross comparisons, fostering skill with fine comparisons should
basically entail providing informal learning opportunities. Children should
be given experiences with small numbers (1 to 5) first and then progressively
larger ones. Instruction should proceed from the concrete (with objects) to

the semiconcrete (using counting or number-after skills to make the
comparison explicitly) and then to the abstract (mentally and efficiently
making comparisons).

Fine Comparisons 1 to 5
First ensure that the prerequisite skills are mastered: perception of more and
perception of fine differences with 1 to 4. Introduction of the skill should

focus on helping children see that the numbers one, two, three represent
increasingly larger sets. Begin by comparing very small sets of objects (one

to three items). The Store Game (with objects version) and the MoreFingers Activity, described in Examples 5-15 and 5-16) are useful
introductory activities. As children grasp the idea that each successive
number in the count sequence represents a larger set, instruction can be
expanded to include the somewhat larger sets of four and five.
Initially, collections of objects should be arranged so that, spatial cues
are consistent with and highlight the difference in magnitude. That is, the
cpllection with more should clearly (a) be longer, (b) cover more area, or (c)
be more tightly (densely) packed:

M

0 0 0 0

(b)

0 0
0 0

(c)

0 00 0

Typically, children spontaneously discover the key idea that appearances
are not always a true indication of 'more. To encourage this discovery,

introduce collections where the spatial cues are at odds with a correct
magnitude comparison.
(a)

(b)

(c)

00
00

0000
i34

0000
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Most children will count spontaneously or employ their number-after
knowledge to make comparisons, such as 3 vs. 4 or 5 vs. 4. For some
children, especially children with learning handicaps, it may be helpful to
point out explicitly the connection between counting and making number
comparisons. During the course of instructional games, a teacher can use his

or her turn to model a counting-based comparison procedure: "Which is
more: five or four things? Let me see. When I countone, two, three, four,
fluefive follows four so five things are more than four things." On their
turn, children can be encouraged to verbalize the procedure as they figure
out their answer. Moreover, it may be helpful with some children to point out

explicitly the connection between their existing number-after knowledge
and making fine number comparisons. For example, a teacher might ask,
"What number comes after four?" After the child responds, the teacher can
follow up with, "So which number is more: four or five things?" The basic
count-from-one procedure and the more direct number-after procedure
can be explained and practiced during the course of Cards More Than,
described in Example 5-7, or the Store Game (Example 5-16) and the
Age-Comparison Activity (Example 5-17) described below.
Example 5-15 More-Fingers Activity

Objective: Fine comparisons of 1 to 5 that involve counting
objects.

Grade Level: PK.

Participants: One child or a small group of children.

Procedure: Initially, children can be encouraged to put up the
fingers on one hand as they count. Stop the count at various points

and say, for instance, "Which is more fingers: two fingers or one
finger'?" If need be, point out that more fingers go up the further we
count. A variation of this activity involves representing one number
with the fingers of one hand and another number with the fingers of
the other hand. The child is then asked, for example, "So, which is
more: four or five fingers?" As with all comparison tasks, sometimes

give the smaller number first and sometimes the larger.

Example 5-16 Store Game

Objective: Fine comparisons of 1 to 5 objects either by counting
(with-objects version) or mentally (without-objects version).
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Grade Level: PK.

Participants: One or a small group of children.

Materials: Prizes like chalk, paper clips, stars, stickers, or rubber
bands and envelopes in which to put the prizes.

Procedure: Explain, "In the Store game you can shop in the store
and keep the prizes you pick. We will put the prizes you pick in your

shopping bag (envelope]." Give the shopper(s) various choices
such as the examples noted below. In the with-objects version,
actually put out the items as the comparison question lc asked. For
example, for Question 1 below, put out two pieces and one piece of
chalk.

1. Would you like two pieces of chalk or one piece of chalk?
Which is more: 2 or 1?
2. Would you like three paperclips orfour paper clips? Which
Is more: 3 or 4?
3. Would you like two stars or three stars? Which is more: 2 or
3?

4. Would you like five stickers or four stickers? Which is
more: 5 or 4?

5. Would you like three rubber bands or two rubber bands?
Which is more: 3 or 2?

Example 5-17 Age-Comparison Activity

Objective: Application of mentally making fine comparisons of
numbers 1 to 5.

Grade Level: PK.
Participants: One child or a small group of children. The activity
could also be adapted as a game between two small teams of
players.

Materials: Picture cards of children (or animals) with numerals
indicating their age in one of the corners.

13
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Procedure: Say, for instance, "Here is Sally; Sally is 3 years old.
Here is Teri; Teri is 2 years old [place to the right of the picture of
Sally]. Sally is 3 and Teri is 2. Who is older: the 3-year-old or tile 2year- old ?" Pick up the cards, and contin ue with other comparisons.
It is often useful to encourage children to discuss their current
age in relationship to their age the previous year, their age at their
next birthday, the age of an older or younger sibling orb lend, and so
on.

Fine Comparisons 6 to 10
First ensure that the more basic prerequisite skills (gross comparisons 1 to
10, fine compansor,i 1 to 5, and number after 5 to 9) are automatic before
beginning the training of fine comparisons 5 to 10. Children, including some
mentally handicapped children, will spontaneously transfer their comparison
skills for 1 to 5 to the somewhat larger numbers 5 to 10. If transfer does not

occur spontaneously, recommend to the child the procedure taught for
making fine number comparisons 1 to 5. Cards More Than (Example 5-7)

and the Big-Number Car-Race Game (Example 5-18) or the Enoughto-Buy Activity (Example 5-19) can be used to practice this skill (or other
number-comparison skills).

Example 5-18 Big-Number Car-t7 lice Game: 1-10

Objective: Mentally making fine comparisons with numbers 6 to
10.

Grade Level:

K.

Participants: 1%,o players or two small teams of players.

Materiels: Deck of number- comparison cards, spiral race-track
board, and two miniature racing cars.

Procedure: Give the children their choice Lt racing car. Explain,
"When it is your turn in the Big-N umber Car-Race game, you will be
given two numbers. The number you pick tells us how many spaces
your car moves. The other number is how oulny spaces the other
player's (team's) car can move. So try to pick the bigger number."

Hays the players take turns picking a number-comparison card
from the rir'ck or have a judge read the comparisons to the players.

1 37
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Example 5-19 Enough-to-Buy Activity

Objective: Application of mentally making fine comparisons 5 to
10.

Grade Level:

K.

Participants: One to five children.

Materials: Play dollar bills, price tags, and assorted store items.
Procedure: Explain, "Cookie Monster needs some help shopping. Would you help him by telling him if he has enough money to
buy the things he picks out?" Put out an item, such as a ball. Have
Cookie Monster put seven dollars in a pile. Point out the price tag
($8) and ask, "Cookie Monster has seven dollars, and this ball costs
eight dollars. Is seven dollars enough to buy a ball that costs eight
dollars?"

Fine Comparisons of Less 1 to 10

After remedying any deficie. :les in the prerequisite skills (gross comparisons of less 1 to 10 and number before 2 to 10), traii Ling can focus on
helping a child to see that their number-before knowledge can be used to
specify fine comparisons of less than. Golf (Example 5-20) is an interesting
way to provide practice mentally deciding which of two numbers between 1
and 10 is less.

Example 5-20 Golf

Objective: Mentally make fine comparisons of less involving
numbers 1 to 10.

Grade Level:

1.

Participants: One to five playe. J.
Materials: Scoresheet, pencil, deck of question cards, and hand
calculator.

Procedure: Explain to the players that in golf, the idea is to get
the lowest score possible. In this game, a player draws a card that

I 33

has two numerals printed on it. To get the lowest golf score
possible, a player should pick the smaller of the two numbers. The
score is recorded on the hand calculator. Subsequent scores are

added. At the end of the game, the child with the lowest overall
score is the winner.

Fine Comparisons 11 to 100
After remedying any deficiencies in the prerequisite skills (fine comparisons
1 to 10 and number after 10 to 99) instruction should focus on developing

greater familiarity with the number sequence to 100. This skill can be
practiced by playing the football game described below (Example 5-21) or
by adapting one of the games described for the other comparison skills.
Encourage children to think about and share their ideas about the number
sequence to 100 and comparing the magnitude of these larger numbers. If
necessary, help the child to see the connection between his or her existing
number-after knowledge and determining the larger of two adjacent twodigit numbers.

Example 5-21 Larger-Number Football

Objective: Practice mentally making fine comparisons 11 to 100.
Grade Level:

1.

Participants: Two players or two small teams.
Materials: Game board with 11 field lines (G, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,
40, 30, 20,10, G), deck of cards with number comparisons, deck of
good-outcome cards (e.g., gain 10 yds., gain 50 yds., touchdown),
deck of bad-outcome cards (e.g., no gain, lose 10 yds., fumble), and
football marker.

Procedure: Say, "You're goi, ,g to play Larger-Number Football.
I'll flip a coin to see who gets the football first." Place the ball on the

20-yard line to start (eight lines from the child's goal and a

touchdown). The defensive player draws a number-comparison
card. If the offensive player (the child with the ball) responds
correctly, he or she may draw a good-outcome cr d. If wrong, the
offensive player draws a bad-outcome card.
If an offensive player advances the ball to or across the
opponent's goal line, a touchdown can be scored simply as 1 point.
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To provide experience or practice with hand calculators, touchdowns can be scored as 7 points. For football purists, a touchdown
can be scored as 6 points. The player can score the extra point by

correctly answering an additional question. On the other hand, if
the offense moves back to or across its own goal line, then the
defense is awarded 1 point. (If a realistic scoring system is desired,
a "safety" can be scored as 2 points). The game continues until the
deck of comparison cards is exhausted or a time limit is reached.

Fine Comparisons of Less 11 to 100
After remedying deficiencies in the prerequisite skills (fine comparisons of
more 11 to 100, fine comparisons of less 1 to 10 and number before 11 to

100) training should focus on developing greater familiarity with the
descending order of the number sequence to 100. This skill can be practiced

by changing the rules of Larger-Number Football to create SmallerNumber Football. If necessary, help the child to see the connection
between his or her existing number-before knowledge and determining the
smaller of two adjacent two-digit numbers.

SUMMARY
Understanding the numerical relations between two sets builds on directpercepton and numbering skills. Preschoolers can see that very small sets of

one, two, and perhaps even three items are equivalent. Experiences in
numbering such sets teaches them that the same (cardinal) label indicates
the same
despite differences or changes in appearance. Kindergartners may need training in establishing the equivalence of sets larger
than three. Initially, they should be encouraged to count each set to
determine "same number." Matching, which is a somewhat more abstract
process, should be introduced later.
Likewise, when two sets clearly differ in number, children can see
which has "more." As a result of numbering experiences, particularly with
very small sets, preschoolers recognize that the number sequence represents
quantities of increasing magnitude. This allows them to identify the larger of
two widely separated numbers (make "gross" comparisons). For very small
sets, preschoolers can see which set is more even when they differ by only
one item. This provides a basis for using their number sequence to make

"fine" comparisons: judge which of two neighboring numbers is more.
Some kindergartners, however, may need training to make such comparisons up to 10 or even 5. Children naturally extend both gross and fine
comparison skills as they learn more of the count sequence. Comparisons of
"less" may be more difficult for some children than comparisons of "more."
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Gradually, young children extend their oral counting and numbering skills
to the task of calculation. At first, a child may see that if one block is added to

one already present, the result is "two." Next, the child may see that if
another block is added to the two, the result is "three." There is only a thin
line between counting and adding (Baroody and Ginsburg, 198(). Similarly,
young children may see that if one cookie is taken away (subtracted) from
the three present, only two are left. Addition and subtraction in il-ls way are

familiar experiences to preschool children (e.g., Gelman and Gallistel,
1978; Ginsburg, 1982).
Indeed, before they receive formal arithmetic instru on or master the
basic addition and subtraction facts, young children can solve simple
arithmetic word problems by using self-invented calculational procedures
(e g., Carpenter, 1986; Riley, Greeno, and Heller, 1983). Counting serves
as the basis for this informal addition and informal subtraction. Initially,
children rely on using objects to perform addition and subtraction calculations. In time, c.; ;Wren abandon their object-counting (concrete addi-

tion and concrete subtraction) procedures in favor of more advanced
procedures. With sufficient computational expqrience, children spontaneously invent verbal-count p-ncedures to cakuiate sums and differences
(e.g., Baroody, 1987b; Green and Resnick, 1977). In brief, whether they use

objects or not, counting is the natural medium for children's informal
addition and subtraction.
Later, children assimilate multiplication in terms of their existing
counting and addition knowledge and rely on informal procedures to
calculate products. As with addition and subtraction, children are capable of
informal multiplication before they master the basic times facts.
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Informal Addition
Concrete Addition
Preschoolers have numerous experiences that involve adding something
more to an existing collection to make it larger. An informal "incrementing"
view of addition provides a basis for understanding and solving simple
addition problems. Indeed, if given objects such as blocks or allowed to use
their fingers, many kindergartners and even some preschoolers can solve
word problems like that below (e.g., Carpenter and Moser, 1984; Hebbeler,
1977; Lindvall and Ibarra, 1979).
Alice has two candies. Her brother gives her four more. How many
candies does Alice have altogether?
Children use objects to model the incrementing process reflected in
such "change problems." Specifically, children invent a counting-all procedure: They count out objects (blocks, fingers, marks, etc.) to represent the
initial amount. Then they produce a number of objects to represent the
amount added. Finally, they count the total number of objects. For example,
to solve the word problem above, a child could (1) count out two blocks; (2)
produce four more; and (3) starting with one again, count all the blocks put
out. (Frame A of Table 6-1 shows this process with fingers.)
Children commonly use finger patterns to represent addends and
compute small sums. For 2 -I- 4, say, a child could automatically put up two
fingers on the left hand and four fingers on the right. Once the finger
patterns representing each term are produced, the child determines the sum
by counting all the fingers.
With little or no instruction, primary-level children frequently can
accurately count-all with sets 1 to 5 (e.g., Baroody, 1984a; Ilg and Ames,
1951; Siegler and Shrager, 1984). Count-all with sets more than 5 is more
difficult, because each addend cannot be represented on the fingers of one
hand. Even if other objects are available to model the problem, it is relatively
difficult to produce sets greater than 5 a. . accurately count more than ten
objects to determine the sum. Indeed, it is not uncommon for children to be
off by plus or minus one because of a counting error (Ilg and Ames, 1951).

Verbal-Count Procedures
Without instruction or prompting, young children typically invent verbal
procedures for calculating sums (Resnick, 1983). These procedures model

their incrementing view of addition and exploit their highly fam!liar
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Table 6-1 Concrete and Verbal Addition Procedures with Fingers and the Example 2 +4
Procedure
A. (Concrete)

Clur all

Step 1

Step 2

Count out 2 fingers
"1, 2."

Count out 4 fingers
"1, 2, 3, 4."

Step 3
Count all 6 fingers

"1,2;

1

B. (Verbal)
Count from one
(basic version)

Count up to the first
term 2
"1, 2;

C. (Verbal)
Count from one
(advanced
version)

Count up to the
larger term 4
"1, 2, 3, 4;

D. (Verbal)
Count-on from

Start with the
larger term 4

the larger
addend

"4;

Count-on 4 more
times, keeping track
of each additional
count with a finger
3(+1), 4(+2), 5(+3), 6(+4)"

Count-on 2 more
times, keeping track
of each additional
count with a finger
5(+1); 6(+2)"

Count-on 2 more
times, keeping track
of each additional
count with a finger
5(+1), 6(+2)"

3,4,5,6"
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knowledge of the number sequence. Indeed, even before arithmetic is
formally introduced in school, most children can mentally add one more.
For example, many 41/2-year-olds can mentally calculate that three cookies
and one more cookie is four cookies (Starkey and Gelman, 1982). Young
children can add one more mentally because they can draw on their well
learned number-after knowledge (Resnick, 1983). For instance, children
can readily calculate that four and one more is five, because they know that
five is the next number after four.
In time, children invent their own verbal-count procedures far calculating more difficult problems and, in the process, abandon their concrete
procedures for calculating non-one problems. At first many children count
from one to add 2 to 5. The more basic form of this procedure involves
starting with "one," counting up to the cardinal value of the first addend, and
then adding on the second addend (e.g., 2 + 4: "1, 2; 3 [is 1 more], 4 [is 2
more], 5 [is 3 more], and 6 [is 4 more] so the answer is six"). In Frame B of
Table 6-1, note that such a mental procedure uses objects in a different way
than does the counting-all procedure. Objects, such as fingers, are used to
keep track of how much must be added on. This keeping-track process can
be simplified by ignoring the order of the addends ar I counting out the
larger addend first (Baroody, 1984a). This advanced version of the countfrom-one procedure is illustrated in Frame C of Table 6-1.

To save more effort, children invent an even more sophisticated
verbal-count procedure. Counting-on from the larger addend involves
starting with the cardinal value of the larger addend and counting-on the
smaller term (e.g., 2 + 4: "4, 5 [ts 1 more], 6 [is 2 more] so the answer is
six"). This sophisticated calculational procedure is shown in Frame D of
Table 6-1. By the end of first grade, most children count on 2 to 5 from the
larger addend. (Children sometimes count on from the first addend, but this
happens infrequently and/or for a brief period of time.)
It is relatively difficult for children mentally to add 6 or more. Problems
like 6 + 7 or 9 + 8 require a sophisticated and highly efficient keeping-track
process. To mentally add 2 to 5, the child can easily keep track by counting
the fingers of one hand. To mentally add 6 or more, the child must think to
use, say, the fingers of both hands to keep track of the longer counting-on
process.

Informal Subtraction
Concrete Subtraction
Preschoolers have numerous experiences where something is taken from
an existing collection to make it smaller. An informal "take-away" view of
subtraction serves as a basis for understanding and solving simple subtraction
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problems. In fact, if given objects such as blocks or allowed to use their
fingers, most first graders and many kindergartners can solve take-away
word problems like that below (e.g., Riley, Greeno, and Heller, 1983).
Helen had five postage stamps. She gave three to her sister. How many

stamps does Helen have left?
Children use objects to model the take-away process implied by such
problems. Specifically, they concretely represent the minuend (larger number) with objects (e.g., blocks, fingers, or marks), remove the number of

objects equal to the subtrahend (the smaller number), and count the
remainder to determine the answer. For example, to solve the word problem
above, a child might automatically put up five fingers, then count and bend
down again three fingers, and count the remaining fingers to determine the
difference. Children commonly devise such an informal procedure and can
take away with objects with little or no formal instruction.
Some children may know the take-away-with-objects procedure but
may count inaccurately. For the word problem above, for example, a child
may have difficulty representing the minuend accurately (put up four fingers
or put out four blocks instead of five), take away one object too many or too

few, or misenumerate the remaining objects. Such counting errors often
lead to answers that are off only by plus or minus one.

Verbal-Count Procedures
Typically, children devise their own verbal-count procedures for modeling

the take-away process. As with addition, young children can mentally
calculate simple differences because they use their highly familiar knowledge
of the number sequence. Early on, their number-before knowledge permits
children to mentally take away one. For instance, many kindergartners can

readily determine that four candies take away one candy is three, because
they know that three precedes four in the count sequence.
In time, children spontaneously invent verbal-count procedures that
replace their concrete procedure for calculating differences of more than
one: take away 2 to 5 and take away 6 to 9 (e.g., Baroody, 1984b; Fuson,
1984). Initially, many children use a verbal-count procedure called counting-

down thatlike the concrete proceduredirectly models "taking away"
(e.g., Carpenter and Moser, 1982). Counting-down entails starting with the
cardinal value of the minuend, counting backwards the number of times
equal to the subtrahend, and announcing the last number counted (e.g., 5
2: "5; 4 [that's one taken away], 3 [that's two taken away] so the answer is
3"). This procedure can be used with ease when subtracting two and three
or even four and five. By the end of first grade, most children can efficiently
take away 2 to 5.
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With subtrahends greater than 5, keeping track of the counting-down
process becomes increasingly difficult. As children are introduced to more
difficult symbolic problems (e.g., 9 7) and take-away word problems (e.g.,
Hope had $9 and spent $7; how many dollars does she have left?), they

resort to another verbal-count procedure that does not directly model
taking away but does minimize the keeping-track process. Counting-up
involves starting with the cardinal value of the subtrahend, counting forward
until the minuend is reachedwhile keeping track of the number of steps in
the forward count (e.g., 9 7: "7; 8 [that's 1 more], 9 [that's 2 more] so the
difference is two"). By third grade, many children discover that counting-

down is relatively easy to use when the difference is greater than the
subtrahend (e.g., 9 4 = 5), especially when the subtrahend is very small
(e.g., 9 2 = 7). They recognize that counting-up is relatively more efficient
otherwise (e.g., 9 7 = 2, 5 4 = 1, 19 12 = 7). At this point, children
switch between the two informal subtraction procedureschoosing whichever one requires the least effort (Woods, Resnick, and Groen, 1975). The
ability to flexibly choose between counting-down and counting-up better
enables children to take away from teens (e.g., 11 4, 13 9).

Informal Multiplication
Typically, counting is also children's initial basis for determining multiplication products (e.g., Allardice, 1978; Kouba, 1986). Multiplication is often

interpreted by children as the repeated addition of like terms. Usually,
children just learning multiplication are already accustomed to adding like

0000
sets of 2 to 5

objects (e.g., three groups of four objects: 0000 ) The total

0000

number of objects can be determined by starting with one and counting all
the objects, skip counting ("4, 8,12 "), or a combination of skip counting and
counting by ones ("4, 8 is two fours; 9, 10, 11, 12, is the third four). Children
may also use known addition combinations to figure out such problems ("4
+ 4 is 8; 8 + 4 is 12") or a combination of known addition facts and counting
(e.g., "4 + 4 is 8 [that's two fours], 9, 10, 11, 12 [that's three fours]so the
answer is 12").

Many children quickly invent an object-counting procedure that
involves representing one of the like sets with objects (e.g., fingers), and
repeatedly counting this set as needed (e.g., for three groups of 4 objects:
Put up four fingers and count, "1, 2, 3, 4 [that's four counted one time] 5, 6,
7, 8 [that's two times]; 9, 10, 11, 12 [that's three times]so the answer is

12"). Table 6-2 illustrates this procedure. Note that in the illustration,
fingers are used in two ways. The fingers of one hand are used to represent
the counted set, and the fingers of the second hand are used to keep track of
how many times the first set is counted.
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Table 6-2 A Semiconcrete Multiplication Procedure Using Three Groups of Four as an
Example and Fingers to Keep Track

Step

Left Hand

Right Hand

1

"Four."

"That's one four."

2

"5, 6, 7, 8."

"That's two fours."

3

"9, 10, 11, 12."

"That's three fours."

Adding like sets with terms greater than 5 is rather difficult for
children who rely on informal procedures. For eight groups of seven, for
example, skip-counting and repeated-addition methods are difficult because
skip counts of seven and addition facts involving seven are relatively less
familiar to children than those involving smaller numbers. An objectcounting procedure is difficult because 7 cannot be represented on one
hand and a child cannot keep track of 8 counts of 7 on the other.
Table 6-3 summarizes the developmental sequence of the informal
addition, subtraction, and multiplication procedures described above.
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Table 0-3 A Suggested Sequence of Informal Arithmetic by Grade Level
Informal
Multi-

Informal Addition
Level
K

Concrete
Addition

Verbal-Count
Procedures

Informal Subtraction
Concrete
Subtraction

Verbal-Count
Procedures
011

Count all:
Sets 1 to 5
Mentally add
one more

MIIIM

Take away

pilcation

41

OMII1D

NEW/

IEN/M.0

with objects
Mentally take
away one
1

Count all:
Sets more
than 5

Count from
one to add
2 to 5
Count-on 2 to
5 from the
largeraddend

41

em

111

..111=1

Take away:

1011111

2 to 5
Mentally add

....

on 6 to 9 more

2

3

Take away:

=Woo

=MID

=WIND

IMMI

.m/M.

6 to 9
Take away
from teens
=ON&

MIMI!.

Adding 2 to 5
like sets
Adding more

than 5 like
sets

INSTRUCTION
In

general, the operations should be introduced in contexts that are

meaningful to children. Word problems and games are ideal media. The
operations should be introduced concretely in terms of counting objects.
Though some children will spontaneously model the meaning of word
problems with objects, others may need to be encouraged to do so. Egyptian
hieroglyphics are a useful vehicle for modeling word problems pictorially or
semiconcretely. (Sets of 1 to 9 are depicted with tallies, which is a natural

form of representation for many children.) Introduce the operations with
small numbers (1 to 5); introduce numbers greater than 5 after they have
achieved proficiency with smaller sets.
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Instruction for preschool and kindergarten children should focus on
concrete informal addition. Some children will invent verbal adding
strategies before first grade, and this should not be discouraged. Teachers
probably should wait until first grade before actively encouraging verbal

counting strategies for additionparticularly the relatively sophisticated
counting-on strategy.
Introduce informal subtraction after children are familiar with informal
addition. Many children will find subtraction relatively difficult. Although
multiplication is often postponed until third grade, informal multiplication
can be introduced any time after children have mastered informal addition
concepts and skills. Indeed, because it builds directly on their informal
addition, children may find intornol multiplication easier than informal
subtraction.

Informal Addition: Concrete
Count-All: Sets 1 to 5
First ensure adequate proficiency with such prerequisite skills as enumeration of sets 1 to 10, production of sets 1 to 5, and fine comparisons of 1 to
10. Skill with finger patterns 1 to 5 or mentally adding one more would be
helpful but is not necessary. For children who do not know a counting-all

procedure, use simple word problems and a demonstration like that
described in Example 6-1. Word problems are used to foster meaningful
learning of the procedure.
Example SA

Using Word Problems to Teach a Basic (Count-All) Addition Procedure

If a child does not know a count-all procedure, read the following
word problem and demonstrate how it can be figured out using
pennies:
"Cookie Monster reached into a bag of cookies and pulled out
two yummy cookies. He was so hungry, he then turned the bag
upside down, and three more cookies fell out. How many cookies
did Cookie Monster get? How much are two cookies and three
more altogether?" Then say, "Put out two pennies to show how
many cookies he grabbed first. Now put out three more pennies to
show how many fell out of the bag. To find out how many there are
altogether, count all the pennies."
After this demonstration, present Problem 1 below and encourage the child to use pennies, blocks,fingers, or other countable

objects to calculate the answer. If the child remains silent or
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guesses incorrectly, reteach the counting-all procedure as done in
the demonstration. Whether or not the child spontaneously uses

the counting-all procedure to solve Problem 1, proceed with
Problem 2. Many kindergarten-age children and even some elementary-level mentally handicapped children will need only a
single demonstration of the concrete addition procedure to learn to
count-all. In any case, monitor follow-up word-problem exercises
and reteach the procedure as necessary.
1. "Cookie Monster's mother put out four cookies for Cookie
Monster. Because he was very hungry, Cookie Monster

took two more cookies out of the cookie jar while his
mother was not looking. As he walked out of the kitchen,
his mother asked: 'Cookie Monster, how many cookies do
you have?' He had four cookies, and he got two more. How
many cookies did Cookie Monster have altogether? You
can figure out the answer any way you want: You can use
these pennies, this paper and pencil, or your fingers." If
necessary, repeat the problem. If the child remains silent,

guesses incorrectly, or verbally calculates incorrectly,
prompt with, "Use these pennies or your fingers to figure

out how much four cookies and two more cookies are
altogether."
2. "Cookie Monster went to the store to buy cupcakes for his
mother. He picked out five cupcakes with chocolate frosting
and three with strawberry frosting. When he went to the
check-out counter to pay for the cupcakes, the check-out
girl said, 'How many cupcakes do you have?' He got five
cupcakes with chocolate frosting and three cupcakes with

strawberry frosting. How many cupcakes did he have
altogether? You can figure out the answer any way you
want: You can use these pennies, this paper and pencil, or
your fingers." If necessary, repeat the problem. If the child
remains silent, guesses incorrectly, or verbally calculates
incorrectly, prompt with," Use these pennies or yourfingers
to figure out how much five cupcakes and three cupcakes
are altogether."

Particularly with children who have had little or no previous addition
experience, it is important to check for and immediately correct the error

commonly made when children are first required to add sets. After
producing sets to represent each addend, a child may start with one each
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time and simply enumerate the sets of objects separately. To help chi' fren
understand that addition involves joining two collections, push the objects
representing each adthnd together and then request the child to count to
determine the answer. If necessary, explain that to find out how many there
are altogether, we have to count all the objects without beginning again with
one.
Counting all can be practiced in the context of any game that uses dice,
such as the Racing-Car and the Jungle-Trip games described in Examples
6-2 and 6-3. A number of games from the Wynroth Math Program (e.g.,
Animal Spots described in Example 2-1) can be used for addition training
by using two dice. Note that the dots on the dice should be large enough for
the children to enumerate them with relative ease. If a child tries to count
each die separately, push the dice together and point out that all the dots
need to be counted to find out how many there are altogether.
Example 6-2 Racing-Car Game

Objective: Practice counting-all with addends 0 to 5.

Grade Level: K or 1.
Participants: Two to six players.

Materials: Race-track board (with at least 21 squares large
enough to accommodate toy race care), differently colored miniature

race cars (or other markers for each player), and dice with 0 to 5
dots.

Procedure: Give the players their choice of race car and place
the cars on the square marked Start on the race-track board.
Explain, "In the Racing-Car game, we start here and race around
the track. The car that goes furthest wins. To find out how many
spaces we can move on our turn, we throw the dice, and add the two

amounts shown."

Example 6-3 Jungle-Trip Game

Objective: Practice counting all with addends 0 to 5.

Grade Level: K or 1.
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Participants: Two to slx children.
Materials: Jungle-Trip game board (see below), markers, and
dice with 0 to 5 dots.
Procedure: Have the players place their markers on the square
marked Start on the Jungle-Trip game board. Explain, "In Jungle
Trip, start here, try to avoid the jungle dangers, and make your way
to a pyramid treasure. When it's your turn, we roll these dice to see
how many spaces you can move."
Lan cave

60 tack

i 5p ce.

1

SW
Als

After children have learned a counting-all procedure with objects and
how to use Egyptian hieroglyphics to represent a single set, verbally present
wori problems that are accompanied by a hieroglyphic representation (see
Frame A of Example 6-4). Next, ask the students to record with Egyptian
hieroglyphics verbally presented word problems (see Frame B of Example
6-4). Solving these pictured problems can easily be done by counting all
and provides additional practice using this procedure.
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Example 6-4 Addition Story Problems with Egyptian Hieroglyphics

A Story problem accompanied by Egyptian hieroglyphic
representation.

Teacher reads, "The pharaoh received three gold
crowns for his birthday, which his scribe recorded in the
royal record. The next day, two more gold crowns came. The
scribe recorded these in the royal record also. According to
the royal record, how many gold crowns did the pharaoh
have altogether?"
Child records his or her answer (5) on the worksheet:

Royal Record

AAA

II

I

5

B. Story problem that students depict with Egyptian hiero-

glyphics and then solve.
Teacher says, "Pretend you are the intelligence officer
of an Egyptian army. One of your jobs is to keep records of

how many prisoners your army captures. Listen to the
following story and use Egyptian hieroglyphics to make a
record of the prisoners captured."
Story: "The Egyptian soldiers captured four enemy
sold'9rs during the battle. They found three more after the
battle. How many prisoners were captured altogether?"
Child depicts addends and records the sum on the
worksheet:

7

AAA11

Count-All: Sets More than 5
First ensure that prerequisite skills (enumeration and production of large
sets and counting-all with small numbers) are mastered. The games used for
counting all with sets 1 to 5 can be used to practice adding numbers 5 to 10
by substituting larger dice (five to ten dots on a side). When solving word
problems, make available blocks, pencil and paper for making marks (tallies
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or Egyptian hieroglyphics), or other concrete or semiconcrete means for
calculating sums. For some children, introducing larger problems will be a

powerful incentive to invent verbal-count procedures or other more
advanced means of determining sums.

Informal Addition: Verbal
Mentally Add "One More"
First ensure that a child is fairly proficient with such basic skills as number

after 1 to 5 and enumeration of sets 1 to 5. For a child with little or no
understanding of addition, introduce the addition of one in terms of
counting and with sets of one to three objects. This training can take the
form of a Prediction Game. For example, put out three pencils and ask the
child to count the set. i :ext, add one more pencil and ask the child to predict
how many there are now. If it makes the game more interesting, cover the set

until the child makes the prediction. Then have the child count the set to
check the prediction. As he or she makes progress, make the game more
challenging by starting with somewhat larger sets. After the child is proficient
with this concrete form of the game, introduce the less-concrete version: the
Behind- the - Screen Activity (Example 6-5).

Example 6-5 Behind-the-Screen Activity

ObJecilve: Mental addition (and subtraction) of one in a concrete
context.

Grade Level: PK or K.
Participants: One child, small group of children, two small teams
of children, or a whole class.

Materials: Pennies and a screen (e.g., 81/2" X 1 1" piece of thin
cardboard supported by a base). Prizes are optional.

Procedure: For example, say, "Here's one penny [put one penny
In front of the child or children]. Now I 'H hide the one pennywith this
screen [place the card in from , it of the penny]. Nov' I'll put out one
more penny. [Do not allow the participant(s) to view the addition of
the extra penny.] Without looking behind the screen, how much is
one pennyand one more altogether?" Then proceed with additional
n + 1 questions in a similar manner. After an object is added to the
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collection behind the screen and the child has made his or her
prediction, the screen can be removed, and the child can count to
check the prediction. To provide variety, include n + 0 quo: 'ions
(cases where nothing is added to the hidden set) and n - 1
questions (cases where one is removed from the hidden se).

Count from One to Add 2 to 5
First ensure proficiency with the developmentally more basic strategy:
counting all with sets 1 to 5. If given the opportunity to practice addition with

objects, a child-when ready-may invent this more sophisticated verbal
strategy. This process can be facilitated, though, by using word problem
exercises, or (as discussed in Chapter 8) dice with numerals. In these
situations, children may find it more convenient to use a verbal procedure
than to produce and enumerate objects as r luired by a count-all strategy.

Counting -On 2 to 5 from the Larger Addend
First ensure that a child has mastered concrete addition: counting all with
sets 1 to 5. If a child cannot make fine number comparison automatically,
have him or her master this prerequisite for calculatio: - .ocedures that
involves picking the larger addend. Once this skill is automatic, most
children will spontaneously apply this number-comparison skill to make
their informal arithmetic easier-to invent (the advanced form of counting
from one to add 2 to 5 or) counting on 2 to 5 from the larger addend.
To maximize the chances that children will invent counting-on, ensure
that they have mastered the prerequisite skills: count from one to add and
mentally add one more. To facilitate the invention of counting-on, encourage
mastery of the number patterns on dice (recognition of sets 1 to 5) and
provide them ample opportunity to sum two dice patterns (see Frame A of
Figure 6-1). To 1.-.01p prompt counting on, substitute a numeral die for one of
the dot dice (see Frame B of Figure 6-1). A training procedure fog directly

encouraging the invention of counting-on is described in Figure: 6-2.

Mentally Add 6 or More
First ensure that a child has mastered a keeping-track method and can count
on with small problems (counting on 2 to 5 from the larger addend). If the
prerequisite skill is automatic, training can focus on helping the child to
extend the keeping-track process to count on 6 to 9. For a child who only
makes minor errors, all that may be necessary is computational practice and
encouragement to calculate carefully. Use a die with five to nine dots and a

die with the numerals 5 to 9 to play any of the games listed earlier for
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Figure 6-1 Usii:g Dice to Foster Counting-On Using 5 -I- 4 as an Example
A. Using recognition of dice patterns.

"Oh 5;

6, 7, 8, 9"

B. Using a numeral die and a dot die.

5
"5

6, 7, 8, 9"

Figure 6-2 Counting-On Training*

1. Present the child with a concrete representation of each
addend and ask the child to add the sets. For example, say:
"Let's add 5 and 3. Here's five [put out a card with five dots] and
here's three [put out a card with three dots]. How much are five

dots and three dots altogether?"

I
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2. Before the child has a chance to count from one, hide the
representation of the first addend and restate the problem:
"How much are five and three altogether?"

AMEIMMIMI111.

ro

ee

*This method was suggested to ffin by Ed Rathmell of North Iowa State University.

counting all: sets 1 to 5. For a child experiencing great difficulty in keeping
track of six to nine, point out that the fingers of both hands can be used, or

tape a number list from 1 to 9 on the child's desk to make keeping track
easier (e.g., 8 + 6: "8, 9 [point to the 1 on the number list], 10 [point to the
2] . . . 14 [point to the 6 and stop] ").

Informal Subtraction: Concrete
Take Away with Objects
First ensure adequate proficiency with more basic skills (counting all with
sets 1 to 5 and mentally take away one) and component skills (production of
sets 1 to 5 and 6 to 10, finger patterns 1 to 5 and 6 to 10, and enumeration of
sets 1 to 5 and 6 to 10). For children who do not know take-away-withobjects procedure, use simple word problems and a demonstration like that
described in Example 6-6. As with addition, word problems are used to
foster meaningful learning and should involve small numbers (one to five)
initially. As the child makes progress, problems with terms up to 10 (or even
larger) can be introduced.

Example 6-6 Using Word Problems to Teach a Basic (Take-Away) Procedure

If a child does not appear to know a take-away-with-objects
procedure, read the following word problem and demonstrate how
It can be solved using pennies.
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"Cookie Monster got six candy bars as a present. Because he
had just eaten a huge meal and dessert, he only ate two candy bars
and saved the rest for his bedtime snack. If Cookie Monster had six
candy bars and he munched up two, how many does he have left for
his snack?" Then say, "Put out six pennies to show how many candy
bars he started with. Now take away two. because he ate two. To
find out how many are left for his snack, gust count the remaining
pennies."
After the demonstration, present Problem 1 and encourage the

child to use pennies again to calculate the answer. If the child
remains silent or guesses incorrectly, reteach the take-away-withobjects procedure as done in the demonstration. Whether or not
the child spontaneously uses the take-away-with-objects procedure
to solve Problem 1, proceed with Problem 2. Many kindergartenage children will need only a single demonstration of the concrete
subtraction procedure to learn to take away with objects.

1. "Cookie Monster baked five cookies as a present for his
sister on her birthday. The cookies looked so good when
they came out of the oven that Cookie Monster ate three
on the spot. If Cookie Monster made five cookies and ate
three, how many are left for his sister? You can figure out
the answer any way you want: You can use these pennies,
this paper and pencil, or your fingers." If necessary, repeat
the problem. If the child remains silent, guesses incorrectly, or verbally calculates incorrectly, prompt with, "Use
these pennies or your fingers to figure out how much five
take away three is."
2. "Cookie Monster was supposed to bring seven cookies to
school for the holiday party. On the way to school, Cookie
Monster could not resist sampling the cookies. He did not
stop eating until he had swallowed four cookies. If Cookie
Monster started out with seven cookies and he ate four,
how many were left for the holiday party" You can figure

out the answer any way you want: You can use these
pennies, this paper and pencil, or your fingers." If necessary, repeat the problem. If the child remains silent, guesses

incorrectly, or verbally calculates incorrectly, prompt with,
"Use these pennies or your fingers to figure out how much
seven take away four is."
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By a simple rule change, take away with objects can be practiced with

small groups of children by using the games suggested for concrete
addition: Animal Spots (Example 2-1); Racing-Car and Jungle-Trip
(Examples 6-2 and 6-3). In the most basic form of these games, have a
player roll dice with 0 to 5 dots, choose the die with the larger number of
dots, and take away (by covering up) dots on that die equal to those on the
die with the smaller number of dots. A more advanced form can include a
die with 0 to 5 dots and one with 5 to 10 dots.
Additional meaningful practice can be provided by reading children
word problems (with minuends up to 9) and asking them to represent them
with Egyptian hieroglyphics. This would entail representing the minuend
with cne-symbols (tallies) and the take-away process with cross outs (see
Example 6-7). Such a procedure is very similar to the informal method with
tallies that children often naturally rely on when doing subtraction assignments.

Exams le 6-7 Take-Away Story Problems

Teacher reads, "You are the pharaoh's scribe and royal record
keeper. Your job is to keep track of the pharaoh's possessions.
Listen to the following story about the pharaoh's horses and use
Egyptian hieroglyphics to make a record of what happened."
Story problem: "The pharaoh had five horses [pause to allow
students to represent with tallies]. He gave two to a visiting king
(pause to allow students to represent with cross outs]. How many
did the pharaoh have left in his stable?"
Pupil's depiction:

Informal Subtraction: Verbal
Mentally "Take Away One"
First ensure that a child is fairly proficient with such basic skills as mentally
adding one more and number before 1 to 5. For a child with little or no

understanding of subtraction, introduce take away of one in terms of
counting and with sets of 1 to 3 objects. This training can take the form of a
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Prediction Game. For example, put out three pencils and ask the child to
count the set. Then take away one and ask the child to predict how many
there are now. If it makes the game more interesting, cover the set until the
child makes the prediction. Then have the child count the set to check the
prediction. As the child makes progress, make the game more chAllenging
by starting with somewhat larger sets.
Behind-the-Screen (Example 6-5) is also a good activity to employ.
Children who have not mastered number before or who have little or no
understanding of subtraction may respond to n 1 questions by staling the
number of the set originally hid or by adding one to this number. If checking
indicates the child has mastered number before, demonstrate the take-away

process with objects in the context of a story.
A teacher, older children, or even the pupils themselves can put on
Mysterious- Disappearance Skits in which, for example, Cookie Monster

is supposed to bring five cupcakes to school for a party. However, the
hungry Muppet hides behind a tree and eats one of the cupcakes. The
audience can figure out how many he has left.

Take Away 2 to 5
First ensure that a child has mastered prerequisites (e.g., mentally takei
away one, counting on from the larger addend, and counts backwards from

10). To foster counting-down, present word problems that entail taking
away one followed by those that involve taking away two. As the child is

ready, introduce problems that involve taking away three to five. If
necessary, help the child to find ways of keeping track. For instance, model
the counting-down procedure, using fingers to keep track. Other methods
are discussed in Chapter 8 of Baroody (1987a) (see in particular Figure 8-6).
If a child starts the keeping-track process too soon, explicitly point out, for
example, "When we take two from five, five is how many we begin with. After
we take away one, there are four left. After we take away two, there are three

left." If necessary, have the child compare the outcomes of his or her
incorrect verbal procedure with the outcomes of a take-away-with-objects
procedure. If a child is prone to rush through the verbal-count procedure,
reassure the child that accuracy is more important and that counting (and
using fingers to keep track) is a sensible and widely used method.

Take Away 6 to 9
First ensure that a child has mastered the more basic skill: take away 2 to 5.

For a child who relies on a counting-down procedure and has difficulty
accurately calculating take away 6 to 9, encourage the child to devise a
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counting-up procedure (e.g., The Balance Activity described is admple
8-1 of Baroody, 1987a). In addition, help the child to see that counting-up
is interchangeable with and can be used as a substitute for counting down
(see Chapter 8 for details). If needed, reassure the child that it is not
necessary to rush this informal calculating procedure. If indicated, help the
child to start the keeping-track process in the correct place as suggested for
the section entitled Take Away 2 to 5.

Take Away from Teens
First ensure that the child has mastered the more basic skills (take away 2 to
5 and 6 to 9, cite the number before the teens, and counting backwards from
20). As with take away 6 to 9, instruction should focus on helping children to
see that counting-down and counting-up are interchangeable procedures.

Informal Multiplication
Adding 2 to 5 Like Sets
First ensure that a child has mastered foundational concepts and skills. At
the very least, the child should be proficient with counting all with sets 1 to 5
and more than 5. It would be helpful if the child could count on from the
larger addend. If the child has not mastered skip counting yet, counting by
twos, fives, and so forth can be remedied in conjunction with training aimed
at adding like sets.

To help children understand the idea of repeated addition of like
terms, use word problems such as those in Example 6-8 (Kouba, 1986;
Quintero, 1985). Encourage children to use objects or make drawings (with
tallies or Egyptian hieroglyphics) to model concretely or semiconcretely the
meaning of the problems. In additio, , io helping children understand the
problem, such models may help children to discover shortcuts for finding

Eoiutions to such problems. For example, with three groups of five

00000
( 0 00 0 0 ), most children abandon rather quickly a count-all-the-items-

0 00 00

by-one strategy in favor of more efficient methods such as skip counting ("5,

10, 15") and known addition combinations ("5 and 5 is 10 and 5 more is
15") (see Baroody, 1987a). The game described in Example 6-9 (How

Many Dots?) can provide practice in estimating products as well as
encouraging this shortcutting process.
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Example 8-8 Using Word Problems to Introduce Repeated Addition of Like Terms

Have children solve word problems, such as these space stories.
Explain that they may figure out the answers any way they want
including objects or making a drawing.

1. "The crew of the starship was assigned to collect rock
samples on the newly discovered planet Orb. If each of the

five crew members collected three rock samples, how
many rock samples were brought back? You can figure it
out by using these pennies, your fingers, this paper and
pencil, counting out loud, or anyway you want." If necessary,

repeat the problem. If correct, congratulate the child and

proceed with the next problem. If the child is silent,
indicates that he or she does not know, interprets the
problem as addition (answers: "five"), or verbally calculates

the product incorrectly, prompt with, "Use these pennies
to figure out how many rock samples were collected if five
crew members each collected three rock samples." If the
child remains silent or still indicates that he does not know,
suspend testing.
2. "On their flight backfrom Orb, the starship crew received a
coded message from home base. The message consisted
of two beeps repeated four times. How many beeps did the
message consist of?" If necessary, repeat the problem. If
the child is silent, indicates that he or she does not know,

interprets the problem as addition (answers: "six"), or
verbally calculates the product incorrectly, prompt with,
"Use these pennies to figure out how many beeps were in
the message if two beeps were repeated four times."

Example 8-9 Hoy/ Many Dots?

ObjectIvos: Estimation of products up to 25 (Basic Version),
illustrate multiplication as the repeated addition of like terms,
provide practice in finding the solution to such problems, and
furnish an opportunity to discover and practice shortcuts such as
skip counting.

Grade Level: 2 or 3.
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Participants: Two children or two small teams of players. (Up to
about six children or teams can play if, instead of the procedure
described below, the teacher acts as a judge and decides the
winner.)

Materials: Dot cards, materials for recording estimates (optional),
numberline from 0 to 25, measuring strip (strip of paper as long as
the numberline and some means to keep score (see below).
A. Gauging the accuracy of the first player's estimate.

1

2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

1111111111111111111111111

)

#

B. Gauging the accuracy of the second player's estimate.

1

2 3 4

5 6

7 8 9 10

11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

1111111111111111111111111
A

Procedure: A judge or one of the players turns over a card in the
dot-card deck. Each player has about three seconds to guess how
many dots are on the card. Recording answers on a magic slate,
small chalkboard, or piece of paper is recommended. (To minimize
disagreements, players should ensure that previous answers are
not evident.) After estimates are noted, then the players should
determine the exact number of dots. If a player does not give
(record) an estimate within the time limit, his or her answer is
disqualified and the other player wins the round. Otherwise, the
winner is the player whose estimate is closer to the exact answer.
The relative closeness can be determined ty using a numberline and a measuring strip. The judge or one of the players places
the measuring strip under the numberline so that an end is at the
mark for the exact answer (e.g., for 4 dots by 4 dots: 16). The first
player's estimate (e.g., "12" in Frame A of the figure) is found on the
numberline and its position is marked on the measuring strip. The
same is done for the second player's estimate (e.g., "10" in Frame B

of the figure). The player with the shorter mark is the winner and
gets one point. Play continues until one playergets a predetermined
winning total, a predetermined number of rounds as played, or a set
amount of time runs out.
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Adding More than 5 Like Sets
First ensure that a child has mastered the prerequisite skill (adding 2 to 5 like

sets). Then help the child master the skills for informally figuring or
reasoning out larger combinations: skip counting and adding-on or countingon. For six groups of five items each, adding-on would entail: "Five groups of
five is 25, so six groups of five is 25 and five more or 30." Similarly countingon would involve: "Five groups of five is 25, so a sixth group is five more; 26

is one more, 27 is two more, 28 is three more, 29 is four more, 30 is five
more." This can be done while playing How Many Dots? (Advanced
Version). (This version will require a numberline that runs from 0 to 81.)
For lLger combinations, particularly, Wynroth (1986) suggests a
vertical keeping-track method, which encourages children's natural tendency to use skip counting, adding-on, or counting-on. For a problem like
five groups of six items each, a child would put out six objects or make six
tally marks, and record a 6. Then the child would recount the six objects or
tallies starting with seven and record the result of the second count: 12. This
process would be r i:'-ted until the child has counted the six object or
tallies five times and recorded each result as shown below:

(1)

6

(2)

12
18

(3)
(4)
(5)

24
30

When introduceci t ,aother problem involving groups of six, the child

would be encouraged to use his or her "six chart." For example, for six
groups of six items each, the child would be encouraged to add or count on
six from the fifth six or 30. This result would be recorded. In time, use of the
chart would breed familiarity with skip counting by six as well as provide a
basis for adding or counting on larger combinations.

Calculating the nine-times combinations, in particular, may seem
insurmountable to children. Example 6-10 illustrates a finger-based device

for figuring out the products of such combinations. This method has a
number of advantages. Typically, third graders can master the strategy after
only a couple of demonstrations. Children are often delighted that a teacher
would show them a strategy that utilizes their natural medium for calculating:
their fingers. (In effect, the teacher endorses the students' informal methods
and thinking, which is important for building confidence.) The strategy also

16

Example 0-10 An Informal Means for Determining the Products of Nine

Fingers can be used to answer single-digit nine-times problems
(e.g., "3 X 9" or "9 X 3") by means other than computing. Follow
these steps:
1. Extend the fingers of both hands. Beginning with the leftmost finger, count the fingers until the term multiplied by
nine is reached. For example, with the palms facing away,

the product of three times nine can be determined by
beginning with the little finger of the left hand and counting
this finger and the next two.

2. Fold down the last finger counted in Step 1 (e.g., for 3 X 9,
the third finger from the left).

3. The number of fingers to the left of the folded finger
specifies the tens digit of the product. The number of
tingers to the right of the folded finger specifies the ones
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digit. For 3 X 9, for instance, this process yields two and
seven or "27."
2

e-4--%

Note that for problems like 9 X 3, the order of the addends
is disregarded. Thus 9 X3 would be figured out in the very
same manner as shown for 3 X 9.
The figures below illustrate Step 3 for 2 X 9 (9 X 2) and
7 X 9 (9 X 7).
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reinforces base-ten place-value concepts (the fingers represent so many
tens and so many ones), and it is fun (Struck, 1987).
The idea of adding like sets can be applied to the task of gauging how
many (like) groups a whole can be decomposed into. The activity How
Many Groups? (Example 6-11' requires children to look at an array and
estimate how many groups of a given number can be made. For Exercise A

Example 6-11 How Many Groups?

Objectives: Estimation of factors, group-in-like-sets concept,
figuring out missing factor, fair-sharing concept, and missing-factor
approach to figuring out division combinations. This activity could
also be used to practice adding like sets of 2 to 5 as well as 6 to 9+.

Grade Level: 3 to 4.
Participants: One child, small group of children, or whole class.
Materials: Worksheets like those in Figure 6-3 and stopwatch or
watch with second hand (optional).

Procedure: At your signal have the participants turn over and
examine their worksheet. Adjust the amount of time allowed to
make an estimate according to the difficulty of the problem and the

sophistication of the pupils. Enough time should be allowed to
enable pupils to think about the problem and make a reasonable
estimate but r- t so much time that they can determine an exact
answer by counting by ones and grouping.
After children have recorded their estimate, have them circle
the items in whatever groups the exercise calls for. Encourage
children to compare the exact answer to their estimates. Ensure
that a child is not belittled for his or her estimate. Emphasize that
estimates are suppwed to be (quick) educated guesses, rather
than exact answers (figured out). It might be helpful to encourage a

discussion of how to make better educated guesses (estimation
strategies).
Children can practice honing their estimation skills with each

other. One child can act as the teacher and briefly show one or
several pupils an array. After the estimates are recorded, the
teacher and pupil(s) can check the estimate by grouping.
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Figure 6-3 Sample Worksheets for How Many Groups?

Exercise A

Estimate of how many bags of
42 apples:
Number of groups of

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

can be made from the pile of

Co

Co

circled:

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Exercise B
Estimate of how many bags of
42 apples:
Number of groups of

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Co

0
0
0
0
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can be made from the pile of

(0

circled:

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
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Exercise C

Estimate of how many bags of
45 apples:
Number of groups of

000
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

(I)

0
0
0
0
0

Lo

can be made from the pile of

circled:

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Exercise D

Estimate of ' w many bags of
45 apples:
Number of groups of

CD

(.0

can be made from the pile of

circled:

Estimate of the number of apples left over.
Actual number of apples left over:

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

J

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

10

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
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in Figure 6-3, a child would have about ten seconds to look at the 6 X 7
array of data and gauge how many groups of six are present. Children
should discover that with such arrays, they simply have to count the number

of rows (of six) to determine the answer. Estimates can be checked by
drawing circles around groups of six and counting the number of circles.
After a couple of introductory exercises like Exercise A, more difficult

problems like Exercise B can be given. By checking their estimates by
circling groups, children should gradually become familiar with the factors
of a product (the basic multiplication combinations). Such an exercise also
lays the concrete ground work for understanding division. For example, if
we divide up a basket of 42 apples into bags of 6 apples each, how many
people can share the apples fairly? It also provides a means for reasoning
out and then mastering division combination (e.g., 42 divided by 6: How
many groups of 6 do I need to make 42: seven).
Exercise C illustrates the next step that can be taken: grouping that
leaves something leftover. This is helpful in illustrating the fact that numbers
mesh (divide evenly) with only some factors (e.g., 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, and
42 can be divided fairly into groups of 6 but 45 cannot). Such an exercise
can a',so serve as a concrete lead into division with remainders. Exercise n
addresses this issue even more directly.

SUMMARY
Initial arithmetic instruction should be based on countingfirst with objects
and then verbally. It can be made even more meaningful by using simple

word problems. Moreover, it should focus first and at some length on
problems with addends zero to five. Children should be encouraged to find
or may need help finding more efficient strategies for coping with problems
with terms greater than five.
Children typically come to school with the idea that addition involves
incrementing. This provides the basis for inventing or readily grasping a

concrete counting-all strategy or mentally adding one more. In time,
children invent verbal strategies for larger problems. Initially, they may
count from one to compute sums. Nearly all children invent counting on.
The invention of this relatively sophisticated informal strategy can be
accelerated or fostered by careful manipulation of a child's practice.
Children typically come to school with the idea that subtraction
involves "taking away." This provides the basis for inventing or readily
adopting a take-away strategy with objects and mentally taking one away. In
time, children elaborate on their informal subtraction knowledge and invent

verbal procedures for taking away two or more.
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Children frequently interpret multiplication as repeated addition of
like terms. As a result, they can bring to bear a number of informal
calculational strategies including skip counting, using known addition
combinations, or counting-on.

Chapter

7
Reading and
Writing Symbols
Typically, children learn oral counting and numbering skills before they
learn how to interpret, make, and use written representations of numbers
(e.g., Ginsburg, 1982). Written representations of numbers, such as 5, 12,
47, and 106, are called numerals (see Figure 7-1). This chapter will focus on
single-digit numerals: 1 to 9. Skills with multidigit numerals (e.g., 12, 47,
106, or 1,420) will be discussed in Chapter 10 along with other place-value
skills and concepts.
Verbal skills with numerals include numeral recognition and reading
numerals. Numeral recognition involves identifying the written form of a

Figure 7-1 Numbers or Numerals?

Should a teacher refer to a written number as A r?Vmhar or a
numeral? Technically, 7, for example, is not a number. It is a numeral

that represents the abstract concept, seven. Technically, 7 and
other numerals are labels or names for numbers. Other names for
(representation of) seven are 1111111 , 5 + 2, and 8 1. Purists
would insist that teachers use the technically correct terminology
numeral to refer to written numbers. Others (e.g., Ginsburg, 1982)
dismiss the distinction as unimportant. After all, children will tend to
call numerals numbers in any case.
I recommend a compromise. Teachers should make an effort
to use the terms number and numeral correctly so that children can
learn from their example. However, I would be willing to call, say, 7 a
number for the sake of clear communication (e.g., if a child were
puzzled by the term numeral).
160
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spoken number. This can be tested by reading a numeral to a child and
asking the child to pick the numeral from several chokes. Numeral reading
involves naming a written form. This can be tested by showing a child a
numeral and asking him or her what it is. Recognizing and reading numerals
not only lags behind but depends on a child's oral-counting skill. Basically,
children must learn which arbitrary written symbol represents the terms
"one" to "nine" in their oral-count sequence.
Graphic skills with numerals require children to make the written
forms of numbers and include copying numerals and writing numerals.
Copying involves showing a child a numeral and asking him or her to draw a
likeness of the model. Writing numerals involves reading a number to a child

and askln't him of ner to draw its symbol.
Recognizing numerals is a first step in the symbol recognition skills
required by school mathematics; child-en must also learn to identify the
operation signs (+, , X, 4-). In addition, children must learn to recognize
and use relational signs (symbols that denote important mathematical
relationships, such as = signifies "equals").

LEARNING

Verbal Skills with Numerals
Numeral Recognition
In order to recognize the one-digit numerals, a child must be able to
distinguish among the numerals. To do this, the child must know the
defining characteristics of each numeral: the component parts and how the
parts fit together to form a whole (Gibson and Levin, 1975). For example,

the component parts of 6 are a curved line and a single loop. These
component parts fit together in a particular way: The loop attaches at the
bottom and to the right of the curve, which faces to the right. The curved line
distinguishes a f) from numerals that contain only straight lines (1, 4, and 7).

The single loop distinguishes 6 from all other numerals except 9. The
relative position of the loop and the direction of the curve are the only
features that separate written !xes and nines.
Children sometimes confuse numerals with letters that share defining
characteristics (e.g., read 5 as S). They frequently confuse numerals that
share defining characteristics: 2 and 5 or 6 and 9. Many young children have
difficulty discriminating between 6 and 9 (e.g., read 6 as "9"), because these
numerals are similar except for the orientation of their parts. Reliably
labeling orientation or direction (e.g., "the loop of a nine is at the top left") is
a relatively difficult skill for young children to master. As a result, some
children continue to have difficulty distinguishing these numerals in first and

even second grade.
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Reading Numerals
Like numeral recognition, reading one-digit numerals requires children to
know the defining characteristics of the numerals. Unlike numeral recognition, reading numerals requires that children recall the verbal name for the

represented number. Thus, numeral reading is somewhat more difficult
than numeral recognition because children must remember verbal labels as
well as what the written forms of numbers look like. Many children learn to
distinguish among the single-digit numerals and thus learn to recognize and

read these numerals before kindergarten.

Graphic Skills with Numerals
Copying Numerals
In order to copy one-digit numerals, it would seem that all children need is
eye-hand and fine-motor coordination. Yet even after young children can
demonstrate these perceptual-motor skills, an ability to copy numerals is not
guaranteed. A child might repeatedly copy a five backwards: Z . What they

need is a systematic plan of execution: a motor plan for translating into
motor actions what 1.e or she sees (Kirk, 1981). A motor plan consists of a

set of rules. These rules specify where to start and how to proceed
(Goodnow and Levine, 1973). For example, to write a 7, children must
know they should start at the upper left, draw a horizontal line from left to
right, change direction, and make a diagonal line that ends up in the lower
left. Before or soon after they enter school, children typically either figure
out or are taught how to make numerals.
Without a motor plan, children will have difficulty properly forming a

numeraleven with a model numeral in front of them or with repeated
demonstrations. A common problem is starting off in the wrong direction.
For example, if a child starts to copy the "hat" of the five and goes from left to

right, the result is a backwards five: a . Even though he or she can see that
the numeral is backwards and incorrect, a child may continue to copy fives
backwards. The error wi:1 persist if the child does not recognize how to
correct the incorrect motor plan.
Various difficulties can arise from an inaccurate or incomplete motor
plan. Some children mimic the reading process by consistently drawing
from left to right. As a result, such children regularly reverse fives ( t" ) and

nines ( p). Because their orientation is difficult to define, diagonals are
relatively difficult for young children to draw. When copying diagonals,
young children often have difficulty in reproducing the direction of the
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model diagonal (e.g., / is incorrectly copied as I

,

\

, or

). Common

copying errors with sevens then, are the absence of a diagonal ( 1 ) or a
misdirected diagonal ( 1 ). Eights are relatively difficult to copy because of

the relatively sophisticated preplanning required to make the numeral.
Many errors are due to the unsophisticated motor plans children use to copy
numerals. For example, instead of a motor plan that is executed in a single

motion, younger children tend to copy numerals by drawing the parts
separately. If this is not done carefully in a preplanned manner, the child
may not put the parts into a proper and recognizable part-whole relationship

(e.g., copy 7 as 1 or 9 as ? ).
Writing Numerals
Like copying numerals, writing one-digit numerals requires that children
have a motor plan to direct the writing process. Unlike copying numerals,
writing numerals must be done without model numerals presentwithout
any clues as to their appearance.Thus, children must remember (1) what the
written form looks like (the defining characteristics of a numeral) as well as
(2) the step-by-step plan for translating this mental image into motor actions
(the motor plan for the numeral).
Because it requires that children not only know what a numeral looks
like but have a motor plan that directs the writing process, writing single-digit
numerals lags behind recognizing and reading numerals. The typical grade

level and developmental order for verbal and graphic skills with numerals
are summarized in Table 7-1.

Symbol Recognition
Operation Signs
With minimal training, children typically learn to recognize the + sign,
sign, and X sign. However, sometimes a child does poorly on written
assignments because he or she does not know the sign for an arithmetic

operation. For example, a child may know how to subtract (at least
informally) but not know what the written symbol "" means. As a result,
instead of subtracting, the pupil may use the familiar operation of addition.

Relational Signs
Children must also learn to read and write commonly used symbols such as
-.= (equals), $ (not equals), > (greater than), and < (less than). The = sign
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Table 7-1 Sequence of Numeral Skills and Symbol Recognition Skills by Grade Level and
Developmental Order

Symbol Recognition
Level
PK

Verbal Skills
with Numerals

Graphic Skills
with Numerals

Recognition of
one-digit
numerals
Reading onedigit numerals

11

Copying onedigit numerals
Writing onedigit numerals

K

Sgns

Relational
Signs

IMMEM

MOWED

iIM

MOWED

mi

MOWED

.....

MOWED

Operations

= and 0

1

sign
11

4111111

4111M

> and <
sign

filala

2
3

filala

+ sign

.MR0

- sign

MOWED

INIMIS

MOWED

X sign

and 0 sign usually cause little problem The > sign and <sign are the source
of much confusion, because it is difficult for children to remember which

symbol represents more than and which represents less than. Note that
these symbols have the same defining characteristics except one: (left-right)
orientation.

INSTRUCTION

Verbal Skills with Numerals
Recognition of One-Digit Numerals

First ensure that a child has mastered counting by ones from 1 to 10.
Remedial efforts should then focus on pointing out the numerals' defining

characteristics: the component parts and how they fit together. It may
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facilitate learning to have the child describe the component parts and the
part-whole relationships. If the child has not mastered the vocabulary that
describes defining characteristics (e.g., top, bottom, right, and left), this
deficiency should be remedied first. To some extent, a vocabulary deficiency
can be circumvented. For example, for right-handed children, "toward your
pencil hand" can be substituted for "right" and "toward your free hand" for
left. Or, use easily identifiable pictures on the child's paper to identify
position (e.g., see Figure 7-2). Note that easily confused ri nerals, such as 6
and 9 or 2 and 5, should be taught together. By placing the numerals side by
side and explicitly noting how they differ, the child has a better chance of
learning the features that distinguish the numerals.
Various games (Examples 7-1 through 7-7) for fostering recognition
of numerals 1 to 9 are listed below.

Figure 7-2 Copying Paper with Pictures to Help Identify Position
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Number-List Race

Grade Level: PK or K.
Participants: Two to five or two teams of a few each.

Materials: Number list 1 to 9, number-pattern cards, miniature
cars (see below).

Procedure: Have each player pick a number-pattern card. Tell
them (basic version) or have them count (advanced version) the
number of dots on the card. Each player am then move his or her
car to the number on the number list indicated bythecard.Thechild
whose car is further along the number list wins.

Example 7-2 Find the Number

Grade Level: PK or K.
Participants: One to five or two teams of a few each.
Materials: Number list 1 to 9 and sheath (see below).

8

i

Procedure: In random order, ask a child to uncover the numbers
1 to 9. If played as a competitive game, award a player (or team) for

each correct answer.
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Example 7-3 Clue Game

Grade Level: PK or K.

Participants: One.
Materials: Clue number-pattern cards and numeral cards 1 to 9.

0

6

4

I

9

5

8

3 7

Procedure: In the advanced version, put oat the nuns al cards in
random order. (This eliminates counting the numeral cards as a
means of identifying the correct numeral.) Say, "In the Clue Game,
you have to figure out what number I'm thinking about. Here's a
clue" ipoint to the number-pattern card]. If necessary, say, "Count
the dots to figure out the number I am thinking about." Then have
the child point to the correspondine numeral card. In the basic
version, put out the numeral cards in sequence (to make choosing
the correct numeral easier) and count the number-pattern cards for
the players. To practice larger numerals, include the appropriate
numeral cards.

Example 7-4 Bingo

Grade Level: PK or K.
Participants: Two or more.
Materials: Bingo board with iumerals 1 to 9, numeral cards 1 to
9, and colored markers (see beow).
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Q4
4,3

8

3

q

2

0

i

Procedure: Randomly call off numbers by drawing cards from a
shuffled deck of numeral cards. Players place colored markers on
their board on the appropriate square.The first player to get three in
a row wins.

Example 7-5 Number Race

Grade Level: PK or K.

Participants: Two to six.
Materials: Deck of number-pattern cards 1 to 9, deck of numeral
cards 1 to 9, and miniature race cars (see below).

ik.e--.1

/
tr,

/

q

2
S

Procedure: In order (basic version) or random order (advanced
version), put out the deck of numeral cards to make a track. A player
draws a number-pattern card and moves his or her car to the space

indicated. Whoever is closest to the finish line at the end of the
round is the winner.

1s0

Example 7-6 Score Keeping

Grade Level: PK or K.
Participants: Two or two teams.
Materials: Game materials and numerals (numeral cards or magnetic numerals) to keep score (see below).

Procedure: High-Low (with dice or cards) or any other game that
requires keeping score. State a score and ask a child to use
numeral cards or magnetic numerals to post the score.

Example 7-7 Number-Search Game

Grade Level: PK or K.
Participants: Two teams of one to four children each.
Materials: Nine 3" Y 5" cards, each ofwhich has a numeral 'I to 9
printed on it. Play money for prizes is optional.

Procedure: Say, "Let's play the Number-Search game. Here are
some cards with numbers on them. I'll put them out here so that you

.111

IIIIMENIMM1110,

7

1

4

1111
8

9

IMIIIIP
5

8
3
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can see." Then place the 3" X 5" cards before the child face up
either in order (basic version) or as shown above (advanced
version). Continue by saying, "I'll read you a number and if you can
point to the number I say, your taam wins a play dollar. The team
with the most money at the end of the game wins the game."

Reading One-Digit Numerals
Training should focus on helping children recognize the numerals: to learn

the defining characteristics of each numeral. Point out that, as with
identifying letters (e.g., b, d), orientation is very important in distinguishing

between numerals. If a child continues to confuse certain numerals with
other symbols (e.g., often reads 5 as S or confuses 6 and 9), point out how
the symbols differ. It may h ',.) to give children mnemonics (memot / aids) for

remembering distinguishing characteristics. For example, "Nine is bigger
than six; so when nine and six wrestle, nine always comes out on top. A
nine's loop is on the top then, and a six's loop is on the bottom."
Try a variety of games to practice numeral reading. Use cards with
numerals instead of dots for Animal Spots (described in Example 2-1),
Soccer (described in Example 4-4), and Cards More Than (described in
Example 5-7). Likewise, substitute numerals for dots on the cards used for
Moon Invaders, described in Example 6-3 of Baroody, 1987a. Several
additional games (Examples 7-8 through 7-10) are noted below. Continue
to use the games that work best with a chid.

Example 7-8 Zip Race

Grade Level: PK or K.
Participants: Two to six players.
Materials: "Zip-Race" Board (see below), two markers, and a
deck of numeral cards.

Procedure: Give the children their choice of marker color and
say, "In Zip Race, first we put our markers on Start. Then we read a
card with a number on it. The number tells us how far we can move
our marker. The player who goes the furthest wins. Let's see to what
space you can move your marker." On their turn, have the players
draw a card from the (shuff' xl) deck. As necessary, say, "Read this

number." After the child responds, help move the child's or your
marker to the appropriately numbered square on the board.
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5
It
L.3

3
Example 7-9 Tic Tac Toe

Grade Level: PK.

Participants: Two players.
Materials: Tic-tac-toe board, 0 markers, X markers, and numeral
cards 1 to 9 (see below).

x

1

0

7
111

======CI
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Procedure: Flip a coin or otherwise determine which player goes
first and who gets the Xs and Os. On their turn, players draw a
numeral card. If the numeral is read correctly, they place their
marker on the square of their choice. If necessary, pcInt out the
distinguishing characteristics of the numeral or help the child to
name the numeral. The game can be altered by numbering the
squares. A drawn numeral card indicates on what square a player
may place his or her marker.

Example 7-10 Car Race

Grade Love!: PK or K
Participants: Two to six.
Materials: Numeral cards 1 to 9, race track, and miniature cars
(see below).

Finish

5
I

Procedure: The players draw and read a numeral card to see how
many spaces to advance on their turn.
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Graphic Skills with Numerals
Copying OneDigit Numerals
If a child cannot identi numerals, work on this skill and copying numerals
can proceed hand in hand. Efforts in this case should focus on helping the
child to identify and remember the defining characteristics of the numeral. If
a child can identify but not copy a numeral, instruction should focus on
teaching the child a motor plan for the numeral.
Because directional terms such as right and left may be unfamiliar or
confusing to some children, pictures of common objects can be placed on
writing paper to facilitate in direction giving. The special writing paper
shown in Figure 7-3 is adapted from that suggested by Traub (1977). In

using the special writing paper to help children to learn the (defining
characteristics and) motor plan, first ensure recognition of the parts of the
special paper: They should be familiar with the names "top, middle, and

Figure 7-3 Writing Paper with Direction Cues

1 °5
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bottom line." If necessary, use the analogy: "The top line is the top of the
snowman's tophat; the bottom line is the ground (line); and the middle line is
the neck line of the snowman." Make sure the children can also successfully
identify the flag side (left side) and tree side (right side). Also check to see if

the child knows the concepts up, down, and across, because these
directional terms are common in the instructions. Note that if a child
consistently refers to the lines by other suitable names (e.g., calls the top line
"sky"), substitute the more familiar term.

After a child is familiar with the special writing paper, motor-plan
training can proceed using the following steps:
1. On the special writing paper, draw the numeral while describing
the motor plan. An example of a motor plan for each numeral is
detailed in Figure 7-4.

2. After describing and demonstrating the motor plan, define the
starting point by drawing a dot.
3. Talk the child through the process (i.e., have the child execute
eeth step of the plan as you present it). Provide feedback and
correction as necessary.
4. If the child experiences difficulty, place the child's hand over yours
and write the numeral as you describe its motor plan. Then place
your hand over the child's and guide the child's writing as you talk

through the motor plan. (These hand-over-hand techniques can
lye used until the child can copy the numeral; independently.)

5. Encourage the child to verbalize that motor plan as he or she
copies a model numeral.
Figure 7-4 Motor Plans for the Numerals 1 to 9
The numerals are presented in the following order so that instruction

builds on previous learning. Easily confused numerals, such as 5
and 2 or 6 and 9 are taught one after the other so that differences in
their execution can be highlighted.

For the sake of completeness, the motor plans below are
rather detailed. Many children will not need such elaborate instructions. As long as the child has enough guidance to make the
numeral accurately, the simpler the motor plan the better.
1.

"One starts at the top line and drops straight down
to the bottom line (ground). It goes all the way to the
ground but not below it."
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7.

"Seven starts at the top line, walks along the top
line toward the tree side, stops, and then slides
down toward the bottom line and back toward the
flag side. Like the one, it goes all the way to the
ground but not below it."
Note that some children may lift the pencil
between the two strokes. This produces results like
4°1.1

Therefore, emphasize keeping the pencil in
contact with the paper.
4.

.

(1) "Four starts at the top line, drops straight down

to the middle line, stops, then walks along the
middle line toward the tree side, and stops. (2) Then
down to the ground, crossing the first line that goes

along the middle."
along the middle."

Note that it is important to emphasize the
stopping points for some children.
5.

(1) "Five starts at the top line, drops straight down
to the middle line, stops (like the four), and then
makes a big tummy towards the tree side that ends
up on the ground. (2) Five also has a hat. Go back to

the top line where you started, walk along the top
line toward the tree side, and stop."
2.
.

..

"Two starts below the top line (at the rim of the hat);
now it makes an ear by traveling up to the top line
toward the tree side, curving around all the way
down to the bottom line, stopping underneath where
it begins; and then it adds a tail bywalking along the

bottom line toward the tree side."
3.

"Three starts below the top line (at the rim of the hat

like the number two) and travels up to the top line
toward the tree side, touches the top line, makes a
tummy that rests on the middle line, makes a bigger
tummy toward the tree side that touches the bottom
line (ground), and curls up toward the flag side."
6.

"Six starts at the top line, curves down toward the
flag side until reaching the middle line, continues to

curve down but now toward the tree side until it
reaches the bottom line, and then makes a ball at
the bottom that touches the middle line before it
closes."
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Note that if a curve is too difficult, try a stick and

ball. Specifically: "Six starts at the top line, drops
straight down to the ground (just like the one), and
then adds a ball that comes up toward the tree side,
touches the middle line, and closes."
.

.

"Nine starts below the top line (at the rim of the hat),

.

,

makes a ball above the middle line that first goes
toward the flag side and returns to the start, and
then curves down toward the tree side until it

..

reaches the bottom line (ground). So six has a ball at

the bottom that faces the tree side, and nine has a
ball at the top that faces the flag side."
Note that if a curve is too difficult, use a ball and
stick approach. Specifically: "Nine starts below the
top line (at the rim of the hat), makes a ball above the
middle line that first comes toward the flag side and

then returns to the start. Now, from where you
started, a line drops straight down to the bottom
line (ground)."
. .

8.

.

"Eight starts at the top line and it makes a small
belly that goes down to the middle line and faces

.

the flag side. Without lifting the pencil, make another

belly that goes from the middle line to the bottom

line and faces the tree side. Without lifting the

.

.

pencil, make yet another belly that goes from the
bottom line to the middle line and faces the flag
side. Without lifting the pencil, make one final belly
that goes from the middle line back to the start are
faces the tree side."
Note that if making one continuous motion is
too difficult, use a simpler motor plan that involves
making two circles one on top of the other. Specifically: "Eight starts at the top line, and it makes a
ball that touches the middle line and then closes.
Then it makes a second ball (circle) that touches the
first one at the middle line, travels all the way down
to the ground, and finishes by closing. (It looks like a
snowman).

Note that some children make the bottom
circle considerably smaller than the top. The snowman image sometimes helps.
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Listed below in order of relative difficulty are a number of tracing and
copying activities.

1. Trace finger over sandpaper or felt numerals.
2. Trace numerals with magic markers.

3. Connect the dots that are gradually faded out (see Figure 7-5
below).

4. Copy the numerals in sand or with finger paints using a
finger.

5. Make clay copies of numerals.

6. Copy a numeral with a magic marker or colored chalk.

Games such as Fishing for Numbers (Example 7-11) and the
Target Game (Example 7-12) can also provide copying practice.

Figure 7-5 Exercise in Which the Numeral 9 Is Faded-Out

1 8;)
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Fishing for Numbers

Grade Level: PK or K.
Participants: One or several.
Materials: Four fish cutouts each with a numeral and a hole by
which the fish can be hooked, pole with string and paper-clip hook,
barrier and "fishing card" (see figure).

Procedure: Say, "Behind this barrier are number fish. Use this
pole to see what number fish you can catch" (see Frame A). Either
attach a number fish yourself or have a helper who is sitting bshind

the barrier attach one. Give the line a yank and say, "There's
something on your line. Reel it in, and let's see what you have
caught." Unhook the number fish, place it next to a square or the
"Fishing Card" (see Frame B) and say, "So that we can remember
what number fish you caught, let's write the number fish's number
here on your fishing card." After the child has finished copying the
numeral of the number fish, put the number fish aside and out of
sight. Repeat this procedure for the remaining number fish.

A.

String
Pole

Plasticcoated
paper clip

-.-- Barrier

Cardboard fish with hole
and numeral
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Alternative: Use magnetic plastic numerals and tie a magnet to
the pole.
B.

It is important to remember that the practice provided by these tracing

and copying exercises is notin many casesenough in itself to foster
numeral-writing mastery. It is important that these activities be accompanied

by descriptions of the defining characteristics and/or the motor plan. For
example, if a child is having difficulty learning to copy numerals, one
method that may be helpful is Follow Me. Using tracing paper with fading
dots, the teacher traces the numeral with a marker while describing the stepby-step motor plan. The child follows the teacher's marker with a pencil. To
the extent possible, have the child keep his or her pencil point in contact with
the guiding marker.

Writing One-Digit Numerals
if a child is deficient in recognizing and/or copying, then remedial efforts
should first focus on these skills. Once a child begins to copy a numeral
successfully, begin writing training. That is, have the child try to write the
numeral without a model in view. Continue to practice copying as needed,
but fade out copying practice in favor of writing training as quickly as the
child can handle it. If a child can recognize and copy a numeral, training can
begin directly with remedying the writing deficiency. Taking into account
individual needs, numeral-writing instruction can proceed in the sequence

19i
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Example 7-12 Target Game

Grade Level: K.

Participants: One to six.
Materials: A target (such as the one shown below) that is either

flat on the ground or hung against the wall, and a supply of
projectiles (e.g., plastic checkers) or darts with suction cups.

Yellow
Red

White

Carly e

55
Yellow

3 3 -3 .3

1.2 2. .........

=

5

Red =

3

White =

2

Procedure: A player throws the projectiles at the target. Each
color band on the target is assigned a value (e.g., white = 2, red = 3,
and yellow = 5). The child then records the results of his or her turn

on a score sheet (e.g., in the figure, the child hit the yellow band
twice, so two fives were recorded). After all the scores are recorded,

the total score can be tallied by the teacher.
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indicated in Figure 7-4. Writing training should focus on providing children
an explicit motor plan fcr each numeral (see Figure 7-4). Encourage the
child to describe the essence of the motor plan before and during practice.

Have the child write numerals in the air with broad strokes as he or she
describes the steps of the motor plan. By talking themselves through the
steps required by the task, children should more readily internalize the
motor plan for each numeral.
To make numeral-writing practice more interesting, use any game that
requires a child to keep score. For example, if a child needs to practice the
numeral 3, play Soccer (see Example 4-4) and make every goal worth 3
points. Likewise, with bowling games (the Strike Game described in

Example 3-7 or the Strike-and-Spare Game described in Example
3-17), a strike can be defined arbitrarily as any number of points. For
instance, if a child needed to practice writing fives, a strike could be worth 5

points. The Target Game, described in Example 7-12, can be easily
adapted for this purpose. Simply remove the Point Chart and verbally
define what each ring is worth. Games for general practice are listec' here
(Examples 7-13 and 7-14).

Example 7-13 Pick-Up

Grade Level: K.

Participants: Two to six.
Materials: Deck of pick-up cards (index cards with 1 to 9 dots),
pencil, and paper for score sheet.
Procedure: Say, "This game is called Pick-Up. We'll pu; this deck
of cards face down on the table. When it's your turn, you pick a card

from the deck. The number of dots on the card is the number of
points you get. We'll keep score and if you get the most points, you
win the game." After drawing a card on their turn, some children, in
the beginning, may need the prompt: "How many dots do you have
on your card?" Make sure the child counts correctly. If necessary,
say, "I see you have x dots on your card." Then continue with, "You
get x points. Write x on your score sheet." Continue the game for
two to five rounds. After completing the task, say, "Let's add up your
scores. Use a hand-held calculator, abacus, tallies, or whatever to
sum the score.
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Example 7-14 Break-Out

Grade Level: K.

Participants: One to four players.
Materials: Cards with dots 1 to 9, cowboy figure, block, pencil
and paper.

Procedure: Set up cards dot side down to form a "wall." Tell the
player(s) that the cowboy is trapped on one side of the wall and has
to "escape" to the other. A player tosses a block against the "wall"

of cards. If the block lands on a card, turn the card over and
announce, "You get n (number of dots on the card) points." Then
have the child record the number on a score sheet. Continue until
all the cards are turned over. Use a hand calculator to tally the final
score.

Symbol Recognition
Recognition of the +, , X, =, 76, >, and < Signs
First ensure that a child has an informal understanding of the concept
rep esented: an incrementing view of addition (+); a take-away concept of
subtraction (); a repeated-addition-of-like-terms notion (X); same number and gross and fine comparisons of more (=, 0, >), and gloss and fine

comparisons of less (<). Mnemonics (memory aids) may help some
children to associate c mectly symbols with informal concepts. The plus sign
can be thought of as two sticks that have been joined. With the minus sign,

one of the sticks has been removed. The times sign is the plus on its side
(multiplication is related to addition). The equals sign is two lines that are the

same. This analogy can foster the correct "relational" interpretation of
equals (see Chapter 8).
A memory aid for the greater-than and lesser-than signs is especially
important because they are so similar In appearance. One analogy that can
be used is that the small number goes on the small side of the sign and the
large number on the large side. For >, the small end faces the right, so a
small number goes on the right. Because a large number goes on the left, the

expression must be read: "(Big number) is more (greater) than (small
number)." For <, the small end (number) is left, so the expression is read:

"(Small number) is less than (big number)." Wynroth (1986) suggests
another analogy: Cookie Monster's mouth is always opened toward the
larger number of cookies.
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SUMMARY
Learning to work with written representations of numbers (numerals)
should build upon children's oral- and object-counting experience and
entails acquiring whole new sets of skills. Recognizing numerals and naming

(reading) numerals each requires learning the defining characteristics of
each number symbol. Instruction, especially for easily confused numerals
such as 6 and 9, should focus on how the symbols differ. Writing numerals
involves yearning a motor plan: a step-by-step guide for translating the
mental image of a numeral into motor actions. Even copying numerals from
a model is difficult if a child lacks a motor plan. As with recognizing
numerals, recognition of operation signs and relational signs depends upon
learning the defining characteristics of these symbols.

Chapter

8
Concepts and
Their Formal
Representations
Recognizing, reading, and writing symbols (discussed in the last chapter) are

necessary skills for the more important objective of using formal representations. For example, children must learn to complete number sentences,
which are expressions that summarize ba-ic mathematical relationships or
2 + 1=
characteristics of arithmetic operations, such as 3 3, 3 0
3. Mathematical symbols are conventions for representing
and 2 +
mathematical ideas. They are socially agreed-upon, shorthand devices for

precisely storing and communicating information about mathematical
properties and relationships. To use and apply mathematical symbols
effectively, children must understand the ideas or processes that the
symbols represent.
Children's informal counting experiences (discussed in Chapters 3, 4,
and 5) provide a basis for interpreting and usingprearithmetic symbols (e.g.,

the numeral 7 or the number sentences: 7 = 7, 7 0 8, 7 < 8, 7 > 6) in a
meaningful manner. Children's informal arithmetic (discussed in Chapter 6)

provides the basis for interpreting and using common arithmetic expressions, familiar number sentences, such as 7 + 2 = ? or +2. Children's

informal arithmetic also serves as the groundwork for learning the basic
arithmetic concepts taught in primary curricula. The formal representations
of some concepts are relatively unfamiliar t children, The (relatively)
unfamiliar number sentence 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 = ; X 4, for example, embodies
a key relationship between addition and multiplication: Multiplication can
be thought of as the repeated addition of 'Ake terms. This chapter will discuss

the learning and teaching of a number :.)f key mathematical concepts and
their formal representations.
1114
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Prearithmetic Symbols
Most children just beginning school have some success representing or
naming a single set (cardinal value), informally (e.g., with tallies) or even
formally (with numerals) (Allardice, 1977; Sinclair and Sinclair, 1986). For
example, if shown four buttons and asked to show on paper "how many
things there are," kindergartners will typically make four tally marks (I I I I)
or write the numeral 4.
The mathematical meaning of = is quite elusive for children. Because
of the way it is commonly presented in such arithmetic expressions as 5 + 3

= ?, children tend to interpret = as an "operator" symbolas meaning
"adds up to" or "produces" (e.g., Baroody and Ginsburg, 1983; Behr,
Erlwanger, and Nichols, 1980). Because children interpret = as an operator
symbol, they think that such expressions as 8 = 8 and 9 = 9 are incorrect.
After all, how can eight add up to or produce eigl .! A common reaction to
expressions like 8 = 8 is: "Something is missing. They forgot to tell you what
was added to the 8. It should be eight plus zero equals eight." Actually, =
denotes an equivalence relationship ("the same number as"). Thus, 8 = 8 is
mathematically correct and means eight is the same number as eight. The

symbol 0 represents an inequivalence relationship. For example, 8 0 9
means eight is "not the same number as" nine.
Most children just beginning school have difficulty representing
relations between sets (e.g., magnitude relationships) and specified orders
(ordinal relations). For instance, when asked to represent how two sets such
as five marbles and three marbles compared in number (relative magnitude),
young children typically just represented the larger quantity. When asked to
show the cyder in which a frog jumped from one rock to a second and then to

a third, most young children simply drew three rocks in a rowfailing to
present information about the order in which the frog jumped from rock to
rock (Allardice, 1977).

Familiar Number Sentences
Children assimilate formal arithmetic expressions in terms of their informal

arithmetic knowledge (e.g., Ginsburg, 1982; Hiebert, 1984). Children
interpret symbolic addition expressions such as 2 + 5 = ? in terms of their
informal incrementing view of addition: "Two and five more" (Baroody and

Gannon, 1984; Weaver, 1982). Thus when asked to solve such number
sentences, they use an incrementing (counting) strategy (e.g., "one, two,
three is one more, four is two more, five is three more"). Likewise, children
tend to assimilate symbolic subtraction such as 6 2 = ? in terms of their
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informal take-away concept and use a counting down strategy to solve the
dCerence (e.g., Baroody, 1984b; Carpenter and Moser, 1982).
If a child does not see the connection between the formal symbolism
and their informal concepts and strategies, then he or she does not have a
basis for understanding and solving their written arithmetic work. Such a
child may not comprehend formal expressions like 2 + 5 = ? or 6 2 = ?
and perform very poorly on written arithmetic assignments. (Given verbally
presented word problems with the identical terms, the same child may well
compute the correct answer to these problems.)
Young children may have trouble representing addition and subtraction
transformations. For example, asked to represent the story of a boy who had
three marbles and then bought two more, young children have a tendency

to simply record the sum. They make no effort to preserve information
about the initial state (three marbles) or the transformation (the addition of
two marbles).
Children often assimilate symbolic multiplication expressions such as

5 X 3 = ? to their informal notion of repeated addition of like sets. This
enables a child to solve such expressions by means of an informal procedure
(e.g., using known addition facts, skip counting, or counting-on) well before

they have mastered the multiplication facts.

Arithmetic Concepts
Because children tend to interpret = as an operator symbol, they view
(relatively) unfamiliar arithmetic expressions such as 8 = 5 + 3, 5 + 3 = 4 +

4, or 5 + 3 = 9 1 as incorrect. How can eight add up or produce 5 + 3!
Children who understand that = also means the "same number as" are
more comfortable with such expressions. Because a relational meaning of
equals (equals is the same number as) is not emphasized in elementary
school, many students hold on to an operator view of equals well into high
school and even college (e.g., Byers and Herscovics, 1977; Kieran, 1980).
Because they view them as very different problem3, it is a surprise to

many children that 5 + 3 has the same-sum-as, say, 4 + 4 or 7 + 1
(Baroody, 1987a). Indeed, because they informally view addition as an
incrementing process, children initially do not realize that addition is
commutative (Baroody and Gannon, 1984). For example, because they
interpret 5 + 3 as five and three more and 3 + 5 as three and five more (as
different problems) and do not know their sums, children naturally assume
the combinations will have different answers. By the end of first grade,
however, most children spontaneously discover that the order of the
addends does not affect the sum (Barovdy, Ginsburg, and Waxman, 1983).
That is, from computational experience and reflection, they recognize the
commutativity of addition.
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At a very young age, children learn that addition and subtraction are
related (inverse) operations (e.g., Gelman, 1972). Even preschoolers know
that the addition of one can be undone by taking one away and vice versa
(e.g., three cookies and one more is four but if one is removed we are back
where we started: three). Later, children learn that this inverse relationship
also applies to the addition and subtraction of larger numbers (e.g., Gelman,
1977). A general addition-subtraction inverse principle entails understanding that the addition of any n can be undone by the subtraction of n and
vice versa. This principle provides the underlying rationale for a checking
procedure sometimes taught for subtraction (e.g., the difference of 17 9
should, when 9 is added, produce the original amount 17).
The discovery of same-sum-as and commutativity are steps toward a
formal conception of addition. Formally, addition is defined as the union of
sets. This conceptualization of addition is reflected in joining word problems
like the one below:
Miss Natalie's class had 12 boys and 14 girls. How many children did
her class have altogether?

The differences between this more abstract formal conceptualization
of addition and children's more concrete (incrementing) view are subtle
but not unimportant. Psychologically, 12 + 14 and 14 + 12 imply different
situationsand are different problems (Kaput, 1979). It is one thing to start
with, for example, 12 marbles and to buy 14 more as opposed to starting
with 14 and buying 12 more. Mathematically, the distinction between 12 +
14 and 14 + 12 is unimportant (Kaput, 1979). The terms 14 and 12 are
subclasses that can be combined to form a class (26). The order in which
they are combined is unimportant; 12 + 14 and 14 + 12 are equivalent.

A real grasp of the union-of-sets concepts (formal addition), then,
entails an understanding of part-part-whole relationships (Piaget, 1965a).
For example, with the expression 12 + 14 = 26,12 and 14 are the parts that
form the (larger) whose 26. The elaboration of this part-part-whole concept
is a key developmental aspect in the primary years (Resnick, 1983). This is
discussed further below.
In time, children extend their grasp of part-part-whole relationships
(and their understanding of formal addition). In particular, they learn that
the order in which terms like 1, 2, 3 are grouped is irrelevant to the outcome.
Associativity of addition implies that, for example, the sum of 1 + 2 + 3 = ?
is the same whether 3 is added to the sum of 1 and 2 or 1 is added to the sum
of 2 and 3: (1 + 2) + 3 =1 + (2 + 3). Like commutativity, the associativity is
an important property of the operation of (formal) addition.
A key application of the part-part-whole concept is reasoning about
situations in which there is a missing part. Research (e.g., Riley, Greeno, and
Heller, 1983) indicates that as early as the first grade, some children have
sufficient command of part-part-whole relationships that they can reason
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out problems in which the amount added is unknown (missing-addend
problems) such as:
Joey had I' -ee marbles. He bought some more marbles at the store.
Now he has five marbles. How many marbles did he buy at the store?
More difficult for children are missing-augend problems in which the initial

amount is missing (Briars and Larkin, 1984; Riley, Greeno, and Heller,
1983):
Joey had some marbles. He bought three marbles at the store. Now he
has five marbles. How many did he begin with?

Children often figure out both types of missing-part problems by counting

up (e.g., in the problems above: "three, four is one more, five is two
more").
Children's natural tendency to interpret expressions such as 5 3 = ?
as five take away three is often reinforced in school by referring to such
expressions as take-away problems. Actually, such subtraction expressions

have several meanings. Another meaning is additive-subtraction: Subtraction is missing-part addition. For instance, the expression 5 3 = ? can
be thought of as: What must be added to three to make five? (What is the
missing part that must be added to the given part, three, to make the whole,
five?) A word problem that illustrates this addition-subtraction meaning is:

Margaret has five points and Fred has three. How many points does
Fred need to score to catch up to Margaret?
At first, children often concretely model such problems by adding on
(e.g., Carpenter and Moser, 1983). For example, they produce three objects
and then add objects and count the result until they get to five. The number
of objects added is given as their answer. Later, they solve such problems by
counting up. Even later, children reason out such problems by using known
addition combinations (e.g., three plus . . . two is five).

Subtraction can also have a comparative or difference meaning. A
word problem that captures this meaning is:
Margaret has five points and Fred has three. How many more points
does Margaret have than Fred?

At first, children concretely model and solve such problems by
matching sets. For the problem above, a child would produce a set of five
and then one of three in one to one correspondence. The (two) unmatched
items indicate the answer. Later, children use a counting up strategy to
compute differences.

Though they realize that addition is commutative, children do not
necessarily realize that two factors have the same product despite the order
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in which they appear (e.g., both 6 X 3 and 3 X 6 produce 18). When it comes
to multiplication, children by and large have to rediscoveror relearn that the

order of the : :rms does not affect the outcome. Once the operation is
introduced, though, children usually recognize the commutativity of
multiplication quickly.

Unfamiliar Number Sentences
Though children usually have little difficulty interpreting familiar arithmetic

sentences, such as 5 + 3 = ? or 8 5 = ?, the same may not be true for
relatively unfamiliar arithmetic sentences like 5 + ? = 8 (e.g., Weaver,
1973). Unfamiliar number sentences express mathematical relationships
such as:
Children typically identify a number (a concept of the quantity
seven) with the numeral used to designate it (in this case the numeral
7). Actually, the numeral 7 is but one name or label for the number
seven. Seven could also be labeled 6 + 1 or 7 + 0. It also goes by the

name of 5 + 2 and 8

1. In other words, there are many other

names for a number. This idea is captured by expressions such as 7

= 6 + 1, 4 + 3 = 5 + 2, and 1 + 6 = 8

1.

Commutativity of addition can be represented formally by the
expression 5 + 3 = 3 + 5. The principle can be represented more
generally (algebraically) by the expression a + b = b + a.

The addition-subtraction inverse principle can be represented by
the examples 5 + 3 3 = 5 or 5 3 + 3 = 5 and algebraically as a+
b

b = a cr a

b + b = a.

The associativity of addition can be illustrated symbolically by
expressions like (1 + 2) + 3 = 1 + (2 + 3). The principle can be
represented more generally by the algebraic expression (a + b) + c

= a + (b + c).
Missing-addend word problems (like the first story about Joey
described above in which the amount added is unknown) can be
expressed in terms of a missing-addend number sentence: a +? =c
(e.g., 3 + ? = 5). Note that an expression such as 3 + ? = 5 actually
summarizes an infinite number of specific stories that have the same
numerical relationships. For instance, it also represents:

Tyrone has a bag of five blue and red marbles. Three are blue and
the rest are red. How many red marbles does Tyrone have?

Missing-augend word problems (like the second story about Joey
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described above in which the original amount is unknown) can be
expressed in terms of a missing-augend number sentence: ? + b = c

(e.g., ? + 3 = 5).

The fact that multiplication can be thought of as the repeated
addition of like terms is captured in such symbolic expressions as 5

X 3 = 5 + 5 + 5 (equivalent + and X number sentences). More
'!stractly, any number times 3 can be expressed a +a +a =a X 3.
Table 8-1 outlines a suggested sequence of basic concepts and their
representation, which is based, in part, on developmental research and
current practice.

INSTRUCTION
In general, instruction should cultivate an understanding of number and
arithmetic concepts first and then introduce the formal representation of
these ideas. Prearithmetic symbols (e.g., 7 > 6) and familiar arithmetic
sentences (e.g., 5 + 3 = ?) should be related or connected to children's
informal mathematics. An understanding of new arithmetic concepts should
be built up out of informal or counting-based experiences. By relating it to

this more concrete experience (e.g., by connecting 5 + 3 = 3 + 5 to
children's knowledge of commutativity), unfamiliar number sentences can

be made sensible to children. Translating word problems into number
sentences and vice versa are important devices for fostering meaningful use
of mathematical symbols.

Prearithmetic Symbols
Cardinal Value
First ensure that a child ha mastered prerequisite concepts and skills (e.g.,
enumeration of sets, cardinality rule, and identity-conservation and orderirrelevance principles). Recognition of sets 1 to 3 and production of sets 1 to
5 would make for a more solid base but are not essential.
As a transition from informal to formal representations of numbers, a

die or cards with both dots and numerals (see Figure 8-1) can be used
before introducing numeral die or cards. Combination dot-and-numeral die

or cards can be used to play games such as Number-Aker Dominoes
(Example 3-18), Soccer (Example 4-4), and Cards More Than (Example

5-7).
Helping children learn how to interpret and use numerals should go
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Table 8-1 Suggested Sequence of Concepts and Their Representations by Grade Level

Level
K
1

Prearlthmetic
Symbols

Familiar
Number
Sentences

Arithmetic
Concepts

Cardinal value
Equivalence and
inequivalence
relationships
Magnitude
re!ationships
Ordinal
relationships

Unfamiliar
Number
Sentences

MINM

41M

-

WIIMO

Same-sum-as and
Commutativity of

addition
Symbolic
addition

Union of sots and
Part-part-whole

-

Symbolic
subtraction

Additionsubtraction
inverse
Associativity
of addition
Missing part

2

Additionsubtraction
inverse
Missing addend

Additivesubtraction and
Difference
Other names for a
number and
Commutativity of
addition
Associativity of
addition
Missing augend

3
Symbolic
multipiication
11.

Commutativity
of multiplication

Equivalent +

=NMI

and X
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Die with Both Dots and Numerals

4

hand in hand with their training on recognizing, reading, and writing
numerals. The following games, described in Chapter 7, can help children
connect numerals (formal cardinal representations) with concrete examples
(informal understanding): Numeral-Liet Race, Clue Game, and Number

Race (Examples 7-1,7-3, and 7-5).
In addition to recognizing and understanding the meaning of specific

symbols, use of symbols entails understanding that mathematical expressions are conventions for expressing mathematical ideasa communication fool. Young children may need help learning the purpons of
(formal) symbols. Specifically, they need to realize that mathematical
symbols are convenient, if not necessary, shorthand devices for precisely
storing and communicating information about mathematical properties and
relationships. Children; just entering school need the social knowledge and
experienc: that will allow them to use written representations to communicate to others effectively. They need to know when and how to use
symbols to get mathematical ideas across to others. For example, children

must learn that what they put down on paper does not automatically
communicate what they mean. It is important to take the perspective of the
symbol reader.

Because most children can already use telies and numerals to
represent sets, exercises that involve the storing and communicating of
cardinal information is a good starting point for teaching children the value
of recording information (information is not lost because of, say, forgetting)
and using formal symbols (numerals are easier to use than tally marks or

drawings) (Hiebert, 1984). For example, in Grapevine, the teacher
whispers a number to the first child in a chain, who records the number. The
child then whispers the number to the next child, the second child whispers
the number to the third child, and so forth. The last child reports the number

that he or she heard, and the report is compared to the original number.
Very often the oral communications will be distorted, and the wrong number

will be reported. To dramatize this point, repeat the activity a number of
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times and note the number of "miscommunications." The process can then
be repeated using written representations. With children who can write the
numerals, the teacher tells the first child in a chain a number. The child
records the appropriate numeral and shows it to the next child. The second
child records the, number and shows it to the third child, and so forth. The
last child then compares the numeral he or she has recorded with that of the
first child. The relative precision of written and oral communication can then
be discussed. If desired, the activity involving numerals can be repeated a
number of times so that the number of miscommunications using numerals
can be compared to that resulting from oral communication. To demonstrate
the advantage of formal symbols over informal ones, repeat the process w!til
tallies.
Exercises that involve Egyptian hieroglyphics are an ideal vehide for

(1) bridging concrete and abstract representations of number and (2)
helping children to see that formal symbols serve as a shortcut for
communicating mathematical ideas. The exercise in Example 8-1 illustrates
how the ancient Egyptians represented sets 1 to 9 with tallies. This system is
basically the same as children's own informal tally method for representing

sets. By asking children to translate Egyptian hieroglyphics into Arabic
numerals (as Exercise A and Question 1 of Exercise B in Example 8-1
require), children can see the connection between their informal tallying
system and the formal representation of numerals. By translating Arabic
numerals into Egyptian hieroglyphics (as Question 2 in Exercise B of
Example 8-1 requires), children again can relate formal symbols to their
informal knowledge of numbers.

Phampis 8-1 Representing One to Nine with Egyptian Hieroglyphics and
Arabic Numerols

Exercise A
The ancient Egyptians used a number system that is like our own
(Arabic system) in some ways and in other ways is very different.
The Egyptians used ri 'lures (hieroglyphics) to represent numbers.
Hieroglyphics of Ancient Egypt

Our Arabic Numerals
1

A

2

AA

3

HA
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1. Tut took out his marbles to play and put them in a row:

0

00 00

To help him keep track of his marbles, Tut decided to
record how many he had.
a. Using hieroglyphics, note below how many marbles Tut
had.

b. How would we write this number of marbles?

2. Tut liked the idea of keeping a record so much, he decided
to write down how many of each toy he had. For each toy,
write down how Tut would have written in Egyptian hieroglyphics and what we would write today.

11.
Toy

Egyptian Hieroglyphics

Our (Arabic) Numerals

(blocks)

b. A A& 46, bi AAAA
(toy pyramids)

0. 00000000
(toy diamonds)

Exercise B
1. Pretend that a pharaoh (ancient Egyptian king) has appointed you as his tax collector and keeper of records.
Translate the following tax record written in Egyptian
hieroglyphics into our (Arabic) numbers.
a. Ace Reed Products, Inc.
b. Block Haulers, Inc.
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c. Cultured Cats, Inc.

AI III

d. Durable Salves, Inc.

IA AM

2. The following merchants received tax bills. Translate how
much they owe into Egyptian hieroglyphics.
Merchant

Tax Owed

a. Ace Reed Products, Inc.
b. Block Haulers, Inc,
c. Cultured Cats, Inc.
d. Durable Salves, Inc.

9
6
8
7

Egyptian
Hieroglyphics

In follow-up discussions of the exercise, ask the children to compare
the advantages and disadvantages of each symbol system. Some children
may prefer the Egyptian hieroglyphics because the tally system more
directly models the sets of objects it represents. It is semiconcrete (more
concrete than our Arabic numeral system). Moreover, it is a simpler system
in that only a single symbol is used to represent all the numberslto9. Thus
learning to write numbers is easier with Egyptian hieroglyphics than it is with

Arabic numerals, in which nine different symbols must be learned. An
advantage of Arabic numerals is their compactness. For example, wrliing a9
is considerably easier than making nine tallies.

Equivalence and Inequlvalence Relationships
First ensure that a child has mastered prerequisite competencies, particularly

same number 1 to 5. Matching sets is not necessary.
Introducing the symbols during prearithmetic instruction can help
children master an accurate meaning of = as the same as and 0 as not the
same as. Use of these symbols can first be illustrated with sets. For example,
a teacher can note that drawing in an equal sign between two groups of ob-

0 000 ) means one group has the same number as the

jects (e.g., c? =

other. To make the point, use small sets that children can readily re( gnize

or count. Illustrate 0 in a similar way (e.g., 0°0

00000 ). Exercise A of

Example 8-2 illustrates an ex- 'cise that provides practice in using = and 0.
Exercise B introduces the lesson without examples and thus requires
children to remember that = denotes equals and 0 represents not equals.
Exercises that involve numerals (such as Exercise C) can then be introduced
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Example 8-2 Exercises for Introducing = and0Symbols

Exercise A
For each box below, put in an = or 0 sign.

0

ri

Example 2

0

El

1

o
00

El

000

2

00

0

000

3

00
00

El

0000

4

000

0

00

5

0oo

oo

El

0000

6

00

Ei

0

o

0
0
0
00 0

7

00
00

8
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00

Example 1

00
0

ri

o
o

9

oo

10

000

El

0
0

El
2oc

0
0

00
o o

ooo
00
000

Exercise B
For each box below, put in an = or Osign.

1

o
00

2

00
00

3

oo

000

i]

00

El

000

000

5

00
0 0 0

Ei

8

00

0

00000

8

00

Ei

o
o
o
Oo 0

00
0

9

0

00

Ell

10

0
000
0

El

0

0000

oo 0

00
0

o

o 0
o

4

7

o

°o°
0
00
00
0
00

2 0:)
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Exercise C
For each box below, put In an = or 4 sign.
1.

7

El

7

2.

8

El

6

3.

9

El

9

4.

5

El

6

5.

7

El

9

Magnitude Relationships
First ensure that a child has mastered prerequisite concepts and skills,

particularly gross comparisons of more and less 1 to 10, and fine
comparisons of more and less 1 to 10.
The > and < signs can he introduced as a shorthand for "is more than"
and "is less than." Children can be asked to complete sentences like those in

Example 8-3 with more than or less than. After children have started the
exercise, note that symbols were used in place of first son, second son, and
so forth to make recording easier. Encourage children to discuss how they
can make recording "is more than" or "is less than" easier. Children may
invent and agree upon their own symbols. Either during this or subsequent
exercises, point out that the symbol for "is more than" is > and the shortcut
for "is less than" is <.

Example 8-3 Indicating More Than and Less Than in Egyptian Hieroglyphics

Read to the class: "The first son of an ancient Egyptian King was
very jealous of his brothers and sisters. As the first son, he felt that
he should be the King's favorite child. To see who the King favored
the most, the boy sneaked into the royal treasury. There he found
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the royal record books, which recorded the treasures set aside for
each of the King's children."
The symbol

means first son;

means third son;

means second son,

means first daughter. For each item, show

whether the first son's treasure:
IS MORE THAN
OR
IS LESS THAN

that of his brothers or sister.
Gold Coins

6 Allia

°IS

rea.,_3-3-14.

a"

a

hilA
AMA

(.0

hilliAA

Silver Coins

iiiiiikkA
Ammo

0c illikk

6 WWI
Jewels

6
0

Alik

Ailili

IRA

OMM%
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Scrolls

MA
AAWA

AIWA

Such an exercise can then be repeated using numerals. For example,
pupils can be instructed to complete the following by filling in "is more than"

or "is less than":
7
9
8
8
6
7
7
9

6
8
6
9
5
5
8
7

With any luck, children will quickly apply the lesson learned with the
Egyptian hieroglyphics and shortcut the process by using > and < symbols.

Ordinal Relations
First ensure that a child has mastered the oral counting terms 1 to 10 in the
proper sequence. A key concept for understanding relations is that items are
ordered (ordinal designations are determined) in terms of a reference point.
For example, in the row below, which item is first and which is last depends

on whether the count begins on the right or leftwhether the reference
point is the right- or left-hand margin. The importance of reference point
can be brought home to children by having them line up side-by-side. Pose
the apparently innocent question: "Who's first?" The differences in opinion
should help to make it clear that orderincluding first and lastis defined
in terms of a reference point.
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The Frog-Hopping Activity requires children to represent ordinal
relations informally. Using a frog hand puppet or stuffed animal, demonstrate
a frog hopping from one 114 pad (circle made of green construction paper)
to another. Initially, begin with just three or four lilly pads in a row and have
the frog hop end to end. Ask the children to make a record of the frog's travel

and discuss their representations. One way to represent the order of
hopping is with an arrow:

0--0 0-.6. 0--w0
Another way to represent clearly the reference point and the sequential
order of the hopping is with numbers:
1

2

Oo

3

4

o

6

.......

Familiar Number Sentr- tea
The key to introducing formal number sentences in a meaningful manner is
to relate them to children's informal arithmetic knowledge. After children
acquire an informal mastery of an operation, some children may benefit by
seeing arithmetic expressions that involve both objects and numbers. Then
introduce purely symbolic expressions.

Symbolic Addition
First ensure that children are adept at informal arithmetic (e.g., can calculate

sums efficiently by some informal strategy). There are various ways of
helping children to connect symbolic addition to their informal addition.
With a simple modification, any of the games used to practice informal
addition can be used. Instead of dot dice, use dice with both dots and
numerals (as shown in Figure 8-1). Alternatively, a deck of cards can be
drawn up with both concrete and numerical representations of addition
combinations. Figure 8-2 illustrates a card that uses dice patterns. Beside
helping them to see the link between their informal addition and formal
representations of addition, using both concrete and numerical representa-
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Figure 8-2 A Card Representing 2 + 5 Seiniconcretely and Symbolically

2+5

tions also permits children to solve for sums using a concrete counting-all
procedure. The child merely his to count the dots. (This may be especially
important for children still prone to making errors in counting out sets or
enumerating sets greater than five.)
A next step is to have children play various games using dice or cards
with just numerals. (This is appropriate for children who have mastered
production and enumeration skills.) If a child does not spontaneously use an
informal strategy to compute the sum, demonstrate concrete counting-all
and have him or her practice the strategy. As Frame A of Figure 8-3 shows,
have the child produce a number of blocks (or other countable objects) for
each addend. Place the set directly below the addend. After both sets have
been represented with objects, the child can proceed to count all of the items
to determine the sum. Children can also be encouraged to represent the
addends of symbolic problems on their fingers or on an abacus-like device
(see Frame B of Figure 8-3).
Formal representations of addition can also be introduced to children
as a means for recording the elements of a word problem. The teacher can
note that written expression can help us remember the starting amount and
what was added as well as the result. For practice, a teacher can present
word problems to children and have them record the problem (and solution)
as a number sentence.
Initially, semiformal representations, such as 5 + 3 --. 8, should be
accepted and even encouraged. After children have been introduced to a
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union-of-sets concept, they can be encouraged to use the conventional
symbols 5 + 3 =-- 8. This progression is recommended to promote a

relational view of equals and minimize reinforcing an operational
interpretation.
After children can represent word problems with semiformal or formal
number sentences, try reversing the process. Present pupils with a number
sentence and ask them to make up a word problem that fits it. For example,
ask a group of students to make a word problem for the expression 7 + 3 = ?
Have the students share their word problems. This should help them see
that the same formal expression represents a wide variety (infinite number)
of specific stories. Encourage children to play the game with each other.
Children often enjoy playing teacher and checking or outguessing another.
Such an activity is useful in cultivating creativity and practicing writing skills.
Egyptian hieroglyphics are an ideal semiconcrete or pictorial medium

to practice writing and interpreting number sentences for addition. Several
exercises are illustrated in Example 8-4. Note that Question 5 in Exercise A
is "impossible" (cannot be answered).

Figure 8-3 Linking Informal and Formal Addition: Using Counting-All to Solve
Symbolic Addition Using 3 + 2 as an Example

A Using blocks.

3+2
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B. Using an abacus-like device.

AIM

I1

4.111

i

'willow..
.

.

Example 8-4 Using Egyptian Hieroglyphics to Practice Writing and interpretating
Number Sentences for Addition

Exercise A
Follow along as your teacher reads a story about ancient Egyptians.

Write a number sentence about the story using numbers, a plus
sign, and an arrow (an equals sign). Then solve the problem.
Kingly's Gold and Silver Tri nkets had the following supplies on
hand:

Gold rings: AI ft

ilti I
Gold bracelets: III AU
Silver rings:

Silver bracelets:

MAMA
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They received a shipment from the port of Alexandria of the
following items:
Gold rings:

A A A ai

Silver rings: A 1 A

Gold bracelets: None.
Silver bracelets:

A

1. How many gold rings did they have altogether?

2. How many silver rings did Kingly's Gold & Silver have
altogether after the shipment?
3. How many gold bracelets did they have altogether when
more were added?

4. How many silver bracelets did they have when the new
shipment was added to their supply on hand?
5. How many necklaces did they have altogether after the
shipment?

Exercise B
1. Make up your own story about the Pyramid Rock Quarry
that would fit the number sentence 4 + 3 = ?

217
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2. Make up your own story about Kingly's Gold & Silver
Trinkets that would fit the number sentence 2 + 5 = ?

Number sticks are another good semiabstract medium for irk`roducing
formal addition. Number sticks (see Frame A of Figure 8-4) can be made of

popsickle sticks, tongue depressors, oaktag, or construction paper. Their
lengths should be proportional to magnitude (e.g., a one stick can be Winch
long; a two stick, 1 inch long; a three stick, 11/2 inches long, and so forth).
They should be identified with a numeral and may be color coded (e.g.,
white for one, red for two, orange for three, yellow for four, green for five,
blue for six, purple for seven, brown for eight, grey for nine, and black for
ten). Number sticks are similar to Cuisinaire rods with two significant
differences: They are numbered, and (like Dienes blocks) a notched line
separates each unit. Frame B of Figure 8-4 illustrates how they can be used
to represent an addition word problem or symbolic problem (number
sentence) and to figure out the sum.

Symbolic Subtraction
First ensure that children are adept at informal subtraction (e.g., can
calculate differences efficiently by some means). As with addition, have
children solve word problems concretely with fingers, blocks, or other
objects (or semiconcretely with tallies or Egyptian hieroglyphics) and then

represent the problems symbolically as number sentences. Note that
Example 8-5 mixes addition and subtraction problems. Next, give number
sentences and ask them to make up stories that fit the expression. Number
sticks can also be used to model take-away story problems such as

to solve for the difference (see Frame C of Figure 8-4).
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Figure 8-4 Using Number-Sticks to Represent Arithmetic Problems and to
Find Their Solutions
AMM

A. Number Sticks 1 to 10
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B. Addition

Step 1: A child represents each addend of a story problem or
symbolic problem with the appropriate number stick.
Illustrated below is the semiconcrete representation for
"three and two more items" or +2:

3

Step 2: The child pushes the number sticks together to represent
the sum.

2

3

Step 3: The child determines the sum by finding the number stick
that matches their combined lengths,

C. Subtraction (Take-Away)

puts out a number stick to represent the starting
Step 1: A
amount in the word problem or the minuend in the
symbolic problem. Place on it a number stick to represent

the subtrahend. Illustrated below is the 79miconcrete
representation of "five take away two objects or 5 2:

f)10
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Step 2: The child places the number of one-sticks equal to the
length of the larger stick (the minuend). Then he or she
takes away the number of one-sticks that equal the length

of the smaller stick representing the subtrahend.
r

)4

A

A

1

1

IR

1

1

Step 3: The child replaces the remaining two number-ones sticks
with a number-two stick to represent the answer.

D. Multiplication

Step 1: A child makes a (semiconcrete) representation of four
groups of twos.

2

2

2

2

Step 2: The child finds a number stick to represent the total.

2

2

2

2

I,
', r I /// i i 1/ /1//i p / ;//
///i/ /iI ,/ /I, //////
'1/4 / ',if ////
////1 / / / // / , . / /. / ///ii
/ / el 1 / ". 1/4///// C /4
is / '/ '
"/.1%

1/

,

1/ Si, / ;1. 4,1',11.1.

// // ,',..

i"
I : 1 /...,
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Step 3: The child summarizes the semiconcrete representation
with a formal addition sentence.

If,/ t, //,, , ///e,/,;//1/ 1/ ,,,//// / //,, I ///1///
////// f/1,1///// t///11/////// // 8 /
I/ ///1 1/,, 1// 1,/////,/'1/
,,/
/ , /// ///,/, '//////
,

p,/,/,/,,,,

9 /// i/

ZtZt 1-Z1
Step 4: The child devises an informal shortcut for representing
four two's.
2

2

2

2

,//I',/I .,?/ // 11 II II
r,,,,////,
/
/
///'/
' //' ; //, , / / // / / ////,/ //''',//
,P,/, / //// /////11/ //8./
,, // / /,/ / / /// / ,/ ,,///

2t2.+2+g=i3

0+4 --q(or4 ®

/// ,
// // ////,1

fi / II f, /
/////
/ /

,,

8)

S..ep 5: A teacher helps to connect the formal or conventional
representation for multiplication with the informal models
and representations.
2

2

2

ii,
' ' /// '/1/1/, Ii/i//,''////1////40,110 it',
//, '" /fi / ' //////,///1///,/,/,, /4/ l, il ',/, Vgc/,/
, /,,,, // , //,///,// ,,,,,,,, /I/ q I

ii iiiii / "
t?-1-2

it --)2(or 4
2x Li

II

r,

%. r1.

/ // i 0 /,///,' //Pr,/ 11/01/11/111/1/11/1/I'll./

0 0-8)

(or4 x 2 = 8)
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Example 8-5 Addition and Subtraction Problems with Egyptian Hieroglyphics

1. As the minister of business for an Egyptian pharaoh, you
have the job of keeping employment figures. Each year

you must update the records on each business: This
involves noting how many helpers a business hired or lost,
and how many they now have. Below is part of the employment record. For each business, indicate how many helpers
it now has.

Business

a. Nile River
Damage Control
b. Izzle's Idols &
Graven Images
c. Swampy
Surveyors & Land
Markers
d. Pyramid Rock
Quarry
e. Kingly's Gold &
Silver Trinkets
f. Futures Foretold

Number of
Helpers Last Year

AAAAAA

Number of
Helpers Hired
or Lost

4' AAA

AAAAA

0

AAAA

Ahr

AAAA AAA

Number of
Helpers the
Business Has

4- AA

A A AAAA

Attr

AAAAA

iiktr

2. For each merchant above, use our Arabic numerals to write
a number sentence to summarize or represent what happened in the story.

3. Make up your own story that would fit the number sentence: 7 4 = 3.

2°/ . gi
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Symbolic Multiplication
First ensure that the child has mastered the prerequisite skill of adding like 2
to 5 sets. Introduce symbolic multiplication by relating number sentences
like 4 X 3 = ? to word problems and to children's informal representations
(concrete models) of the problems (see Example 2-5). Initially, encourage
informal strategies for determining the product of formal expressions such
as 4 X 3 --= ?. For example, explain, "In order to 'multiply' two numbers, you

add one of the numbers to itself as many times as indicated by the
other. . . . (This says four times three or 'four, three times,' so) 'hold up
[four] fingers and count those fingers [three] times" (Wynroth, 1986, p.
28). With the other (free) hand, the child can keep track of the number of
times the first number is counted. Encourage skip counting and the use of
mental addition as well. If the child has not mastered skip counting and
single- and two-digit mental addition, remedial efforts with these related
skills can proceed simultaneously with training in informal multiplication
learning key multiplication combinations like the double 6 X 6 = 36. If
necessary, point out informal methods for figuring or reasoning out larger
products.
Example 8-6 illustrates how Egyptian hieroglyphics and word prob-

lems can be used to relate symbolic repeated addition and symbolic
multiplication in a semiconcrete manner. By helping them see that the same

problem can be represented by each, children may understand better the
connection between repeated addition of a like term and multiplication.

Example 8-6 Multiplication with Hieroglyphics
1. A0 the accountant for Ace Pyramid Inc., your records show

that you made 4 shipments of 5 granite blocks each:

a. How many blocks were shipped altogether?
b. Represent the problem above as an addition sentence
(using Arabic numerals).

2')
i. 'x4
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c. Represent the problem above as a multiplication sentence (using Arabic numerals).

2. According to the records of Shaddy Shippers and Disreputable Deliveries, who picked the blocks up and brought

them out to the Pyramid building site, they only made 3
shipments of 5 granite blocks each!

a. How many blocks do they claim they picked up altogether?
b. Represent the problem above as an addition sentence.
c. Represent it as a multiplication sentence.

The same thing can be accomplished by ha Ang children score target
games. For example, bean bags can be tossed at a target with each "hit"
assigned a value. Take a child who manages to toss five of six bean bags onto
a target that is presently valued at 3 points per hit. The child scores the target
informally by, say, counting by threes. The player then records his or her

score as an addition sentehce (3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 15) and as a
multiplication sentence (3 X 5).
Number sticks provide another semiconcrete method for introducing
multiplication, because they can be used to clearly point out the connection
between a multiplication sentence (e.g., 4 X 3 = ?) and repeated addition (4
+ 4 + 4 = ?). Begin by asking children to model a word problem with
number sticks (e.g., see Step 1 in Frame D of Figure 8-4) and determine

how may that is altogether (Step 2). The answer can be found by skip
counting by twos or by matching the length of larger number sticks to the
combined length of the two-sticks in a trial-and-error fashion. Then instruct
the participants to write a number sentence to represent the situation above
(e.g., see Step 3). After several such problems, encourage the child to use
shortcuts for representing the problems (see Step 4). Then explain that our

culture has a standard notation for such situationsa convention that is
recognized world wide (see Step 5).
Multiplication with number sticks can be extended to products beyond
10 by making up additional number sticks to represent products greater

2 `,? 5
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than 10 (12: 6 inches long, pink; 14: 8 inches long, cream; 16: 10 inches
long, aqua; etc.) or by encouraging informal solution s(e.g., skip counting,
adding on, or repeated addition).

Arithmetic Concepts
Same Sum as and Commutativity of Addition
First ensure that children can informally calculate sums by some means.
These concepts can be learned before written arithmetic is introduced.
These concepts are embodied semiconcretely in the Tower of Same-As

(Example 8-7) and Fill In (described later in Example 8-12). These
regularities are ideally suited for guided discovery learning. For example,
with no direct instruction, children of almost all ability levels, including those

labelled mentally handicapped, will notice, exploit, and remember that
addend order does not affect a sum (Baroody, 1987a). In-Out Machine
exercises, such as those illustrated in Examples 8-8 and 8-9, are useful.

Example 8-7 Tower of Same-As

Objectives: Same-sum-as and commutativity-of-addition concepts; practice basic addition combinations.
Grade Level: 1.
Participants: This game can be played by two children, two (or
more) small teams of children, or individual children competing
against their own record. The activity can also be adapted for instruction with an individual child, small group of children, or a class.

Materials: if used as a game, two sets of number sticks, like those
in Frame A of Figure 8-4 are needed for each player or team. A set
consists of two sticks representing each of the numbers 1 to 9 (18
sticks total). Also needed is some device for picking a number such

as a deck of cards, numeral die, or spinner. For beginners, the
numbers picked (the number-picking device) can range from 2 to 6.
With more advanced players, the numbers can range from 2 to 10,
or even 2 to 18.

Procedure: To begin play, a number is drawn from the deck, and
participants must compose combinations that sum to the number
(see the figure). The player (or team) with the larger number of
combinations (tallest tower) is the winner.
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There are several ways the rules can be implemented. First of
all, the amount of time allowed for composing combinations can be
varied from a number of minutes to fifteen seconds. A long (or, in
effect, unrestricted) playing time permits more exploration and is

useful when introducing the concept to children. A brief playing
time is useful after children are familiar with the concept and need
to practice basic combinations.
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The rules governing how players obtain number sticks for
making the combination can also be varied. Players can begin the
game by choosing their own set of number sticks or drawing them
from a pile of overturned sticks. The first method is always useful,

but particularly so when introducing the concept. The second
method introduces an element of chance and excitement and is
useful when the game is used to practice the basic number
combinations. If this method is. used, players should take turns
drawing two numbersticks. (Optional rule: A third number stick can
be drawn on a turn if a previously drawn number stick is traded in.
Number sticks that are traded in are left up so that an opponent can

see itand take it if so desired.) Unlike the first method in which
participants work simultaneously, this method does not have a time
limit. Instead, play continues a prespecified number of turns. Note
that some children will spontaneously begin using three (or more)

sticks to make a tower level or floor. Unless it interferes with an

objective to practice larger combinations, this should be encouraged by providing each player with a third set of numbersticks.
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Example 8-8 In-Out Machine Exercise for Facilitating the Discovery or Application of the
Commutative Property of Addition

Fill in the blanks for the In-Out Machine below.
In

Out

(2,1)

3

(1,2)

3

il,8)

9

(8,1)
(7,3)

10

(3,7)
(5,4)

9

(4,5)
(2,6)

(6,2)

8

(3,9)

12

(9,3)

(17,4)

21

(4,17)

1. What does this machine do to the input?

2. Did you notice any rules this machine seems to follow?

lostructlon
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Example 8-9 In-Out Machine Exercise for Facilitating the Discovery of Same Sums

Fill in the blanks for the In-Out Machine below.
In

Out

(8,1)

9

(1,8)

(5,4)

9

(3,6)
(7,2)

9
(5,2)

7

(2,5)
(4,3)

7

(1,6)

7

Union of Seta and PartPastWhole
First ensure that children can informally calculate sums by some means and

can use the equals and unequals sign correctly in comparing two sets or

numbers. The aim of instruction should be to supplement children's
incrementing view of addition with a more formal conception. (Replacing
the informal view with a mathematically correct conception is counterproductiveeven if it were psychologically possible.)
Solving combine word problems (e.g., Jose has four pennies and three

nickels. How many coins does he have altogether?) can serve as an
introduction to the part-part-whole concept integral to the union-of-sets
concept. Because such problems are similar to change (incrementing)
problems, they are easily assimilated and readily solvable by first-graders
(Briars and Larkin, 1984; Riley, Greeno, and Heller, 1983). A semiconcrete
introductory exercise to combine problems is illustrated in Example 8-10.

Example 8-10 A Combine Word Problem involving Egyptian Hieroglyphics

Follow along as your teacher reads a story about ancient Egyptians.
If possible, write a number sentence about the story using numbers,
a plus sign, and an equals sign. Then solve the problem.

223
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After the spring floods, one partner from Swampy Surveyors
and Land Markers went north up the river to see which farms had
been flooded and would have to be resurveyed. As he passed each
flooded farm, he made a mark. When he returned he had found the

following number of farms flooded: Ail j
Another partner went south down the river. He recorded the

following number of flooded farms: A A II u
How many farms did the partners find flooded along the Nile
River altogether?

The aim of the exercises in Example 8-11 is to introduce children to
both familiar and unfamiliar number sentences in a semiconcrete manner.
Such an approach is consistent with a formal (union-of-sets or part-partwhole) view of addition. It helps minimize an operator interpretation of
equals and foster a relational interpretation. Note that Problems 1 and 3 in
Exercise A parallel the format of familiar number sentences for addition.
Children should be instructed to read Problem 1, for example, as "Four and

three are the same number as what?" Problems 2 and 4 parallel an
unfamiliar format. Problem 2, for instance, can be thought of as what
number can be decomposed (split up into) parts of one and two? It can also
be read "What is the same number as one and two?" (Exercises B, C, and D
are described in more detail in the section on missing addends below.)

Example 8-11 Semiconcrete Addition in Familiar and an Unfamiliar Format

Exercise A: a + b = ? and ? = a + b Formats
1.

00
00
2.

0

230

0
0
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3.

000

+

O0
0
O0

=

0

=

4.

00

0

+

Exercise B: a + ? = c Format
1.

000

=

+

O0
O0

2.

O0
O0

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

O 00

000

3.

H

000

4.

O
O

0

0
0

O 00

000

5.

000

0

O0

O 00
23.1
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Exercise C: a +b=b + ? and +b=c+? Formats
1.

O0
0
O0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

2.

0

o

O

0

0

0

0

3.

O0
O
O0

0

0

4.

O0
O0
5.

0

00
0

O0
S.

0

O0
O 0,

0
0

0

00

000
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0

O

000
00
00
00
00
00

1

In
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Exercise D: a + ? = c and ? + b = c Formats
1.

0o0

00

M

+

=

00
000
0000

2.

+

00

r0 00

10000\

0000

I

3.

+

00

=

00

0000
00
0000

4.
1

+

000

=

lo CC)

0

ono

5.

00

000
o0
00C

I
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Though the exercises in Example 8-11 could be made up as
worksheets and given as written seatwork, they can also be used to play a

game such as Fill In (Example P.-12) or Supposed to Be (in Wynroth,
1986).

Example 8-12 Fill In

Objectives: Same-as (relational) interpretation of the equals
sign, practice computing addition, and same-sum-as.

Grade Level:

1.

Participants: Two to five players.
Materials: A different worksheet of problems (see Example 81 1) for each player. The same format(s) should be used on each
worksheet. These can be laminated for reuse. Large number of fillin tiles can be made from square pieces of paper, oaktag, or light
cardboard on which there are 0 to 10 dots. The fill-in tiles should be
the same size as the empty box on the worksheet.

Procedure: Each player draws a worksheet and puts it down in
front of his or her position for all to see. The fill-in tiles, which have
been turned over, are put out. Players (blindly) draw five tiles. On

their turn, a player may place a fill-in tile in a box that would
appropriately complete the expression. For example, if a player
had Worksheet (Exercise) A and had drawn tiles with no, one, three,
eight and nine dots, he or she could not use the no-dot, three-dot,

and nine-dot tiles. The one-dot tile could be used to complete
Problem 2 and the eight-dot tile to complete Problem 3. Whether or
not they place a tile on the worksheet to complete an expression,

players may trade in any tile they have for another tile. The
discarded tile, however, must be left face upend can be obtained by
an opponent when he or she trades in. This means a p!:...yer should

consider what his or her opponents need to complete their worksheets before discarding a tile.

Addition -S-abtraction Inverse Principle
First ensure that childre. :lave the prerequisite counting skills (oral counting

to 10, number after 1 to 9, number before 2 to 10, and enumeration or

231
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pattern recognition 1 to 10). Children should also be able to add and
subtract one mentally and recognize that adding one is undone by taking
one away and vice versa. If necessary, these two informal arithmetic
competencies can be encouraged by playing the basic version of the
Modified Magic Show (Example 8-13). In this version, all changes in the
hidden set should involve the special cases of adding or subtracting one. In
the advanced version, changes of more than one are made.

Example 8-13 Magic Show

Objectives: General addition-subtraction inverse principle (i.e.,
the addition of more than one is undone by the subtraction of that
number and vice versa) and, if necessary, the specific rule that
adding one is undone by subtracting one and vice versa.
Grade Level: 1 (advanced version); PK or 1 (basic).

Participants: One child, a small group of children, or a whole

class.

Materials: Magic $h- N Curtain Card and a number of pennies or
other countable objects.

Procedure: Explain, "In the Magic Show, I will show you some
pennies. Remember how many there are because I will hide the
pennies and do some things to them. Yourjob is to tell me how many
pennies I am hiding after I am all through." Present the children with
sets of one to nine, remove the set from view and add (or subtract)

one to eight items, and (still out of view) reverse the last step. An
example is detailed here:

Put out pennies and say, "Here are five pennies." Put the
"Magic Show Curtain Card" in front of the pennies to conceal them
from the child and say, "How many pennies am I hiding?" If the child
is wrong, take away the card, help the child to count the pennies,
rehide the pennies, and say, "How many pennies am I hiding?" For
all children, say, "Now I am adding four pennies to the five pennies.
Now I'm taking away four pennies. How many pennies am I hiding
now? Remember: I started with five, I added for T, then took away
four."
If a child has difficulty with the task described above, try using
sets of one to four and adding or subtracting one to three. If the
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hiding procedure with Just small numbers is still too difficult, try the
procedure in full view of the child. Show them the initial set, add (or
subtract) one or a few, and then reverse the second step. After each
step, have the child determine how many items are in the set.

Associativity of Addition
By requiring that participants use three number sticks to make a number, the

Tower-of-Same-As can be used to introduce Informally the associative
principle of addition. For example, a child can see that a two-stick, a fourstick and a five-stick made the same sum as a four-stick, a five-stick, or a twostick.

Missing Part
First ensure that children can solve simple change and combine word
problems and can compute sums by some informal means. A missing-part

concept can then be introduced with missing-addend word problems
(stories in which the amount added is missing). Example 8-14 illustrates
such an exercise. Note that the missing-addend problems are mixed with
regular change problems. After children are comfortable with this type of
missing-part problem, then introduce missing-augend word problems
(stories in which the initial amount is not given).

Example 8-14 Addition and Missing-Addend Problems with Egyptian Hieroglyphics
As an Egyptian King's tax collector and tax recorder, you must make
sure the correct amount is paid by each merchant. Each merchant

should have paid 7 coins in taxes. For each of the following
merchants indicate whether they paid too little in taxes and owe the
king more money in taxes or paid too much and should get money
back. Show how much money they sheu!..1 pay or should get back.

a. Nile River
Damage
Control

illi iiii

MIA IA AA

b. Izzio's Idols &
Graven Images

c. Swampy
Surveyors &
Land Markers

pay mere /get back

coins

lifillpay more/get back

coins

Il

i

Il

Il

I pay more/get back

coins

Instruction

d. Pyramid Rock
Quarry
e. Kingly's Gold &
Silver Trinkets
f. Futures
Foretold
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i

1

i

A A 11 II

I

1

1

1

1

1

11

A

II pay more/get back

III1I

coins

pay more/get back

coins

ft 1 h pay more/get back

coins

The game lill In, described in Example 8-12, can provide practice
solving for a missing part in a semiconcrete context. Use a missing-part
worksheet like those illustrated in Exercise B, C, or D of Example 8-11 for
each player. Exercise B contains relatively easy missing-part problems:
lissing addend (a + ? = c) format. Note that all the terms in these problems
are relatively small and that the missing part, in particular, is one, two, or

three. Such an exercise is appropriate for introducing missing-parts.
Exercise C (with a + b = b +? and a + b =c +? formats) may be somewhat
more difficult for children. Note that Exercise C semiconcretely embodies
commutativity and samesumas concepts.
Encourage children to solve the missing-term expressions by counting
up. For Problem 2 in Exercise B, for example, comment, "Four and what
makes six?" If the child does not spontaneously count up, prompt with, "Try
counting to see." If necessary, illustrate the countingup procedure, "Four,
five is one, six is twofour and two make six." For many children, it may be
more meaningful to encourage a "systematic trial-a. id -error" approach.
Have a child first try a fill-in tile of one, count all the dots to be added, and
compare it with the sum. For Problem 2 in Exercise B, this would result in a
mismatch (four dots and one dot are not the same numberas six dots). Have
the child then try increasingly larger fill-in tiles until he or she finds one that
produces the sum. For Exercise C, a child could count to determine the sum
on the left-hand ar. I thenif need beadd dots by trial and error to the box
on the right-hand side until that side reaches the same total as the left-hand
side.
Number sticks can be used to represent and solve word problems with
a missing part in a semiformal manner. For irstance, for a story involving an
initial amount of four toys, an unknown added amount, and a total of six
tuys, a child would put out a four stick and a six stick directly below it. The
child should quickly discover that a two stick needs to be added to the four
stick to match the length of the six stick. By using a similar procedure with
missing-augend problems, the child may discover the similarity or connection
between the two types of problems.
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Additive-Subtraction and Difference
First ensure that children have a basic understanding of subtraction (e.g.,
can take away with objects). They should also have mastered the skills
children commonly use to solve such problems concretely (counting-on and
matching).

The objective of formal instruction should be to build upon and
su: plement children's informal view of subtraction as take away. One
method for broadening children's view of subtrPction is to help them see
that familiar subtraction sentences such as 7 4 = ? actually represent a
variety of Nob lem situations. Fuson (1988), who developed the method,
uses a chart like the one irk Table 8-2 to make the point. Note that for
difference problems, the chart illustrates the informal method of matching
the sets and counting the remainder. For additive-subtraction, the informal
strategy of adding on is not illustrated but can easily be imagined. For
example, in Table 8-2, Allison has to add on three to have the same number
of stickers as Cyndi. Children should be given a variety of subtraction word
problems and ,-sked to summarize them as number sentences. To require
thoughtful analysis, (change and combine) addition problems should be

intermixed. First concrete strategies and then counting up should be
encouraged for additive-subtractive and difference problems.
Example 8-15 illustrates a method that uses the familiar take-away
situation to highlight part-part-whole and introduce additive-subtraction.

Table 8-2 Facilitating a Broader View of Subtraction*
(All of these story situations can be solved by subtraction)
Name

Story Problem

Take away

Cyndi has 7 stickers.
She gives 4 to Allison.
How many does she
have left?
Cyndi has 7 stickers.
Allison has 4. How
many more stickers
does Cyndi have?
Cyndi has 7 stickers
Allison has 4 stickers.
How many more
stickers does Allison
have to get to have the
same as Cyndi?

Difference

Additivesubtraction

*Based on Fuson (1988).

Picture

Symbols

000

7-4:4 or

Cyndi:

000 0000

7-4=? or

Allison:

0000

Cyndi:

000 00 0 0

AllisoL i:

000 0

Cyndi:

7

-4

Allison:

7-4=? or

7

-4
7

-4
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Example 8-15 Combining Take-Away and Part-Part-Whole Instruction*

Step 1: Show the child a set of objects and ask how many items
there are.

Step 2: Cover the set. (If necessary, ask again how mar./ items are
in the covered set.)

Step 3: Remove a number of items from beneath the cover, place
the removed items beside the cover, and ask: "How many are left
under the cover?"

00

O

Note that it may be easier to begin instruction (a) with even numbered sets of objects (e.g., 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10) and (b) by removing
half the items covered (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively). This exploits
children's knowledge of the addition doubles (1 + 1 = 2, 2 + 2 =4, 3
+ 3 = 6, 4 + 4 = 8, and 5 + 5 =10). Next, try removing more than half
the items from either evenly or oddly numbered sets (e.g., removing

three from a covered set of five). This should reinforce children's
tendency to count up (e.g., in the problem above: three, four is one
five is twotwo are left). As soon as pupils are ready, rmove the
concrete support for computing the answer (i.e., simply tell the pupil
how many items have been removed and keep the items out of
sight). After children are proficient with smaller sets, graduate to
sets with 11 to 18 items. Again it may be helpful to start with evenly
numbered sets and remove half (e.g., 12 6, 18 9).
*Based on a suggestion provided by Ed Rathmell, Northern Iowa University.
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Note that though the situation involves subtraction (taking away objects),
the solution involves determining the missing part, which when added to the
given part yields a given whole. This training procedure is particularly useful
with children who can count-on. In Step 3 of Example 8-15, a child could
count, "Three; four is one more, five is two more, six is three morethree."
Number sticks are a useful semiformal device for developing familiarity
with additive-subtraction and difference meanings of subtraction. They can

be used to model additive-subtraction and difference word problems. For
instance, for the problem listed in Table 8-2, a child would put out a seven stick to represent the number of stickers Cyndi has and a four-stick to show
how many Allison has. The child can solve the problem simply by finding the

number-stick that added to the four-stick makes the same length as the
seven-stick. This method can also be substituted for the more cumbersome
7
(take-away)procedure for solving symbolic problems such as _4 outlined
in Frame C of Figure 8-4.

Commutativity of Multiplication
The prerequisites for a meaningful grasp of the principle are the repeated
addition of like sets (Chapter 7) and symbolic multiplication (this chapter).
Learning that multiplication is commutative can be facilitated by working
with small combinations like three twos (3 X 2) or two threes (2 X 3),
because such combinations can easily be represented with manipulatives or

calculated informally. (This leaves more attention free to notice the
regularity.)

The commutative property of multiplication can be illustrated in a
semiconcrete manner by playing a multiplication version of the Tower of
Same-As. In this version, players can use two or more like number sticks to

produce a drawn number (e.g., see Frame A of Figure 8-5). To draw
attention to the commutative property, have the children record their results
informally (e.g., see Frame B of Figure 8-5).
Though some children need such semiconcrete models of the concept,
it may not be necessary for many children. Especially if given the opportunity
to calculate pairs symbolic problems like 4 X 2 = ? and 2 X 4 = ?, a child will
often discover and comprehend the regularity. Even so, concrete activities,

such as the Tower of Same-As, may deepen children's understanding of
multiplication and its commutative property.

Unfamiliar Number Sentences
Children should master the relevant concept first. Unfamiliar number
sentences should be introduced as a way of formally representing the
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Figure 8-6 The Commutative Principle of Multiplication: A Semiconcrete Model*

A Tower of Same-As Solution for 12
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B. Informal representation of the solutions

*Note that this example is contrived to highlight this commutative property.
Children, of course, may construct their answer in a different order. Even so, there
is the opportunity to discover the commutative regularity.

arithmetic concept. To further foster meaningful learning, relate unfamiliar
number sentences to word problems (e.g., Bebout, 1986; Carpenter and

Bebout, 1985).

Addition-Subtraction Inverse
First ensure that a child can solve semiconcrete addition-subtraction inverse
problems, such as those described for the Modified Magic Show. Written
assignments or the game Fill In involving worksheets like that in Exercise A

of Example 8-16 can be used to highlight the principle. (To play the
symbolic version of Fill In, substitute fill-in tiles with numerals for fill-in tiles
with dots.)
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Example 8-16 Unfamiliar Number Sentences with Numerals

Exercise A
1. 5

+3

2. 7

4

3
=
+4 =

3. 6 5
4. 8 +2
5. 9+ 6
6. 9
5

=
6=
+5 =

+5 =
2

Exercise B

=
=
=
=

1. 5 +

2.6+

3. 4 +

4.3+
5. 9+
6. 8+

8
7
9
7

=12
=10

Exercise C
1.

5+ 3

2.
3. 5 + 1

=_
=3+
+_
=2 + 4

4.

4+ 2 =2

5.
6.

5+2 =7

+.______

8 =6 4-

Exercise D
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

+2 =
+5 +3
4+ 1 +3 =_____+4 +1
6 +2 +3 =2 + 3 +___
5+ 1 +6 =1 + 6 +
8+ 4 +6 =4 + 6 +____
5+ 3 +7 =3 +7 +
5+3
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Exercise E
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

+3=5
+6=7
+5=8
+1 =6

+3=6
+2=9

Exercise F

1. 5+5+5+5=5X

2.2 +2 +2 +2 +2 =2X

3. 4+4+4=4X
4. 8+8=8X
5. 3+3+3+3=

X4
6.5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5=

X6

Missing Addend
First ensure that a child can solve semiconcrete, missing-addend problems.
Word problems are a useful mechanism for helping children to understand
notations such as 6 + ? = 9. Example 8-17 illustrates how word problems
can be used to bridge the gap between semiconcrete and formal representations. Written assignments or the game Fill In involving worksheets like

those in Exercise B of Example 8-16 can provide practice for solving
missing-addend problems.

Example 8-17 Missing-Addend Problems with Egyptian Hieroglyphics

1. All of these merchants should have paid 10 coins in taxes.
How many more coins does each have to pay to the king?

a. Ace Reed Products
b. Block Haulers

c. Cultured Cats
d. Durable Slaves
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2. For each merchant above, use our arabic numerals to write
a number sentence that shows what they paid, what they
still owe, and the amount they owe in taxes altogether. Use

a ? to indicate the unknown amount the merchant still
owes.

3. Make up your own story that would fit the number sentence: 7 + ? = 13

4. Make up your own story that would fit the number sentence: 5 + ? = 8

Other Names for a Number and
Commutativity of Addition
First ensure that children have mastered the same-sum-as, commutativityof-addition, union-of-sets, part-part-whole, and missing-part concepts in a
semiconcrete context. Worksheets like that in Exercise C of Example 8-16
can be used as written exercises or to play the game Fill In. Unfamiliar
number sentences of the form ? = a + b (e.g., Problem 2 in Exercise C of

Example 8-16) can be related to word problems where a whole is
decomposed into its parts:

244

Kenny had a bag of marbles. He poured them out onto the ground and
sorted them. His collection of marbles consisted of two cat's eyes and
four solids.

Unfamiliar number sentences in the form of a + b = c + ? (same-sum-as
expression such as Problem 3) or a + b = b + ? (commutativity equations
such as Problem 4) can also be related to word problems such as those
below:
1. Mane claimed that she could play a bowling game as well as her
brother Alexi. On his first turn Alexi knocked down 5 pins, and on

his second turn he knocked down 1. On her first turn, Mane
knocked down 3 pins. How many pins does she have to knock
down on her second turn to get the same number of points as her
brother?
2. In the first day of the School Olympics, Alison won 4 blue ribbons
and 2 red ribbons. On the second day, she won the same number
of ribbons again, but this time she won 2 blue ribbons. How many

red ribbons did she win on the second day?

Associativity of Addition
It may be helpful if the child understands the principle at a semiconcrete
levelfor example, if he or she is familiar with the Tower-of-Same-As (three
stick version). The exercise described in Chapter 2 (Example 2-10) can be
used to introduce the idea with written expressions. Written exercises or the
game Fill In involving worksheets like that in Exercise D of Example 8-16
can be used to highlight the principle further.

Missing Augend
First ensure that a child can solve semiconcrete missing-augend and
symbolic missing - addend problems. As with symbolic missing-addend
expressions, relate missing-augend number sentences to missing-augend
word problems. Worksheets like those in Exercise E in Example 8-16 can be
used to practice solving symbolic missing-augend problems either as written
assignments or as part of the game Fill-In.

Equivalent + and X
First ensure that a child understands symbolic multiplicationspecifically,

that multiplication is simply repeated addition of like terms. Written
exercises or the game Fill In involving worksheets like that in Exercise
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E of Example 8-16 can be used to reinforce the formal representation of this
equivalence relationship.

SUMMARY
Children should understand the underlying concept of a symbol before the
mathematical symbol itself is introduce]. This can be done by introducing a

concept in terms familiar to children: counting or informal arithmetic.
Formal representations should be introduced later as, say, shorthand
devices for describing what children already know (Holt, 1964). Teachers

should help make clear the link between the formal symbol and the
children's existing (informal) ideas.

Most school children will already have a solid informal basis for
understanding prearithmetic symbols such as numerals and the greaterthan signs. Care needs to be taken with introducing the equals sign as the
"same number as"so as to avoid the tendency to interpret it as "produces."
Children should master informal arithmetic before familiar number sentences such as 5 + 3 = ?, 5 3 = ?, and 5 X 3 = ? are introduced.
An important goal of primary instruction is to deepen children's
understanding of the arithmetic operations by helping them see patterns,
relationships, or new meanings. This broadening of mathematical concepts
can be facilitated by building upon children's informal arithmetic and using
manipulatives. Once children understand the arithmetic concept at a
concrete level, then their formal representation in the form of unfamiliar
number sentences can be introduced. For example, once children recognize
from their computational experience that addend order does not affect the
sum, then expressions like 5 + 3 = 3 + 5 cal. t,,, introduced to represent the
commutative property of addition.

Chapter

9
Basic Number
Combinations
Even after arithmetic is formally introduced, children frequently rely on

informal methods to figure out sums, differences, or products for a
considerable period of time. During this phase of informal explorat In,
children usually discover important relationships that un(-rlie the number

combinations and that help them to remember this basic information.
Children only gradually master the basic number facts (single-digit number
combinations).
The basic number combinations embody numerous relationships and

patterns that children can exploit to master whole groups or families of
combinations (e.g., Folsom, 1975; Jerman, 1970; Rathmell, 1978; Trivett,
1980). For example, one rule (adding zero does not change a number)
underlies the 19 single-digit combinations involving zero. This chapter will
describe the various addition, subtraction, and multiplication families and
the relationships that can serve as the basis for mastering them.
Even in this day of computers and calculators, mastery of the single-

digit number facts remains one of the most basic objectives of primary
schooling. The quick and accurate production of sums, differences, and
products is important for three (interrelated) reasons. First, it makes written
and mental multidigit calculation easier, if not possible. Second, it permits
the discovery of relationships, which can facilitate the mastery of other basic
combinations. For example, if a child knows that 7 + 1 =-- 8, he or she is more

likely to discover that 1 + 7 and 7 + 1 are equivalentthat addend order
does not affect the sum. By exploiting this (commutative) relationship,
children can more readily master unknown commuted versions of already
learned combinatior -. Third, mastery c,f basic combinations is a key to
mastering multidigit combinations. By relating multidigit combirations,
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such as 100 + 100 = ? or 300 + 200 = ?, to known single-digit
combinations (1 + 1= 2 or 3 + 2 = 5), children can more quickly master an
array of multidigit combinations. This will be discussed further in Chapter 11.

LEARNING
The basic number combinations are not merely a "basket of facts" that
children simply and quickly absorb (memorize by rote) (Anderson, 1984).

Instead, theyquite sensiblylearn the single-digit combinations as a
system of interrelated facts (Brownell, 1935; Carpenter, 1985; Olander,
1931). To learn and use the relationships or patterns underlying these
combinations, children often need a period of informal calculation and
reflection.
Indeed, children commonly invent "thinking strategies": devices for
reasoning out (unknown) combinations. For example, if a child knows 5 + 5

is 10, he or she can reason that 5 + 6 must be one more than 10 or 11.
Likewise, the child can use other known "doubles" like 4 + 4 = 8 or 6 + 6 =
12 to reason out other "doubles plus one," such as 4 + 5 = ? or 7 + 6 = ?.
Thinking strategies are children's informal way of exploiting relationships or
patterns.
As the example above illustrates children use "easier facts" to figure
out and then remember "harder facts." Mastering the number combinations
is essentially a building process. Children master many new combinations

by "seeing" how they are connected (related) to previously learned
combinations (Baroody, 1987a).
Like computing sums by counting, thinking strategies are meaningful
to children and not quickly abandoned (Brownell, 1935). In fact, children
frequently do not memorize all the basic addition facts until second or even
third grade; the basic subtraction facts until third or even fourth grade; and
multiplication facts by fourth grade or so (e.g., Ashcraft, 1982; Carpenter
and Moser, 1984; Lankford, 1974; Svenson, 1974; Woods, Resnick, and
Groen, 1975). Indeed, even many adults still use informal procedures to
compute or reason out sums and do so rather quickly (e.g., Browne, 1906;
Svenson, 1985). Delineated below are the relationships or patterns that can
serve as thinking strategies for reasoning out and learning various families of
combinations.

Addition Families
Commuted Pairs
The discovery of comrnutativity may greatly facilitate mastery. By practicing

and masterinc a mnbination such as 5 + 3, a child can also respond to 3 +
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5.--- ? efficiently. By exploiting commutativity, the child cuts by nearly half

the number of combinations that must be memorized. The discovery and
use of this general principle may occur early but perhaps not until after
children have mastered more specific relationshipscombinations involving
one and zero (Baroody, 1987a; Resnick, 1983).

a + 1 and 1 + n
Informal knowledge permits children to master the family of combinations
involving the addition of one relatively quickly. Many already have a basis
for responding efficiently to a symbolic combination such as 4 + 1 = ?. They
can mentally add one more because they have d!ccovered a "number-after"
rule (e.g., the number after 4 is 5, so four and one more is Lye). Once they see
a connection between formal addition and their existing informal knowledge, children can automatically r'.call any n + 1 combination for which
they know the next numbereven Jigle-digit and multidigit combinations
(such as 86 + 1) that they have not practiced previously (Baroody, 1983,
1985).
Children may then have to learn that 1 + n combinations are
equivalent to n + 1 combinations (that the number-after rule applies to
something-added-to-one problems also). Because this is usually accomplished with a minimum of computational experience, children can also
master the range of 1 + n combinations without practicing each individual
fact (Baroody and Ginsburg, 1986).

n+Oand0+n
The family of combinations involving zero is among the earliest mastered
because children quickly recognize the n + 0 or 0 + n = n rule.

n+2and2+n
The family of combinations involving two is learned fairly early, in part
perhaps because children can exploit the skip-the-next-number relationship
(e.g., 6 + 2: 6, skip 7, 8).

Small n +n
The "doubles" with sums no larger than 10 (1 + 1, 2 + 2, 3 + 3, 4 + 4, and 5

+ 5) are among the earliest combinations memorized. This may be due
partly to the fact that there are many naturally occurring pairs or "doubles"
(e.g., five fingers on ?-lch hand, 10 digits altogether).

.7"
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Small Miscellaneous
Other combinations with sums no greater than 10 are learned only
gradually. "Near doubles" such as 3 + 4 are often learned by exploiting
known n + n facts (3 + 4 = [3 + 3] + 1= 6 + 1= 7). Some combinations
such as 3 + 5 can be recomposed as a known double (3 + 5 = [3 + 1] + [5

1]= 4 + 4 = 8).
Large n + n
Typically, the larger doubles (6 + 6, 7 + 7, 8 + 8, and 9 + 9) are learned
somewhat later than small doubles.

Equals Ten
The sums-to-10 family (e.g., 6 + 4 or 7 + 3) may have special significance to
some children because of our base-ten p!ne-value system and their natural
endowment of ten fingers.

n+8and8-1-norn+9and9-1-n
The family of combinations involving eight or nine are relatively difficult for

children. However, many discover that the sums can be reasoned out by
exploiting problems involving 10.

Large Miscellaneous
Other combinations with sums larger than 10 are relatively difficult for
children to learn.

Subtraction Families
Complements
A direct implication of the additive-subtraction concept (discussed in the
previous chapter) is that subtraction combinations have addition complements. For instance, because the expression 5 3 = ? can be thought of as
what must be added to three t', make five, 5 3 = 2 and 3 + 2 = 5 are
complementary combination..- Research (Baroody, Gir dburg, and Waxman,
'At a deeper level, children might recognize that 5 3 = ? and 5 2 = ? are also related.
With a well developed part-part-whole concept, a child would recognize that the parts 3 and
2 can combine in any order to constitute the whole 5 (3 + 2 = 2 + 3 = 5). They would also
recognize that removing one part from the whole leaves the other part: 5 3 = 2 and 5 2

=3.
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1983; Buckingham, 1927; Carpenter and Moser, 1984; Knight and
Behrens, 1928; Siegler, in press; Steinberg, 1985) in fact, indicates that
mastery of addition facts and the learning of subtraction combinations are
psychologically related. It seems that once children recognize the overarching relationship between addition and subtraction and have mastered
the addition counterparts, they can proceed to learn quickly the remaining
unmastered subtraction combinations (Baroody and Ginsburg, 1936;
Thornton and Smith, 1988). Apparently, though, children do not readily
discover that subtraction combinations have addition complements. And, of
course, it takes time before they master the larger addition combinations,
which provide the basis for learning the larger subtraction counterparts.

n

1

Most children may learn the minus-one family of facts by using their existing
counting Oust-before) knowledge. As with addition involving one, once they
see the connection between symbolic subtraction and their existing informal
knowledge, children can respond efficiently to a range of single-digit (and
multidigit) n
1 combinations without practicing each fact separately.
Children can exploit a number of other relationships that makes rotely
memorizing individual facts unnecessary.

n

2

With the minus-two family, children can also exploit the well-learned count

sequence.
n

0

The minus-zero family is learned early because children quickly come to
appreciate the principle that if nothing is taken away, a number remains
unchanged.

n

n

The easily recognized pattern underlying this family (e.g., 4
is: A number reduced by itself leaves nothing.

4 and 9

9)

mn=n
This family is composed of combinations in which the minuend is twice the
subtrahend (e.g., 6 3 = 3 or 12 6 = 6). These combinations are learned
before many other combinations because their complementary addition
doubles (e.g., 3 + 3 = 6 or 6 + 6 = 12) are learned relatively early.
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Difference of 1
The subtraction of number neighbors (e.g., 3 2 =1 or 9 8 =1) forms a
special class of facts: "The difference of neighboring numbers is always
one."

10

n

Combinations with 10 as a minuend (e.g., 10 3, 10 6) may have a
special status for some children because of our natural endowment of 10
fingers.

Teen

A

These combinations (e.g., 15 8) may not be mastered by most children
until after third grade. The teen 9 (teen 8) family can be solved by
converting the problem to a more familiar teen 10 problem and then
adding one (two). The remainder (large miscellaneous combinations) can be
reasoned out by using the complement principle.

Multiplication Families
n X 1 and 1 X n
Children readily grasp the times-one family of facts because of the obvious
rule: Any number times one is that number.

n X Oand0Xn
The times-zero family is often learned quickly because the principle
underlying this group of facts is easily noticed and internalized: Anything
multiplied by zero is zero.

n X 2and2Xn
The times-two family often builds upon a child's knowledge of the addition

doubles (e.g., "3 X 2 is 6 because 3 and 3 is 6") or counting by twos.

n X 5 and 5 X n
The five -times family is often learned before other facts because children are
familiar with the count-by-fives sequence.
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Other Small Times
Other combinations are typically mastered later. For example, then X 3 and

3X

n

or n X 4 and 4 X n families are relatively difficult because skip

counting by three or four is not especially familiar to children.

Olier Large Times
Combinations with both factors greater than five are especially difficult for
children to master. Children may not completely master families such as n X
9 and 9 X n until fourth grade or even later.
Though a number of factors can determine the rate and order in which
children acquire mastery of basic-combination families, approximate the
developmental sequences for the operations of addition, subtraction, and
multiplication are delineated in Table 9-1.

Table 9-1 A Suggested Sequence of Basic Number-Combination Skills by Grade Level
Level
1

Addition Families

Subtraction Families

n + 1 and 1 + n,
n +0 and 0 + n
n + 2 and 2 + n

--

4111

MINIMI.

MINIM

MINIMI.

and Small n + n

2

3

Small misc.
Large n + n and
Equals 10

n+9and9+n

-

Larger misc.

n - 1, n - 0 and n

n -2

--

n

m - small n = n
Difference of one
Small misc.
m- large n= n

VIIIIII

=MO

10 - n

Teen

Multiplication Families

-

9 or 8 and

Large misc.

MI.

MUM

---

--

n X1. 1 X n,
n X 0 anzl 0 X n
n X 2 and 2 X n
n X 5 and 5 x n

Other small and large times*

*These combinations can be introduced and practiced in third grade. It may not be realistic to expect
that all or even most children will recall these combinations by the end of third grade. Third graders can
be encouraged to use informal methods and thinking strategies to find these products.
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INSTRUCTION
Because it involves more than rote memorization, mastery of the basic
number combinations requires more than just practice. It requires meaningful instruction becauseat heart internalizing basic number combinations
entails recognizing and exploiting relations! ips. In fact, some research (e.g.,

Brownell and Chazal, 1935; Steinberg, 1985; Swenson, 1949; Thiele,
1938; Thornton, 1978; Thornton and Smith, 1988) indicates that a
meaningful approach is more effective in facilitating retention and transfer
than a drill approach (Suydam and Weaver, 1975). This helps explain why

so many teachers find a drill approach so unproductive. Besides being
uninteresting and uninspiring, it fails to teach the key component needed
for mastery: noting and using relationships. Meaningful learning of the basic
combinations requires time. Children should be given ample opportunity to
compute sums, differences, and products. During this initial and necessary

stage, children should be encouraged to look for and exploit patterns or
relationships. Moreover, teachers should foster children's natural inclination

to invent and use thinking strategies. After all, thinking strategies are
children's informal way of searching for and exploiting patterns and
relationships. This crucial intermediate stage in the meaningful memorization

of basic number combinations should not be rushed either.
Practice plays an important role in helping children to recall specific
facts or to use relationships automatically. However, it should play a
secondary role to discovering relationships and inventing thinking strategies.

Moreover, practice should come after such experiences. By using games,
practice can actually be interestng and meaningful.

Teaching Thinking Strategies
Even if it were no more effective in promoting mastery than drill, there are a
number of advantages to encouraging and teaching thinking strategies. An
approach that emphasizes thinking strategies is inherently more interesting
and enjoyable. It validates children's informal mathematical thinking (your

approach to mathematics is useful) and makes basic arithmetic and
number-fact mastery less threatening and overwhelming for children. It
illustrates in a personally meaningful way that arithmetic problems can be
solved in various ways. Such an approach encourages children to look for
relationships and reason about numbers. It more accurately reflects the

nature of mathematics than does a rote memorization approach. A
meaningful approach to number-fact mastery is more likely to foster
analytic-thinking and problem-solving skill than will a drill approach. Such
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an approach is useful even with children with mathematical learning
difficulties (Thornton and Toohey, 1985).
Table 9-2 outlines thinking strategies for the operations of addition,
subtraction, and multiplication. How should teachers promote the learning
of thinking strategies? Should they point them out directly, allow children to
discover them in due course, structure practice to foster their discovery, or
have children who have invented a strategy share it with others? There are
no pat answers to these questions. A mix of each method may prove the
most helpful. The exact mix will depend on such things as the level of ability,

the personalities of the pupils, time constraints, and so forth.
By sharing a few thinking strategies, a teacher endorses looking for and
exploiting patterns. Do not be disappointed if all children do not pick up and
use the examples. After all, not all will be ready to benefit from this direct
instruction, and some may favor alternative methods that are more familiar.
In any case, encouraging thinking strategies should not become another
memorize-math-by-rote routine. Simply endorsing children's informal approach is important enough.
The invention of thinking strategies should be applauded. After all, it is
a sign that a child is really thinking about mathematics. Asking the child to
share his or her ideas with others will serve as recognition and may help the
other children learn that specific thinking strategy and encourage them to
invent ones of their own.

Encouraging the Discovery and Exploitation
of Patterns
Children should be encouraged to look for and exploit patterns. One way
this might be done is to give them a table of basic facts, such as the times
table in Example 9-1, and challenge them to find patterns. This type of
unstructured-discovery-learning exercise might work well as seatwork for
some young, primary-level children (particularly those who are gifted) but
might be more suitable for older elementary children. At the primary level,
such an exercise might better be done as a small-group problem-solving
exercise.
Various devices can be used to structure practice in such a way that
children are more apt to discover key patterns, relationships, or rules. For
each of the arithmetic operations, Math-Detective and In-Out Machine
Exercises can help highlight a variety of patterns (see Examples 9-2 and
9-3). Moreover, such exercises can provide the basis for small-group or
class discussions of number-combination patterns.
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Table 9-2 Thinking Strategies for Addition, Subtraction, and Multiplication
Families of Facts

Family
n + 0 or 0 + n
fl

+ 1 orl +n

Thinking Strategy
* rl + 0 = n rule:

Addition in which zero is a term
that does not change the other
number.

*n-after rule:

The sum of n+ 1 (or 1 + n) is
the number after n in the count
sequence.

n+2or2+n

*Skip-next-n rule:

Small or Large
Misc.

*Commutativity:

The sum of n+ 2 (2 + n) is the
number after the next number
after n in the count sequence.
Addend order does not affect

*Doubles plus one:

the sum. For example, because
the sum of 5 + 3Is 8, the sum of
3 + 5 must also be 8.
Combinations "re 3 + 4 can be

recomposed as 3 + (3 + 1) or
(3 + 3) + 1. Because 3 + 3 Is
six and 4 is one more than 3,
then 3 + 4 must be six and one
more, or 7. Likewise, a relatively

difficult combination like 8 + 7
can be thought of as (1 + 7) +
7 or 1 + (7 + 7). Because the
double 7 + 7 is 14, one more
makes 8 + 7 equal to 15.
*Doubles minus
one:

*Doubles by
recomposition:

A combination like 3 + 4 can be
recomposed in terms of the
double 4 + 4. Because 3 is one
less than 4, then 3 + 4 is one
less than 8, or 7.
Combinations like 5 + 3 can be
converted into doubles by
taking away one from the larger
term and giving it to the smaller

term(5 +3 =[5 11-1-(3 +11=

n+ 8 or 8 + n

n+ 9 or 9 +n

*Recomposition
to 10:

4 + 4 = 8). Likewise, larger,
relatively difficult combinations
like 7 + 9 can be converted
to 8 + 8. Because it is not
readily apparent to many
children, this is one thinking
strategy that a teacher might
want to point out to children.
The relatively difficult
combinations involving eight or
nine can be recomposed as the
relatively easy combinations
involving 10. For 9 + 4, for
example, nine can be made into
10 by adding one, which is

25c

Table 9-2 Continued
Family

Thinking Strategy
taken from the 4 making it three

(9 + 4 = [9 +1] + [4 - 1] =
10 + 3 = 13). Similarly,
combinations involving eight
can be recomposed into
combinations involving 10 by
transferring two (e.g., 8 + 4 =

[8 +2] -H4-21=10+2 =12).

n-0

*n

n -1

*n-before rule:

n-n

*n

Difference
of One

*The difference-ofone rule:

n-2

*Complements:

0 = n rule:

n = 0:

m-n=n
Small Misc.

10 - n
Large Misc.

Zero subtracted from a number
leaves it unchanged
(subtractive-identity principle).
To subtract one from the
number, state the number in
the count sequence that comes
before it.
A number subtracted from itself
leaves nothing.
Whenever neighbors in the
sequence (e.g., 6 and 7) are
subtracted, the difference is
one (7 - 6 = 1). (The rule also
applies to cases where the
smaller number is the minuend,
e.g., 6 7. In this case, though,
the difference is minus one.)
Any subtraction combination
can be figured out by recalling
its related or complementary
addition combination. For
instance, 8 5 can be thought
of as what do I need to add to
five to make 8: three (because
5 + 3 = 8). This might

be introduced with the n - 2
and m - small n = n

Teen
Teen

9

8

*Recomposition
to 10:

combination because of
children's relatively greater
familiarity with n + 2 or 2 + n
and small n + n combinations.
The relatively difficult
minus-nine (or eight) family can
be recomposet as the relatively
easy minus-10 family. For

example, 17 - 9 = (17 - 1) (9 + 1) = 16

nX0

n X1 or1 Xn

*n X 0 = 0 rule:
*n X 1 or 1 X n =
n rule:

10 = 6.
Any number times zero is zero.
The multiplicative-identity
principle states that a number
times one is the number itself.

9r-P4,0(
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Table 9-2 Continued
Family

Thinking Strategy

n X 2 or 2 X n

*Equivalent
addition double:

n X 5 or 5 X n

*Skip count by five:

Other Small
and Large
Times

*Commutativity:

*Doubles plus
(or minus) one:

Recall the equivalent addition
double (e.g., 7 X 2 or 2 X 7 is
equivalent to 7 + 7 = 14). Note
that the product of all such
combinations are even
numbers.
Count by five n times (e.g.,
5 X 3 is 5, 10, 15). Note that
five times an even-number ends
in 0; five times an odd number
ends in 5.
Except for the doubles, all
multiplication combinations are
related to another by the
principle of commutativity (e.g.,
if 8 X 7 = 56, then 7 X 8 = 58).
Near doubles can be reasoned
out in terms of known doubles.
For example 7 X 8 is 7 X 7
plus another seven 49 + 7 = 56
(seven sevens plus an eighth
seven). It could also be thought
of as 8 X 8 minus an eight:

64 - 8 = 56.
*Doubles by
recomposition:

n X 9 or 9 X n

*Times-nine rule:

A combination such as 8 X 6,
that can be converted to a
double (7 X 7) by compensating
addition and subtraction of one
has a product that is one less
than the product of the double
(49
1 = 48). Likewise 6 X 4
can be reasoned out by
subtracting one from the
product of 5 X 5: 25 -1 or 24.1
The product of nine and a
number is composed of a
number with a tens-place digit
equal to n -1 and a ones place
digit that sums to 9 (e.g., for
9 X 7, the tens place digit is
7 - 1 or 6 and the ones place
digit is six plus what makes
nine: 3).

'This can be demovistrated by algebra: If n = the factor of a double, then the
double like 7 X 7 can be represented as n X n. A problem like 8 X 6 can be
represented as (n + 1) X (n

1 ). The product of cross multiplication yield n2 + n

1, which reduces to n2 1 or (n X n)
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1).

n

Example 9-1 Product-Patterns Exercise

PRODUCT PATTERNS
Can you find five patterns in the products of the basic multiplication
facts?

0X0
0

0X1

0

0X2
0

0X3
0

0X4
0

0X5
0

0X6
0

0X7
0

0X8
0

0X9
0

1X0
0

1X1

1X2
2

1X3
3

1X4
4

1X5
5

1X6

1

6

1X7
7

1X8
8

1X9
9

2X0
0

2X1
2

2X2
4

2X3
6

2X4
8

2X5

2X6

2X7

2X8

2X9

10

12

14

16

18

3X0
0

3X1
3

3X2

3X3

3X4

3X5

3X6

3X7

3X8

3X9

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

27

4X0
0

4X1
4

4X2
8

4X3

4X4
16

4X6
24

4X7
28

4X8

12

4X5
20

32

4X9
36

5X0
0

5X1
5

5X2

5X3
15

5X4
20

5X5

10

5X6
30

5X7
35

5X8
40

5X9
45

6X0
0

6X1
6

6X2

6X3
18

6X4
24

RX5

30

6X6
36

6X7
42

6X8
48

6X9
54

7X0
0

7X1
7

7X2
14

7X3
21

7X4
28

7X5
35

7X6
42

7X7
49

7X8
56

7X9
63

8X0
0

8X1
8

8X2

8X4
32

8X5
40

8X6
48

8X7
56

8X8

8X9

16

8X3
24

64

72

9X0
0

9X1
9

9X2

9X3

9X5
45

9X6
54

9X7
63

9X9

27

9X4
36

9X8

18

72

81

12

25

Pattern
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Example 9-2 Using Math-Detective Exercises to Discover
Number-Combination Relationships

Math Detective Exercise A

a. What number comes after each of the following when we count?

4

5 ____

2

7

b. Find the sums for each of the following problems in any way you

wish. You may calculate sums by using blocks, fingers, an
abacus or a calculator.
What do you notice about these problems?

4
+1

1

+4

2

1

+1

+2

5

7
+1

1

+5

+1

1

+7

4+1=

2+1=

5+1=

7+1=

1+4=

1 +2=

1+5=

1+7=

Math Detective Exercise B

Find the sums for each o:' the following problems in any way
you wish. You may calculate sums by using blocks, fingers, an
abacus or a calculator.
What do you notice about these problems?
6

3

0

9

4-0

+0

+4

+0

1

+0

0
+2

N

v

5

0

2

+3

+0

+9

+0

Math Detective Exercise C

Find the sums for each of the following problems in any way
you wish. You may calculate sums by using blocks, fingers, an
abacus or a calculator.
What do you notice about these problems?
2

3

+2

+2

4
+4

5

3

+4

+3

4
+3
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2

2

+2

+3

4
+4

4
+5

3

3

+3

+4

1+1=

4+4=

1

+1=

2+ 1 =

5+4=

1

+2=

Math Detective Exercise D

Find the sums for each of the following problems in any way
you wish. You may calculate sums by using blocks, fingers, an
abacus or a calculator.
What do you notice about these problems?

2+2=

4+,1=

3+3=

1+3=

3 +5=

4 +2=

4
+4

5

2

+3

+2

3
+1

3

2

+3

+4

Math Detective Exercise E

Find the sums for each of the following problems in any way
you wish. You may calculate sums by using blocks, fingers, an
abacus or a calculator.
What do you notice about these problems?
10

9

10

9

10

9

5

+2

5

+2

+t,

+6

+4

+4

+10

+9

10

9

7

7

8

8

+6

10

9

+6

+10

+9

+10

+9

+9

+9

4+10=

3+10=

6+10=

7+10=

4+9=

3+9=

6+9=

7+9=

10+4=

10+3=

10+6=

10+7=

4 +10=

9+3=

9+6=

9+7=
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Math Detective Exercise F

Find the sums for each of the following problems in any way

you wish. You may cak!ate sums by using blocks, fingers, an
abacus or a calculator.
What do you notice about these problems?
9
+1

8

7

6

5

+2

+3

+4

+5

4

+6
3

+7
2

+8
1

+9
Math Detective Exercise G

a. What number comes before the following numbers when we
count?

_3

5

_____ 9

4

7

8

b. What is the difference between the following?
5

1

3

1

1

4

7

9

1

1

Math Detective Exercise H

What pattern is s;iown below?
5

7

6
4

4
3

=

ir) 0 ,-,
i... U 4

8

6

5

7
9

8

=

8

1
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Math Detective Exercise I

What two patterns are shown be:ow?
3

6

u

6

-o

8-0=

-o

5-5=

7

4

7

4

7

-o

6-0=

4-0=

Math Detective Exercise J

What patterns are illustrated below?

4
X2

2

5

X4

X0

3
X6

6
X3

0
X6

6
X0

8
X4

4
X8

8
X0

0
X8

0
X5

5

1

X1

X5

1

6

X6

X1

8

1

X8

X1

Math Detective Exercise K

Do you notice anything about the products of the nondoubles?

3
X3

4
X2

6

7

X6

X5

IMIIIIII

4
X4

CIIIMMINO

5
X3

8

X8

2X2=

7X7=

5X5=

9X9=

1X3=

8X6=

6X4=

10X8=

263
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Example 9-3 Using In-Out Machine Exercises to Highlight Relationships
Among Number Combinations

Exercise A

Exercise B

Exercise C

Out

In

Out

In

1

2

3

3

( 2,1)

3

4

5

6

6

(1,2)

3

9

10

9

9

( 1,7)

In

7

5

( 7,1)

3

1

(LI )

5

8

(1,5)

9

4

( 9,1)

3

2

(1,9)

7

(8,1)

2

Out

10

0

0

Exercise D

Exercise E

In

Out

In

(3,3)

6

(3,3)

6

(3,3)

6

(4,3)

7

(4,2)

6

(2,4)

6

(2,2)

4

(5,5)

10

(5,5)

10

(2,3)
(3,3)

(1,3)

Out

(6,4)

6

(6,6)

Exercise F
In

Out

(4,6)

12

(6,6)

(4,3)

(7,5)

(5,7)

(8,8)

(7,7)

(7,7)

(8,9)

(8,6)

(6,8)

(7,7)

(8,8)

(8,8)

(8,7)

(9,7)

(7,9)

(5,5)

(4,4)

(4,4)

(6,5)

(5,3)

(3,5)

(2,2)

(2,2)

(3,1)

(1,3)

12
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Fxercise 13

Exercise H

Exercise

In

Out

In

Out

In

Out

5

4

(5,4)

1

3

3

3

2

(3,2)

1

6

6

9

8

(9,8)

1

9

9

7

(7,6)

7

4

(4,3)

4

8

(6,?)

1

8

4

(8,?)

1

18

1

(2,?)

1

I

6

5

5

0

Exercise J

Exercise K

Exercise L

In

Out

In

Out

In

7

0

4

8

(4,2)

8

9

0

5

10

(5,3)

15

12

0

1

(6,2)

12

5

3

(2,4)

8

25

(3,5)

18

0

(2,6)

42
0

8

(8,3)

4

(3,8)

20

(7,2)

Out

24

14

(2,7)
(8,7)

56

(7,8)
(6,9)
(9,6)

(3.9)
(9,S)
(3,7)

(7,3)

265

54
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In Example 9-2, the aim of Math Detective Exercise A is to help
students discover that n + 1 and 1 + n combinations are equivalent (the sum
of both is the number after n in the count sequences). Exercises B, I, and J
underscore the rules for adding, subtracting, and multiplying with zero (n +
0 or 0 + n = n, n 0 = n, and n X 0 or 0 X n = 0, respectively). (In addition,
Exercise Iillustrates the n n = 0 rule; Exercise J, then X 1 or 1 Xn=n rule
and the commutative principle of multiplication.) Exercise C is set up to help

children discern the doubles-plus-or-minus one pattern; Exercise D is
arranged to help students recognize that some combinations can easily be
redistributed to form doubles; Exercise E illustrates that relatively easy
combinations with 10 can be used to reason out those with 9. Exercise F
highlights the sums to 10. Exercise G gives children practice in using the
number-before rule for n 1 combinations, and Exercise H highlights the
differences-of-one relationship. Exercise K hints at the relatively difficult
doubles-by-recomposition thinking strategy for multiplication.
In Example 9-3, In-Out Machine Exercise A could provide the basis for

discussing the relationship between the number sequence and addition
involving one. After completing the exercise, ask students to discuss their
answers and what they think the invisible process inside the machinz. Is
doing. Some children may note that the machine is just adding one. With
any luck, some students will see a connection with the number-after items.

Then discuss the relationship between addition involving one and the
number-after pattern. Encourage the children to state the relationship
explicitly: When we add with one, the sum is just the number after (the other

addend).
Exercise B highlights the effect of adding zero: the n + 0 = n rule.
Exercise C underscores the equivalence of n + 1 and 1 + n combinations.
The purpose of Exercise D is to help students discover the doubles-plus-one
thinking strategy; Exercises E and F help students discover the doubles-bycompensation thinking strategy.

Exercises G, H, I, and J can be used to highlight the subtraction
1 = the number before n when we count,
thinking strategies of n
difference of 1, n 0 = n, and n n = 0, respectively. Note that for the last
item in Exercise J, there are any number of acceptable answers. For Exercise

I, the invisible process of the machine could be "adding with zero" or
"multiplying by one" as well as "subtracting zero." Thus the exercise can

serve as the basis for discussing the fact that each of the operations is
governed by an identity principle. Exercise J can also be used to highlight
the multiplication patterns n X 0 or 0 X n = 0. Therefore, with children
familiar with multiplication, Exercises 1 and J can be used to reinforce the
idea that there can be more than one correct solution to In-Out Machine
exercises (some mathematical problems).

Exercise K can be used to illustrate the relationship between the
addition doubles (e.g., 4 + 4 = 8) and times-two combinations (4 X 2 = 8).
Again, group discussions can be used to highlight the connection between

2GS
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the operations (and the point that some problems may have more than one
solution). Exercise L can be used to highlight the commutative principle of
multiplication. It could also be used to highlight the equivalence of repeated
addition (e.g., 5, 3 = 5 + 5 + 5 = 15) and multiplication (e.g., 5, 3 = 5 X 3 =
15).

One way to help children formalize their discovery is to encourage
them to make up an "album of combination families." As a child discovers or
learns about a new pattern, a page can be added to the album (see Example
9-4). It may be appealing to note each entry in a distinctive color. Collecting

Example 9-4 Sample Entry of an Album of Combination Families
ADDITION PATTERNS

0+0 1+0
0+1

2+0

3+0 4+0

2+1 3+1 4+1

1+1
.

.

.

0+2 1+2' 2+2

3+2. 4+2

,.

....

0+3 1+3

0+4

2+3

3+3

. ..
1+4

2+4

0+5

1+5

2+5

0+6

1+6

2+6

7+0

8+0

9+0

5+1

6+1

7+1

8+1

9+1

5+2 6+2

7+2

8+2

9+2

.:.

4+3. 5+3 6+3 7+3 8+3 9+3
...
.....

3+4.. 4+4 .5+4. 6+4 7+4

8+4

9+4

3+5 4+5: 5+5 6+5, 7+5 8+5
.
..
.. ..
3+6 4+6 51-6: 6+6 '7-1:6*. 8+6

9+5

. ...
.

5+0 6+0

.

...

..-...
.

.

0+7

1+7

2+7

3+7 4 ;.7

0+8

1+8

2+8

3+8 4+8

;.

..

5+1

.

.;

..
..
.:

..

5+8 6+8

.

*7+8%
.

CODE

.

2+9

3+9 4+9

..,

6+7'. 7+7 .8+7' 9+7

.

0+9 1+9

9+6

5+9 6+9

.

8+8 '9+8'
.

.

._

.

7+9 :8+9. 9+9

PATTERN

Ioubie plus or Mims one
I

267

...

-::

.

. ..
..
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new entries might provide incentive for some children to discover new
patterns. If necessary, challenge your pupils to find other patterns. Finding
less obvious patterns may be especially interesting for gifted children. In the
course of constructing their album of number-combination families, some
children may notice that some combinations can belong to more than one
family.
Encourage children to compare the exercise sheets and their findings

for the various operations. The exercise sheet for subtraction shown in
Example 9-5 may even prompt some children to ask about the empty cells
on the top right and bottom left. Questions about the first are a natural lead
into negative numbers (e.g., the cell to the right of 8 8 represents 8 9).
Exploring the combinations with negative differences can reinforce mastery
of the basic subtraction combinations and minimize the use of small-from-

Example 9-5 Families-of-Subtraction-Combination Exercise

SUBTRACTION PATTERNS

0-0
1-0
2-0
3-0
4-0
5-0
6-0
7-0
8-0
J-0
10-0

1-1
2-1
3-1

4-1
5-1
6-1
7-1
8-1
9-1
10-1

11-1

2-2
3-2
4-2
5-2
6-2
7-2
8-2
9-2
10-2
11-2
12-2

3-3
4-3
5-3
e-3
7-3
8-3
9-3
10-3
11-3
12-3
13-3

4-4
5-4
6-4
7-4
8-4
9-4
10-4
11-4
12-4
13-4
14-4

Z G3

5-5
6-5
7-5
8-5
9-5
10-5
11-5
12-5
13-5
14-5
15-5

6-6
7-6
8-6
9-6
10-6
11-6
12-6
13-6
14-6
15-6
16-6

7-7
8-7
9-7
10-7
11-7
12-7
13-7
14-7
15-7
16-7
17-7

R-P,

9-8

9-9

10-8
11-8
12-8
13-8
14-8
15-8
16-8
17-8
18-8

10-9
11-9
12-9
13-9
14-9
15-9
16-9
17-9
18-9
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large bug later when multidigit subtraction is introduced. Questions about
the empty cells in the lower left are a natural lead into new and recurring
patterns among multidigit combinations.

Basic Addition Combinations
The Addition-Pattern Activity helps children to visualize sums to 10 in
terms of patterns based on five (Easley, 1983; Flexer, 1986; Hatano, 1980).
For example, as shown in Frame A of Figure 9-1, the combination 4 + 2 is
transformed into the problem 5 + 1, which is easily identified as 6. This
activity lends itsc : to the task of mastering the sums of 1 ' in particular. The

Figure 9-1 Addition-Pattern Activity

A. 4 + 2
4

6
1

B. 6 + 7
6 (5 + 1)

7 (5 + 2)

13 (10 + 3)

2 V0 J
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C. 9 + 7
9 (5 + 4)

7 (5 + 2)

16 (10 + 6)

0

advanced version (illustrated in Frames B and C of Figure 9-1) helps
children to visualize sums to 18 in terms of patterns based on five and ten
(Thompson and Van de Walle, 1984; Wirtz, 1980). It is an especially useful

means for helping children to discover the recomposition to 10 thinking
strategy. Addition-Pattern Estimates (Example 9-6) combines practice
in making estime ,es of single-digit addition combinations and using visual
patterns to facilitate the remembering of basic facts.

Example 9-6 Addition-Pattern Estimates

Objectives: Practice estimating and computing sums to 10 (basic
version) or to 18 (advanced version).

Grade Level: 1 (basic version) to 3 (advanced version).

Participants: One to five children.

Materials: Deck of cards on which are printed the addition
combinations with sums 1 to 10 (basic version) or to 18 (advanced
version); 10 chips, pennies, or other small countable objects; and a

2" X 10" card divided into ten one-inch squares (see Step 1 of
Figure 9-2).Also needed are colored pattern - plates for the numbers
1 to 10 (basic version) or to 18 (advanced version).The pattern plate
for 7 is illustrated in Step 2 of Figure 9-2. Lastly, materials to keep
score are needed (chalkboard, paper, etc.).

2 70
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Procedure: On their turn, the players draw a card and immediately
make a guess (estimate) of the sum. If the child to the player's left
counts "one Mississippi, two Mississippi, three Mississippi" before
an estimate is given, the player must give up his or her turn. If the
player makes an estimate within the time limit, he or she continues

his or her turn as detailed in Figure 9-2.

Figure 9-2 Addition-Pattern Estimates

Step 1: Child draws card and (immediately) estimates the sum.

5t3

j
Erin turns over the top card of the deck and responds, "Seven."
Step 2: The pattern-plate for the estimate is placed on the player's
card.

Erin places the pattern-plate for 7 on her card.
Step 3: The child then counts chips to represent the first addend
and does likewise to represent the second addend.

27:
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Erin has counted out five chips and is completing the process for
the 3.

Step 4: The chips are transferred to the players card.

Step 5: The estimate is compared to the computed sum for
accuracy.
Erin notes that there is ona chip beyond the template. Because the
estimate is off by one, she records one point on the chalkboard.

Ce
11

Er i n

Gwen MATA

1

Indeed, a wide variety of games can provide all the practice children
need to master basic addition combinations and do so in an entertaining
manner. A number of games already described can be used or adapted for
this purpose. For example, the Tower of Same-As, described in Example
8-7, would be appropriate for first graders in practicing sums to 10 and for
second graders in practicing sums to 18. With numeral dice and a spiral
race track, the Racing-Car Game described in Example 6-2) and the
Dinosaur Race (Wynroth, 1986) could be used in first-to-third-grade to
practice sums to 10 (dice with numerals 0 to 5) or sums 8 to 18 (dice with
numerals 4 to 9). For more specific practice, decks of cards can be drawn up
that include the combinations of just one or a few combination families (e.g.,
an eight-nine deck can include n + 8, 8+ n, n + 9, and 9 + n combinations).

el I-1
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Dicey Baseball and Dicey Football (Examples 9-7 and 9-8) also
provide entertaining practice. Adds To (Example 9-9) is more abstract
the The Tower of Same-As.

Example 9-7 Dicey Baseball

Objective: Practice basic addition combinations with sums to 10
(basic version) or 18 (advanced version).

Grade Level: 1 (basic version) to 3 (advanced version).
Participants: Two children or small teams of players.
Materials: Two dice with the numerals 0 to 5 (basic version), 1 to
6 dots, or numerals 4 to 9 (advanced version); outcome chart (see
below); and markers (blocks) or other materials for keeping score
(e.g., chalk for making tallies).

Procedure: The number of runs a player (team) scores in the
inning is determined by the roll of the dice. The player sums the
numbers rolled and consults the outcome chart. The players then
record the number of runs indicated by the outcome chart. The
player's opponent does the same to complete the inning. After nine
innings, the players count up their score (markers, tallies, etc.).
Sum of Dice Roll
Basic
Version

0
1

2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

With Regular
Dice

Advanced
Version

2

8

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

9
10

10
11

12

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

273

Outcome:
Points Scored

6
4
2
1

0
0
0
1

2
3
5
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Example 9-8 Dicey Football

Objectives: Practice (a) basic addition combinations with sums
to 10 (basic version) or 18 (advanced version) and (b) use of handheld calculators.

Grade Level: 1 (basic version) to 3 (advanced version).
Participants: Two children or small teams of players.
Materials: Two dice with the numerals 0 to 5 (basic version), 1 to
6 dots, or numerals 4 to 9 (advanced version) outcome chart (see

below); hand-held calculator; and materials for keeping score
(paper and pencil, chalk and chalkboard, etc.)

Procedure: The number of points a player (team) scores in a
quarter is determined by the roll of the dice. The player sums the
numbers rolled. The opponent checks the sum given on the handheld calculator. If there is no disagreement, the player consults the

outcome chart. If the player gives an incorrect sum, he or she
scores 0 pointsthat quarter. If the opponent incorrectly calculated
the sum on the calculator, the player scores the number of points
indicated on the outcome chart plus a bonus of three points. The
opponent's turn completes the quarter. After the game is completed, the calculator ,an be used to determine the final scores of
the two players (teams).
Sum of Dice Roll
Basic
Version

With Regular
Dice

0

2

3
4
5
6

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

7

8
9
10
11

12

9, p 7 4
A.,

i `x

Advanced
Version
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Outcome:
Points Scored

17
14
7
6
0
0
3
7
10
14
21
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Example 9-9 Adds To

Objectives: Practice basic addition combinations with sums to
10 (basic version) or 18 (advanced version) and illustrate samesum concept (with number sentences).

Grade Level: 1 (basic version) to 3 (advanced version).

Participants: Two to six p'- s.
Materials: Deck of cards, each with a number 0 to 9, and a
spinner, die or other device for selecting sums.

Ii

1,

Lot!
X 972

La1_1

0
r---1 r-----i
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Procedure: Using a spinner or die, the dealer selects "the sum."
Each player Is dealt three cards face up. In turn, the players check
their cards to see if two of their numbers "sum to" the selected
^umber. If so, the two cards are placed face down in a players point
pile. If not, the player may discard and draw a new card. After the
round is completed, the dealer selects a new number (sum). Play
continues fora predetermined number of rounds or until a player or

players obtain a predetermined cards in their point pile.

Guess-What-Adds-Up-To is a relatively sophisticated game that is
based on the Number-Guess Game, described in Chapter 5. Two to six
children can play the game, but first-graders, especially, will probably need
supervision and help. In the basic Guess-What-Adds-Up-To version, one
player ("the picker") picks a number card from a deck with cards 0 to 10.
(With more advanced players, the numbers can range from 0 to 18.) The
other player(s) ("the guessers") then try to figure out the number by posing
addition combinations. After a guesser has posed a combination, the picker
indicates whether it produces the chosen sum or not. And if not, he or she
indicates whether the sum of the posed combination is more or less than the

chosen number.
If two children are playing with number cards 0 to 10, then the guesser
can be given four guesses. With two players and number cards 0 to 18, the

guesser has six chances. The guesser scores a point for figuring out the
chosen number. Otherwise, the picker gets the point. The roles are then
reversed and the game continues for a prescribed number of turns. (A tie is
possil. le.) A sample exchange is detailed below:
Abjul:
Bess:
Abjul:
Bess:
Abjul:
Bess:
Abjul:

Shuffles deck and picks a card (8) without showing it to Bess.

Is it 3 plus 2 equals 5?
No, it's more than 5.
How about " plus 3 is 7?
No, its more than 7?
Is it 5 plus 4 is 9?
No, it's 8. (Shows the card.) I score a point.

If more than two children play. he guessers take turns (e.g., going in a
clockwise direction) registering their guesses until someone figures out the

chosen number. That person is awarded a point and must make the first
guess of the next round. Play continues for a prescribed number of rounds.
(Ties are possible.)
By simply modifying the rules, Guess What Adds Up To can be used to
practice a particular combination family. For example, if the n + 2 or 2 + n
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family needs to be practiced, the number cards (the number picked) should
range from 2 to 11, and the guesser must pose his or her guesses in terms of
combinations involving two (e.g., "Is the number 2 + 3 or 5").

Basic Subtraction Combinations
The games used to practice the basic ad.ition combinations can easily be
adapted to practice subtraction combinations. Addition-Pattern Estimates
can easily be modified to create the game Subtraction-Pattern Estimates.
Sums To can become Subtracts To by simply changing the rules and using
a ntimber selecting device that includes numbers from 0 to 9. The deck of
number cards for the basic version would range from 0 to 9; for the
advanced version, from 0 to 18. Racing-Car, and the like, can be played
with a deck of cards on which are printed the combinations that need to be
practiced. Guess-What-Adds-Up-To can be converted to Guess-WhatSubtracts-To to practice combinations with minuends from 1 to 10 (basic
version) or 11 to 18 (advanced version). As with addition, a particular
subtraction family (e.g., minus fours) can be practiced by including the
appropriate number cards to define the range of the choice (0 to 6 or 0 to
13) and requiring the guessers to state problems in terms of the family of
interest (as a minus-four combination).
Several other games for practicing subtraction combinations are
described below. What's Related? (Example 9-10) calls attention to the
relationship between addition and subtraction. Two-Dice Difference
(Example 9-11) is based on the Difference Game (see Example 9-1 in
Baroody, 1987a). Though both games have the same objectives, the latter
can be played by only two children or two small teams of plc vers.

Example 9-10 What's Related?
Objectives: Reinforce explicitly the addition-subtraction complement principle hid provide practice of the basic subtraction
combinations with single-digit minuends (basic version) or teen
minuends (advanced version).

Grade Level: 1 or 2 (basic version); 2 or 3 (advanced version).

Participants: Two to six players.

Materials: Deck of subtraction combinations with single-digit
minuet ids (basic version) or teen minuends (advanced version) and

a deck of related addition combinations.
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Procedure: From the subtraction deck, tt,e dealer deals out
three cards face up to each player (see figure,. The dealer places
the addition deck in the middle of the table and turns over the top
card. The player to the dealers left begins play. If the player has a

card with a subtraction combination that is related to the combination on the addition card, he or she may take the cards and
place them in a discard pile. The dealer then flips over the next card
in the addition deck and play continues. The first player(s) to match
(discard) all three subtraction cards wins the game (short version)
or a point (long version). (Unless the dealer is the first to go out, a

round should be completed so that all players have an equal
number of chances to make a match.)
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Example 9-11 Two-Dice Difference

Objectives: Practice basic subtraction combinations with singledigit minuends (basic version) or teen minuends (advanced version)

and reinforce a "difference" meaning of subtraction.

Grade Level: 1 or 2 (basic version); 2 or 3 (advanced version).

Participants: Two to six players.
Materials: Dice with numerals 0 to 5 and 4 to 9 (basic version) or
dice with single-digit numerals (0 to 5 or 4 to 9) and teen numerals
(10 to 15 or 13 to 18). Each player will need a mechanism to keep
track of his score. Concretely, this can be done with Dienes blocks
as illustrated in Figure 10-3. Symbolically, players could keep a
running score using paper and pencil or on a hand-held calculator.

Procedure: On their turn, players roll the dice. The difference
between the two numbers is their score that round. The game ends

when one or more players achieve a predetermined score on a
round or after a predetermined number of rounds have been
completed.

Basic Multiplication Combinations
To practice the basic times combinations, Adds To can easily be converted
to Factors Of. Racing Car can be played with a deck of cards on which are
printed combinations with factors 0 to 5, 0 to 9, or specific multiplication

families. In the multiplication version, the winner is the first player to

complete a predesignated number of laps around the board. Some
mechanism should be provided to keep track of each player's laps.

SUMMARY
The basic number combinations are replete with relationships. Discovering

patterns and reasoning out answers are key means by which children
naturally and sensibly master the "basic facts." Instruction also should foster

meaningful memorization, not memorization by rote. This can be accomplished by permitting a prolonged period of informal calculation during
which children are encouraged to discover relationships and use thinking
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strategies. Because Naming the basic number combinations is a building
process, it is particularly important for instruction to help children "see" the
connection between new combinations and existing knowledge (e.g.,
between adding one and number-after knowledge, between subtraction

combinations and related addition combinations, between times two
combinations and addition doubles). Practice should follow meaningful
instruction and, by using games, can be done in an entertaining fashion. In
brief, instruction on the basic number combinations is an idea! occasion for
encouraging discovery and invention and fostering thinking, excitement,
and confidence.
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Base- Ten

Place-Value
Skills and Concepts
As the range of children's oral counting expands to 100 and beyond, the
stage is set for learning multidigit numeration skills. This includes reading
multidigit numerals (e.g., a child sees 13 and says "thirteen") and writing
multidigit numerals (e.g., a child hears "thirteen" and writes 13).
Our written numbers r re a base-ten pie ze-value system. It is a placevalue systerr
cause tne position of a digit determines its value (e.g., the
digit 4 in 4,038, 1,421, 2,947, and 3,654 represents different values by
virtue of its position). Ours is a base-ten numeration system because,
moving from right to left, each place increases in value by a factor of 10. For
example, in 3,654, 4 represents 4 X 1 or 4 X 10° (four units that cannot be
grouped into a ten); 5 represents 5 X 10 or 5 X 101 (five groups of ten); 6
represents 6 X 100 or 6 X 102 (six groups of ten tens); and 3 represents 3 X

1000 or 6 X 103 (three groups of ten hundreds). Base-ten place-value
concepts are important because they provide the underlying rationale for
multidigit numeration skills and written arithmetic procedures. (The latter
are discussed in Chapter 12.)
Place-value skills and concepts include recognizing the ones, tens,
hundreds, and thousands place (place recognition) and judging the value of
a digit within a multidigit term (place-value notation). For instance, place
recognition entails understanding that the 4 in 4,038 is in the thousands
place; place-value notation involves knowing that the 4 stands for four
thousands or four thousand.
Base-ten concepts and skills include base-ten equivalents: 10 ones
(units) form a group of ten, 10 groups of ten farm a group of one hundred,
and so forth. Identifying the smallest and largest (one-, two-, three- or fourdigit) term involves recognizing a key regularity that stems from the fact that

2P1
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our numeration system groups by ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, and so
forth. Flexible enumeration is the facility to switch among counting by ones,
tens, hundreds, etc., to count a set consisting of different denominations.

LEARNING

Multidigit Numeration Skills
Reading Multidigit Numerals
Once they can read the single-digit numerals 0 to 9, children can proceed to

learn how to interpret combinations of these digits. Young children,
especially those not familiar with the number sequence beyond 10 or so,
may not realize that multidigit numerals such as 63 represent a number. As a
result, they simply read the digits of such terms separately (e.g., 63: "Six;
three" or "Six and three"). As they learn and use larger count terms, young

children auickly grasp the notion that multidigit numerals correspond to
these numbers and must be read as a whole.
The next step in learning to read multidigit numerals involves discovering the rules for accurately translating our written system into the
verbal number sequence. That is, children must learn how our base-ten
place-numeration system uses position to encode information concerning
magnitude. For example, to decode 63 correctly, a child must realize that

the order of the digits must be considered (e.g., '36 and 63 represent
different numbers) and that such terms are read from left to right (e.g., 63
translates into sixty + three or sixty-three, not thirty + six or thirty-six). The
teens, though, are treated somewhat differently (e.g., 16 translates into six +
teen or sixteen, not teen + six, ten + six, or sixty-one). In effect, the child
must learn the rules (and exceptions) for how our written positional notation
system matches up with the rules for generating the count sequence.
Reading teen numerals involves connecting the highly regular written
forms (one + the one-digit numerals: 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19) to
the appropriate but not entirely regular verbal counterparts in the count
sequence ("eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen . . ."). Thus,
for example, 17 translates in a straightforward manner into "seventeen," but
15 translates into fifteen rather than "five-teen."
Reading the remaining two-digit numerals likewise involves connecting
the written forms with the corresponding verbal sequence terms (e.g., 50
with "fifty" and 62 with "sixty-two"). Reading three-digit numerals requires
learning a special hundreds rule: The left-hand term is read as a single-digit
term with the term "hundred" tacked on (e.g., 132 translates into "one +
hundred thirty-two" or 346 translates into "three + hundred forty - six "). It
also involves learning special rules for handling zeros (e.g., 708 = "seven
c)

(--)
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hundred [no decade term] eight"). Reading four-digit numerals requires
realizing that four digits specifies using a thousand rule (e.g., 1,432 = "one

+ thousand four hundred thirty-two" or 2,432 = "two + thousand four
hundred thirty-two"). The rules for using zero as a placeholder are even
more complicated at this level.

Writing Multidigit Numerals
Once they can write single-digit numerals, children then must learn how to
combine these digits to represent larger numbers. In particular, they have to

learn that the arrangement in which digits are written is of the most
importance. Because order is important, multidigit numerals cannot be

written as they are heard (e.g., "seventeen" cannot be written 71a
common error among children just beginning school). Moreover, because

place designates value, other numbers such as "forty-eight" cannot be
written as they are heard: 408a common error early in the first grade. By
the end of first grade, most children have mastered writing teen and twodigit numerals.
In time, children master the rules for writing three-digit numerals and,
then four-digit numerals. One rule they must appreciate is that hundred
terms contain only three digits (e.g., five hundred three is written 503 not
5,003). Moreover, they must learn, in effect, to use zero as a placeholder.

Place-Value Skills and Concepts
Usually, children begin acquiring multidigit numeration skills by rote (e.g.,
Ginsburg, 1982; Resnick, 1983). Children are introduced and many learn
to read and write two-, three-, and even four-digit numerals without really
understanding their underlying base-ten place-value rationale. This helps to
explain why primary-level children make as many numeral-reading and
nurneral-writing errors as they do. It explains whyeven among children

who master the rules for reading and writing multidigit numeralsmany
young pupils have such difficulty explaining what component digits mean
(e.g., "The 2 in 3,248 is two one hundreds or two hundred").
Despite its central importance for understanding multidigit numeration
and computational skills, research suggests that children generally have a
weak grasp of place-value ideas throughout the primary years (Ross, 1986).
What place-value knowledge is learned in the early grades is often limited
and rote. An incomplete or inadequate understanding of place value is a key
reason children have learning difficulties at higher grade levels.
Children's counting-based view of numbers is a major obstacle to their
understanding and use of multidigit numeration and other base-ten placevalue skills. Because of their informal concept of number, children interpret

the numeral 13, for example, as "13 things" or "13 units," not as a
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composite of one ten and three ones. Indeed, they are so acci:stomed to
thinking of multidigit numerals such as 13 as a single group. many children
have great difficulty assimilating the qualitatively different base-ten placevalue conception of numbering taught in school.

Place Recognition
Even atter children learn to read two-digit numerals, they may not be able to
point out the ones and tens place. Because of their informal conception of

number, they treat two-digit numerals as a whole and do not realize that
multidigit numerals actually have components. For example, the digits in 27

are treated as a unit not as an amalgam of ones and tens.
With instruction, children begin to recognize that the digits in twodigit numerals can be considered separately and each occupy their own
special place. Some children, though, may confuse the names of the ones
and tens place and incorrectly identify, say, the right-hand digit as the tens
(Ross, 1986). This may help to account for the common reversal error (e.g.,
reading 72 as "twenty-seven"). Children, though, readily learn to recognize

the ones, tens, and hundreds place and later the thousands place.
This is a necessary first step in mastering place value. However,
children can learn to identify place names by rote. Therefore, this skill does
not necessarily imply an understanding of place value (e.g., Resnick, 1982).
For example, even after they can recognize the ones and tens place, children
may not be able to answer correctly a question like: How many tens are in

27?

Place-Value Notation
With instruction, children do learn to "note place value" for two-digit
numerals (e.g., the 2 in 27 means two tens) and to extend this skill to larger
numbers (e.g., 243 represents 2 hundreds, 4 tens, and 3 ones). Noting place
value is another important step. However, because it can be done by rote,
this skill does not guarantee a deep understanding of place-value. A child
who has mechanically mastered this skill can successfully answer placevalue questions usually found in textbooks and standardized tests, such as:

_

ones or 2 tens + 7 ones = _. However,
tens and
they do not really recognize that, say, the 2 in 27 is a multiple of 10 and
27 =

represents groups of ten rather than ones or units. As a result, such children
do not realize that the component parts of 27 must sum to make the whole:
20 + 7 = 27, and they make a variety of errors (Ross, 1986). For example,
some children interpret the 2 in 27 as two objects and the 7 as seven objects

and indicate that the sum of the parts is nine.
A deep understanding of place value requires that a child comprehend
that digits in the tens place represent multiples of 10 area different kind of
unit than those in the ones place. A child at this level realizes that the sum of
0 L) A
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the parts of a multidigit must equal the whole represented by the numeral
(Ross, 1986). A child who understands that the "digit values equal the
whole." know, for example, that 27, can be decomposed into two different
kinds of units (tens and ones) and that they (20 + 7) must sum to 27. A deep
understanding of place value also entails realizing that "zero is a placeholder." In brief, real mastery of place-value notation ofones and tens and
then hundreds implies understanding that digit values equal the whole and
that zero serves as place holderas well as the skill of noting place value.
Place-value notation that involves renaming (e.g., 12 ones and 3 tens
is 42 or vice versa) is a particularly difficult application of place value. It

appears to require a deep understanding of place-value and develops
relatively late (e.g., Resnick, 1982).

Base-Ten Skills and Concepts
To understand multidigit numerals and arithmetic algorithms, it is important
to grasp the idea that our number system regroups by ten: 10 ones can be
regrouped to form a larger unit called ten, 10 tens can be regrouped to form
an even larger unit called hundred, 10 hundreds can be regrouped to form
an even larger unit called thousand, and so forth. Thinking in terms of ones,
tens, hundreds, and soon, also gives children flexibility in coping with a wide
range of tasks such as comparing and ordering numbers, mental figuring,
estimating, and checking (e.g., Payne and Rathmell, 1975).

Base-Ten Equivalents
A basic base-ten notion's an appreciation of the base-ten equivalents: 10
ones constitute 1 ten (ones in 10), 10 tens constitute 1 hundred (tens in
100), and 10 hundreds constitute 1 thousand (hundreds in 1000).

Smallest and Largest Terms
A key characteristic of our base-ten place-value system is its repetitive
nature. For the non-negative numbers, the smallest and largest one- and
two-digit terms are 0, 9,10 and 99. This pattern is echoed with three-digit
terms (100 and 999) and four-digit terms (1,000 and 9,999). Recognizing
these benchmarks suggests a relatively sophisticated understanding of the
base-ten place-value system.

Flexible Enumeration
Flexible enumeration is relatively difficult because it requires a child to
quantify (count) a set in terms of tens, hundreds, and so on, as well as ones.
Though third graders can, for example, count 5 $100 bills by one hundreds
or count 3 $10 bills by tens, many have difficulty combining such counts if
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the 5 $100 bills and 3 $10 bills are put together (Resnick, 1983). Some
children count: "100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 501, 502, 503"; some: "100,
200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800."
A suggested instructional sequence for base-ten place-value skills and

concepts is summarized in Table 10-1.

INSTRUCTION
Primary-level children can be helped to extend their informal conception of

number if base-ten place-value training is done concretely with size
embodiments such as Dienes blocks' or interlocking blocks ',e.g., Fuson,

1988; Resnick and Omanson, 1987). This instruction shou'd begin by
helping children understand the ideas of grouping by 10 and of using
position to distinguish among different denominations. The grouping-by10 idea can be introduced by the Wood-Trading Activity, described in
Figure 10-1. The position-defines-value concept can be introduced with

the Basic Version of the Larger-Number Game, the Basic Version of
the Largest-Number Draw Game, and Target Game 100, described
later in this chapter. In Figure 10-2, note that multidigit numeration skills,
such as reading and writing two- or three-digit numerals, are introduced in a

meaningful mannerhand in hand with base-ten place-value instruction.
After experiences representing multidigit numbers with concrete size
embodiments, Egyptian hieroglyphics are an ideal pictorial device or
practicing multidigit numeration and base-ten skills. This semiconcrete
system is a straightforward base-ten system. Moreover, working with
Egyptian hieroglyphics readily lends itself to children's informal methods,
particularly counting by ones and tens. Though the Egyptian hieroglyphics
are not a place-value system, translating these symbols into Arabic numerals
and vice versa can help children understand the idea of positional notation
underlying our written number system. For all these reasons, exercises with
Egyptian hieroglyphics are an ideal vehicle for bridging children's informal
knowledge and formal (base-ten place-value) representations of number.2
1Dienes (1960) blocks include units (1 X 1 X 1-cm blocks), longs (1 X 10 X 1-cm bars
obviously consisting of 10 units), flats (10 X 10 X 1-cm squares consisting of 100 units), and

cubes (10 X r X 10-cm blocks representing 1000 units).
2In addition to veing a pictorial system, the Egyptian hieroglyphics are a more abstract
representational system than size embodiments in another way. Unlike Dienes blocks, in

which a long is clearly made up 10 units, the Egyptian hieroglyphic for ten ( n) does not
depict units. Presented with the symbol for ten, a child must mentally equate 10 units and 1
ten. Likewise, a deep understanding of our positional notation entails recognizing that the 1
in 10 represents a ten: a group of 10 units. (The 0 can be interpreted to mean that there are
no units left after the grouping process.)
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Table 10-1 A Suggested Sequence of Base-Ten Place-Value Skills and Concepts by Grade Level*

Multidigit
Numeration Skills

Level
1

Reading

Writing

Multidigit

Multidigit

Numerals

Numerals

Teen

Teen

Place -Value Skills

and Concepts
Place
Recognition

Place-Value

Notation

Ones, tins,

Base-Ten Skills and Concepts
Base-Ten
Equivalents

Two-digit

Three-digit

Ones and
tens

III

MOMS

2

II

Three-digit

Thousands

Term

Flexible
Enumeration

-

-

Ones in 10

and
hundreds

Two-digit

Smallest/
Largest

Tens in 100

One- and
two-digit
Hundreds

3

Hundreds in
1000

Three-digit
Four-digit

Four-digit

Four-digit
With
renaming

-

Ones and
tens
Ones, tens,
and
hundreds

-

'This suggested sequence is debatable. It approximates how these skills and concepts are currently taught. Some evidence (e.g., Resnick, 1982, 1983) suggests that
even with manipulative-based instruction. I. :-.;es time for children to develop a deep knowledge of base-ten place-valueknowledge that can be related to various
embodiments, tasks, and problems. In contrast to the prolonged developmental scheme depicted above, Fuson (e.g., 1988) argues that with an Integrated approach that
uses size embodiments, even average-ability first graders can learn base-ten place -value skills and concepts with up to four-digit termaAdvantages of such en approach
Include making clearer the 10-for-1 trading -in pattern and the role of zero as a place holder. Fuson, then, recommends greatly compressing the time for instruction on
base-ten place-value skills and concepts. Indeed, she adduces some evidence that with effective instruction, children acquire an unusually deep understanding of such
ideas (e.g., many can explain related renaming procedures). Thus compressing such training may be educationally sound for some children, perhaps most. Given the
uncertain evidence, it may be advisable to take a middle course between the prolonged and compreased approaches.Thua it is recommended that such instruction begin
In earnest in the first grade with two-digit terms (with size embodiments). Teachers can then Judge how quickly to proceed with three- and four-digit instruction. With
integrated and meaningful instruction, there may be little reason why many children cannot begin work on most of the competencies including reading and writing f ourdigit Amer, "o by t he end of fIrst-gradeit is recommended that different embodiments (e.g.,Dienes blocks, hieroglyphics) and tasks be introduced Lsroughout the primary
years and that teachers help children to see the connections among them all.
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Figure 10-1

Base-Ten Place. Value Skills and Concepts

Wood-Trading Activity

A. Player's existing score (nine longs and seven units or "ninety
seven").

1=1

I.
I1

001 0
11

B. Player rolls a five and collects five more units.

0

C. Trades in 10 units for a long (a ten).

Ow.
1110

im

..

,..I

NO
2S3

1.
I1

l-

0

D. Trades in 10 longs (tens) for a flat (a hundred).

Figure 10-2 Size Embodiments to Teach Place Value Using the Target Game
as an Example

2

1

3

5

The concrete models of the target and Dienes blocks helps
make clear that 235 ("two hundred thirty-five") is a composite of
two hundreds, three tens, and five ones.
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Exercise A of Example 10-1 introduces students to the Egyptian
hieroglyphic representations of 1( A) and 10 (n). In Question la, three is
represented in a straightforward manner with three one-tallies: AAA
For lb, some children will record 10 as: AAAAAIAAA
I
A. Help them to
reflect on such an answer by asking, "Is there an easier way to show 10 in

Egyptian hieroglyphics?" A teacher can summarize the discussion by
saying, "Instead of writing out 10 one-symbols, which is a lot of work, the

early Egyptians used a special symbol to represent a group of ten."
Questions lclf are an effort to draw attention to the fact that teens are a
composite of ten and ones. Question 2 of Exercise A does the same by
asking a student to translate Egyptian hieroglyphics into Arabic numerals.
After such introductory exercises with the teens, students are ready for
more advanced exercises with larger two-digit terms. Question 1 of Exercise

B asks students to translate two-digit numerals into hieroglyphics. For
Such translations
example, 12 translates into n Ai; 21, into
concretely highlight a very important point about our numeration system:
position (place) defines value. A comparison of the four representations
makes it clear that the 2 in 11 repres2nts 2 ones and the 2 in 21 stands for
something different: 2 tens. Moreover, such exercises provide a concrete

nn

model for the idea of zero as a place holder. For example, in translating 20
into
, a student can see that the 2 implies two tens and the 0, no ones.
Exercise C extends the students' grasp of hieroglyphics by introducing the
sym ml for 100 and three-digit terms. Question 3 is an effort to make more

nn

explicit the idea of place-value notation. Note that Exercise D requires
among other things, flexible enumeration.
Example 10-1

Egyptian Hieroglyphics

Exercise A

The ancient Egyptians used a number system that is like our

own (Arabic system) in some ways and in other ways is very
different. The Egyptians used pictures (hieroglyphics) to represent
numbers.
Egyptian

Arabic
1

h

n
2J

2
10
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1. Pretend that a pharaoh (ancient Egyptian king) hots appointed you as his tax collector and keeper of records.
a. If a poor merchant paid 3 coins in taxes, how should this

be recorded in Egyptian hieroglyphics?

b. If the king raised his taxes and demanded that the poor

merchant pay 10 coins in taxes, how should this be
recorded?

c. If another merchant had to pay 4 coins in taxes, how
would this be noted?

d. If this merchant's taxes were raised and he had to pay
14 coins, how would this be recorded?

e. A third merchant had to pay 8 coins in taxes, how would

this be noted?

f. If his taxes were raised and he had to pay 18 coins, how

would this be recorded:

2. Translate the following tax record written in Egyptian
hieroglyphics into our (Arabic) numerals.
a. Ace Reed Products, Inc.

nA A

)1

A

c. Cultured Cats, Inc.

nil o A u
nit old

d. Durable Slaves, Inc.

n

b. Block Haulers, Inc.
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Exrelso B
1. As the pharaoh's tax collector and keeper of records, you
have to check the records to make sure all merchants have
paid the right amount.

a. Nile River Damage Control, Inc. is supposed to pay 12
coins in taxes this tax period. What would 12 look like in
Egyptian hieroglyphics?

b. Izzie's Idols &Graven Images, Inc. is supposed to pay 21

coins. Show this in hioroglyphics.

c. Swampy Surveyors & Land Markers, Inc. should have 48

coins in taxes recorded. What should the tax record
show?

d. Pyramid Rock Quarry owed 84 coins. What shouid be
noted?

e. Kingly's Gold &SilverTrinkets, Inc. should have 20 coins
in taxes, and their record should reflect what?

f. Futures Foretold, Inc. should have on the records 40

coins. Show this.

2. You check the tax records. For each of the following,
translate the Egyptian hieroglyphics into our own Arabic
numerals.

a. Nile River
Damage Control
b. Izzie's Idols &
Graven Images

2°

nnw
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C. Swampy Surveyors
& Land Markers

nnnnA

d. Pyramid Rock
Quarry

nnnnnn

e. Kingly's Gold &
Silver Trinkets

nnnn
nnnnnwil

f. Futures Foretold

Exercise C

In addition to the pictures (hieroglyphics) for 1 ( A) and 10 (0

that you already learned about, the ancient Egyptians also had a

symbol for 100: Q.
1. The pharaoh's (king's) army won a battle and brought back
many things won in the battle. The king wants you to make
a record of his winnings. Make up a symbol for each thing

on the list and record the number of those things in
hieroglyphics.

a. 100 battle axes

b. 148 helmets.
c. 176 horses
d. 250 wagons
e. 304 swords

f. 400 prisoners
2. The following record was made of the battle. Translate the
Egyptian hieroglyphics into our (Arabic) numerals.

a.ee ee
b.

X

spears lost

enn A A AA AAA 'a
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helmets lost
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c.

ennnnn -Av.

d.

eil Ai

e. (3e

horses lost

or

wagons lost

*sr

_

swords lost

_

3. a. How many hundred symbols are in e ()nil A A ?
Ten symbols?
. How
One symbols?
would this number b9 written in our (arabic) oystem?
. Do the same for each of the following:

b. eAAAIA

=

ten(s), &

C. (30 11 fl n =

hundred(s), ____ ten(s), &

de eelA
e.eeeee

_

one(s) =
one(s) =

=

hundred(s), ____ ten(s), & ____ one(s) =

=

hundred(s),

ten(s), &

one(s) =

Exercise D
Below is a record of the size of forms along a portion of the Nile
River. Translate the recorded area into arabic numerals.
A.

eeeennw

B.

eeennnnnAA

D.

eeeMigh
eennrinnn

E.

eeeennau

C.

Base-ten place-value concepts and skills can be further reinforced by
playing games that involve using objects to keep track of scores that exceed

10 (see Figure 10-3). In High Card 100, Shuffleboard WO, and Draw
100 (Examples 10-2 through 10-4), the first child or team to accumulate
100 points win. Note that the scoring procedure illustrated in Figure 10-3

2 ,..," ,..,i

ininructiov
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achieves a number of important objectives: (1) recognition of ones, tens,
and hundreds place; (2) place-value notation, with ones, tens, and hundred,
including zero as a placeholder; (3) digit values equal the whole; (4) reading
and writing teen and two-digit numerals; and (5) base-ten equivalents (ones
in 10 and tens in 100). In addition to providing a concrete model for these
base-ten place-value concepts and multidigit numeration skills, such a

scoring procedure provides a ccncrete embodiment for the multidigit
addition (renaming) procedure. Other activities that provide interesting,
concrete, and Integrated training include Space Wars (described in
Chapter 12) and the Wynroth (1986) Prog-am's Forward Bowling and
Backward Bowling3 (described in Chapter 12 of Baroody, 1987a).
Example 10-2 High Card 100

Grade Level:

1.

Participants: Two to six players.

Materials: Deck of cards with a numeral 0 to 10 on each (a
standard deck can be used).

Procedure: Each player draws a card from the deck and places it
face up in front of him or her. The player(s) with the highest card
wins the round. The face value of the winning card would be the
winner's score for that round. It Is possible for the game to end in a
tie.

3The trading-in process used in these Wynroth game is more abstract than the scoring
procedure with Dienes clocks described here. With the latter, 10 units is traded in for a long
that clearly shows it is made up of 10 units, and so forth. In the Wynroth games, 10 unit blocks
are traded in for a single block that is put on the tens post; 10 tens are traded in for a single
block that is put on the hundreds post. Thus 182 is represented as one block on the hundreds
post, eight blocks on the tens post, and two blocks on the ones post. This is a more abstract
model for multidigit numbers than that provided by size embodiments.
A variety of mataials can be used to illustrate this more abstract regrouping process.
For example, with High Card, Shuffleboard, or Draw 100, players could win play money
instead of points and trade 10 $1 bills for a $10 bill. The first player(s) to trade in 10 $10 bills
for a $100 would be the winner. This "scoring procedure" exploits many children's familiarity
with money (e.g., Lampert, 1)86; Lawler, 1981). Pictorially, tallies could be used to illustrate

the relatively abstract process of trading in 10 ones for 1 ten. A player's chPlkboard (or
scoresheet) would have three columns labeled hundreds, tens, and ones. After collecting 10
tallies in the ones column a player could erase (cross out) these marks and enter a tally in the
tens column.

2D
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Figure 10-3 A Scoring System for Teaching Base Ten Place-Value Skills and Concepts

Materials: hr nature chakboard, chalk, and Dienes blocks for
each player or team. Each chalkboard needs ones, tens, and
hundreds labels printed in chalk or written on masking tape, mailing
labels, and so on. An oaktag scoreboard could be used instead of a
chalkboard. This would require a supply of "number squares": two
of each numeral 0 to 9 printed on a separate card for each player or
team.

A. Player's existing score.

hundreds

tens

one

°
°
000
O

B. Player scores 7 points; counts out 7 unit blocks, and adds them
to the ones column.

.

lhodresli_f

+en5

ones

0

2,0C
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C. Enause of "overcrowding," the player trades in 10 ones for a
long that is put in the tens column.

hundreds

ones

-FenS

0

0

A

O

op
0 0
o
0 00
00

D. The numeral designation is now corrected to reflect the new
(concrete model) of the score.

hundreds

ones

fens

M
3

0
0

3

29;

0
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Example 10-3 Shuffleboard 100

Grade Level:

1.

Participants: Two players or two small teams of players.
Materials*: Shuffleboard equipment or table-top substitute (e.g.,
checkers and an unsharpened pencil). Using masking tape, a board

can be laid out on the floor or a table-top (see figure).

Procedure: To keep the scoring procedure simple, each player
gets just one shot per round. At the end of the round, each player
with a checker on or touching a box "records" their score. For the

sake of fairness, the order in which players shoot should be
alternated.

Unsharpened pencil

ea

0Al

10

9

8

7

5
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Checker

aMasking tape
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Example 10-4 Draw 100

Grade Level: 1.
Participants: Two to five players or two small teams.

Materials: Cards that state how many ones and tens can be
added to a player's score (e.g., ADD 1 ten and 3 ones, ADD 0 tens
and 9 ones, and ADD 3 tens and 0 ones).

Procedure: On their turn, players draw a card and add the values
stated on the Draw Card to the score on their scoreboard. Play
continues until the round when one or more players obtain a score
of 100. By allowing everyone to complete the last round, the game
is fair to all players and allows for ties.

With minor adjustments, the scoring procedures and games described

above can be used to work on three- and four-digit skills and concepts,
including: (1) recognition of the thousands place; (2) place-value notation
with hundreds and thousands, including zero as a placeholder; (3) digit
values equal the whole; (4) reading and writing three- and four-digit
numerals; lnd (5) base-ten equivalents (hundreds in 1000). A teacher will
need to include higher values in the card decks for High Card and Draw, and

the boxes for Shulieboard. For example, for Draw 500 or Draw 1000,
add cards like ADD 1 hundrsd, 3 tens, and 6 ones or ADD 0 hundreds, 9
tens. Simply add a thousands column to the scoreboard and provide a size
embodiment for 1,000 (Dienes block cube). The winning score can be reset
to 500 or 1,000 for three-digit work and 5,000 or 9,999 for four-digit work.

Multidigit Numeration Skills:
Reading Multidigit Numerals
Instructional points specific to reading multidigit numerals and several
games for practicing these skills are discussed below. The following may be

unnecessary if instruction in reading multidigit numerals is done in a
meaningful manner. The following techniquesused in conjunction with
size embodimentsmay be useful in remedial instruction.

Reading Teen Numerals
Ensure that prerequisite skills (oral counting to 19, recognition of numerals

1 to 9, and reading one-digit numerals) have been mastered first. If
29 9
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necessary, point out that teen numerals stand for a number and that, for
example, 15 stands for and is read as the count term "fifteen." If need be,
point out that the second term provides the clue for deciding which teen
term the numeral represents (e.g., 14: the second term is four, so this teen
term is "fourteen"). Practice for reading the teen numerals specifically can
be done with the Zip Race, described in Example 10-5.
If a child has difficulty learning to read teen numerals, work on the
somewhat easier skill of numeral recognition. That is, use games or activities
in which a teen number is stated and the child has to pick out the correct
numeral from a number of choices (e.g., Which of these is fourteen: 12, 17,

71, 14, 70, 41?).

Damp,* 10-5 Zip Race: 11-19

Objective: Reading the teen numerals.

Grade Level: K or 1.
Participants: Two to six players.
Materials: ,.:p-Race Board (see figure), race cars (or markers) for
each player, and numera' cards 11 to 19.

18

17

16

19

START

15

14

11

12

13

Procedure: Give the children their choice of marker color and
explain, "In the Zip Race we put our race cars on 'Start.' Then we
pick a card with a number on it. The number tells us how far we can
move our race car. The player who goes the furthest wins." Shuffle
the deck of numeral cards. On theirturn, have the players draw and
read a card. If necessary, say, "Read this number for me." If the child

simply reads the individual digits (e.g., "one, three" for 13 or "one,
five" for 15), say, "How else can we say this number?"
The Zip-Race board can consist of a Start and nine squares
labeled eleven. twelve, thirteen, and so forth. (This would provide

300
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practice reading the number names for teens.) Alternatively, each

square could contain a Set of dots one greater than that in the
preceding square. (This would provide practice for enumeration of
sets 11 to 19 and matching the set to its cardinal designation.) The
simplest solution is to label the squares with numerals (11, 12, 13,
and so forth). If labeled with numerals, make sure players read the
card (and do not simply match the numeral on the card with the
numeral on the board).To make the game somewhat more difficult
for advanced players, the numerals on the Zip-Race board can be in

a random order. Nay can continue until every player has had e
specified number of turns. Note that because the cards are in
random order, a player may have to move backwards on a turn (e.g
a child might be on the eighteenth square and then draw 12).

Reading Two-Digit Numerals
Ensure that the prerequisite skills (oral counting to 100 and reading
one-digit numerals) have been mastered first. If necessary, point out
that two-digit numerals stand for a number and that a zero can act as a
place holder. For example, with 40, the first term 4 stands for four tens
or "forty" and zero stands for no ones (forty and no more). With 41,
the first term stands for four tens or "fort!," and one stands for one one
(forty and one more).
The Zip-Race described above can be adapted to practice
reading two-digit numerals specifically. Make up a deck of cards with
the numerals 20 to 99. Use a board in which the squares spiral inward
and are labeled with numerals.
Reading Three -Di gh Numerals
Ensure that the prerequisite skills (rules for counting larger numbers

and reading one- and two-digit numerals) are mastered first. If
necessary, point out th. 1: the first term on the left of a three-digit
numeral is read aq a one-digit term + hundred (e.g., 137 as "one +
hundred" and 637 as "six + hundred"). As needed, point out the role
of zero as a placeholder (e.g., 607: the first term to the left is still read
as six hundred not sixty as it looks). Moreover, it is important to help

children discover that zero in the context of multidigit numerals
cannot be disregarded but that it means none of a particular unit
skip the place designation for that position. In the case of 408, zero
means no tensskip from the hundreds designation ("four hundretr)
to the ones designation ("eight").
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Reading Four-Digit Numerals
Ensure 'hat the prerequisite skills (rules for counting larger numbers and
reading one-, two-, and three-digit numerals) are mastered first. If necessary,
poitit out that the first term on the left of a four-digit numeral is read as a onedigit term + thousand (e.g., 4,705 is read "four + thousand . . ."). As
needed, point out the role of zero as a placeholder (e.g., 1,034: the first term

on left is still read as one + thousand and not "one hundred" or "ten").
Moreover, it is important to help children discover that zero in the context of

four-digit numerals means skip that place designation. With 1,034, for
instane zero means there are no hundreds; therefore skip the hundreds
word: "one + thousand (no hundreds) thirty-four."

Multidigit Numeration Skills:
Writing Multidigit Numerals
Even with teen terms, writing instruction should focus on helping children
appreciate positional notation. It is critical that positional notation be taught
in terms of the children's informal knowledge using concrete models.

Writing Teen and Two-Digit Numerals
First remedy any deficiencies in prerequisite skills (writing single-digit
numerals, counting by ones to 99, and recognition of two-digit numerals).
Help the children discover how our highly regular written symbol system
"maps" onto their familiar but not entirely regular verbal number sequence.
One rule for translating sequence terms from ten to ninety-nine into written
numbers is that only two numerals are used (e.g., forty-two is written 42 not

402 because the 4 stands for four tens or forty). Encourage chltdren to
discover the regularities of :he written systemthe repetition of patterns:
first decade and the single-digit sequence (10,11,12 . . .), second decade
+ the single-digit sequence (20, 21, 22 . . .), and so forth. Note that not
only do the terms within a decade go up in sequence but that subsequent
decades also follow the single-digit sequence (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70,
80, 90).

Writing Three-Digit Numerals
First remedy any deficiencies in prerequisite skills (writing one -digit, teen,
and two-digit numerals and rules for counting numbers in the hundreds). It

may help to work next on recognition of three-digit numerals. Writing
instruction should focus on helping children appreciate the positional
notation system used to write terms between 100 and 999. If necessary,
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point out that hundred terms consist of three, and only three digits (e.g.,
three hundred sixty two is written 3F2 not 30062). Encourage children to
explore the repetitive patterns of the-digit numerals and now the written
system corresponds to the verbal number sequence.

Writing FourDigit Numerals
First remedy any deficiencies in prerequisite skills (writing one-digit, teens,

two-digit, and three-digit numerals and rules for writing numbers in the
thousands). It may help to work next on recognition of four-digit numerals.
Writing instruction should focus on helping children appreciate the positional notation system used to write terms between 1,000 and 9,999. If

necessary, point out that terms "one thousand . . ." to "nine thousand . . ." consist of four and only four digits. Encourage children to
explore the repetitive pattern of four-digit numerals and how the written
system corresponds to the verbal number sequence.

Place-Value Skills and Concepts
Place-Value Notation: Ones and Tens
The idea that position is crucial to defining value can be reinforced by

playing the games Larger-Number and Largest-Number Draw, described in Examples 10-6 and 10-7). Target Game 100 (Example 10-8)
and Target Game: 1 and 10 (described later in the chapter) can reinforce
place-value notation skills and concepts.

Example 10-6 Larger-Number Game (Basic Version)

Objective: Make explicit that the position of a digit in a two-digit
numeral defines its value.

Wade Level:

1.

Participants: For 2 to 30 players or two teams of players.
Materials: Nine cards, each with a digit 1 to 9, for each player or
team. A spinner or other mechanism for picking numbers.

Procedure: Using a spinner, call out two different numbers in
random order and ask which is larger. If needed, use a prompt such

as, "When we count, which takes longer to count up tosixty-eight
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[point to the arrangement 68] or eighty-six [point to the arrangement 86] ?"
With a large group, ask the children to record the combinations
they make. This will permit you to check later those responses that

you do not have time to check during the activity. The players
(teams) select these two number cards and arrange them any way

they wish. If the arrangement is the larger of the two possible
combinations, the player (t9am) is awarded a point. For example, if

the numbers six and eight were called out, all who form the
arrangement 86 would get a point. For children who made 68, point

out the arrangement 86 and relate each to the pupils' verbal,
number-sequence knowledge.

Examp!a 10-7 Largest - Number Draw (Basic Version)

Objective: Position defines value.
Grade Level:

1.

Participants: One or more groups of two to four players.

Materials: A deck of 9 mods, each with a digit 1 to 9 (for each
group of two or four players). The complexity of the game (size
comparisons) can be Increased by playing with a larger deck of, say,
18 or 27 cards.

Procedure: After shuffling the deck, each player draws two
cards. -roc) oi.tyers may arrange their cards in any way they wish.
The plarai who has the largest number wins the round and a point.
Play continues until a preset number of points is obtained.

Example 10-8 Target Game 100

Grade Level:

1.

Participants: Two to five players or two small teams.
Materials: From six to ten bean bags, chips, checkers, pennies, or
the like; target with rings worth 1 and 10. Concentric circles can be
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drawn on the floor or on a cardboard with chalk, or constructed of
masking tape. Actually, the target can take any shape desired as
long as there is a ones and a tens area.

Procedure: On their turn, players toss the bean bags onto the
target and record their score (see Figure 10-2). The game ends
with the round in which one or more players obtain a score of 100.

Place-Value Notation: Ones, Tens, and
Hundreds and Zero as a Placeholder
The role of zero as a placeholder can be explored in the games Larger-

Number and Largest-Number Draw (Advanced Version) by simply
adding a zero card (for the two-digit version) or zero cards (two and three for
the three- and four-digit versions, respectively). In the three -digtt version of

Larger Number, the combination 630 would beat 603, 360, 306, 063 or

036. Target Game 500 (or 1000), which can be created from Target
Game 100 by adding a hundreds ring, or Target Game: 1,10, and 100,
which is described in Example 10-10, can reinforce place-value notation
skills and concepts.

Place-Value Notation with Renaming:
Ones, Tens, and Hundreds
Place-value notation with renaming can be practiced by playing Advanced
Draw. This game is played exactly like Draw. However, the Draw Deck
includes special cards such as: Add 1 hundred, 3 tens, 13 ones or Add 0
hundreds, 14 tens, 2 ones.

Base-Ten Skills and Concepts
Base-Ten Equivalents: Ones In 10,
Tens in 100, and Hundreds in 1,000
That we regroup units by ten in our number system is an outcome of a
natural endowmentour ten fingers. Our fingers provide a ready-made
tallying system. Early in human history, herdsmen or merchants counted on
their fingers to keep track of items. When they ran out of fingers but needed
to continue their tally, something had to be done to represent the first ten
items. So they put down a pebble or other marker to mark this group of ten.

When tallying very large quantities, the number of "ten pebbles" ("ten
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markers") could be reduced by using a rock for special marker) to represent
10 tens.

Wood-trading activities (see Figure 10-1) are an enjoyable way of
introducing this trading-in process (e.g., Dienes, 1960). In the base-ten
rendition of the Wood-Trading game, children learn trade in 10 unit
blocks for a long (a ten), 10 longs for a flat (100), and 10 flats for a cube
(1,000). In the basic version of the game, the winning score can be defined
as one (or several) longs. In the intermediate version, it can be defined as
one (or several) flats. In the advanced version, the goal can be defined as
one (or several) cubes. The advanced version, in particular, should help
children see that the trading-in process (in base ten) always involves
collecting 10 of a particular wood or number (Fuson, 1986). This should
help children master the base-ten equivalents.
The Egyptian hieroglyphics are an excellent pictorial or semiconcrete
model for the trading-in process and teaching base-ten equivalents.4 When
written tally systems were invented (e.g., the Egyptic., hieroglyphics: A =

1), people continued to substitute a symbol for 10 tallies (units or
ones) because it was more efficient. The Egyptians substituted

n for

AAAAAIAAA A. Likewise, as larger and larger quantities had to be
tallied, it was important to have a large denomination symbol that could

be substituted for many 10 symbols. The Egyptians used Q instead of

nnnnnrinrinn. Likewise, I was used instead of writing
out 10

e s. The Egyptian Hieroglyphics Exercises described in Chapter 12

for practicing multidigit calculation involve trading in and would be useful in

teaching base-ten equivalents.

4The relatively abstract process of trading 10 units for a ten that bears no resemblance to 10
units can also be practiced with Chip-Trading. For example, white, red, blue, and purple
chips can represent ones, tens, hundreds, and thousands, respectively. Ten white chips are
traded in a one red chip, and so forth. This can be done as an optional activity after WoodTrading and before the Egyptian Hieroglyphics if a teacher wishes. It is probably important

for a teacher to ask the children while they play what the red chip represents.
Chip Trading can involve exchange rates other than 10, and these can be used to
introduce other base syste.ns. To introduce base five, for example, a white could be equated
with ones, five whites could be traded for a red (a five), five reds could be traded for a blue (a

twenty-five), and so on. The New Math and some curricula today introduce other base
systems (bases for regrouping) before int, oducing base ten. Fuson (1988) argues that if the
objective is to help children understand regrouping by ten, it is probably best to teach baseten skills and concepts directly. Unfortunately, research does not clearly indicate which is the
more effective approach.
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Largest/Smallest One-, Two-, Three, and
FourDigit Terms
Children need opportunities to reflect on the structure of our written
number system. Modified Largest-Number (or Smallest- Number Draw
(Example 10-9) can provide a context for discussing the smallest and
largest two-, three- and four-digit terms. A teacher could casually ask, for
example, "What do you think the best draw (for the three-digit version of
Largest-Number Draw) would be?"

Example 10-9 Modified Largest-Number (Smallest-Number) Draw

Objective: Number patterns among three-digit (or two- or fourdigit) numbers.

Grade Level: 1 to 3.
Participants: For two to twelve players.
Materials: A deck of thirteen cards: eight with a digit 1 to 8 and
five with the digit 9 (for two or four players). An additional deck is
needed for each additional group of two to four children.

Procedure: After shuffling the deck(s), each player draws three
cards and arranges them in any order he or she wishes. In LargestNumber Draw, the child who has the largest n umber wi ns the round.
(In Smallest-Number Draw, the reverse holds.) Play continues until
a preset goal is obtained by a player (or possibly by more than one

player). The game can be introduced with the two-digit version.
Each player draws and arranges two number cards. After children
are familiar with three-digit patterns, the game can be used to
explore four-digit patterns.

flexible Enumeration: Ones and Tens, or
Ones, Tens, and Hundreds
Flexible enumeration with ones and tens (ones, tens, and hundreds) can be

introduced relatively concretely by playing Target Game: 1 and 10 (or
Target Game: 1, 10, and 100), described in Example 10-10.
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Base-Ten Place-Value Skala and Concepts

Example 10-10 Target Game: 1 and 10 (or 1, 10, and 100)

Objectives: (1) Reinforce place-value notation skills and concepts and (2) practice flexibly switching between counting by tens
and °lists (or hundreds, tens, and ones).

Grade Level: 3 (or perhaps lower).
Participants: Two to five players or two small teams.
Materials and Procedure: The materials and rules are the same
as Target Game 100. However, a relatively abstract scoring procedure is used. Instead of recording their scores with manipulatives
(e.g, Dienes blocks) and numerals, players note their score on a
chalkboard or paper with just numerals (e.g., three bean bags on the
hundreds ring, five on the tens ring, and none in the ones ring would
be recorded 350). The player (or team) with the higher score wins
the round and gets a point. The winning player (team) is the first to
register a preset number of points (e.g., 5 points for a short game;

15 points for "period-length" game).

SUMMARY
Informally, children view multidigit terms such as 12 or 103 as representing
a specific number of units. The underlying base-ten place-value rationale for
such numerals is foreign to their thinking. As a result, children often learn to
read and write multidigit numerals by rote, and, not surprisingly, many have
difficulty with these skills. Place-value skills (e.g., recognition of the ones,

tens, and hundreds place) and concepts (position defines the value of a
digit) are central objectives of primary schooling. Also central are base-ten
concepts (e.g., our numeration system is based on grouping by tens and so
each position in a multidigit numeral increases by a factor 10). Abstract
base-ten place-value lessons are difficult for children to grasp.

It is crucial that such instruction build upon children's informal
mathematical knowledge. Work can begin with concrete models (size
embodiments such as Dienes blocks) in which a ten is clearly a group of 10
ones. Numerals can then be introduced in terms of size embodiments ar.".
games that require regrouping objects in order to keep score or calculate
sums or differences. Egyptian hieroglyphics are a powerful semiconcrete
model for base-ten ideas and even place-value concepts. Such instruction

enables children to master base-ten, place-value, multidigit-numeration,
and multidigit arithmetic concepts or skills in an integrated and meaningful
manner.
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11
Multidigit Mental
Arithmetic
Mental arithmetic includes both mental computation, which entails finding
exact answers, and estimatior, which entails finding reasonable approximations of answers. These skills build on children's knowledge of the number
sequence (discussed in Chapter 3), concepts of addition and subtraction

(Chapter 8), single-digit combinations (Chapter 9), and place value and
base ten (Chapter 10) (e.g., Resnick, 1983). Though mental arithmetic skills
are not always adequately emphasized in school, they have as much if not

more practical value as any asr ect of the mathematics curriculum (Bell,
1974). Countless situations require the "addition" or "subtraction" of
multidigit terms without the aid of paper and pencil or calculator. Adults
routinely engage In multidigit mental computation.
Estimation of multidigit arithmetic Is a particularly important skill in
everyday life (Reys, 1984; Trafton, 1978). It is often used to do things such
as figuring out tips in restaurants or at the hairdressers, or quickly checking
the cost of items at the grocery or hardware store. With the widespread use
of calculators and computers, estimation is more important than ever as a
means of checking ,ne reasonableness of answers (Hope, 1986).
In addition to their utility in adult life, there are other good reasons for
cultivating mental computation and estimation skills. Children with good
mental arithmetic skills may be more prone to check and correct their
written work. The development of multidigit mental computationlike that
of the basic number combinationsbasically entails discovering and exploiting relationships and patterns. It can also be an important vehicle for
encouraging mathematical thinking and problem solving (Driscoll, 1981).
Indeed, estimation is at heart a problem-solving exercise and requires the
thoughtful analysis and flexibility of such an endeavor.
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LEARNING

Multidigit Mental Computation
Addition
To perform multidigit mental computation effectively, children must be able
to generate basic (single-digit) and large-number (multidigit) combinations
automatically. For example, to avoid becoming confused in adding 316 +
253, a child needs to recall effortlessly the basic fact that 6 + 3 = 9 and the

large-number combinations 10 + 50 = 60 and 300 + 200 = 500. As with
basic combinations, a key to mastering large-number addition combinations

is discovering relationships and patterns. A key class of large-number
combinations that children seem to learn in this way involves adding 10.
Children learn quickly the pattern underlying the addition of 10 and a
single-digit number (n) or a single-digit number and 10 (10 + n or n + 10):
the sum is a teen that incorporates the single-digit term (e.g., 10 + 7 or 7 +

10 -. seven + teen or 17).
Children can learn to add decades and 10 (decade + 10 or 10 +
decade) automatically by exploiting the counting (count-by-ten) knowledge
they already have (Resnick, 1983). Though children ma:, know the decade
sequence (10, 20, 30, 40 . . .) well and may be able to cite automatically
the decade after another (e.g., the 10 after 70 is 80), they may not realize this
knowledge can be used to solve, say, 20 + 10 = ? or 10 + 70 = ? Children
have to see there is a connection between their existing knowledge of the
decade sequence and such addition (e.g., the decade after 70 is 80, so the
sum of 10 + 70 is 80). Once a child makes the connection, he or she can
readily generate the sums to any problem involving a decade and 10. The
memorization of combinations involving 10 and a decade may be facilitated
by seeing how they parallel their single-digit counterparts (e.g., by comparing

10 + 70 = 80 with 1 + 7 = 8). After children discover the pattern above,
they can exploit it to add automatically other two-digit numbers and 10 such
as 32 + 10. In this case, the two-digit n + 10 rule specifies: The sum is the

decade after 30 with same ones place digit.
Children can exploit patterns or relationships to master other largenumber combinations as well. For instance, they soon see that the 10 + n =
n + teen pattern also applies to the addition of single-digit numbers and
other decades (decade + n or n + decade) such as 20 + 7 = 27 or 7 + 20 =
27. Children can automatically add decade and decade (e.g., 40 + 30 = 70)
by using their existing knowledge of the basic combinations (e.g., 4 + 3 = 7,
so four-ty plus thir-ty is seven -ty). This connection can be used to respond
efficiently to somewhat more complex combinations: two-digit n and

decade (e.g., 30 + 42 = 72). Other parallel addition facts include
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combinations that involve a two-digit addend and a next-decade sum (e.g.,

24 + 6 = 30 parallels 4 + 6 = 10).
Though children may not automatically see their application, the
patterns for two-digit addition recur in the same or similar form with threedigit addition. In time, children either discover or learn that adding 100 and

a single- or two-digit number (100 + n or n + 100) is a straightforward

process (e g., 100 + 7 is "one hundred seven" and 76 + 100 is "one
hundred seventy-six"). Adding 10 to three-digit numbers (three-digit n +
10) requires knowing 10 + n or n + 10, decade + 10 and two-digit n + 10
rules, and the rules for generating the number sequence to at least 1,000.
For example, 103 + 10 is an extension of the 10 +n orn + 10 rule: The sum
is a teen that incorporates the single-term (13), prefaced by "one hundred"
(one hundred thirteen). For a combination like 290 + 10, the child must
recognize that the decade + 10 pattern applies (i.e., the sum is the next term
in the count-by-10 sequence). Moreover, the child must know that the
decade after 290 in that sequence is 300. Similarly, three-digit n + decade
(e.g., 120 + 40 or 123 + 40) entails recognizing the application of decade +
decade and two-digit n + decade patterns to three-digit addition. In cases,
such as 160 + 40 or 163 + 40, the child must also have facility with the

hundreds sequence (i.e., realize that the decade after 190 is the next
hundreds term: 200). With hundreds + 100 (e.g., 400 + 100 or 100 +
400), the child need only see a connection with the familiar n + 1 or 1 + n
family (e.g., 4 + 1 is 5 so four-hundred plus one-hundred is five-hundred).

With 900 + 100, the child would also have to appreciate that "tenhundred" is called one thousand (the next hundreds term after 900 is one
thousand). Likewise, adding hundreds, such as 400 + 300, (hundreds +
hundreds) entails seeing a connection with related basic combinations (e.g.,
4 + 3 = 7, therefore, four-hundred plus three-hundred is seven-hundred).

Subtraction
As with addition, efficient multidigit mental subtraction entails mastery of
single-digit and large-number combinations. Like addition, mastering largenumber subtraction combinations involves discovering new patterns or
relationships with existing knowledge of the number sequence or basic
combinations.

Mastering large-number subtraction facts begins with those combinations involving 10. Once children recognize that the sum of 10 and a
number (n) is the teen counterpart of the number (n + teen), they should
have no difficulty also recognizing the teen 10 ..--- n pattern (e.g., 17 10

= 7). Moreover, children's knowledge of the decade sequence (10, 20,
30 . . .) can serve as the basis for subtracting 10 from a decade (decade
10). For example, to compute the difference of 30 10, a child has only to
think of the decade just before 30: 20. Remembering decade
10
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combinations may be facilitated by noticing the parallel between such
combinations and single-digit minus-one combinations. In time, children
also learn two-digit n 10 combinations (e.g., 42 10 = 32).
Children frequently use a variety of recurring patterns to master largenumber combinations that do not involve 10 as well. Automatic recall of a
basic fact like 7 4 can be extended to the subtraction of decades decade
decade: seven (+ty) minus four(+ty) is thir(+ty). This knowledge is then
used to master two-digit n decade combinations (e.g., 42 20 = 22).
Other parallel minus facts include decade n combinations (e.g., 30 6 is
analogous to 10 6) and those governed by the number-before rule (e.g.,

47 1 = 46), difference-of-one rule (e.g., 47
prindple (e.g., 47 47 = 0).

46 = 1), and identity

Estimation of Multidigft Arithmetic
Skillful estimating requires mental computation facility, sound conceptual

knowledge of arithmetic and place value, flexibility, and knowledge of

specific estimation strategies. Though children need not be good at
estimation to be good at mental computation, they need to be good at
mental computation to be good at estimation (Reys, 1984). Clearly, a child
cannot make estimates quickly and accurately if he or she has inefficient
mental computational skills.
Estimation skill grows as children's conceptual (particularly placevalue) knowledge expands. As they understand more about arithmetic and
place value, children can make more and more exact estimates (Trafton,
1978). Indeed, without formal instruction, first and second graders recognize
that 50 is an absurd estimate for 52 + 26 ("because it is less than you started
with"). Many would re;ect 60 as a good estimate because fifty something
and twenty something ought to be at least seventy-something. That is, they

have sufficient mental computation skill and arithmetic or place-value
knowledge to recognize informally unreasonable and reasonable approximations.
Computational estimating requires the mental flexibility to risk exploration and giving inexact answers. Unfortunately, as early as first grade,
children become so concerned with producing the correct answer that they
refuse to make estimates. Even when asked to estimate quickly, children
may insist on laboriously calculating the correct answer. Rigidity then is one
of the primary barriers to good estimation skill.

Though children will informally acquire some estimation skill, instruction or specific strategies can extend their estimation facility. A simple
estimation strategy, which does not require a deep understanding of place
value, involves focusing only on the digits that will have the biggest impact
on the sum (Reys, 1984). With the problem 56 + 43, the tens-place digits 5
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and 4 will have the biggest impact on the sum and so they are added
producing the estimate of 90-plus. Such a front-end strategy with two-digit
terms is a naturd bridge with children's informal estimation skill and is so
straightforward that it can be taught readily to first graders. As children learn
to add hundred terms, they can easily make front-end estimates with threedigit terms. For example, focusing on the most influential (the hundredsplace) digits for the problem below quickly leads to the estimate of 700 plus.

432
87
296

8
+156
Rounding strategies are typically what are taught as estimation
(Trafton, 1978). It is important to note that there is no one correct way to

estimate (sums and differences) by rounding. How rounding is done
depends upon the objective of the exercise (Reys, 1984). Consider the
following problem.

To remodel a kitchen, five items were needed. Their costs are listed
below:

$137

$ 42
$592

$ 56
$ 89

If a rather precise estimate was needed (to, say, check whether or not the
items were rung up accurately by the checkout clerk), it would be helpful to
round to tens:

140
40
590
60
90
920
If a gross estimate (for, say, estimating the total cost) was needed, then
rounding off to hundreds might suffice.
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100
0

600
100
100
900
If a very gross estimate was all that was needed (to ensure that, say, the cost

did not exceed an upper limit of $1,200), rounding up to the nearest
hundred would be usekl.
200
100
600
100
100
1,100

Rounding, then, is very much a problem-solving activity that requires
mental computation skill with tens and hundreds, place-value knowledge,
and flexibility. Rounding with two and three-digits, therefore, requires
more sophistication than a front-end strategy.
Unfortunately, mental arithmetic skills in general and estimation in
particular often are not given adequate attention in school (e.g., Carpenter,
Coburn, Reys, and Wilson, 1976). Estimation training too often focuses

exclusively on rounding (Trafton, 1978), and it is taught mechanically.
Children are not helped to appreciate the value of estimating; they do not
understand that the aim of estimation is to make difficult computations
manageable. Because they learn estimation skills by rote and out of context,
they do not realize that an estimation strategy is determined by a thoughtful
analysis of task goals.

A suggested sequence of mental-arithmetic competencies by grade
level is outlined in Table 11-1.

INSTRUCTION

Multidigit Mental Computation
The key ingredient in fostering mastery of large-number combinations is
helping children to discover the underlying patterns of these combinations

and how these patterns are related to existing knowledge. Egyptian
Hieroglyphics, In-Out Machine, and Math Detective Exercises are
well suited for this purpose. For instance,1n Example 11-1, the first question
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Table 11-1 Suggested Sequence of Mental-Arithmetic Competencies by Grade Level
and Developmental Order

Multidigit Mental Computation
Level
1

Addition

10 +norn+ 10
Decade + n or n decade
Decade + 10 or 10 +
decade

2

3

Decade + decade
Two-digit n + 10
Two-digit n + decade
Parallel aG,Iition facts

100+norn +100

Hundreds + 100
Hundr3ds + hundreds
Three-digit n + 10
Three-digit n + decade

Estimation of
Multidigit Arithmetic

Subtraction

Teen

-10

Decade - 10

-

Front-end with
two-digit terms

Decade - decade

Two-digit n - 10
Two-digit n - decade

Parallel minus facts

-

MIMEO

Front-end with
three-digit terms

-

Rounding with two and
three digits

in Hieroglyphics Exercise A helps focus attention on the effects of adding a

single-digit number to 10. Such problems as

n + AAAAandn+

AA AiAl are a concrete embodiment of the 10 + n = n + teen pattern.
A group discussion may help some children to consciously recognize that
the sum contains the same number of ones as the term addea. Writing the
number sentences (e.g., 10 + 4 =14) further reinforces this point and helps
connect the idea to its formal representation.
The aim of Question 2, which entails adding a single-digit number to
10, is similar. Implicitly, it illustrates that 10 -'- n and n + 10 are equivalent.
QuesSon 3 more directly makes this point. Exercise B focuses on the teen
10 pattern. Exercise C illustrates that the number-after pattern is repeated
at the decade level (e.g., the sum of 6 + 1 is the n, imber after six-sevensimilarly, the sum of 60 + 10 is lite decade after 60-70). Note that these
exercises complement the base-ten place-value training discussed in the
previous chapter (e.g., a teen is actually a composite of a ten and ones and a
two-digit term is an amalgam of tens and ones). In fact, instruction of largenumber combinations ought to go hand in hand with base-ten place-value
training.
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Example 11 -1 Egyptian Hieroglyphic Exercises that Highlight Patterns Underlying
Large-Number Combinations

Exercise A

1. The Pharaoh asked the members of his court for a tribute
of 10 gold pieces to help victims of the flood. This was not
enough, so he asked court members to contribute again
whatever they could afford. The record of the tributes Is
shown below. Figure out the number of gold coins each
court membercontributed altogether and record the result

In hieroglyphics. Then write a number sentence In our
Arabic numbers that shows the same thing.
Number
Sentence

Tribute
Altogether

Second

Court
Member

First
Tribute

Reb

n

WA

-0

+

n
n

AlIALA P

+

-*

+

--P

E+

--P

E

Stef

Jer

Tribute

+

WAIL;

Shan

Obin

n

+ LIM

+

+

Kare

El El

El El

2. Because it was his birthday, the Pharaoh wanted to make
everyone happy. He decided to give court members silver
pieces according to their rank. The highest ranking court
member received nine pieces; the lowest ranking just one.
After passing out the silver, he saw that everyone was so
happy that he decided to give everyone ten more pieces of
silver. Of course, as King's treasurer, you had to record all
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the expenses and note how many silver pieces each
person got altogether. Write a number sentence for each
also.

Court
Member

First
Gift

Second

Total
Altogether

Gift

0

Number
Sentence

Reb

111111AA1

+

n

Stef

AIAAAI

+

n

_.

Jer

Mil

+n

.._.

+

Shan

IIIA

+

n

-+

+

Obln

Jib

+

n

Kars

4-

A

....0.

1

El

4-

E

,

_....

r

+ [11

+

[11

+

3. The Pharaoh enjoyed playing games with his brothers. The

scores for each game are shown below. As the official
scorekeeper note the players' score altogether in hieroglyphics. Write a number sentence that shows what each
player scored in the games and their total score.
Player

Pharaoh

Brother 1
Pharaoh

Brother 2

Game 1

Total

Game 2

Number
Sentence

+

HAMA

-->

0+

+

n

--w

El [II= El

n

I'

IA A A

--

1111

+

n

...

il
IALIA4

4-

4-

E + II El
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Exercise B

The Pharaoh organized a fair for all of the children in the
kingdom to go to. It cost 10 gold pieces to get in to the fair. The
children would have to take the 10 gold pieces from the allowance
they have saved up. The number of gold pieces each child has
saved is shown below in hieroglyphics. Figure out how many gold
pieces each child will have after he or she pays the entrance fee to
go to the fair.Then write a number sentence to represent the same
thing.

Allowance

Entrance

Saved

Fee

Child

Gold
Pieces
Leftover

Number
Sentence

li --

Bet

(MAI

-

Joh

(111111111

- n

--.

Mar

iliAl

n

""'P

Cin

/11111A

(1 --r

Cha

(11111hAA

(1 '.P

Ei El El

Bri

NAAAAA

- (1.--

0 Ei

-111= 111

0 iii
El

El

Ill Ill
=

Exercise C

It was Market Day in the Pharaoh's kingdom. There were two
farmers present to distribute the corn to all of the families. To make

sure they all receive some corn before the farmers ran out, the
Pharaoh ordered each farmer to distribute a certain amount of corn
to each family. Shown below is the amount of corn each farmer was

to give to each family. Determine how much corn each family
received altogether, and record your answer in hieroglyphics. Then
write a number sentence that shows the same thing.
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Family
Name

Ccrn from
Farmer #1

JIMA

Waks

Bro

+

Corn
Altogether

AA

nn

Dur

E

n --

+

+

4 A --.

+

AAAA

IMM.1M

El 1-1
=

El

+

nnnnnnn 4 n --

Fak

=

L__1+ El El

AIIIIIIA 4. A -.

Maon

+

0+ 0

+ A -4-

Number
Sentence

A --

/WW1l1/1 4- n --

Jons

Haon

Corn from
Farmer #2

=

=

Thom

tinnn +n __.

Rail

WW1 4 A

11J+0 -0
+ [I] E

nnnnnnn ÷ n -+

El + CI = El

Wi Is

In Example 11-2 In-Out Machine Exercise A can help focus attention
on the effects of adding 10 to one- and two-digit numbers. (The invisible
internal mechanism or function that children must uncover is + 10.) If
desired, such exercises can be tailored to focus on one specific objective
(e.g., n + 10, two-digit n + 10, or decade + 10). The aim of Exercise B is to
help children see that the patterns of adding 10 with one- and two-digit
numbers are repeated at the three-digit level. Note that to highlight these
connections, unknown combinations are placed next to related known
combinations. For instance, in Exercise B, 130 + 10 = 140 (a three-digit

example) is introduced immediately after 30 + 10 = 40 (its two-digit
counterpart).

Math Detective Exercises also can help students see that their
knowledge of basic number combinations can be used to figure out large-
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Example 11-2 Using In-Out Machine Exercises that Highlight Patterns Among
Multidigit Combinations

Exercise A

Exercise B

In

Out

In

Out

3

13

30

40

33

43

130

140

6

18

3

13

46

56

103

7

46

27

146

0

7

70

107

80
84

207

2

180

12

280

22

380

56

80

32

15

42

115

52

215
14

615

24
50
52

number combinations. For example, Exercise A in Example 11-3 highlights

that the decade-before pattern for decade 10 combinations, like 70 10,
parallels the number-before pattern for n 1 combinations, like 7 1. it
also underscores the fact that the n 0 rules apply to two-digit combinations
as well as one-digit combinations, that decade decade combinations echo
the basic single-digit combinations, and that the difference-of-consecutivedecades-is-10 pattern parallels the difference-of-one pattem (e.g., 9 8).
Exercise B highlights the reappea:ance of the sums-to-10 combinations
at the two-digit level as sums to the next decade (e.g., 8 4- 2 produces the

3,:0
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Example 11-Z Using Math Detective Exercises to Extend Known Patterns

Exercise A

Find the sums for each of the following problems In any way
you wish.You may calculate sums by using your fingers, an abacus,
or a calculator. You may think out the sums if you wish.
What do you notice about these problems?
70

7

-1

-10

-0

4

-0

57

50

4

4
-1

20

-10

-0

9

-0

-0

70

26

20

60

3

40

67

60

70

7

34

3

2

-1

30

49

40

9

-10

8

80

5

-10

6

60

-0

-0

-0

50

48

40

80

89

80

30

8

90

-1

70

80

90

Exercise B

Find the sums for each of :ile following problems In any way
you wish. You may calculate sums by using your fingers, an abacus,
or a calculator. You may think out the sums if you wish.
What do you notice about these problems?
2

+8

8
+2

3

7

+7

+3

4

6

+6

+4
5

+5

18

+2
17

+3
16

+4
15

+5

2

2

+18

+28

28

+2

3

3

+17

+27

+3

4

4
+26

+4

5
+25

+5

+16
5

+15

27

26

25

68

+2

67

+3
46

+4
45

+5

2

2

+68

+78

78

+2
77

3

3

+67

+77

+3

4

4
+76

+4

+46
5

5

+45

+75

3 /...')9
1

76

75

+5

88

+2
87

+3
84

+6
85

+5

2

+88
3

+87
6

+84
5

+85
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decade 10 and similarly 68 + 2 produces the next decade after 60: 70).
Once children recognize this pattern they can quickly generate add to-nextdecade sums. That is, they no longer laboriously have to calculate the sum
mentally using the standard (carrying) algorithm.
In brief, Egyptian Hieroglyphics, In-Out Machines, and Math-Detective
exercises can be crafted to encourage the discovery of a specific pattern or to
practice a range of objectives. The next section details games that can be
used to practice a range of large-number combinations.

10 + n or n + 10, Decade + n or n + Decade,
Decade + 10 or 10 + Decade, Two-Digit n + 10,

Teen - 10, Decade -10, and Two-Digit n -10
First ensure that prerequisite skills are mastered. For 10 + n or n + 10,
children should have mastered a means to figure out such sums either by
calculating, counting-on, ce through pattern recognition (see the Addition
Pattern Activity in Chapter 9). For decade + n, the child should first be
familiar with n + 0 or 0 + n combinations. The psychological prerequisites
for decade + 10 or 10 + decade is knowledge of the count-by-ten sequence
and the decade after 10 to 90. It helps children master two-digit n + 10 if
they were already proficient at decade + 10 or 10 + decade. If not, both
skills can be worked on simultaneously, but efforts should focus on the
decade + 10 or 10 + decade skill first and how two-digit n + 10 is simply an
extension of it. For 34 + 10, for example, the next decade after 30 is 40 and
ones digit comes along for the ride (40 + 4) = 44.
To master teen 10 it would be helpful to know 10 + n or n + 10
combinations. If not, both can be worked on simultaneously but emphasis
should be on the addition combinations, which can be more easily figured
out informally. Decade 10 requires a child to automatically cite decade
before terms up to 100. It may be helpful but not entirely necessary for
10, it would be
chiidren to master decade + 10 first. For two-digit n
10
and
two-digit
n
+
10
c
,mbinations.
helpful to know decade

Grid Race (Example 11-4), Card Game 99 (Example 11-5), and
Backward Grid Race (Example 11-6) are entertaining ways to help
children notice two-digit arithmetic patterns and practice these rules.

Example 11-4 Grid Race

Objectives: Mental two-digit addition, particularly with v (basic
version) and subtracting by 10 (advanced version).

Grade Level: 1 or 2.
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Participants: Two to six players.
Materials: The basic version of the game requires tokens (place
markers) for each player; deck of cards indicating +1 to +9 and
large proportion of +10 cards (a standard deck of cards could be
substituted with aces worth 1, 2 to 9 worth their face value and the
rest worth 10); and 1 to 100 grid as shown below. For the advanced
version, simply include a supply of 10 cards in the deck.
Finish

100
90

80
70
60
50
40
30
20

91
81
71
61
51
41
31
21

92
82
72
62

93

52

53

42
32
22

43
33
23

10

11

0

1

12
2

13
3

Start

S

83
73
63

94
84
74
64
54
44
34
24
14
4

95
85
75
65
55
45
35
25
15
5

96
86
76
66
56
46
36
26
16
6

97
87
77
67
57
47
37
27

98
88
78
68
58
48
38
28

99
89
79
69
59
49
39
29

17
7

18

19

8

9

t

a

r

t

Procedure: On their turn, players draw a card and add the
number indicated to the number their token is resting cm. Al I players
start on 0. The first to get 100 wins. A player does not have to obtain
the exact sum of 100 to win (e.g., if a player's token is on 96 and he
draws a 7, the player would simply advance to the 100 grid and win).

Note that players willinitially--often count out their move.
For example, a player with a token on grid 47 who draws a +10 will
count ten spaces up to grid 57. After playing the game for a while,
players should notice that when adding +10, they can avoid this
laborious counting process and skip to the grid in the next column
immediately above the one the token occupies. For instance, they
can move directly from grid 47 to 57.
To help students connect an existing knowledge of the count
by-tens sequence with addition, have the players try a warm-up
exercise before ttva grid race. Starting with 0, have a pupil count by
tens as he or she points to the appropriate grid. Have another pupil
count by tens starting with 4, 6, 7, 8, or 9 (a single-digit number in
which the next term is a regular ten).

3 P., 3
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Example 11-5 Card Game 99

Objectives: Two-digit mental addition and subtraction, particularly with 10 and including two-digit n + n.
Grade Level: 1 or 2.

Participants: Two to six players.
Materials: A deck of cards can be made with 3" X 5" cards. A
beginner's deck would consist of about four of the following: +0,
+1, +2, +3, +5, 99, and REVERSE. The deck should also include
about 12 of the following: +10 and 10. An advanced - player's deck
would consist of about four cards of each of the following: +0, +1 or
+11, +2,1-3, +4, +5, +6, +7, +8, +9, +10, 10, 99, and REVERSE.
Blocks or any countable objects can be used for markers. There
should be three markers for each player.
Procedure: The object of the game is to avoid being the player
who discards a card that puts the discard-pile total over 99. Each
player is dealt three cards and a card is turned over to start the
discard pile.The player to the left of the dealer starts play byadding
to the discard pile. The player announces the value of the discard
pile, the value of his or her discarded card, and the sum of the two
cards (or difference in the case of 10). Discarding a 99 card does

not add 99 to the discard pile, it simply makes its value 99
automatically (regardless of its previous value). Discarding a REVERSE simply changes the direction of play (e.g., from clockwise to
counterclockwise). After a player has discarded and announced
the outcome of the discard, he or she may pick another card from
the pile. A player loses this draw if the next player puts a card on the
discard pile before the draw is made (if the player forgets to draw).
Play continues until a player puts the discard pile total over 99. That

player gets a point (marker). The cards are reshuffled and a new
round is then begun. The game ends when a player has lost three
rounds (collected three markers). The player or players with the
fewest markers wins the game.
By starting with a beginner's deck, it will give children considerable practice adding and subtracting 10. Afterward, introduce
the advanced-players deck that includes the more difficult mental
addition of 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9.
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Example 11-0 Backward Grid Race

Objective: Mental multidigit subtraction, particularly with 10.

Grade Level: 2 or 3.
Participants: Two to six players.
Materials: Tokens for each player, deck of cards indicating 1 to
9 and large proportion of 10 cards, and a 1to 100 grid similar to
that shown for Grid Race.

Procedure: This game is played like Grid Race except that
players begin at the top of the grid and work down. A player's move
Is determined by taking the difference between the number of the
space he or she is on and the card drawn.

To introduce multidigit subtraction gradually, first play the
advanced version of Grid Race and/or Card Game 99. In this way,
decade
10 and two-digit n
10 are practiced before more
difficult multidigit subtraction combinations. The next step in the

transition is to play Backward Grid Race with 1, 2, 3, and 10
cards only. Then introduce 4 to 9 cards when the children are
ready.

Three-Digit n + 10, Three -Digit n + Decade,
Hundreds + 100, and Hundreds + Hundreds
First ensure that prerequisite skills are mastered. This includes the two-digit
combinations already discussed because they are component parts of three-

digit n + 10 and three-digit n + decade. For instance, 140 + 10 entails
automatic knowledge of decade + 10, and 253 + 40 involves efficiently
generating a two-digit n + decade sum. Hundreds + 100 involves knowing
the count by hundreds sequence and hundred-after terms. Perhaps more

critical is mastery of n + 1 combinations and how these related to the
hundreds + hundreds addition (e.g., 400 + 100 can be thought of as [4 +1]

+ hundred or five + hundred). Likewise, hundreds + hundreds is
dependent upon automatic recall of single-digit counterparts. Card Game

999 (Example 11-7) provides an entertaining vehicle for noticing and
practicing these rules.
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Example 11-7 Card Game 999

Objective: Mental three-digit addition, particularly with +100
and +10. Optional: The game could also provide practice for 10

and/or 100.
Grade Level: 3.

Participants: Two to six players.
Materials: A deck would consist of about four cards of each of the

following: +0, +10, +20, +30, +40, +50, +60, +70, +80, +90,
+100, (-10, 100), 999, and REVERSE. Three markers for each
player are also needed.
Procedure: Follow the procedures described for the Card Game
99, except that the critical total in this game is 999.

Estimation
Estimation training should be taught in a meaningful manner (Trafton,
1986). It is not enough to teach estimation skills like rounding in a vacuum.

Children need to see the value of estimating. Thus it is essential to make
clear the reasons for making estimates. One device for helping children to
appreciate the uses of estimation is a story problem. In Example 11-8, the
first story (Part I) illustrates that an exact answer is not always needed to

answer a problem. The second story (Part II) highlights the value of
estimation as a means of checking computed answers. The third story (Part
III) underscores the fact that it is not always practical to determine an exact

answer. Estimation makes manageable computations that are otherwise
difficult if not impossible.

Example 11-8 Count Disorderly Stones That Illustrate the Value of Estimation

Part I of the Raisin King: Safe ILO Sorry
Count Orderly decided to visit his brother Count Disorderly. He

arrived at Count Disorderly's castle to find his brother very, very
sad. Count Orderly asked, "Dear brother why are you so upset?"
Count Disorderly explained that he wanted to be the new
Raisin King at the Spring Fair. To become the new Raisin King, a
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person had to eat more raisins than anyone else in the kingdom.
Count Glutton, who was crowned Raisin King the year before, had
eaten 500 raisins. This meant that Count Disorderly would have to
bring to the fair and eat at least how many? [Five hundred and one.]
Count Disorderly went on to explain that he had gone to the
store and bought every box of raisins he could find. Sure enough,
everywhere in the castle Count Orderly looked, there was a box of
raisins. Just then a pile of boxes tumbled down. A box of raisins fell
in Count Orderly's lap. He looked at the box and exclaimed, "Oh
brother, it says right here on the box that each box contains at least
300 raisins. If you needed 501 raisins, why did you buy all of these
boxes of raisins?"
Count Disorderly was a little embarrassed. He explained, "I
saw that on the box but I wanted to make sure that I had 501 raisins.

So I bought all of these boxes to make sure that I had enough
raisins."
[What do you think of Count Disorderly's explanation? Did he
need to buy so many boxes of raisins to become Raisin King? How
many boxes did he really need and how could he have figured this
out?[
Part H of the Raisin King: The Crazy Calculator

Count Orderly asked Count Disorderly, "Brother, is one box of
raisins enough?"
Count Disorderly reasoned, "I don't think PO. I need 501 raisins
and a box has at least 300. If it had more than 400 or 500, it would
probably say so."
Count Orderly agreed. " Yes, so one box probably has between
300 and 400 raisins. To make things simple, let's say 300 or 400." [if
Count Orderly and Disorderly wanted to be safe and make sure
they were not estimating too much, shouid they use 300 or 400 ?]
"Let's use 300 to be on the safe side," he continued." If one box has
300 raisins, it is not enough to become Raisin King. Will two boxes
give you at least 500 raisins?"
Count Disorderly replied, "I don't know. I don't know how much
300 and 300 is altogether. I can't add that high yet. That's why I
bought so many boxes."
"Let's use a calculator to find out how much 300 and 300 is,"

Count Orderly suggested. I have mine here in my shirt pocket."
Count Disorderly eagerly took the calculator and tried to add 300
and 300. "Three hundred and thirty." he explained. "I knew two
boxes wasn't nearly enough, I knew I needed all these boxes."
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"Let me see the calculator," said a puzzled Count Orderly.
"Maybe you're reading the calculator wrong." Count Orderly looked
at the calculator. Sure enough the answer was 330.
(Why was Count Orderly puzzled by Count Disorderly's calculation on the calculator? Don't you always get the right answer
when you use a calculator? For more advanced children follow up
with: What is wrong with the answer of 330? About what should it

be? What do you think Count Disorderly did wrong when he
calculated the answer?'
Count Orderly thought a minute and then said, "I think two
boxes should have more than 330 raisins altogether. If one box has
300, another hundred would make it 400. Two boxes should have at

least 400.
Count Disorderly jumped up and down and shouted, "But I
used the calculator, and it says 330. A calculator can't be wrong!"
Count Orderly replied, "That's not true. The calculator just
does whatever you tell it to. If you make a mistake, tta calculator
may just make the same mistake." (What kinds of mistakes do you

think people commonly make when using a calculator?' "For
example, a common mistake is to forget a zero. Brother! I bet that's
what you did. You added 300 and 30, not 300 and 300."
Count Disorderly said,"I didn't know you could make a mistake
with calculators. Let me try adding 300 and 300 again. Now it says
600. Two boxes is enough to become Raisin King. What am I going

to do with all these raisins?"
"You can give them away to people at the fair," Count Orderly
suggested. "That would make a lot of people very happy."

Part III of the Raisin King: The Raisin Baron

The next day, Count Orderly stopped by to visit Count Disorderly. Again, he found his brother deep in despair. Count Disorderly was also knee-deep in raisins.
Before Count Orderly could ask what was happening, Count
Disorderly explained, "Well, as long as I had all these boxes of
raisins, I wanted to know how many raisins I did have. So I have
been emptying the boxes and trying to count the raisins."
Count Disorderly was so upset that he began to cry. "It's been
horrible!" he weeped. I count and count and count and then I forget
what I've counted. Or a pile of raisins I've counted falls down and
gets mixed up with the raisins I'm counting. I've been counting all
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day and finished only 10 boxes of raisins. I still have 990 more
boxes of raisins to count."
[Do you think ii wise for Count Disorderly to try to find out
exactly how many raisins he has?]
"Brother, why bother ?" asked Count Orderly.
"There will be a thousand people at the Spring Fair. If I pass out
raisins to everyone as you suggested will I have enough? I don't
want to run out and have some ramie mad at me."
"Brother, you have 1000 boxes of raisins with 300 raisins in
each box. If there are a thousand people at the fair, you will have
plenty of raisins for everyoneeven if you eat two boxes yourself to
become the Raisin King.

Estimation should be approached as a problem-solving task. Children
should first be encouraged to consider thoughtfully the goal or aim of a task.
The level of accuracy needed will determine whether an exact computation
or estimated answer is needed and, if the latter, the precision of the estimate.
(For example, if Count Disorderly had considered this in Part III, he would
have saved himself considerable effort. A precise answer was not needed
and was impractical to obtain. With 300 raisins per box and 998 boxes of
raisins, Count Orderly knew there were "plenty" or raisinsmore than 100
a person. A ma . Precise estimate was no, required.)

Estimation practice should be done on a regular basis and in an
interesting and concrete manner. For example, virtually all children at some
time or another have accompanied one or both of their parents on a trip to
the grocery store. Nervous Shopper (Example 11-9) is based on such
informal and concrete experiences. This game also highlights practical uses
of estimation and ii elationship to everyday life. The use of the calculator
as a "cash register" is a fast, simple way for students to check their mental
arithmetic.
In making estimates, children si,ould be encouraged to make use of the

arithmetic (and place-value) knowledge they have. (In discussing the
reasoning processes of Count Orderly in Example 11-8. note that he did not
simply make wild guesses or blindly accept what the calculator indicated. He
used what he knew to make educated guesses and critical judgments.)
One of the most difficult objectives a primPry teacher faces is helping
children become flexible and secure enough to engage in estimation. It will
help if children are given estimation experience all along: estimating the
number of items in a set, measurements of quantity, and single-digit sums or

di;ierenc...... It helps if the teacher does not overemphasize getting the
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Example 11-9 Nervous Shopper*

Objective: Practice estimating cost that entails multidigit addition
for two to five children. The difficulty of the task can be adjusted by
modifying the budget that a player is given and the prices of the
items.

Grade Level: 2 or 3.
Materials: Calculator, one basket for each "shopper," play money,
and various food items that one would have for dinner clearly
marked with price tags (use either empty, clean containers collected

from home or construct your own items).
Procedure: The object of this game is to put together a complete
dinner without going over a predetermined budget. To play, one
child must be designated as the cashier and the other children as
shoppers. Each shopper will be given $10.00 with which he or she is

to buy all the necessary ingredients for one evening's dinner. The
cashier should be stationed at a desk or table with the calculator.
When the shopper has made his or her selections, the child should
go over to the check -out line where the cashier will add up the
purchases on the calculator to see if the child has gone over his or
her budget. Initially, the food items should be priced using whole
numbers from one to five in order to devehp mental calculation
skills. When the children have become proficient at this level, price
tags can be chenged to numbers like $1.10, $4.99, and so on, and
the budget can be increased.
*Sarah Scoville of Urbana-Champaign, Illinois, suggested this idea.

correct answer. Perhaps one of the most important things a teuk.l.er can do is
model estimation skills for the class by "thinking out loud" (e.g., Our class

will have about 20 at the picnic, and Mrs. Braun's will have about 25, so we
need about 45 cups."). This provides concrete evidence that the teacher is
comfortable with the process. Thoughtful efforts at estimation need to be

praised and even discussed.
Furthermore, it is especially important at first to avoid the common
practice of asking childre.. ..o make an estimate, then determining the exact
answer, and finally compare the estimating to the exact answer (Carlow,
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1986). Children may sense that it is the exact answer that is really in:
portant. Initially, then, feedback can indicate whether or not an estimate
would have accomplished an intended purpose. For example, the goal can
be to gauge whether or not a set (or jar) of objects is enough for a group of
ten children. After children make their estimate (yes, there is enough, or no,
there's not enough), they can count to see if there are at least ten objects.

Thusat least ir, cases where there were more then ten objectsthe
children could evaluate the accuracy of their estimates without d.-termining
the exact number of objects present. In time, children do need to learn that
some estimates are better than others. Here it is more important to measure
estimates against an exact answer.

The games Ready-Set-Add and Ready-Set-Subtract (Example 1110) can be adapted to practice estimation skills such as a front-end or a
rounding strategy with problems of any size. The addition version with twodigit combinations is described below.

Entrap!. 11-10 Ready-Set-Add or Ready-Set-Subtract

Objective: ComputPlonal estimation with two-digit combinations.

Grade Level: 1 or 2.
Participants: The game can be played by individual pupils who
would compete against their own records or an existing class
record. It can be played competitively with two to six players or two
small teams of players. A teacher or a child should serve as a judge.

Materials: Record sheets and answer keys (see next page). A
calculator could be substituted for the answer keys.
Procedure: The judge prese;,ts a combination to the player(s) by
saying, for example, "Combination A. Ready, set, add: 32 + 41." The
judge gives players, say, two seconds to indicate their estimate. A
player indicates an estimate by putting an X on Numoer List A on
their record sheet. The Judge then scores the players' estimates by
comparing the answer key to their marked numb. r list. If there is a

match (e.g., for 32 + 41, if a player marked 70), then the player
(team) is awarded a point.The player or team with the most points at

the end of the game, wins.
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A. Record Sheet
A

10
20
30
40
50
6070
80
90

100

B

10

100

100+

G

H

100

100 +

10
20
30

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100+

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

C

40
50
6070
80
90

100

100+

I

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

16

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

100+

B. Sample Answer Key Card

32+41

10

20
30
40
50
60

70 X
80-

90 100 -

100+
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100

100+

D

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

E

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

F

102030-

405060708090-

100-

100+

100+

100+

J

K

L

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

100+

10

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100

100+

1020304050-

en-

708090100 -

100+
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An excellent source of teaching ideas for estimation is the 1986
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Yearbook (Schoen and
Zweng, 1986). In addition to the front-end and rounding strategies
described here, this reference describes other computational estimation
strategies that are appropriate for elementary-level children (e.g., see
Leutzinger, Rathmell, and Urbatsch, 1986; Reys, 1986).

Front-End with Two-Digit and
Three-Digit Terms
First ensure that children have a basis for understanding two-digit (threedigit) addition and subtraction, including recognition of the ones, tens (and
hundreds) place and place-value notation for two-digit (three-digit) terms.
To learn the skill they do not have to produce basic facts automatically.
However, to use the strategy with any efficiency, children should be able to
generate single-digits sums rather quickly by recall, reasoning, or countingon or counting-down.
If they have the prerequisites, children could be introduced to a frontend strategy with two-digit terms and three-digit terms simultaneously. For
most, though, it may be helpful to introduce it with only two-digit arithmetic,
which is less complicated and more familiar. The methods described below
are illustrated with examples involving two-digit addition. They could just as
easily be used with subtraction or three-digit arithmetic.

Specific estimation strategies can be pointed out as part of an
estimation activity such as Good or Bad Estimator. Show the number
sentence like 98+ 75 =12 and say, "Cookie Monster thinks 98 cookies and
75 cookies adds up to about 12 cookies. Is 12 a good guess or a bad guess?
Is he about right or way off ?" Have the participants discuss the reasons for
their answer. Present a mix of number sentences that ale good examples of
estimation (e.g., 63 + 24 = 81, 74 + 3 = 76) and those that are bad (e.g., 55
+ 26 =107, 73 + 22 = 23). Be sure to include two-plus one-digit examples

(e.g., 76 + 5 =120).
Duringthe disc ssions of their answers, the key elements of a front-end
approach may come up: The answer to two-digit problems must be at least
as large as the sum of the tens digits. Some children will quickly pick up the
front-end strategy with only a brief explanation ana
encouragement.

For other children, it may be necessary to highlight the relative
importance of the tens-place outcome by using a concrete model. In such

cases, ask children to represent a problem such as +41 on a concretecomputation board like that shown in Figure 12-1. Then ask, "If you could
add just one of these columns, which would come the closest to giving us the
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correct answer?" Check the responses by first figuring out the correct
answer concretely as shown ir. Figure 12-1. Then add just the ones digits (6
+ 3 = 9). Next add just the tens digits (50 + 40 = 90). Compare the two with
the exact answer.

Though a front-end strategy is relatively simple, it should not be
learned and used mechanically. Like any problem-solving actiiiity, estimation

requires a thoughtful analyses of the problem. Consider the problems
below:
A

B

126

128
10

341

+507

-1-

7

C

168
399
+576

D

125

99

+ 86

A front-end strategy yields reasonably accurate estimates for Problems A
(900+) and B (100+) but significantly underestimates Problems C (900+)

and D (100+).
Have children discuss the merits of a front-end strategy with such
problems. Solicit suggestions for how to improve estimates with Problems
like C and D. One improvement is using a refined front-end strategy, where
Lin estimator takes into account the first two most influential digitsin this
case, the hundreds and tens place. A refined front-end strategy is illustrated
below with Problems C and D.
C

D

160
390

120
90

+ 570

+ 80

1120

290

Exercises that entail analyzing the usefulness of a front-end strategy

are a natural introduction to rounding. In this way, rounding can be
introduced as a means for making even more precise estimates than a frontend strategy.

Rounding with Two and Three Digits
First ensure that children have a sound basis for understanding two- and
three-digit arithmetic, including an ability to compute the answers of such

problems by using manipulatives. Children also need a fairly sound
u.iderstanding of place valueincluding recognition of the ones, tens, and
hundreds place; place-value notation for two- and three-digit terms; zero as
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a place holder; and the sum of digit values equals the whole. Efficient
application of rounding skills also requires accurate and quick mental
computation skills with single- and multidigit combinations.

Rounding should be taught in a problem-solving context. Help
children to see that rounding is another means fir making difficult
calculations more manageable. They also need to understand that how
rounding is implemented depends on the aim of the task. Group discussions
can be helpful in making decisions about the aims and thus the approach of
an estimation effort.
A discussion can be facilitated by playing Good or Bad Estimator.
Ask children to evaluate the rounding efforts of a fictitious character in terms
of the aims of a task. Consider the story problem below:

Jos lin got $10 for her birthday. She went to a department store and
bought items she liked. To make sure she did not overspend the $10
she had, Jos lin estimated the cost of each item she picked out. Below is

a list of the prices of the items and Jos lin's estimates for them.

Item Price

Jos lin's Estimate

$1.42
$2.09
$1.23
$5 33

$1
$2
$1
$5

After picking out the fourth item, Jos lin thought to herself: $1 + $2 +

$1 + $5 is $9. Good, my $10 is enough.
After reading the word problem above, ask the children what they think will
happen at the check out counter and whether her estimation strategy was
effective or not. (The items actually cost $10.07more than Jos lin has. Her
rounding-off-to-the-nearest dollar approach underestimated the total cost.

Her strategy put Jos lin in an embarrassing situation.) Ask what other
estimation strategies might be more effectivegiven Jos lin's goal of not
spending more than $10. (She could have rounded upoverestimating the
cost of each item: $2 + $3 + $2 + $6. This would have alerted her to the
possibility that she didn't have enough money to buy all t.Le items.
Alternatively, she could have used a more sophisticated rounding strategy:
$1.40 + $2.10 + $1.20 + $5.30. This would have signalled that she was
critically close to the cut off point of $10 and possibly over the limit.)

Ready-Set-Add and Ready-Set-Subtract are interesting ways to
practice rounding skills. The two-digit version of the game described above
is useful in practicing rounding to the nearest decade. With the three-digit

version, the record sheet can require players to round to the nearest
hundreds (Frame A of Figure 11-1) or tens (Frame B). An alternative
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Figure 11-1 Sample Answer-Key Cards for Ready-Set-Add (Subtract): Three-digit Version
A.

347 + 482

B. 347 + 482

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800 X
900

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390

1000

1000+

400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
57
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690

700710720730740750760770780790800810-

820
830 N

840850860870880890900910920930940950960970980-

990

1000
10004--

scoring procedure also gives the judge practice rounding off. Instead of
using a rea_g-made answer-key cards, the judge computes answers on a
calculator and makes up an answer-key card by rounding off the calculated
answer.

SUMMARY
Mental arithmetic, which includes the exact process of mental computation
and inexact process of estimation, is widely used by adults but often is not
adequately emphasized in school. Efficient multidigit mental calculation of
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sums and differences depends upon mastery of single-digit and multidigit

combinations, particularly those involving 10 and factors of 10. A key
element in mastering multidigit combinations is discovering how they are
connected or related to existing knowledge. For example, adding 10 to
another decade can become automatic by exploiting knowledge of the
count-by-tens sequence. Subtracting combinations like 70 40 = ? and 90
80 can be mastered quickly by building upon knowledge of the singledigit combinations such as 7 4 = 3 and 9 8 = 1.
Efficient multidigit estimates of sums and differences depends upon
good mental computational skill, conceptual knowledge of arithemtic and
place value, and flexibility (risk-taking ability). A front-end strategy, which
focuses on the digits with the greatest impact, is sufficiently simple that it can
be taught to first graders who do not have a deep understanding of place

value. Rounding strategies can be introduced after children comprehend
place value. It should be taught in a problem-solving context, because a
thoughtful analyses of the task goal determines how the rounding is
performed.
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Multidigit Written
Calculation
Even in this age of hand-held calculators and personal home computers, it is

important for children to learn about written calculational routines. Occasions arise when calculations must be performed without the aid of
machines. In such cases, informal counting strategies are impractical. (They
become increasingly difficult to use as the numbers involved in calculations
become larger.) Written algorithms (step-by-step procedures), which make
use of base-ten place-value ideas, provide an efficient means for perfonning
arithmetic calculations with multidigit terms.

Moreover, knowledge about written algorithms can be useful in
multidigit mental arithmeticboth estimation and mental calculation. For
example, to check a cashier's total of 324 for 149 + 185, a shopper could
mentally carry out the standard right-to-left addition algorithm. Finding that
the ones-place digit should be 4 (9 + 5 = 14), the shopper sums the tensplace terms (1 + 4 + 8 =13) to find that the tens-place digit should be 3, not
2.
Perhaps most importantly, children still need to understand how and
why the multidigit algorithms work. Without a conceptual basis, their written

or mental use of algorithms will probably be hampered or less efficient.

To master written multidigit addition and written multidigit subtraction, children must learn all the steps of the formal procedure in their
correct order. One component is how to line up the terms correctly (correct
alignment). For multidigit addition algorithms, children must also learn

where to start, where to write the sums, and how to carry. When they
comprehend the underlying base-ten place-value rationale for the algorithms, children are much more likely to learn the procedures efficiently,

apply them to more complicated problems, and use them effectively in
326
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problem-solving contexts. However, learning and even understanding the
step-by-step procedures of the algorithm does not itself guarantee accuracy.
Children must be able to calculate or recall arithmetic combinations, and
they must care enough to carry out all aspects of the procedure carefully.

LEARNING

Written Multidigft Addition
Correct Alignment
To execute the (vertical) multidigit addition and subtraction algorithm,
terms should be lined up from the right side so that the ones-place digits
form a single column, the tens-place digits line up vertically, and so forth.
Children who do not understand the underlying place-value rationale for
the procedure may make one of several errors. Some may make no effort to
align terms correctly. Some may be confused and align on the left at times
and on the right at other times. Perhaps because they are influenced by leftto-right reading procedures, some may consistently align on the left (Bug 1
in Table 12-1). Alignment difficulties may appea% when children have to
copy problems from a text, record verbally presented problems, or set up
word problems. Alignment-related errors are especially likely to occur when
a child is required to write or copy problems horizontally or do worksheet
exercises in which the problems are printed horizontally (Bug 2 in Table
12-1). Children who have mastered correct alignment with 2-digit terms

and who understand its underlying rationale of vertical addition should
have no difficulty transferring the alignment procedures to horizontal
problems, addition with three-digit terms, or subtraction.

Procedure and Accuracy
Children usually have little difficulty mastering a two-, three-, or even fourdigit written addition procedure that does not involve carrying (2-, 3- and 4digit with no renaming). The step-by-step procedure is rather straightforward and entails minimal knowledge of place value. The child simply
starts with the ones digits, obtains their sum, and records it below the ones
column. The same process applies to the tens-place digits, hundreds -place
digits, and so forth. However, with or without carrying, written addition can
be confusing for some children when it is not connected in a meaningful way
to their informal mathematical experience. The result can be bugs like 3, 4,

and 5 in Table 12-1.

3 0e1,,
e)

Table 12-1 Some Common Addition Bugs
(1)

102

193

1073

292
(2)

(5)

+ 88

+19

34 + 5 + 84
18 + 3 =48
25 + 6 =85

(6)

42
+13

+32

73

51

25
+17

21

32

91

18

+24
53

(3)

(4)

25

123
52

(7)

17

+4

+4

17

19

54
+23
95

25

+3
"73

(8)

19

22

+13

+18

41

31

77

+16
813
(9)

91

+32
24

726

+ 267
9813
72
+41
14

Explanations:
(1) Vertical misalignmente.g., on 102 + 19, the child copied the problem
such that 19 is und6. the '10' of 102.Then, beginning at the right, 2 +0

= 2, 0 + 9 = 9, and 1 +1 = 2 for an answer of 292.
(2) Mental misalignmente.g., on 18 + 3, the child added the first digit of
each term (1 + 3 = 4) and then added 8 + 0 = 8 for an answer of 48.
(3) Adds all digitse.g., on 123 + 52 + 4,the child added 1 +2 +3 +5 +2

+4 to get 17.
(4) Adds across horizontallye.g., on 25 + 3, the child added 2 + 5 = 7,
wrote this in the tens place, then added 0 + 3 = 3 and wrote 3 in the
ones place for an answer of 73.
(5) Adds digits criss-crosse.g., on 42 +13, the child began by adding 4+
3 = 7, wrote the 7 down, then added 2 + 1 = 3 for an answer of 73.
(6) Ignores carried digite.g., on 25 + 17, the child began by adding the
digits in the ones column (5 + 7 =12), put down the ones digit of the
sum (2) but not the tens digit (1), and then added the digits in the tens
column (2 + 1 = 3) to arrive at a final answer of 32.
(7) Carries wrong digit e.g., on 19 +13, the child began by adding 9 + 3 =
12, wrote down the wrong digit (1), carried the 2, and added the 2 to the

tens column digits (2 + 1 + 1 = 4) to get 41.
(8) Doesn't carry; writes all sums on bottome.g., on 77 + 16, the child
added 7 + 6 =13, wrote both digits of the sum below, added 7 + 1 = 8
to get 813.
(9) Adds from left to righte.g., on 91 + 32, the child began by adding 9 +
3 =12, wrote 2 in the tens place, carried the 1 to the ones place and

added 1 + 1 + 2 = 4 to get 24.

ass
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Though many children rotely master the two-digit addition algorithm
that involves carrying (2-digit with renaming), often such learning does not
transfer to that involving three or four digits (3- or 4-digit with renaming)
or more (Ginsburg, 1982). Because they do not comprehend the purpose of

such algorithms, some children fail to learn all (or any) of the steps
(Engelhardt, Ashlock, and Wiebe, 1984). Quite often, the results are
systematic errors such as Bug 6 in Table 12-1 (e.g., Ashlock, 1982; Brown
and Burton, 1978). A lack of understanding or misconceptions can lead
children to invent their own incorrect but systematic errors (e.g., Bugs 7, 8,

and 9 in Table 12-1).
Though mastering an algorithm goes a long way toward ensuring
accurate computation, it does not guarantee a child will use it efficiently.
Children at this level mayfor various reasonsmake slips (minor mistakes
or inconsistendes) (Buswell and Judd, 1925; Ginsburg and Mathews,
1984). Accuracy with any procedure may be delayed if a child has not
mastered the basic addition combinations or cannot informally calculate
sums efficiently. Children may also have difficulty completing written
assignments accurately if they feel compelled to rush or see no point in the
task.

Written Multidigit Subtraction
Similarly, children usually master the written subtraction procedure with 2-,
3-, or 4-digits with no renaming (borrowing)even though they may not
understand it. Nevertheless, some children have difficulty with the written
subtraction when it is not lied to understanding. In some cases, children
resort to using a familiar procedure (Bug 1 in Table 12-2). Subtracting with
:Pero (in the subtrahend) often causes difficulty (see Bug 2 in Table 12-2).
Many children have enormous difficulty with problems that involve 2-,
3-, or 4-digits with renaming. As a result, systematic errors, such as Bugs 3

and 4, are common. Subtraction that involves borrowing from zero is
especially difficult for children (see Bugs 5, 6, and 7 in Table 12-2). Subtracting from zero is also a special source of difficulty, and children find all
sorts of (incorrect) ways to arrive at some answers (see Bugs 8 and 9 in Table
12-2) (e.g., Brown and Burton, 1978; Buswell and Judd, 1925; Van Lehn,

1983).
If children still have difficulty recalling or computing differences (e.g.,
by separating from or counting-down), then they will continue to be inac-

curate even after they have mastered a procedure. Note though that not
understanding and remembering the algorithm accurately is the chief obstacle in achieving written subtraction accuracy with any of the subtraction
algorithms.
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Table 12-2 Some Common Subtraction Bugs
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

8

17

32

53

24

128

36

145

107

120

1

20

24

253

17

118

13

145

40

44

12

36

38

18

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Explanations:
(1) Adds instead of subtractse.g., for 24

45

103

56

158

145

205
36
269

101

208
49
69

304
75

140
21

130
93

121

43

108
47

130
28
110

101

101

56
45

139

8, the child added 4 +8 =12,
carried the 1 and added 1 + 2 = 3 to get 32.
(2) Subtracts n 0 = 0 e.g., for 128 107, the child subtracted 8 7 =1,
answered 2 0 as 0, and subtracted 1 1 = 0 to get an answer of 1.

17, the child
subtracted 7 4 = 3, then 2 1 =1 for an answer of 13.
(4) Borrows without reducinge.g., for 40 12, the child borrowed from

(3) Subtracts smaller digit from largere.g., for 24

but did not reduce the 4 in the tens place. He orshe subtracted 10 2

=8 and 4

1 =3 to get 38.

(5) Borrows from 0 and changes to 9 without reducinge.g., for 103 45,
the child "changed" the 0 to a 9 but left the 1 in the hundreds place,
subtracted 13 5 = 8, 9 4 = 5, and brought the 1 down to get 158.
(6) Borrows from 0 and changes to 9 without reducing except when 10 is
on the lefte.g., for 205 36, the child used Bug 5 described above.
56, the child did reduce
However, when 10 is on the left, as in 101
this final 10 and subtracted 9 5 = 4 to get the answer of 45.
(7) Skips over 0 to borrowe.g., in 208 49, the child skipped over the 0
and borrowed from the 2, subtracted 18 9 =9, borrowed from the 2
(now 1) again, and subtracted 10 4 = 6 to get 69.
(8) Subtracts 0 ci = n fn = any number)e.g., for 140 21, the child
subtracted 0 1 = 1, then completed the rest of the problem in the
normal way to get 121.
(9) Subtracts 0 n = 0e.g., for 108 47, the child subtracted 8 7 =1,
answered 0 4 as 0, and brought down the 1 to get 101.
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INSTRUCTION
Formal instruction on the arithmetic algorithms should be done in a
meaningful manner by building on children's informal arithmetic knowledge.
More specifically, multidigit addition and subtraction should be introduced

to children in concrete waysusing objects or manipulativesand in
conjunction with instruction on base-ten and place-value skills and
concepts (e.g., Fuson, 1986, 1987). Note that the scoring system shown in
Figure 10-3 and used to teach base-ten place-value competencies in a
meaningful manner also concretely models a carrying procedure.
The written exercises should be introduced after children have
mastered concrete models for the processes. Moreover, it is essential for

teachers to help children bridge the gap between concrete models and
symbolic arithmetic. A teacher r eds to point out explicitly how each aspect
of the unfamiliar written procec' .tre parallels the familiar concrete model for

the algorithm (Bell, Fuson, and Lesh, 1976; Fuson, 1986, 1987, 1988;
Resnick, 1982, 1983; Resnick and Omanson, 1987). Moreover, the written
procedure should appear as an easier way of arriving at a solution (Holt,
1964).
There is no reason why learning and practicing arithmetic algorithr s
should be a tedious chore. Such efforts should be done with a purpose so
that it is meaningful and intitsting. Solving story problems and keeping

score for games (e.g., High Card, Shuffleboard, Draw, and Target
Game described in Examples 10-2, 10-3, 10-4, and 10-8) are two natural
avenues for making this instruction and practice consequential and stimulating. Children should be given regular practice, but not so much at any one

time that it becomes just something to get through (Holt, 1974).
Too often, a method is taught as the one and only correct procedure. It
is important to help children realize that there is often more than one way of
figuring out problems. Indeed, some alternatives are more efficient than a

class- or textbook-taught "standard algorithm." Examples 12-1 and 12-2
illustrate several useful alternative procedures that side-step the difficult
renaming process.
Table 12-3 outlines d traditional instructional sequence of multidigit
calculational skills. Such a piecemeal approach has a number of disadvantages (e.g., Fuson, 1986). One, introducing algorithms without
renaming before teaching those with renaming may foster a mindset that
results in common bugs such as the does-not-carry and smaller-from-larger
errors (Bug 8 in Table 12-1 and Bug 3 in Table 12-2, respectively). Two, it
masks the power and the principles of the written algorithms. A child who
understands the principles underlying the procedure for three-digit addition
should have no difficui. , applying the procedures to four-digit problems or
larger. Moreover, working on problems with three-digits or more may help
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Example 12-1 An Expanded Algorithm for Multidigit Addition*

The algorithm illustrated below side-steps the carrying process
and reinforces place value.
Step 1

Step 2

+13

765
+278

12

13

19

765
278

19

+13
12

13
130

20
Step 3

765
278

19

+13

13
130
900

12

20
32
Step 4

765
278
13
130
900
1043

*This method was suggested by an anonymous reviewer.

Example 12-2 Equal-Addition Method for Multidigit Subtraction*

Just as it is sometimes easier to transform a relatively difficult

combination into a relatively easy one for basic number combinations (e.g., 16 9 = (16+1) (9+1) =17 10 = 7), so it is with
much larger combinations (306 199 = (306+1) (199+1) = 307
200 = 107).
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If children have not learned this equal-addition method, they
can be helped to discover it with an exercise like Exercise A below.
Exercise B can be used to practice this skill.
Exorcise A

Subtract each of the following.
Is there anything you notice about the minuend (top number)
from problem to problem?

Is there anything you notice about the subtrahend (bottom
number) from problem to problem?

What do you notice about the difference from problem to
problem?
15

35

25

10

20

14

110

34

24

19

9

115

30

114

29

109

215

210
214

209

415

410
414

409

Exercise B

Use the equal-addition method to make the following subtraction combinations easier to figure out.
(a)

(e)

208

199

201

192

(b)

(f)

496

198

403

188

*Based on Grossman (1985).
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(c)

(g)

816

(d)

488

(h)

297

198

800

477

807
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Table 12-3 Traditional Sequence of Written Calculational Competencies

Written Multidlelt Addition

Written Multidigit Subtraction

Level

Correct Alignment

Procedure and Accuracy

Procedure and Accuracy

2

With 2-digit terms

2-digit without renaming

,MINO

2-digit without renaming
2-digit with renaming
2-digit with renaming
3

With 3-digit terms

_

3-digit without renaming
..._

MMON

3-digit without renaming

3-digit wiv.h renaming

3-digit with renaming

children to understand better the base-ten place-value principles that
underlie these algorithms than work that focuses on two-digit arithmetic
exclusively. Fuson has shown that meaningful and effective instruction on
multid:git algorithms can be successfully compressed.
For these reasons, it is recommended that teachers try combining
instruction on two-, three-, and four-digit additionboth with and without
carrying.1 Moreover, once they have mastered the algorithm, it appears that
children really enjoy the challenge of figuring out even larger problems
even problems with ten digits (e.g., Fus:in, 1986). For the same reasons,
combined instruction is also recommended for subtraction.
Teachers may find that such an approach is not appropriate for all
children. Or some may be locked into teaching specific objectives at their
grade level. In such cases, the methods discussed below can easily be
adapted for training at a specific level.

Correct Alignment and Written Addition
Procedure and Accuracy: 2-, 3-, and
4 -Digit with No Renaming and with Renaming
First ensure that children have mastered prerequisite skills (e.g., written
addition procedures with one-digit terms) and can either recall or compute

'If instruction focuses on two-, three- .id four-digit addition in sequence, a teacher may
want to give children the opportunity ,J "invent" algorithms for larger numbers. For esample,

after working on two-digit problems, introducewithout fanfareword problems involving
a three-digit addend into practice exercises for the two-digit algorithm. Or adjust upward
from 100, the score needed to win a game. Some children will readily apply their renaming
procedures to the new task of three-digit addition. Some children may be tentative or even
disconcerted by the change. Encourage these children to apply what they do know to the new
task. As a group, discuss and question their experiences with the "new" procedure.
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single-digit combinations efficiently. Teaching the multidigit addition algorithm should be done in stages (e.g., Thompson and Van de Walle, 1980).
(1) To begin with, it may be helpful to master a concrete model for the
multidigit algorithm, such as that illustrated in Figure 10-3.2 (2) Next, focus
on computing with objects and numerals simultaneously. (3) Then practice
computing with numerals only. It may be helpful to begin each of these three
stages of instruction by solving story problems. Keeping score for games can

then provide the practice necessary to master the procedure.
Figure 12-1 illustrates the key second stage, which involves both
objects and written numbers. It is important that a teacher note how each
step in the written procedure corresponds to a step in the concrete model
(e.g., see Frame B of Figure 12-2). Explicitly pointing out the link between
the steps of the written and concrete procedures is more effective than the
common approach of working out the problem with manipulatives and then
recording the answer symbolically as in the first stage (Bell, Fuson, and Lesh,
1976).
Note that correct alignment and the renaming procedure3 are taught
as integral and natural parts of the calculational or scoring procedure. This
provides a meaningful and motivating context to learn these skills. Because
carrying is not singled out for special attention ("Now we are going to study
renaming. This is harder . . ."), the skill is introduced;onthreatening
manner to children.
Egyptian hieroglyphics also provide an ideal pictorial or semiconcrete

device for practicing multidigit addition (see Frame A of Figure 12-2).4

Frame B of Figure 12-2 illustrates how the written algorithm can be
explicitly related to this semiconcrete model. Exercises like those illustrated

in Example 12-3 are a natural extension of the hieroglyphic exercises
described in Chapter 10 for fostering an understanding of base ten and
place value.
2Fuso.i (1986) noes that her research indicates that the first stage of computing with objects
only may be unnecessary. She finds that introducingthe written algorithm at the ..ame time as
the concrete model can be effective. Therefore, she argues that it is more efficient simply to
begin with Stage 2. However, it may be less coefusing for some children to learn the concrete
procedure without simultaneously learning a second (written) procedure. Moreover, why
postpone the base-ten place-value training (provided by the scoring procedure in Figure 10-

3) until children are ready to learn multidigit addition procedures?
3Before introducing algorithms with written numbers only, it may be helpful for some
children to learn a more abstract scoring (regrouping) procedure: representing a group of 10
ones with a single item (object or tally) in the tens place. In Figure 12-1, noie that 10 units are
traded in for a long, which is clearly composed of 10 units and which makes the trading -in
process highly concrete. In the Forward Bowling Game (Wynroth, 19E:6), 10 blocks from
the ones post is traded in for one block that is put on the tens post. This abstract procedure
more directly models the written algorithm in which a single-digit (a 1 representing 1 ten) is

carried to the next column.
4In particular, it introduces children to the relatively abstract idea of representing 1 ten with a

single symbol (something that does not resemble 10 ones) (see footnote 3).
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Figure 12-1 A Concrete Model for Teaching Correct Alignment and the Muitidigit Addition
Algorithm with or without Renaming, Using "2328 + 1714" as an Example*

A. Represent the addends.

Hundreds

Thousands

Tens

Ones

o 13

ou cl 0

00

O

Oa

I

3 kt4rt..)

0
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B-1. Combine the units in the ones place.

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

o

0

0 °0*0
0

3 4 ri

00 0
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B-2. Group 10 unit blocks and exchange for a long.

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

0

0
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C. Combine the items in the tens column.

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

0

51

0

D-1. Combine the items in the hundreds column.

Hundreds

Thousands

Ones

Tens

11W

0

340

3 5 ,:2,

D-2. Group 10 flats and exchange for a cube.

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

0

0
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E. Combine the thousands items.

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

*This variation of Thompson and Van de Walls's (1980) transition board more
directly mimics the standard carrying algorithm.
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Figure 12-2 A Semiconcrete Method for Learning How to Carry

A. Teaching The Carrying Procedure with Egyptian Hieroglyphics

Step 1: Translate the symbolic problem into hieroglyphics.

,

47 nn(MAAAAAAA
rInflAAAAlhAil

57 nnnnnAAAAAAA

+38

rinnnAAAAAAAA

Step 2: Combine the marks represents the ones terms. If this
combining process produces a group of 10, circle the 10.
47

+38

(1(1(MA AAAhril\

57 nnnnn A

nnnAmi h

+48

.1
nnnnitittn

Step 3: Cross out the circled one-symbols and replace this group
with the more convenient tens-symbol.

47

+38

57 nnnnn
nnnn

nnrInAAAAA

(Inn

+48

Step 4: Combine the tens-symbols. If this combining process produces a group of 10 circle the 10.

57

+ 48

Step 5: If needed, cross out the circled tens symbols and replace
this group with the more convenient hundreds symbol.

57

+48

Step 6: Translate the hieroglyphics into numerals.
47

+38

toy

57

ntlftrIAAAAA

nnn

+ 48

105
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B. Explicitly Linking the Carrying Algorithm to the Semiconcrete
Model
Step 1: Add the ones-place digits.
47

A AAAAAA
A AAAAAAA

+38

15
Step 2: If the sum is 10 or more, regroup it in terms of a ten and the
ones left over.
47

+38

05-

Step 3: Place thr symbol for the ten in the tens column.
47
+ 38

n

ILA,A41
u.....i., 'Lc_

5"

Step 4: Add the tens-place digits.
47

+38
35

n

rinnm AAA'

nnr. Till=

Example 12-3 Addition with Hieroglyphics

1. As the owner of Felicitous Felines, you are delighted with
the monthly sales of cats (a favorite and worshipped pet in
ancient Egypt).
Each of the following households bought a single cat

at the regular price of 25 coins. Add this cost to their
balance (the amount they owed from before) to find out
how much to bill them this month. Represent the sum in
hieroglyphics and then translate it into Arabic numerals.

356
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is' nnnnahli
2. As the librarian for the Alexa Irian Library, one of the
world's leading stores of knowledge, you have to record
the new books added to your collection. Indicated below in
hieroglyphics are the numbers of books that you had. The
Arabic numeral indicatac how many books were added
this year. Indicate in hieroglyphics and then in Arabic
numerals the total number of books in each collection.

Agriculture

nnnloilh

(+62)

Astrology

nnnnoom

(+45)

Geometry

nnnniiAAAAA

(+32)

History (military)

nnoni MI

(+28)

History (political)

nnnflimit

(+30)

Husbandry

nnnn

,..,,,....

(+52)
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Written Subtraction Procedure and
Accuracy: 2-, 3-, and 4-Digit with and
without Renaming, with and without Zero
Before introducing concrete models for two-, three-, or four-digit subtrac-

tion, first ensure that children have mastered analogous models for
addition. Ensure facility with concrete models for subtraction before
introducing written subtraction procedures. As with addition, problems that

do and do not require renaming can 'oe introduced together. Moreover,
research (e.g., Fuson, 1986) suggests that with the use of size embodiments,
training can proceed with problems involving two- to four-digits (or even
more).
The concrete methods used to model addition can easily be adapted to
model subtraction. In conjunction with story problems or a game like Space
Wars (Example 12-4), the concrete scoring procedure for addition, such as
that illustrated in Figure 12-1 could simply be reversed (see Example 12-5).
Moreover, if desired, the games can be adjusted to practice a particular skill.
For instance, to practice two-digit subtraction with and without renaming, a
player or team could start at 99 instead of 0. As points are scored, unit blocks

are removed from the ones column. If there are not enough blocks in the
ones column to complete the removal process (e.g., a player's existing score
is 32 and he or she scores 8 points), then a long from the tens column would
have to be exchanged for 10 unit blocks that are put in the ones place. This
enables the players to complete the removal process (e.g., eight blocks are
removed from the 12 now sitting in the ones column).

Example 12-4 Space Wars

Objective: The game can be used to practice either Lim-, three-,
or four-digit subtraction.

Participants: Two plzyers or two small teams of players. The
game can be played so that three to six children compete.

Materials: Scoreboard like that in Example 12-5 and a spinner
board. To practice two-digit subtraction, the spinner board would
consist of two spinners, one labeled ones and the other tens, each

divided into 10 sections labeled 0 to 9 (see figure). To practice
threw -digit subtraction, a third spinner labeled hundreds is added.
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Tens

Ones

Procedure: For two-digit subtraction, play begins with a score of
99 for each player. Explain that each player has 99 space fighters in
his or her squadron. On a player's turn, the child spins the spinner.
The player's opponent loses that number of space fighters. The
opponent then takes away that number of blocks from his or her
scoreboard. (If the game is played in teams, then players should
take turns spinning and adjusting the team's score. If three to six
children play, all opponents lose the spinned number or the spinner

can name the opponent he or she wishes to lose the spinned
number.) The winner is the player who out survives his or her
opponent(s).
For three-digit minus two-digit subtraction, the game can be
started with a score of 199 or 299. Two (ones and tens) spinners are

used. For thr..3-digit minus three-digit subtraction, begin with a
score of ri99 and use three (ones, tens, and hundreds) spinners.

Example 12-5 Modeling a Multidigit Subtraction Word Problem

Word Problem: Rebecca's Girl Scout troop received 833 boxes
of cookies. Her school needed 147 for a picnic. Rebecca checked
the sales records and found that 684 cookies had been sold. Were
there enough boxes of cookies left for her to fill the school's order?
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A Represent the minuend.

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

0

00

111

833

-09:3 c"-; ()
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B-1 "ubtract the ones-digit terms first: Trade in a long for 10 units.*

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

111

00

*Note that for some children, it may be easier to do all the regrouping first (e.g.,
Fuson, 1986). In which case, a child would then check the tens column subtraction.
Seeing that It requires regrouping also, the child would then proceed to trade in a
flat for 10 longs.
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B-2. Complete the ones-place subtraction.

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

11

Ones

o o0
o
0
00 0

SSSSSS .41.1.

OOOOO

::
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C-1. Subtract the tens-digit terms: Trade in a flat for 10 longs.

Thousands

Hundreds

0

363

boo°
0 00 0
o
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C-2. Complete the tens-place subtraction.

Hundreds

Thousands

Tens

Ones

MI

0 00 0
o

99
3C;

D-1. Subtract the hundreds-digit terms, clear the subtrahend (the
portion taken avray), and answer the question posed by the
problem.

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

o 0°0
O

oo 0

Yes, Rebecca can fill the school's order.
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Figure 12-3 illustrates how Egyptian hieroglyphics can be used to

model semiconcretely the multidigit subtraction procedure with borrowing.

Figure 12-3 The Borrowing Procedure with Egyptian Hieroglyphics

Step 1: Translate the minuend into hie,oglyphics.
134

en nriAuti

-86

Step 2: Trade in a ten for 10 ones.
Ai AMARA
1Z4

-86

en nfi

Step 3: Complete the take-away process for the ones digit.
2,
1,34

A I All AAAA-4-

enno A-OM-

- 86
8

Step 4: Trade in a hundred for 10 tens.

nnnnn

121

1$4

-86

nannn A I MAMA,Pnnyik4A+

8

Step 5: Complete the take-away process for the tens digit.

121

1,34

(10 Al

gnn0

- 86

3Ce
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SUN.-MARY
Children often learn multidigit written calculation procedures for addition
and subtraction without understanding the underlying base-ten place-value
rationale for such algorithms. Though many children successfully memorize
and use these formal arithmetic skills, many do not. Moreover, in the age of
electronic calculators and computers, mere facility in computing is far less
important than understanding the computational routine.
Instruction on the multidigit arithmetic algorithms should be done in
tandem with base-ten place-value instructionusing size embodiments and
concrete regrouping models. Egyptian hieroglyphics can provide an interesting semiconcrete model for these arithmetic algorithms. It is essential
that a teacher help children to see the link between concrete models and
their written work: The teacher should relate each step of a concrete (or

semiconcrete) model to each step of the written algorithm. Practice of
multidigit arithmetic can and should be meaningful and interesting to
children.
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13
Geometry and
Fractions
Chapters 3 to 12 described how children develop basic number, arithmetic,
and base-ten place-value skills and concepts. These chapters illustrated how
formal instruction can build upon children's informal knowledge to make it
interesting, meaningful, and thought-provoking. Frequently, primary instruction also introduces geometry (e.g., shape identification) and fractions
(e.g., identification of 1/2,14, and 1/2). Unfortunately, this initial instruction too

often focuses on mastering skills by rote, which may not interest children or
provide a soli i basis for later learning (e.g., Davis, 1984; Hiebert, 1984).

This chapter discusses how the cognitive principles of teaching can be
applied to the topics of geometry and fractions so that initial instruction is
engaging, understandable, and challenging, and so that it provides a solid
foundation for later learning.
Unlike previous topics that dealt with sets of discrete (countable)
entities, geometry deals with space and form. Elementary instruction in
geometry entails learning the names and characteristics (attributes) of onedimensional spatial entities such as a line, two-dimensional forms such as a
square, or three-dimensional objects such as a cube. It should also involve
learning the relationships among entities and their attributes.

Unlike previous topics that dealt with discrete quantities (whole
numbers with no "in-betweens"), fractions deal with both discrete and
continuous quantities (subdivisions of a whole: the parts in between
wholes). Discrete quantities are clearly associated with one-to-one object
counting, whereas continuous quantities are closely associated with measuring. Fractions belong to the category of numbers called rational numbers.
(In this context, rational refers to a ratio or proportion, not reasonableness.)
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Because whole numbers or integers like 1 or 3 can be thought of as rational
numbers or ratios (e.g., 1/1 . one unit, 3/1 three units), they fall under

the category of rational numbers (see Figure 13-1).

GEOMETRY

Learning
Like other aspects of mathematical learning, children's knowledge of
geometry proceeds gradually through a series of stage: 1 At an intuitive
level, children learn to recognize geometric figures such as

0 or 1111 by

their shapes or physical appearance. At this level, they do not define
geometric forms in terms of attributes or properties and do not see how
different figures like a square and rectangle are related.
At an intermediate level, children begin to learn the characteristics of
different geometric forms. However, they do yet see the relationships
among properties of a figure and among different figures. In time, students
achieve a more advanced level. They establish the interrelationships of
properties both within figures (e.g., in a quadrilateral, parallel opposite sides

necessitates equal opposite angles) and among figures (a square is a
rectangle because it has all the properties of this figure) (Crowley, 1987).
Elementary-level instruction often focuses on shape recognition and
perhaps the memorization of a few key terms such as line segment, angle,

and congruence (Dana, 1987). Because such an approach does not
promote understanding, children develop partial or even incorrect concepts.

For example, Hershkowitz, Bruckheimer and Vinner (1987) found that
many students (and some adults) had difficulty with the angle task depicted

in Figure 13-2. Though they correctly identified E as a point within the
angle, they failed to do the same with Points B, C, and D. Such children do
not understand (or apply) the ide that an angle is a figure formed by two
lines that extend infinitely from the same point.
An incomplete concept of angles may be fostered by text diagrams that
depict angles as finite. A child's conception of angles may be further restricted if a teacher ortext uses only one kind of angle (acute angles like

L

.

Because they see only a single example of the concept, child---m may
IA more complete description of the van Hie le model of the development of geometric
thought can be found in Crowley (1987). The description in this book parallels the Level 0, 1,
and 2 in the van Hie le model. Levels 3 and 4 are not described as they deal with the thinking

of older children.
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Figure 13-1 The Real Number System
I. Hierarchy of the Set of Real Numbers
A. Nonnegative numbers (0, 1, 2, 3...)

/
/

B. Negative numbers (-1, -2, -3...)

C. Integers

(D. Fractions & decimals)

E. Rational numbers (e.g., 1/1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 2/2)

F. Irrational numbers (e.g., /I)

G. Real numbers

II. Venn Diagram of the Set of Real Numbers
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Set

Elements

A

Nonnegative integers (natural numbers 1, 2, 3, etc., and 0)

B

Negative integers

C

All integers

D

Fractions and decimals

E

Rational numbers (post`'

F

irrational numbers

G

Real numbers

end negative)

Figur., 13-2 Angle Task
In the following drawing, circle all the points which are ins' 'a the angio.

As
B

8
D
E
VW

F
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develop an intuitive or informal notion of angles that excludes obtuse angles
like

or even right angles

L

.

Instruction

Geometry instruction can -Ind should be interesting, meaningful, and
thought-provoking. Indeed, it affords numerous problem-solving opportunities. The instructional guidelines below follow from a cognitive perspective. Points 1,2, and 3 apply to all children, though some examples
illustrating the last point may be appropriate for more advanced students
only. The application of Point 4 depends on a child's readiness and may not
be applicable to most primary-level students.
1. Instruction should first focus on building an intuitive knowledge and
then informal knowledge. At the primary level, visual patterns provide an
ideal introduction to geometry and problem solving (DeGuire, 1987). The

Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(Lindquist and Shulte, 1987) contains numerous teaching suggestions
1987

involving patterns. Children might first copy patterns made of interlocking.

colored paper or beads (see Frame A of Example 13-1, then look for
patterns (Frame B of Example 13-1), and finally create their own patterns
(Frame C of Example 13-1) (DeGuire, 1987).

Example 13-1 Copying, Finding, and Creating Patterns

It. Initial Activity: Copying Patterns

Copying patterns is a relatively simple task because the child
has only to find d match for the next block. Begin with relatively easy
patterns to copy like the one on he left and then introduce more
complex patterns like the one on the right.

B. Analytic Activities: Finding a Pattern
In Pattern Prediction, a child must discern a pattern in order
to predict what comes next. It can serve as an individual, a smallgroup, or a whole-class problem-solving exercise. It can be played
as a game between two players or two teams. In the latter, team
members can take turns solving patterns or work as team.
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Pattern 12

Pattern 88
WIW

What comes next?

What comes next?

(a)

(b)

Two cards from a Pattern-Prediction deck are illustrated

above. Note that the answer can be written on the back so that a

player can check the correctness of his or her response immediately. Alternatively a child can record his or her prediction on a
worksheet after the appropriate pattern-card designation and the
teacher can check its correctness against an answer key.
The cards can be made up with patterns of varying complexity.

The difficulty of the questions can also be varied by requiring
children to predict a missing element from the middle of a repeating

pattern (Card b above) rather than the first element of a new
repetition (Card a).

Copy From Memory requires a child to examine a series of
blocks, colored papers, or beads (as in Frame A) and decipher a
pattern. After a prescribed time, the model is removed and the child

must reconstruct it from memory. Again, this can serve as an

individual, small group, or whole class problem-solving exercise. It
can also be played as a game between two players or teams. By
playing Copy From Memory, children may discover some important
lessons about their memory. They may notice that simpito patterns
of a few elements may be recorded effortlessly in visual memory.
They should find, however, that larger or more complex patterns
require effort to identify and remember. With all but the simplest

patterns, they may find that verbalizing and rehearsing the description of the pattern is helpful.
In Pattern or Random? a child, group, team, or class must
determine if an array of colored interlocking blocks, paper blocks,
or beads does or does not make a pattern. in the more advanced
form of the activity or game (What's My Rule?), participant(s) must
also describe any patterns noted.
C. Creative Activities: Making Patterns
Once children can distinguish between patterns and nonattems, they are ready for the next challenge: creating their own
pattern (DeGuire, 1987). Some children will need encouragement
to take this step. All will need to be reminded that a pattern should
be repeated three times to serve as a "lood example.
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With geoboards, sticks, or pattern blocks, children can also be
encouraged to copy, analyze, and create geometric forms. Example 13-2
illustrates several exercises with pattern blocks. Frame A illustrates the
relatively straightforward task of making an exact copy. Frame B illustrates a
somewhat more complicat Id copying task that requires a child to combine
blocks to create the component geometric forms of the model. In Frame A of
Example 13-3, note that the relatively "simple" task of copying a geometric

involves careful observation and precise numbering skill: By counting or
using pattern recognition, a child must discern that the apex is the third nail
from the left on the top row and that the base begins and ends one unit on
either side of the apex on the third row. Frames B and C illustrate how
geoboards can be used to encourage children to analyze and create figures.

Example 13-2 Exercises with Pattern Blocks

A. Copying Geometric Figures with the Same Pattern Blocks

r
B. Copying Geometric Figures with Combinations of Pattern Blocks

Geometry
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Example 13-3 Copying, Analyzing, and Creating Figures with a Geoboard* or Dot Matrix

A. Copying Figures

.

Use rubber bands to make the same shape on your geoboard.

B. Analyzing Figures

(b)

(a)

1. How many triangles can you find in Figure a?

2. How many squares can you find in Figure b?

C. Creating Figures
.

.

.
.
.

.

Example
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.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1. How many figures can you make by adding two lines to the
one already shown. Note that like the figure in the example, all

three lines have to join and extend from a dot in the matrix.

2. The example shows a triangle. With three lines car you make
an enclosed figure that is not a triangle?

*GeoboarUs Ci" ashy be constructed with nails and squares cut from a countertop.

3 7G

2. Formal knowledge of geometry should be introduced gradually and
should build upon informal knowledge. The Matching Figures Game,
described in Example 13-4, illustrates how an informal matching activity
can help children with ; le formal terms congruence (two or more figures are

congruent if they have the same shape and the same size) and similarity
(two or more figures, which may or may not be the same size, are similar if
they have the same shape).

Example 13-4 Matching Figures Game

Objective: Reinforce the definition of congruence and similarity.

Grade Level: 3 and up.
Participants: A group of two to six children.
Materials: Geometric-form blocks and a deck of cards depicting
the geometric forms. For each block, there should be two cards.
Half the cards should have forms congruent with the block forms;
half with the same shape )ut smaller.
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Procedure: Each player draws a specified number of geometric
form blocks (e.g., three). The object of the game is to match blocks
and cards. In the basic version of the game, a player gets two points
for congruent matches, one point for similar matches, and no points
for no match.

After the order of play has been determined, the first player
turns over the top card of the deck. If the card form is similar or
congruent to one of his or her blocks, the player may take the card

and place the appropriate block on it. This serves to check for
similarity and congruence. If the card form is only similar, a player

may wish to pass in the hopes of c ltting a congruent card form
later. (When a match is made the card and block are set aside and a

new [congruent] card form may not be substituted.) If a player
draws a card form that is neither congruent nor similar, the card is
passed to the next player on the left. This player can then take the
card if a match is found. If not, the card is passed on until a match i3
found or the card is returned to the player who drew it. In the latter
case, the card is put on the bottom of the deck.
Whatever the outcome of the first draw, the second player (in a
clockwise direction) turns over the next card. The round is played
like that described above. Play continues in a similar fashion until
one player has matched all (three) blocks with cards. The winner is
the child with the highest point total. (Note that ties are possible
and that the player with three matches will not necessarily win.)
An advanced form of the game (forgifted and upper-elementary
children) can include a bidding mechanism. In this version, each
player begins with $25 (five $1, two $5, and one $10). Congruent
matches earn a player an additional $10 and similar matches, $5.
The first player turns over the top card. If he or she wants the card,
the player must make a bid. Eaci-i player in turn may make a bid.The
player who drew the card can make one final bid if he or she wishes.
The card goes to the highest bidder. If a player does not want the
card, he or she enters a bid of $0.1f all bids on a card are $0, the card

is returned to the bottom of the deck and play continues with the
second player drawing a card. The winner of the game is the player

with the largest amount of money at the end of the game.

3. Use a variety of examples and nonexamples to teach definitions or
concepts. For instance, when introducing triangles, use a variety of forms

(equilateral: A , isosceles: A, right-angled: p , scalene: Z, , and
obtuse angled. 1, ). Example 13-5 illustrates an exercise with a variety of
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examples and nonexamples to teach the definition of diagonal. This
overcomes the narrow concept of diagonals that students typically develop
because their text uses only a single example or a few examples like that
illustrated in Figure A of Example 13-5.

Example 13-5 Definition-of-Diagonals Exercise

Consider the examples and nonexamples below.

1. This dotted line is a diagonal.
A.

B.

I
C.

D.

The dotted lines in Figures A and C are diagonals; those in Figures
B and D are not.

1. How many diagonals does the figure below have?

3'79
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2. Can a triangle have a diagonal?

3. Is this dotted line a diagonal?

4. How many diagonals does the figure below have?

5. Define diagonal. Definition:

*After giving the students an opportunity to examine the examples and nonexamples of a diagonal, proceed with Questions 1 to 5. After the students have
answered a questioneither individually or as teamsdiscuss their answers
(reasoning) and Indicate the correct answer (see the Key below). Then proceed to
the next question. Key. Question 1:The quadrilateral has 2 diagonals. Question 2:
No, a triangle does not have diagonals (because there are no nonadjacent angles).

Question 3: Yes, the dotted lines are diagonals. Though counterintuitive, a
diagonal may be external to the figure. Question 4: This polygon has 9 diagonals.

Question 6: A diagonal is a line that extends between the vertices of two
nonadjacent angles of a polygon (or polyhedral).
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Example 13-6 illustrates an exercise that uses examples and nonexamples to help children move toward a formal definition of rectangles.
Most chiklren are surprised by the answer to Question 13. Intuitively,
rectangles and squares are different and unrelated figures. If the definition
of rectangle is considered, a square logically is a rectangleit is a rectangle
in which all four sides are equal. Though we probably should not expect
children to abandon their intuitive notions immediately, it is important to
begin encouraging children to consider examples logically in terms of a

definition. Question 13 also illustrates the next pointPoint 4.

Example 13-13 What Is a Rectangle?*

Aim: This exercise uses examples and nonexamples to help
students discover the critical attributes of a geometric form or
concept and arrive at a concept definition.

Procedure: This exercise is suitable to individual or whole-class
instruction. It is especially useful when used in conjunction with
small-group discussions. After going over Steps 1 to 5 with the
students, the exercise can be completed in several ways. Have the
students complete Steps 5 to 11 and then discuss their answers to

each step, discuss each step as a class, or have small groups
discuss and reach a consensus on each step and then discuss their

answers either after all groups have completed the exercise or
after each step.

Discussion Questions and Points:
If we are interested In describing what a rectangle is, why

include Step 2? [Nonexampies help us tc define which
characteristics or attributes are necessary or critical and
which are not.]
What does Step 2 tell us? [Rectangles do not include threesided or non-enclosed figures.]

What does Step 3 tell us? [Orientation is not a critical
attribute.]
What do Steps 4 and 5 tell us? Hint: How is the figure in Step
4 [5] different from those in Steps 1 and 3? [The corners are
not square or perpendicular. The same is true of the figure in

Step 5, andlike the figure in Step 2it has three, not four,
sides.]
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The figure in Step 6 is not a rectangle because the corners
are not square and the two sides are not parallel.
What Is a Rectangle?

1. This is a rectangle.

2. This is not a rectangle.
3. This is a rectangle.

4. This is not a rectangle.
5. This is not a rectangle.

6. Is this a rectangle?

Yes

No

7. Is this a rectangle?

Yes

No

8. Is this a rectangle?

Yes

No

9. Is this a rectangle?

Yes

No

10. Is this a rectangle?

Yes

No

11. Is this a rectangle?

Yes

No

12. Is this a rectangle?

Yes

No

13. Is this a rectangle?

Yes

No

14. What is

=a

/\
IJ 1

A

0

I

ri

definition of a rectangle?

*Based on a method described by Herron, Agbeki, Cattrell, and Sills (1976) and
Hershkowitz, Bruckheimer, and Vinner (1987).
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4. Focus on relationships among figures and attributes. The exercise

illustrated in Example 13-7 was designed to help highlight the logical or
hierarchical relationships among a group of geometric forms. A polygon is
any many-sided, enclosed figure. In this exercise, polygons are the broadest
class of figures. (Note that in the Venn diagram in Figure 13-3, polygon
includes the other forms.) Quadrilaterals are four-sided, enclosed figures
and hence a subclass of polygons, which also includes the subclasses of
three-sided figures, five-sided figures, and so forth. Parallelograms, in turn,
are a subclass of quadrilaterals. Specifically, they are quadrilaterals in which
the opposite sides are parallel. Rectangles are a subclass of parallelograms
in which adjacent sides meet at a right angle. A square is that subclass of

rectangle in which all sides are equal. Note that each subclass adds a
defining attribute or characteristic that has the effect of cutting down the
number of qualifying figures.

Example 13-7 Hierarchy of Forms

4.. Which of the following is a polygon?

0A
a

b

c

d

40/ /06 i\
e

f

g

h

g

h

0
i

2. Which of the following is a quadrilateral?

a

b

c

d

e

f

i

3. Which of the following is a parallelogram?

OL
a

c

/7/74C110.
de
f

383

g

h

i
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4. Which of the following is a rectangle?

0A
a

b

c

d

0

i7oca hi
e

f

9

5. Which of the following is a square?

U
a

\<>

filz=70
b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

FRACTIONS

Learning
Even primary-level children typically have had some informal experiences
with fractions. For example, there are numerous situations where they must
share fairly a discrete quantity (e.g., a plate of cookies or box of crayons) or

continuous quantities (e.g., a candy bar or a cake). As a result of such
informal encounters, many primary children are familiar with the expression
"one half." They may also intuitively recognize that a half share should be

the same sizea part of equal parts.
In school, children are introduced to formal representations of
fractions. In the primary grades, this often includes the symbols 1/2, V4, and 1/2.

These symbols are typically related to graphic representations ("pie diagrams") like that shown in Figure 13-4. Usually, cperations on fractions
(e.g., adding fractions with like denominators su oh as 1/4 and 2/4) are not
introduced until fourth grade. Fractions are deemed a difficult concept, and
indeed, many children have considerable difficulty with the topic (e.g., Behr,

Lesh, Post, and Silver, 1983; Post, 1981).

Common errors among elementary school children include not
recognizing that a fraction is a part of so many equal-sized parts (see Frame

A of Figure 13-5). Another preva!nt mistake is choosing as the larger
fraction the one with the larger denominator (see Frame B). Because
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Figure 13-3 Venn Diagram Representing the Hierarchical Relationships Illustrated in
Exercise B

A: Square
B: Rectangle
C: Parallelogram

D: Quadrilateral
E: Polygon
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Figure 13-4 Graphic Representations of 1/2, 1/4, and Y3

y3

,h4

I/I

Figure 13-5 Common Errors in Children's Fraction Work
A. A part of so many depicted but not comparable parts.

Write a fraction to show what part of the pie is shaded:

'/3

B. Choosing the fraction with the larger number.
Circle the fraction that shows the larger amount.
a. 1/3 or
b.

or 2/3

C. Defining all fractions as a part of one whole.
For each diagram, color in 1/4.

a.

1C
0
00
(3 S U

lc, 0 o 0

0000
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children do not really understand fractions, they incorrectly apply their
magnitude comparison rules for whole numbers (e.g., Post, Wachsmuth,
Lesh, and Behr, 1985). In Frame B, for example, the child reasoned that
four is more than three, therefore one fourth must be bigger than one third.
In Frame C, the student confuses one-fourth of four pies (Question b)
with one fourth of a pie (Question a). The error is repeated on the more
difficult Question c (one fourth of eight pies). Children commonly fail to
appreciate the difference between a fraction of one whole and a fraction of a
group (a set of things) (Davis, 1984). This is not surprising given that, all too
often, children are introduced to fractions with just on type of representationtypically continuous quantities (i.e., pie diagrams in which a whole is
divided into parts) (e.g., Silver, 1983).

Instruction
Most primary-level children can learn about fractions in a meaningful
manner if the topic is introduced carefully and informally. Indeed, it is
essential to introduce fractions concretely before they are expected to cope
with the formal instruction on the topic in fourth or fifth grade.
Fair-sharing activities are very useful for introducing children to
fractions. Such activities allow children to see concretely a whole divided
(equally) into parts. Begin by having two children share something equally
between them. If necessary, introduce the term one-halfto label each childs
share. Next, do the same with four children to introduce one-fourth. Then
work in groups of threes to introduce one-third. Other fractions like onefifth or one-sixth can be introduced in time.
Note that such sharing activities can be done with either discrete or
continuous quantities. Multiple representations may help children develop
a broader and deeper understanding of fractions. Specifically, it should help
them see that fractions can refer to a part of a group of things as well as to a
part of a single whole.
Such fair-sharing activities are especially useful for highlighting the
point that fractions are a part of so many equivalent parts. Most children are
quick to comment when a collectizni of four marbles or a candy bar is not
split evenly in two. In addition to taking advantage of fair sharing situations,
a teacher can discuss stories like that in Example 13-8. When it comes time
to introduce the formal symbolism of fractions, it will probably be helpful to
remind children that fractions describe fair-sharing situations (e.g., 1/2
represents one part of two equal parts, 1/2 represents one share of three
equal shares).

To help children develop an understanding of fractions and their
comparative size, try activities like the game Candy Store. Present a player
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Example 13-8 Unfalr Shares
Count Fractious invited Count Denomination from a neighboring kingdom to play a new game called Dragon. Count Fractious
ripped open the game box, grabbed all twelve dragon pieces inside
the box, and proclaimed, "I'm the winner!"
Count Denomination said, "I have a good idea. Let's read the
rules first." He then found the rules and began reading, "Step 1,
split up the dragon pieces among the players. . . ."
"Hal" commented Count Fractious as he placed two dragon
pieces in front of Count Denomination and ten in front of himself.

"There's your share. Now the game is fair," proclaimed Count
Fractious.
"But, but, but that's not fair," protested Count Denomination.
"Frog bubbles," snapped Count Fractious. "Sure it is. I've spilt
up the dragon pieces between the players."
"But, but, but something isn't right here," said a baffled Count
Denomination.
[Why didn't Count Denomination think it was fair? How many

dragon pieces should each of the two players have gotten?]
Before the matter could be settled, the players heard a knock
on the door. It was Count Fractions, cousin of Count Fractious.
Count Fractious was delighted to see him. "Good, good, good. We
have another person to play my new game."
Count Fractious then took one of Count Denominator's dragon
pieces and placed it before Count Fractions. "Here's your share,"
he said with a sly smile.
"Something isn't right here," said a puzzled Count Denomination.

"What's the problem now?" sneered Count Fractious. "I've
split up fl%e pieces among the players just like the rules say."
Count Fractions picked up the rule book in disbelief and read.

"I think," he concluded, "the rules mean that the dragon pieces

should be split up evenly so that each player gets an equal
number."

[How many dragon pieces should each of the three piayers
get?]
Count Fractions noted, "If we share twelve dragon pieces fairly
among three players, let's see. . . ."* He placed one, two, th ree, and
then four dragon pieces in front of each player."Each player should
have four pieces. Al I right, if you want to be picky about it," sh rugged
Count Fractious. "We'll give one third of the twelve pieces to each
of the players."
*At this point In the story, the children can bn given twelve objects and asked to
figure out each player's share.
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or team with, for example, six candies (or candy substitittes) and ask if tht..y
would like one-half or one-third. Show how many the player or team would

have gotten if they chose the other number. For example, say, "You want
one-third? Let's see how much one-half of six is. If we split six evenly into two

shares, your share would have been three. Now one-third of six means we
split six evenly into three shares. Your share is two." The player or team then
receives two candies, markers, or points. Later, by relating the comparison
of formal symbols of, say, 1/2 and 1/2 to such concrete situations, children will
be less prone to consider 1/2 larger than 1/2.

When introduced to fractions, children should be taught the heuristic
of "defining the whole" (Davis, 1984). (This should further help children tc

avoid confusing a fraction of a whole and a fraction of a group.) More
specifically, they should be encouraged to first define for themselves what
the whole is. Once the whole is defined, children can then proceed to divide

it into the required number of equal parts. Example 13-9 illustrates a
concrete lesson on "the whole." Example 13-10 describes an extension of
this method to introduce adding unit fractions (1/2 + 1/2 = %) and the idea of
mixed fractions (4/3).

Example 13-9 Defining "The Whole"*

Have all children set out a specific strip, Cuisenaire rod,
colored stick, or colored construction paper, which will be the
whole. This term is used instead of one because it saves confusion
between the one in fractions such as one-third. The lesson begins
with a question: "Which strip is one-half of the vC ole ?" Immediately

it is emphasizing thinking skills, and focusing on discovering
relationships. [The children must experiment with the strips until
they come up with the appropriate answer.] Then, in turn, ask which
is one-fourth and one-third. At the beginning the questions should

represent unit fractions (numerator equals one). This makes it
easierfor the students in two ways: (1) the correct number of pieces
equals the whole and (2) they all are the same size. The teacher
should show nonexamples of this; even though 3 + 3 + 2 = 8, and it

is in three parts, it still does not equal one-third. Stress that the
three pieces are not the same size. This activity is repeated with
several unit fractions, with different wholes. Explain each time that
we have a new whole.
*Based on a method described by Davis (1984) and Thompson and Van de Walle
(1984).
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Example 13-10 Introducing More Complex Fractions*

Using the "whole" method described in Example 13-9, the
teacher can introduce counting by unit fractions. After the students
are able to pick one-third, introduce two-thirds, three-thirds, and so
forth. For example, as!:, "If one red strip equals one-third (of a whole

represented by a dark-green strip), what should we call two red
strips?" The strips should be laid out so the students can see the
part "added on." Then add on a third, a fourth, a fifth, and a sixth part
to illustrate three-thirds (which equals one whole), four-thirds, five-

thirds, and six-thirds (which equals two wholes). Afterward, the
teacher can go back and introduce other names for fractions (e.g.,
four-thirds equals (is the same asj one and one-third). The strips
should be used to validate the information concretely. When
switching to a new whole, the teacher should use both the improper-

fraction and the mixed-fraction terms (e.g., five-fourths and oneand-one-fourth).
Note that in this activity children are manipulating concrete
objects before any formal terms are introduced. Indeed, without
knowing it, children are actually adding fractions. Thus, when
adding unit fractions isformally introduced in fourth grade, children
will have a concrete basis for assimilating this instruction.
*Based on a method described by Davis (1984) and Thompson (1984) and Van de
Wage (1984).

SUMMARY
Geometry and fractions involve continuous quantities that must be measured
or entail parts of wholes. Too often, instruction focuses on abstract symbols
and rote memorization of names, definitions, and procedures. Frequently,

the result is poor understanding and application.
Instruction in these areas should follow the same cognitive principles
discussed in earlier chapters. That is, it should begin with and build on
concrete experiences. Geometry instruction, in particular, should use a
variety of examples and nonexamples to teach definitions or concepts. More
advanced geometry instruction should focus on relationships among figures

and attributes. Initial fraction instruction should focus on fair-sharing
activities. It should help children to understand that a fraction is a part of so
many equivalent parts and to define clearly what the whole is. Teachers

should explicitly connect formal representations to concrete models or
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children's informal concepts. A cognitive approach t..) teaching geometry,
fractions, and decimals can make these topics interesting, meaningful and
thought-provoking for primary children and provide them a solid basis for
further instruction later.
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The cognitive approach described in this book is dramatically different from
the traditional approach of direct instruction-demonstration-and-drill. With
the traditional textbook approach, the teacher's edition lays out what to tell
and show children, and the workbook provides the practice. Unfortunately,
the familiar tell-show-do approach is not well suited to how children really
learn (e.g., Davis, 1984; Stodolsky, 1985).

In contrast, a cognitive approach cannot specify a single course of
action that will work for every teacher in every situation for every child. Thus

it is a difficult and demanding program to implement. However, such an
approach is not only more educationally sound than the traditional directinstruction-and-drill approach, it is more humane. Consider the following
case studies described in Example 14-1.

Example 14-1

Case Studies: Arithmetic with Egyptian Hieroglyphics*
Incident 1

A student teacher introduced the characters for the ones and
the tens in Egyptian number system to his primary math group on a
Monday. The next day they practiced writing numbers with these
symbols and worked on addition.
On Wednesday, he gave each student a piece of writing paper

that had a unique hieroglyphic in the top right hand corner. He
explained that the symbol represented students' names and that
they were going to work for Pharaoh in his warehouse. That raised
380
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some questions, so they discussed who Pharaohs were and some
background history about Egypt.
The first problem was then presented. They were to keep track

of Pharaoh's inventory. In the morning, they received 24 gold
bracelets from the Queen of Sheba. In the afternoon, they received

a shipment of 35 gold bracelets from Babylon. That evening the
Pharaoh wanted to know how many gold bracelets he had received
during the day.
During the presentation of the problem, one of the students
wrinkled her nose and said, "Hey, I thought we were supposed to be
doing math."
The student teacher replied, "We are. It's kind of fun, isn't it?"

Incident 2
Several weeks later, the master teacher introduced the class
to written, two-digit subtraction with renaming. To provide some
informal basis for this classroom instruction, the student teacher
introduced his tutees to subtraction with the Egyptian numbers.To
enable them to subtract the ones-place digits, the children were
helped to see that they could substitute 10 one-symbols for a tensymbol.The term borrowing or renaming was not mentioned during

the tutorirj session.
Later in the day, one of the tutees was working on the math
seat work assigned by the classroom teacher: a workbook page
involving subtraction with renaming. The girl got stuck on the very

first problem 43

18. After repeated efforts to compute the

difference, she was frustrated to the point of tears and said, "You
can't subtract eight from thr..sel"
The pupil next to her said, "You have to borrow."
She shouted in exasperation, "I don't know how to borrow!"

The student teacher walked over and asked her what the
problem was. She explained the difficulty. The student teacher
suggested that she try to work it with the Egyptian numbers. They
worked through the first two problems together. The girl then
worked the next one as he watched. She completed the rest of the
page by herself.

Later, as they were walking down the hall, the girl took the
student teacher's hand, pulled him down to listen, and said: "You
know what? Subtracting in Egyptian is really borrowing."
in nese case studies were conducted and reported to me by Scott E. Cunningham
of Urbana-Champaign.
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Example 14-1 illustrates that mathematics can be readily integrated
with other content areas (in this case, history), can actively engage children's

thinking and natural curiosity, and can be fun. The second incident in
Example 14-1 illustrates that gaps between formal training and children's
informal knowledge makes mathematics unnecessarily difficult and frustrating to children. It underscores the need for concrete models and for
explicii:12 connecting these models to symbolic mathematics. It highlights
the value J individual diagnosis and prompt intervention. (In this case, the
student teacher had provided an informal basis for the instruction. By then
relating the written mathematics to the child's existing knowledge, the
otherwise mysterious formal procedure suddenly made sense.)
In both of these case studies, the student teacher endeavored to teach
mathematics in an interesting, meaningful, and thought-provoking manner.
His pupils were also learning something more subtle about mathematics (it
can be exciting), mathematical learning (it involves making connections),

and themselves ("I am capable of learning mathematics"). Fostering
reasonable beliefs, positive feelings, and confidence are at least as important
as mastering facts and skills.

A cognitive approach to mathematical instruction is not easily or
quickly implemented and it is sometimes an uncertain course for a teacher.
Thus, some words of caution are probably in order. A cognitive approach to
mathematics education requires considerably more knowledge, time, and
energy than does a traditional approach. A cognitive approach requires a
teacher to understand how children learn mathematics and to know speciic
methods for encouraging learning in a meaningful and interesting manner.
It entails being sensitive to their readiness for instruction, not to mention
their needs, feelings, and interests. Any effort toward meeting individual

educational needs requires immense time, effort and commitment.
A cognitive approach requires treating mathematics instruction as an
ongoing, problem-solving activity. It requires more professional judgment
than does a traditional approach. Because of the complexities of learning
and teaching, there are not simple solutions for teaching mathematics to all
children in every situation. The general guidelines outlined in Chapter 2 and
the teaching ideas described in Chapters 3 to 13 are intended as suggestions
or starting points. They may well have to be modified to meet the demands
of a particular child, class, or situation. They are intended as a stimulus for
further creative applications.
A cognitive approach requires a willingness to take risks. It requires the
teacher to take on a different and perhaps somewhat more threatening role

than does a traditional approach. As a facilitator, a teacher may have to
resist the temptation of simply telling or showing chidlren how to do
mathematics. Creating meaningful learning situations may put a teacher in a

situation where he or she does not know all the answers to the children's
questions. Some teaching ideasno matter how good they eppear to be-
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may not work with a child, a group, or a class. A teacher must be willing to
evaluate constantly his or her efforts and to change course if necessary.
A cognitive approach requires a teacher to trust children. It necessitates

viewing children as much more capable than implied by a traditional
approach. If the learning situation is prepared effectively, children can be
thoughtful, inventive, and eager learners.
Because a cognitive approach is difficult and requires so much, a
teacher cannot realistically expect to fully implement such a program
immediate:y. The cognitive approach described in this book is an ideal
vision to work toward. Worthwhile goals such as the creation of an effective
mathematical instmction often take timesometimes measured in years.
Yet, a cognitive approach holds the promise of seeing children truly
enjoying and thinking about mathematics.

Appendix A
Suggested Developmental Sequence of
PIC Skills and Concepts
Oral Counting

Numbering

Numerical Relationships

Count by ones 1 to 10

=NM

MEM

Number after 1 to 9

Enumeration of seta 1 to 5
Cardinality rule
Identity-conservation principle
Recognition of sets 1 to 3
Order irrelevance principle

Perception of "same" and "more"
Perception of fine differences 1 to 4
OM.

WPM

Same number 1 to 5

Finger patterns 1 to 5
Production of sets 1 to 5

Gross comparisons 1 to 10
Fine comparisons 1 to 5

Count by ones 11 to 19

Note that for PK through Grade 3, problem solving Is not treated ass separate topic but as an Integral aspect of the topics at a given
level. Similarly, estimation of quantity and single-digit arithmetic are not listed separately but are part of the training on numerical
relationships, Informal arithmetic, and number combinations. For example, Ouick Look Game: 1 to 3 (Exa mple 4-8on page 91) and 1
to e (page 93) can provide estimation experience as well as practice In recognizing number patte ma. The Prediction Game (page
142) and the Sehind the Screen Activity (Example 8-5) are in effect estimation exercises that r hould lead to mastery of mentally
adding one. See the Teachers' Guidebook (Baroody and Hank, 1999) for additional suggestions.
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Appendix B
Suggested Developmental Sequence of
K Skills and Concepts
i

Oral Counting

Numbering
Enumeration of sets 8 to 10
Recognition of sets 4 to 6
Production of seta 6 to 10

Numerical Relationships
Same number 8 to 10
Fine comparisons 8 to 10
Gross comparisons of less 1 to 10

Number before 2 to 10
Count by ones 20 to 28 and
Number after 10 to 28

IIIIIMII

Count backwards from 10

Enumeration and production of
sets 11 to 20

Informal Arithmetic

Symbol Skills

Formal Representations

Recognition of 1-digit numerals
Reading 1-uigit numerals
011/1110,

Count all: sets 1 to 5
Mentally add one more
Take away with objects
Mentally take away one

_...

Copying 1-digit numerals
Writing 1-digit numerals

Cardinal value
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Appendix C
Suggested Instructional Sequence of
Grade 1 Skills and Concepts
Oral Counting

Numbering

Numerical
Relationships

-

Finger patterns 6 to 10

informal Arithmetic

-

Matching sets

Count all: sets more
than 5
Count from one to add
2 to 5

_

OMR

_

-

Court on 2 to 5 from
larger addend
Take away: 2 to 5

Count by tens to 100 and
Decade after 10 to 90
Number before 11 to 29
Count by ones 30 to 100
and Numberafter29 to 99

-

_

_

-

Gross comparisons 11

to 100
Fine comparisons of
lees 1 to 10
Fine comparisons 11

Count by fives to 100 and
Count by twos to 20

to 100
Fine comparisons of
less 11 to 100

Mentally add on 6 to
9 more
4111,

4111,

MOM
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Symbol Skills

Arithmetic Concepts

Recoqr:oon of is & 0

Formal
Representations

Number Combinations

Equivalence and
inequivaience
relationships
Magnitude relationships
Ordinal relationships

-

Recognition of > & <

-

Same-sum-as and
CommutativIty of

addition
Recognition of + sign

Symbolic addition

n + 1 and 1 + n

n +Oand 0+n
Union of seta and
Part-part-whole
ImIM

11.11M.

OM&

m,

Recognition of

sign

.10116

.111.

:OM

Symbolic subtraction

Addition-subtraction
Inverse

n

1, n

0, and n
n + 2, 2 + n, and
small n + n
n 2

n

Associativity of addition

411111

.....

MM,

IIMMI.

milm.

-

amill

romp

mom,

MM,

=M.

liall

==.

010=,

111/1M

eallII

Il

MM.

ale=1.0

almw

=MP.

111/1M

.....

IINIM.

(continued)
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Appendix C
(Continued)
Mulddlgft
Skills

Place Value

Base Ten

Mental
Computation

Estimation

IIMIS

.00

..1

Imml

MOO

..1

AMMO

=AMIN

11.11M

Imml

,111.
,111.

MOM,

...s.,

MOO

110110

WIPI

FORM

61.

MM.
MOW

IIMIS

41

OM=

1111,

ORM.

Reading and
writing teen
numerals
Reading and
writing 2-digit
numerals

SOW

Place recognition:
ones, tens,
hundreds
Ones and tens
notation

MOW

11

masa

11

masa

Base 10
equivalents: ones
for 10
Base 10
equivalents:
tens for 100
Smallest/largest
1-and 2-digit terms

IIMIS

10 +nor n+10
10 and
Teen
Decade + n

Decade + 10 and
Decade 10
Front-end
estimates: 2-digit
forms

Note that key elements of the multidigit place-value base-ten training provide concrete models for written calculational procedures
Involving renaming.
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Suggested Instructional Sequence of
Grade 2 Skills and Concepts
Oral Counting
Count odd numbers 1 to 19
Count backwards from 20
Count by tens 100 to 200 and
Decade after 100 to 190
Number before 30 to 100 and
Decade before 20 to 100
Count by ones 101 to 200 and
Number after 100 to 199

Informal Arithmetic

Arithmetic Concepts

......

Take away: 6 to 9
Take away: teens

Missing part
Additive-subtraction
and Difference

Adding 2 to 5 Eke sets

III1

OM.,

(continued)
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Appendix D
(Continued)
formal
Representations

Number Combinations

Multidlglt Skills

Place Value

,IIIIM

MOD

Addition-subtraction
Inverse
Missing addend
INIIII

Other names fora number
and Commutativity of
addition
Associativity of
addition

-

AMIND

Small misc. addition

m email n = n and
Difference of one
Large n + n and
Equals 10
Small misc.
subtraction

n+9and9+n
m

large n = n
Reading and writing
3-digit numerals

4=1111.

4(i 3

Place recognition:
Thousands and hundreds
notation

ease Ten

Mental Computation

Estimation

_

AMEN.

MEM

OIM

Written Calculation
ONM

MN=

MN=

41111111

MEM
IMMI,
IMMI,

MOM

MEM

OIM

Ma.

=a,

AMEN

....

OIM.

-

MM.

MOO

Base 10 equivalents:
hundreds for 1000

OM=

Decade + decade and
Decade decade
2-digit n + 10 and

SMEk

NION

2-digit n 10

2-digit n + decade and
2 -digit n decade
Parallel addition and
minus facts

100+nandn+100

0111

Hundreds + 100 and
Hundreds + hundreds
Front-end estimates
with 3-digit terms
2- and 3-digit addition
with and without renaming

2- and 3-digit subtraction
with and without renaming
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Appendix E
Suggested Instructional Sequence of
Grade 3 Skills and Concepts
Informal Arithmetic

Symbol Skills

Arithmetic Concepts

=NM

=NM
=NM

_
Adding more than 5 Ilke sets
Recognition of x
Comm utativIty of multiplication
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Formal Representations
MOO
WOW

Number Combinations

Muitidigit Skills

Large MISC. addition
10 n
Teen
9 and Large misc. subtraction

Reading and writing 4-digit
numerals

WOW
WOW

--

Missing augend

Symbolic multiplication

--

n X 1 and 1 X n and

n X0 and° X n
n X 2 and 2 X n
n X 5 and 5 X n
(Other small and large times)
(continued)
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Appendix E
(Continued)
Place Value

Base Ten

Mental Computation

Estimation

........

=1111
=1111

.1
Smallest/largest

11111.

-

_

-

-

-

-

3 -digit term

Flexible enumeration:

ones and tens
Smallest/largest
4-digit term
Flexible enumeration:
ones, tens, and hundreds

Notation with renaming

3-digit n + 10
3-digit n + decade

_

Rounding with 2- and
3- digits

Illl

-
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Index of Games

and Activities*

Absent-Minded Counter, 56,57, 59, 62, 68-69, 87,
95
Addition-Pattern Estimates, 258-259 (Example 9-6)
Adds To 261, 263-264 (Example 9-9)
Advanced Draw, 293
Advanced Larger-Number Game, 293
Advanced Largest-Number Draw, 293
Advanced Number-After Dominoes, 69-71
(Example 3-18)
Advanced Peek, 60
Age-Comparison Activity, 123,124 -125
(Example 5-17)
Album of Combination Families, 255 (Example 9-4)
Animal Spots, 11 (Example 2-1), 87, 89-90, 95,139,

147, 170
Apply Arithmetic Principles to the Task of Calculation,

35-36 (Example 2-11)
Attack of the Fivers, 64, 65-66 (Example 3-15)
Backward Bowling, 283
Backward Grid Race, 313 (Example 11-6)
Balance Activity, 149
Baseball More Than, 118, 119 (Example 5-12)

Basic Larger-Number Game, 274, 291-292
(Example 10-6)
Basic Largest-Number Draw, 274, 291-292
(Example 10-7)
Basic Number-After Dominoes, 69-71
(Example 3-18)
Basketball, 67 (Example 3-16)
Behind-the-Screen Activity, 142-143 (Example 6-5),
148, 395
Big-Number Car-Race Game 1- 10,125
(Example 5-18)
Big-Number Game
1-10, 111, 115 (Example 5-8)

1-100, 118

Bingo, 167-168 (Example 7-4)
Break-Out, 182 (Example 7-14)

Candy Store, 375, 377
Car Race, 172 (Example 7-10)
Card Game "99," 312 (Example 11-5)
Card Game "999," 313, 314 (Example 11-7)
Cards Less Than, 116
Cards More Than, 87, 91, 111, 114-115
(Example 5-7), 12.i 125, 170, 190
Chip Trading, 294 (see also Wood Trading)
Clay Numerals, L4-16 (Example 2-3)
Clue, 87, 91, 104,105 -106 (Example 5-2)
Clue Game, 167 (Example 7-3), 192
Combining Take-Away and Part-Part-Whole
Inuction, 227 (Example 8-15)
Copy ft m Memory, 361
Count Disorderly Stories:

counting sequence, 53-55 (Example 3-1)
estimation, 314-317 (Example 11-8)
integrated activity, 12-13 (Example 2-2)
numbering, 78 (Example 4-1), 84-85
(Example 4-2), 86 (Example 4-3)
Count Race, 59, 61-62 (Example 3-10)
Count Teacher, 59, 62, 63 (Example 3-11), 69, 73
Count-Prediction Activity, 92 (Example 4-8)
Counting Stories, 53-55 (Example 3-1), 77-78
(Example 4-1), 84-85 (Example 4-2), 86
(Example 4-3)
Defining "The Whole," 377 (Example 13-9)
Definition-of-Diagonals Exercise, 367-368
(Example 13-5)
Dice More Than, 87, 91, 120 (Example 5-13)
Dicey Baseball, 260, 261 (Example 9-7)
Dicey Football, 260, 262 (Example 9-8)
Dinosaur Race, 260

'Italics indicate pages on which a game or activity is described.
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Disappearing Numbers, 111 -113 (Example 5-5), 116
Discovering a Shorthand Method for Informal Division,
22 (Example 2-8)
Discussing the Fairness of a Math Game: Necklace
Chase, 42-43 (Example 2-13)
Draw 100, 282, 287 (Example 10-4), 331

Good or Bad Counter, 55-56 (Example 3-2), 57, 59,
68, 73, 87, 89, 91, 95
Good or Bad Estimator, 321, 323
Grapevine, 192-193
Grid Race, 310-311 ( Example 11-4)
Guess-What-Adds-Up-To, 264
Guess-What-Subtracts-To, 265

Egyptian Hieroglyphics:

addition, 204-206 (Example 8-4), 335, 343-344
(Figure 12-2), 344-345 (Example 12-3)
addition word problems, 211 (Example 8-5)
base ten place value, 278-282 (Example 10-1)
combine word problems, 217-218 (Example 8-10)
missing-addend problems, 224-225
(Example 8-14), 231-232 (Example 8-17)
more and less than, 198-200 (Example 8-3)
multidigit mental computation, 302-303, 304-307
(Example 11-1)
multidigit written computation, 335, 343-344
(Figure 12-2), 344-345 (Example 12-3), 354
(Figure 12-3)
multiplication, 212-213 (Example 8-6)
number-combination patterns, 304-307
(Example 11-1)
subtraction, 354 (Figure 12-3)
subtraction word problems, 211 (Example 8-5)
writing numerals, 19-20 (Example 2-6), 193-195
(Example 8-1)
Enough-to-Buy Activity, 125, 126 (Example 5-19)
Equal-Addition Method for Multidigit Subtraction,

332-333 (Example 12-2)
Equals and Nonequals Symbols, 196-198
(Example 8-2)
Examples and Nonexamples:
counting sequence, 55-56 (Example 3-3)
fractions, 36-39 (Example 2-12)
geometry, 367-368 (Example 13-5), 369-370
(Example 13-6)
numbering, 87, 89

Factor Of 267
Fair Cookie Portions, 103, 104 (Example 5-1)
Families-of-Subtraction-Combination Exercise, 256
(Example 9-5)
Finn, 214, 222 (Example 8-12), 225, 229, 231-233
Find the Number, 166 (Example 7-2)
Finger Play, 116
Finger Puppets, 97
Fishing for Numbers, 1 78-1 79 (Example 7-11)
Follow Me, 179
Forward Bowling, 283, 335
Frog-Hopping Activity, 200

Geoboard or Dot Matrix (copying, analyzing, and
creating figures), 362, 363-364 (Example 13-3)
Golf, 126-127 (Example 5-20)
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Hand Shapes, 97
Hidden Stars Game, c37, 89 (Example 4-5), 91
Hidden-Penny Game, 90 (Example 4-6)
Hierarchy of Forms, 371-372 (Example 13-7)
High Card 100, 282, 283 (Example 10-2), 331

High Die, 111, 113-114 (Example 5-6)
Hit-the-Target Game, 111, 115-116 (Example 5-9)
How Many Dots?, 149, 150-151 (Example 6-9), 152
How Many Groups?, 155-157 (Example 6-11)
Informal Means for Determining the Products of Nine,

153-154 (Example 6-10)
In-Out Machines, 26-34 (Example 2-9):
addition, 27, 29, 30-32, 252, 254, 307-308
arithmetic concepts, 214, 216 (Example 8-8), 217
(Example 8-9), 255
multiplication, 27, 33-34, 253, 254
multidigit arithmetic, 302, 307,308 (Example 11-2)
number after, 27, 28
number combination patterns, 33, 216
(Example 8-8), 243, 252-253 (Example 9-3),
254
subtraction, 27, 33, 253, 254
Introducing More Complex Fractions, 378
(Example 13-10)
Jungle-Trip Game, 139-140 (Example 6-3), 147
Larger-Number Football, 127-128 (Example 5-21)
Larger-Number Game (see Advanced or Basic Larger
Number Game)
Largest-Number Draw (see Advanced or Basic Largest
Number Draw)
Less Cookie Game, 116
Little-Number Game, 116, 118 (Example 5 -11)
Long-Distance Number Communications, 97

Lock) Same Number, 87, 91, 104-105
Magic Show, 108
Matching Figures Game, 365-366 (Example 13-4)
Math Detective Exercises:
basic number combination relationships or patterns,

243, 248-251 (Example 9-2)
multidigit combination patterns, 302, 309
(Example 11-3)
Modified Hidden-Penny Game, 94, 95 (Example 4-9)
Modified Largest-Number (Smallest-Number) Draw,
295 (Example 10-9)

Index of Games and Activities
Modified Magic Show, 223-224 (Example 8-13)

Moon-Invaders Game, 111, 170
More-Cookie Game, 109,110 (Example 5-4),
120-121 (Example 5-14)
More-Fingers Activity, 122, 123 (Example 5-15)
Mysterious-Disappearance Skits, 148
Necklace Chase, 42-43 (Example 2-13)
Nervous Shopper, 317, 318 (Example 11-9)

Number Race, 168 (Example 7-5), 192
Number Search Game, 169-170 (Example 7-7)
Number Target, 44-46 (Example 2-14)
Number-After Dominoes, 87, 90, 190
Number-After Quiz Game, 69,72-73 (Example 3-21)
Number-After Race, 69, 72 (Example 3-20), 73, 87,
90, 95
Number-Guess Game, 116-118 (Example 5-10)
Number-List Race, 166 (Example 7-1)
Number-List Race Game, 111
Number-Search Game, 169-170 (Example 7-7)
Numeral-List Race, 192
Pattern Blocks, 362 (Example 13-2)
Pattern-Chant Activity:
count by fives, 64
count by two, 67

count odd numbers 1 to 19, 67-68
Pattern or Random? 361
Pattern Prediction:
count by five, 64, 65 (Example 3-14)
count by two, 67

count odd numbers 1 to 9, 67-68
geometry, 360-361 (Example 13-1)
Peek, 59, 60 (Example 3-8), 69, 75
Pick Up, 181 (Example 7-13)
Poi sting Exercise; 83
Prediction Game:
count by fives, 64-65 (Example 3-13)
count by twos, 67
mentally adding ono, 142, 395
mentally subtracting one, 148
Product-Patterns Exercise, 243, 247 (Example 9-1)
Quick-Look Game:

1-3, 91 (Example 4-7), 395
1-6, 93, 395
Racing-Car Game
basic addition combinations, 260
basic multiplication combinations, 267
basic subtraction combinations, 265
informal addition, 139 (Example 6-2)
Informal subtraction, 147
Ready-Set-Add or Ready-Set-Subtract
two-digit version, 319-320 (Example 11-10), 323
three-digit version, 323-324

Rings for a Ciimen or King, 69, 71-72 (Example 3-19)

Same-Number or Different?, 103
Score Keeping, 169 (Example 7-6)
Semiconcrete Addition in Familiar and an Unfamiliar
Format, 218-221 (Example 8-11)
Shuffle Board 100, 282, 286 (Example 10-3), 331
Smaller-Number Football, 128
Snack Activity, 109 (Example 5-3), 116
Snake Game, 56 (Example 3-3), 57
Soccer, 87, 88 (Example 4-4), 93-95, 181, 190

Space Wars, 283, 346-347 (Example 12-4)
Spinner Game, 53, 58 (Example 3-6)
Staircase Activity, 111
Star Collector, 95-96 (Example 4-10)
Star Race, 53, 58-59 (Example 3-7)
Store Game, 122, 123-124 (Example 5-16)

Strike Game, 59, 61 (Example 3-9), 181
Strike-and-Spare Game, 68 (Example 3-17), 181
Structuring Computational Practice to Foster the
Discovery of an Arithmetic Relationship, 34
(Example 2-10)
Subtraction-Patterns Estimates, 265
Subtracts To, 265
Supposed to Be, 222
Taller Tower Game, 56-57 (Example 3-4)

Tape Recording, 57 (Example 3-5), 58
Target Game:
base ten place value, 277 (Figure 10-2)
copying numerals, 178, 180 (Example 7-12), 181
1 and 10 (version), 291, 295, 296
1, 10, and 100 (version), 293, 295, 296
(Example 10-10)
100 (version), 274, 291, 292-293 (Example 10-8),
293
writing numerals, 181
Tic Tac Toe, 171-172 (Example 7-9)
Tower of Same-As, 214 (Example 8-7), 224, 228, 260
Train Game, 58, 62, 63-64 (Example 3-12)
Turn Over, 69
Two-Dice Difference, 265, 267 (Example 9-11)
Unfair Shares, 376 (Example 13-8)
Unfamiliar Number Sentences with Numerals,
230-231 (Example 8-16)

Venn Diagram, 373 (Figure 13-3)
Walk On, 69
What Does 1/2 Mean?, 36-39 (Example 2-12)

What Is a Rectangle?, 369-371 (Example 13-6)
What Patterns Do You See?, 62
What's My Rule?, 361
What's Related?, 265-266 (Example 9-10)
Wood Trading, 274, 276-277 (Example 10-1), 294
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Word Problems
addition, 18, 136, 137-138 ( Example 6-1), 140,

141 (Example 6-4), 187-188, 203-206, 211
(Example 8-5), 217-218 (Example 8-10),
224-225 (Example 8-14), 231-232
(Example 8-17), 233, 331, 335
division, 22-24 (Example 2-8), 136
subtraction, 18, 136, 145-146 (Example 6-6), / 47
(Example 6-7), 188, 206, 211 (Example 8-5),

420

226, 331, 346, 347 (Example 12-5)
multidigit subtraction, 347-353
(Example 12-5)
multiplication, 18 (Example 2-5), 136,149,150
(Example 6-8), 212 -2i (Example 8-6)
Zip-Race:

1-10 version, 17C-171 (Example 7-8)
11-19 version, 288-289 (Example 10-5)

Index of Skills
and Concepts*
Adding like sets (Informal multiplication):

2 to 5, 134, 149
more than 5, 135, 152, 155, 158
Addition-subtraction inverse principle (arithmetic
concept and ripresentation), 187, 189, 222-223,

229
Additive-subtraction (arithmetic concept and
representation), 188-189, 226, 228
Associativity of addition (arithmetic concept and
representation), 34, 187, 189, 224, 233

Base-ten equivalents, 269, 274-275, 278

ones in 10, 273, 282-283, 293-294
tens in 100, 273, 282-283, 293-294
hundreds in 1000, 273, 287, 293-294

Count by tens (oral counting):

to 100, 49, 59
100 to 200, 50, 68
Count by twos to 20 (oral counting), 49, 67
Count from one to add 2 to 5 (informal addition), 132,

143
Count odd numbers 1 to 19 (oral counting), 49-50,

67-68
Count on 2 to 5 from larger addend (informal addition),

132, 143
Decade after (oral counting):

10 to 90, 50, 73
100 to 190, 50, 74
Decade before 20 to 100 (oral counting), 51, 75
Decade

Cardinal value (prearithmetic concept and
representation), 185, 190, 192-193, 194
Cardinality rule (numbering), 80, 89
Commutativity (arithmetic concept and representation):

of addition, 186, 189, 214, 232-233
of multiplication, 189, 228
Complements (basic subtraction combinations), 238,

245, 265-266
Copying one-digit numerals, 162, 173-178
Count all (informal addition):
sets 1 to 5, 137-140
sets more than 5, 141-142
Count backwards (oral counting):
from 10, 51, 75-76
from 20, 51, 76
Count by fives to 100 (oral counting), 49, 64
Count by ones (oral counting):
1 to 10, 49, 53
11 to 19, 49, 57-58
20 to 29, 49, 57
30 to 100, 49, E2
101 to 200, 50, 69

decade (multidigit mental computation),

299-300, 308
Decade + decade (multidigit mental computation), 298
Decade
10 (multidigit mental computation),

299-300, 308, 310
Decade + 10 or 10 + decade (multidigit mental
computation), 298, 303, 307, 310
Decade + n or n + decade (multidigit mental
computation), 298, 310
Difference (arithmetic concept and representation),

188, 226, 228
Difference of one (basic subtraction combinations),

240, 245, 254, 300
Enumeration of sets (numbering), 78-79

1 to 5, 79, 83, 86-87
6 to 10, 79, 93
11 to 20, 79, 94
Equals 10 (basic addition combinations), 238, 254
Equivalence and inequivalence relationships
(arithmetic concept and representation), 185, 195
Equivalent + and X (arithmetic concept and
representation), 190, 233-234

Italics indicate pages on which instruction on a skill or concept is described.
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Estimation (see also Front-end strategy; Rounding

Hundreds + hundreds (multidigit mental computation),

299, 313

strategies):

multidigit arithmetic, 297, 300-302, 314-324
quantities, 103, 317, 319
single-digit arithmetic, 149, 150-151, 155-157,
158, 258-260, 265, 317
Fine comparisons (numerical relationships):

1 to 5, 102, 122-123
6 to 10, 102, 125-126
11 to 100, 102, 127
Fine comparisons of less (numerical relationships):

1 to 10, 102, 126
11 to 100, 102, 128

Hundreds + 100 (multidigit mental computation), 299,

313
Hundreds for 1000 (see Base-ten equivalents)
Identity-conservation principle, 80, 90
Identity principle, 254, 300

Large n + n (basic addition combinations), 238
Large miscellaneous addition (basic addition
combinations), 238, 244
Large miscellaneous subtraction (basic subtraction
combinations), 240, 245

Finger patterns (numbering):

1 to 5, 82, 96-97
6 to 10, 82, 97
flexible enumeration (base ten), 270, 273-274, 278
ones & tens, 295
ones, tens, & hundreds, 295
Fractions:

comparing and ordering fractions, 372, 375, 377
defining the whole, 375, 377, 378
equal-parts concept 372, 375-376, 379
fair-sharing concept, 372, 375-376, 377, 379
formal symbolism, 356, 372, 375, 377, 378, 379
improper and mixed fractions, 378
operations on fractions, 372, 377
unit fractions, 378
Front-end strategy (multidigit estimation):
with 2-digit terms, 301, 321-322
with 3-digit terms, 301, 321-322
Geometry:
analyzing geometric figures, 362-363

congruence, definition of, 365-366
copying geometric figures, 362-363
creating geometric figures, 362-364
diagonal, definition of 367-368
parallelograms, definition of, 371-372
patterns, 360-361
polygon, definition of 371-372
quadrilateral, definition of 371-372
rectangle, definition of 369-370, 371-372
relationships among attributes or properties, 356,

357, 371-372, 378-379
relationships among figures, 356, 357, 369,

371-372, 378-379
shape identification or recognition, 356, 357
square, definition of, 369-370, 371-372
similarity, definition of 365-366
Gross comparisons (numerical relationships), 99

1 to 10, 101, 111, 113
11 to 100, 101, 118
Gross comparisons of less 1 to 10 (numerical
relationships), 101, 116

m-n

n (basic subtraction combinations), 239, 245

m- large n .... n, 245
m- small n n, 245
Magnitude relationships (arithmetic concept and
representation), 185, 198, 200
Matching sets (numerical relationships), 100,106-109
Mentally add on 6 to 9 more (informal addition), 132,

143,145
Mentally add one more (informal addition), 132, 142
Mentally take one away (informal subtraction), 133,

147-148
Missing addend (arithmetic concept and
representation), 188-189, 231
Missing augend (arithmetic concep, and

representation), 188-190, 233
Missing part (arithmetic concept and representation),

187-188, 218-222, 224-225, 232
n

1 (basic subtraction combinations), 239, 244,

254
n - 2 (basic subtraction combinations), 239, 244
n - n (basic subtraction combinations), 239,244,254,
259
n - 0 (basic subtraction combinations), 239, 244,245,

254
n + 0 and 0 + n (basic addition combinations), 237,
244, 254
n + 1 and 1 + n (basic addition combinations), 237,
244, 254
n + 2 and 2 + n (basic addition combinations), 237,
244
n + 8 and 8 + n (basic addition combinations), 238,
244
n + 9 and 9 + n (basic addition combinations), 238,
244
n X 0 and 0 X n (basic multiplication combinations),
240, 245, 254
n X 1 and 1 X n (basic multiplication combinations),
240, 245, 254
n X 2 and 2 X n (basic multiplication combinations),
240, 246, 254

Index of Skills and Concepts
n X 5 and 5 X n (basic multiplication combinations),
240, 246
n X 9 and 9 X n (basic multiplication combinations),

240,246
Notation with renaming (see Place-value notation)
Number after (oral counting):

1 to 9, 50, 69
10 to 28, 50, 73
29 to 99, 50, 74
100 to 199, 50, 74
Number before (oral counting):

2 to 10, 51, 74-75
11 to 29, 51, 75
30 to 100, 51, 75
One hundred + n and n + 100 (muftidigit mental
computation), 299
Ones & tens notation (see Place-value rotation)
Ones for 10 (see Base-ten equivalents)
Order-irrelevance principle (numbering), 80, 91-92
Ordinal relations (prearithmetic concept and
representation), 185, 200-201
Other names for a number (arithmetic concept and
representation), 189, 232-233
Other small and large times (basic multiplication
combinations), 241, 246

Parallel addition (multidigit mental computation),

298-299, 308, 310
Parallel minus facts (multidigit mental computation),

300, 308
Part-part-whole (arithmetic concept and
representation), 187, 217, 227, 232
Perception of fine differences with sets of 1 to 4
(numerical relationships), 102, 120
Perception of "more" (numerical relationships), 101,

109
Perception of "same" (numerical relationships), 99,

103
Place recognition, 269, 274-275
ones, tens, hundreds, 272, 282-283
thousands, 272, 287
Place-value notation, 269, 272, 274-275, 278
ones and tens, 273, 282-283, 291, 293
hundreds, 273, 282-283, 287, 293, 296
thousands, 287
with renaming, 273, 293
Production of sets (numbering), 81-82
1 to 5, 82, 94-95
6 to 10, 82, 97
11 to 20, 82, 97
Reading numerals:

1-digit terms, 162, 170
teen terms, 270, 282-283, 287-288, 290
2-digit terms, 270, 282-283, 289, 295
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3-digit terms, 271, 287, 289, 295
4-digit terms, 271, 287, 290, 295
Recognition of °per-A*1°n and relational signs:

- & .6, 163-164, 182
> & <, 163-164, 182
sign, 163, 182
X sign, 163, 182
+ sign, 163, 182
Recognition of sets (numbering):

1 to 3, 80, 90-91
4 to 6, 80, 93
Recognition of one-digit numerals, 161, 164-165
Rounding strategies (multidigit estimation):

with 2-digits, 301-302, 322-324
with 3-digits, 301-302, 322-324
Same number (numerical relationships):

1 to 5, 100, 104-105
6 to 10, 100, 106
Same-sum-as (arithmetic concept and representation),

186,214
Small miscellaneous addition (basic addition
combinations), 238, 244
Small miscellaneous subtraction (basic subtraction
combinations), 241, 245
Small n + n (basic addition combinations), 237
Smallest or largest (base-ten), 269-270

1- & 2-digit terms, 273, 295
3-digit terms, 273, 295
4-digit terms, 273, 295
Symbolic addition, 185, 201-203, 206
Symbolic multiplication, 186, 209-210, 212-214
Symbolic subtraction, 185, 206
Take away (informal subtraction):

2 to 5, 133, 148
6 to 10, 133, 148-149
teens, 134, 149
Take away with objects (informal subtraction), 133,

145, 147
Teen - 8 (basic subtraction combinations), 240, 245
Teen 9 (basic subtraction combinations), 240, 245
Teen - 10 (multidigit mental computation), 299,303,

310
Ten - n (basic subtraction combinations), 240, 245
Ten + n or n + 10 (multidigit mental computation),
298, 303, 307, 310
Three-digit n + decade (multidigit mental
computation), 299, 313
Three-digit n + 10 (multidigit mental computation),
299, 307, 313
Tens for 100 (see Base-ten equivalents)
Two- and 3-digit (written) addition with and without
renaming, 326-327, 329, 331, 334-335
Two- and 3-digit (written) subtraction with and without
renaming, 326-327, 329, 331, 334, 346
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Two-digit n + decade and 2-digit n decade
(multidigit mental computation), 298, 300
Two-digit n + 10 and 2-digit n 10 (multidigit mental
computation), 298, 300, 307, 310
Union of sets (arithmetic concept and representation),
187, 217-218, 222, 232
Writing numerals:

one-digit, 163, 179, 181

teens, 271, 282-283, 290
two-digits, 271, 282-283, 290
three-digits, 271, 287, 290-291
four-digits, 271,287, 291
Written multidigit arithmetic or calculation, 283,
326-330, 331-354, 355
addition (see Two- and 3-digit [written] addition with
and without renaming)
subtraction (see Two- and 3-digit [written] subtraction
with and without renaming)

Also of Interest
Problem Solving: A Handbook for Elementary School Teachers
Stephen Krulik and Jesse A. Rudnick
An all-in-one guide to successfully teaching problem solving in the elementary classroomincluding over
300 problems and activities, 150 ready-to-duplicate blackline masters, 47 strategy games, and dozens of
illustrative examples.

Problem Solving: A Handbook for Teachers, Second Edition
Stephen Krulik and Jesse A. Rudnick
Everything needed to teach problem solving effectively to students at all levelsincluding over 325 classroomtested problems, activities, games, and other hands-on tools, plus more than 60 blackline masters.

A Sourcebook for Teaching Problem Solving
Stephen Krulik and Jesse A. Rudnick
More classroom- tested tools for teaching problem solving. . .over 300 additional problems, activities, and
games, with more than 150 blackline masters.

Mathematics for the Mildly Handicapped:
A Guide to Curriculum and instruction
John F. Cawley, Anne Marie Fitzmaurice-Hayes, and Robert A. Shaw
A model of curriculum and instruction that covers all key mathematics topics and emphasizes problem solving. . .with over 200 activities and sample problems.

Math Problem Solving: Beginners through Grade 3
and
Math Problem Solving for Grades 4 through 8
James L. Overholt, Jane B. Rincon, and Constance A. Ryan
Nearly 1,600 practice problems (ab,lut 30 for each grade level) and 275 complete, tested lesson plans for
teaching pi c.,blem solving.

For more information on these and other titles, write to.

Allyn and Bacon
Longwood Division
160 Gould Street
Needham Heights, MA 02194-2310

ISBN 0-205-11792-9
H1792-4
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